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Abstract 

English: 

The medieval Icelandic manuscripts AM  to and Reynistaðarbók AM  to have strong 
ties to one another with regard to several parameters: the texts that they contain, the likely 
date and place of their production, as well as the scribes that produced them. These scribes 
seemed to have been active in Northern Iceland, particularly at known sites of book 
production within the Hólar bishopric during the latter half of the fourteenth century. These 
codices and the scribes that produced them have been discussed in previous scholarship, often 
because the two manuscripts seem to share at least one scribe and are tied to similar scribal 
milieus. 
 This project re-examines the scribal hands in these manuscripts through an analysis of 
selected features of the language, orthography, and script, with reference to the EMROON 
database. Through this examination, this study delineates the scribal hands and re-assesses the 
dating and localisation of these manuscripts. With regard to patterns that emerge in the 
language, orthography, and script of the scribes, it is argued that while the scribes of 
Reynistaðarbók AM  to and the first scribe of AM  to belonged to a scribal milieu 
that was likely active around the Benedictine nunnery at Reynistaður on Skagafjörður, the 
second scribe of AM  to was more closely associated with another milieu, that which 
produced the saga manuscript Möðruvallabók AM  fol., likely active at Möðruvellir at 
Hörgárdalur. 

Norsk: 

De islandske middelaldermanuskriptene AM  to og Reynistaðarbók AM  to 
er nært sammenknyttede gjennom flere faktorer: tekstene hvert manuskript 
inneholder, den antatte tid- og stedfestingen for manuskriptproduksjonen, og skriverne 
som deltok i denne. Skriverne ser ut til å ha virket på Nord-Island, mer spesifikt ved 
velkjente bokproduksjonssteder innenfor Hólar bispedømme, i løpet av siste halvdel av 
trettenhundretallet. Manuskriptene, så vel som skriverne som produserte dem, har vært 
tema for tidligere undersøkelser, da man har antatt at manuskriptene deler minst én 
skriver og har vært tilknyttet lignende skrivermiljø. 
              Gjennom en analyse av utvalgte trekk ved språk, ortografi, og skrift i disse to 
manuskriptene med referanse til EMROON-databasen, revurderer dette prosjektet 
skriverhendene. Som et resultat av undersøkelsen presenterer studien en presis 
gjennomgang av skriverhendene og legger frem en ny tid- og stedfesting for de to 



manuskriptene. På bakgrunn av tendensene i skrivernes språk, ortografi og skrift 
argumenteres det for at skriverne vi finner i Reynistaðarbók AM  to, samt den 
første skriveren i AM  , hørte til et skrivermiljø som sannsynligvis fungerte aktivt 
rundt benediktinernonneklosteret ved Reynistaður i Skagafjörður, mens den andre 
skriveren i AM  to var nærmere tilknyttet et annet miljø – nemlig det som 
produserte sagamanuskriptet Möðruvallabók AM  fol – og hadde sannsynligvis sitt 
virke ved Möðruvellir i Hörgárdalur. 
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 - Introduction

1 - Introduction 

1.1 Context  

1.1.1 Overview 

This study will deal with a pair of fourteenth-century Icelandic manuscripts, Reynistaðarbók 
AM  to and AM  to, that are connected through scribal hands, the milieu to which 
these scribes may have belonged, as well as their textual content. This is to say that these 
manuscripts may represent the work of a milieu of scribes that, at times, directly collaborated, 
and may have been active in the same areas around the same time. High resolution images of 
both of these manuscripts are available on handrit.is, which the reader may wish to consult 
themselves in conjunction with this study. All of the data that is used in this study is available 
on emroon.no. 

1.1.2 State of the Art and Previous Research 

Several scholars have contributed to identifying a multifaceted link between Reynistaðarbók 
AM  to and AM  to.  The literature surrounding these manuscripts will be discussed 
in detail in the second chapter, situating this project in the existing body of research on these 
manuscripts. Additionally, my M.A thesis, A Study in Scribal Identification in Fourteenth 
Century Iceland,  submitted successfully at the University of Iceland in , focused on one of 
the scribal hands identified in these manuscripts, and also employed a quantitative approach. 
These manuscripts are primarily linked by shared scribal hands, and may also stem from a 
common scribal milieu. Several scholars, such as Peter Foote,  Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir,  Jonna 
Louis-Jensen, Stefán Karlsson, and Claire Johnstone,  have referenced schools of writing and 
or milieus involved in book production in the northern part of Iceland during the fourteenth 

 Some salient pieces of scholarship that have discussed this link and the manner in which it has been established 
include: Kristian Kålund, ed., Altnordische Saga-Bibliotek, Bind 4: Laxdœla Saga (Halle: Max Niemayer, ); 
Jonna Louis-Jensen, ed., Trójumanna Saga, The Dares Phrygius Version, Editiones Arnamagnæanæ, Series A. Vol. 

, (Copenhagen: C.A Reitzels Boghandel A S, ); Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History in Fourteenth-
Century Iceland: Studies in AM  to,” (PhD diss., University of London, ); Stefán Karlsson, “The 
Localization and Dating of Medieval Icelandic Manuscripts,” Saga Book XXV ( ): - ; Stefán Karlsson, 
ed., Sagas of Icelandic Bishops: Fragments of Eight Manuscripts (Copenhagen: Rosenkilde and Bagger, ), - .

 Patrick Aaron Farrugia, “A Study in Scribal Identification in Fourteenth Century Iceland: A Comparative 
Philological Analysis of Selected Sections of Holm. Perg. vo nr.  IX, AM  to, and Reynistaðarbók AM 

 to,” (Master s thesis, University of Iceland, ).

 Peter Foote, ed., A Saga of St Peter the Apostle - Perg. 4:o nr 19 in The Royal Library, Stockholm (Copenhagen: 
Rosenkilde and Bagger, ).

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” .

 Claire Christina Johnstone, “Linguistic Variation and Scribal Practice in Medieval Iceland: A Study of Five th 
Century Manuscripts,” (Master s thesis, University of Iceland, ).



 - Introduction

century. This provides a foundation for bolstering the link between these manuscripts based 
on shared features in the realms of orthography, language, and script. These manuscripts can 
then potentially be traced to the same, albeit conjectured, site(s) of manuscript production, and 
a norm that informed the orthography, language, and script of the scribal milieu(s) there can be 
inferred.  
 In terms of studying these manuscripts together as a group because of potentially 
shared associations with a scribal milieu, it can be noted that several other manuscripts could 
have been included, as, for example, this group of scribes may also have been responsible for 
producing Möðruvallabók AM  fol., as at least one of the scribes associated with it seems to 
have also worked on AM  to.  However, work on Möðruvallabók AM  fol. lies outside 
of the scope of this project, and extensive data production and analysis have already been 
undertaken on the manuscript by Andrea de Leeuw van Weenen.  As such, some of the trends 
in this data will be referenced as a point of comparison, but this manuscript will not be 
considered one of the main objects of study here. 
 Reynistaðarbók AM  to and AM  to likely belonged to a significantly broader 
network of fourteenth century Icelandic manuscripts, many of which will be mentioned in the 
second chapter, though it is the scribal hands found in these two manuscripts that will be the 
focus of this study. These manuscripts seem to have a common thread running through them 
with respect to traits such as, but not limited to: scribal hands, representation of linguistic 
features and developments as well as purely orthographic conventions, the symbol inventories 
and script, the shared texts, and of course, likely similar provenance. As the manuscripts in this 
study have some overlap in terms of the texts and genres, there is a strong possibility that we 
have an instance of the same scribe having worked on multiple versions of the same text in two 
different manuscripts; the most salient connection between the manuscripts is that at least one 
scribal hand appears in both of them. It can be noted here, that this study will adopt an 
approach that is materially rather than textually oriented, and as such, will fall into the realm of 
New Philology, as will be outlined in the subsequent chapters. The tasks of identifying the 
scribal hands, dating the manuscripts, and attempting to discern a scribal milieu affiliation will 
primarily be based on the orthography, language, and script of the manuscripts, as the texts 
themselves are not the primary concern of this project; AM  to contains Trójumanna saga 
and Breta sögur, while AM  to contains at least truncated versions of these same texts, in 

 Jonna Louis-Jensen, ed., Trójumanna saga, Editiones Arnamagnæanæ, Series A, Vol.  (Copenhagen: 
Munksgaard, ), xxxi.

 Andrea de Leeuw van Weenen, A Grammar of Möðruvallabók (Leiden: CNWS Publications, ); 
Möðruvallabók, AM 132 fol.: I. Index and Concordance (Leiden: E.J Brill, ).
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addition to what can be called an early attempt at cataloguing the history of the world.  
Trójumanna saga on the one hand, along with several other texts in AM  to, belong to the 
matière de Rome category of Medieval Literature, while Breta sögur are part of the matière de 
Bretagne,  as the latter are a translation and adaptation of Geoffrey of Monmouth s Historiæ 
Regum Brittaniæ.  Thus, many of these texts may have been crucial in the development of 
indigenous Old Norse-Icelandic literature and the establishment of what Torfi Tulinius has 
dubbed “The Matter of the North”,  situating medieval Iceland in a broader context of history, 
literature, and culture, and aiding in the establishment of a cohesive learned Icelandic world 
view in the later Medieval period.   

1.1.3 Motivation and Goals 

The primary aim of this study is to chart the orthography, language, and script found in the 
manuscripts AM  to and AM  to. In so doing, the relationship between these 
manuscripts in the contexts of scribal practice, language history, and transmission can be 
mapped, and the issue of whether they may have been produced by a relatively small group of 
scribes that belonged to a particular school or milieu may be addressed. Fundamentally then, 
this study will be an investigation into scribal practice and the development of language, 
orthography, script, and symbol inventory as represented in two medieval Icelandic 
manuscripts, the scribes that produced them, and the milieu(s) to which they may have 
belonged.  
 As noted, these two manuscripts have a layered link, which will be outlined in both this 
chapter and the next. Though they belong to a much larger web of related manuscripts, both of 
the manuscripts can likely be linked to two distinct main nodes of this web, which may have 
only directly intersected with one of these manuscripts. On the one hand, AM  to is 
strongly linked to the Benedictine convent at Reynistaður, as well as more generally with the 

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” - .

 Notable discussions of the Matters of Rome and Britain in the context of Old Norse Literature can be found in, 
among others: Hélène Tétrel, La Saga des Bretons (Paris: Classiques Garnier, ); Hélène Tétrel, “Trojan 
Origins and the Use of the Æneid and Related Sources in the Old Icelandic Brut,” Journal of English and Germanic 
Philology,  ( ): - ; The Arthur of the North: The Arthurian Legend in the Norse and Rus’ Realms, ed. 
Marianne Kalinke (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, ).

 Marianne Kalinke, “The Introduction of the Arthurian Legend in Scandinavia,” in The Arthur of the North: The 
Arthurian Legend in the Norse and Rus’ Realms, ed. Marianne Kalinke (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, ), 
- .

 Torfi Tulinius, The Matter of the North: The Rise of Literary Fiction in Thirteenth-Century Iceland. trans. Randi C. 
Eldevik. (Odense: Odense University Press, ).

 Sverrir Jakobsson, “Hauksbók and the Construction of an Icelandic World View,” Saga Book XXXI ( ): 
- .
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charters produced at Akrar and the layman Brynjólfur Bjarnason, also around Skagafjörður, 
and has ties to several other manuscripts and scribal hands, both of clerics and laypeople, that 
were active in the area during the latter-half of the fourteenth century. On the other hand, only 
the first portion, and likely the first hand, of AM  to is associated with this Skagafjörður-
based milieu, while the latter portion of the manuscript, completed by a later hand, has ties to a 
milieu likely active at Möðruvellir at Hörgárdalur. Thus, AM  to and AM  to may 
not only exemplify, but also link, the work and scribal practice of both of these respective 
scribal milieu, tentatively linked to Skagafjörður  Reynistaður and Möðruvellir at 
Hörgárdalur. 
 As a study that is materially oriented, this project will fundamentally take the form of 
an orthographic, linguistic, and paleographic analysis, which seeks to not only outline and 
catalog the various scribal hands witnessed within the manuscripts, but also suggest a relative 
timeline for the careers of these scribes and attempt to date the manuscripts more precisely. 
While some previous work on these manuscripts has noted that several of the scribes share 
idiosyncrasies,  and perhaps even preserve at least one extinct dialect feature,  this study will 
take these notions further, and attempt to infer some of the rules of the norm  that these 
scribes may have been following. The possibility that the scribes who seemed to co-operate in 
the production of these manuscripts may have spoken distinct varieties of Old Icelandic that 
was at least partially reflected in their written norm, and which may also bear remaining traces 
of influence from Old Norwegian, will be investigated. Though, the texts contained in these 
manuscripts, which will be outlined in the second chapter, will also feature in the discussion 
undertaken in this thesis, particularly regarding how some of these learned texts concerning, 
from a medieval Icelandic perspective, ancient history, may have circulated among and been 
practically treated by the scribes copying them. 
 While these manuscripts, perhaps especially AM  to, owing to the work of 
Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir  in particular, have been studied at a fairly high level of detail 
individually in previous scholarship, this study will seek to provide quantitative and 

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” - .

 Janez Orešnik, “An Old Icelandic Dialect Feature: iæ for æ,” Gripla  ( ): - .

 The concept of a norm, from both a linguistic and scribal perspective, will be addressed further in various sub-
sections across chapters two through four.

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir has published extensively and thoroughly on AM  to; these publications include 
but are not limited to: “Arctic Gardens of Delights: The Purpose of the Book of Reynistaður,” in Romance in Late 
Medieval and Early Modern Iceland: Essays in Honor of Marianne Kalinke. (Ithaca: Cornell University Library, 

); “The Resourceful Scribe: Some Aspects of the Development of Reynistaðarbók (AM  to),” in Modes 
of Authorship in the Middle Ages, eds. Ingvil Brugger Büdal, Slavica Rankovic, Aidan Conti, Leidulf Melve, Else 
Mundal (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, ); “Universal History in Fourteenth-Century 
Iceland: Studies in AM  to.”
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comparative analysis regarding defined orthographic, linguistic, and palaeographic features. 
Svanhildur s work on AM  to has predominantly been focused on the contents of the 
manuscript, its peculiar construction, and its function as a compendium of universal history in 
the vernacular, as well as the notion that it was quite plausibly produced by and for a 
community of women. Though Svanhildur s work on the manuscript also falls under the 
umbrella of New  Material  Artifactual Philology,  this work was not primarily concerned 
with the language, orthography, and script of the manuscript, but rather the content of the 
codex, though a conception of the various scribal hands was offered, with reference to the 
transcription of folia -  included in her doctoral dissertation.    
 AM  to has been studied somewhat less than AM  to, though these 
manuscripts have consistently been treated as close relatives in the scholarship. Earlier work on 
AM  to has largely been the effort of Jonna Louis-Jensen, and was primarily done in the 
context of studying the various redactions of Breta sögur and Trójumanna saga rather than as an 
investigation of the manuscript on its own terms. This work, largely in a Lachmannian and 
Helgasonian vein,  featured in the Arnamagnæan editions of Trójumanna saga, and the 
forthcoming edition of Breta sögur, taken up by Þorbjörg Helgadóttir, to which the author of 
this present study is also a contributor, also includes transcribed portions of the manuscript. 
Like Svanhildur s transcription of AM  to, Louis-Jensen s transcription of AM  to 
has been instrumental to this project, though as will be discussed later in this section as well as 
in the third chapter, the transcriptions employed in the present study are both digital and 
heavily annotated.  
 While some previous scholarship of the manuscripts has discussed the various potential 
scribal hands found in these manuscripts, a more complete quantitative comparative analysis 
has yet to be undertaken, and one of the explicit goals of this study is to chart the links 
between these manuscripts through this lens. As will be discussed more in the second chapter, 
the notion of scribal schools facilitating the education and co-operation of scribes, and perhaps 
also the development, but perhaps not enforcement, of particular rules regarding orthography 
and script has, to some extent, been explored in the study of Medieval Icelandic scribal culture. 
Subsequent to the analysis of both of the individual manuscripts, trends in the language, 
orthography, and script — the parameters primarily discussed in chapters five through seven — 

 The meaning of these terms, as well as the contextualisation of this study relative to them, will be taken up in 
greater detail in the third chapter.

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” - .

 The meaning of these terms, as well as the contextualisation of this study relative to them, will be taken up in 
greater detail in the third chapter.
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will be explored so as to chart the relationship between these manuscripts on quantifiable 
grounds, and see if a norm that these scribes were beholden to can be inferred. 
 As such, this study will contribute to the existing body of scholarship on these 
manuscripts, which has often been focused on one of them in particular rather than 
considering them as a pair,  while also representing a departure from the existing body of 
research that has been done on each of the respective manuscripts, in that it will involve 
studying these manuscripts both on their own terms, as well as in the effort of bolstering the 
strong link that they share. With this in mind, this study will follow some of the precepts of 
New Philology as practiced in Old Norse philology,  meeting each manuscript on its own 
terms, while also attempting to situate the manuscripts within a larger group of codices, 
drawing upon überliefierungsgeschichte, that may stem from a relatively small group of scribes 
who may have received similar training, worked at the same site of book production, or even 
spoke a particular variety of Old West Norse. As such, this study will not only further 
knowledge on these codices as individual cultural artefacts, but also elucidate the relations 
between them. 
 Additionally, this project avails itself of some new technologies that were unavailable 
and  or under development while much of the previous scholarship was authored. The 
analysis of the orthography, language, and script of the manuscripts undertaken on this study 
will involve the use of a digital dataset created by Robert Kristof Paulsen, developer and 

manager of the EMROON (Etymologically and Morphologically defined Reference 

Orthography for Old Norse) database, available on emroon.no. This dataset is derived from a 

morphological annotation of TEI-XML transcriptions of selected manuscript leaves.  The 
morphological annotation and subsequently derived dataset are the work of Paulsen, while the 
basic transcriptions and analysis were done by the author of this study.  While advances in 
TEI-XML have allowed for multi-level encoding of medieval Norse texts since shortly after 

 Some works of scholarship that discuss at least one of the manuscripts: Kålund, Altnordische Saga-Bibliotek, 
Bind 4: Laxdœla Saga; Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna Saga, The Dares Phrygius Version; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, 
“Universal History.”

 For further reading on New Philology as practiced in Old Norse studies, see: Matthew Driscoll, “The Words 
on the Page - Thoughts on Philology, Old and New,” in Creating the Medieval Saga: Versions, Variability and 
Editorial Interpretations of Old Norse Saga Literature, ed. Judy Quinn & Emily Lethbridge (Odense: University 
Press of Southern Denmark, ); Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “To the Letter - Philology as a Core Component of 
Old Norse Studies,” Scripta Islandica Årsbok    ( ).

 A more thorough discussion of the TEI-XML transcriptions used on this project, as well as the dataset derived 
from their morphological annotation, will take in place in the third chapter.
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the turn of the millennium,  the annotation system, and subsequently constructed database 
developed, constructed, and maintained by Paulsen, allows for one to not only search within a 
manuscript based on morphological, etymological, graphematic, or even lexical criteria, but 
also enables one to transparently provide the data that informed their observations. Issues 
within the realm of orthography, paleography, language history, and identifying scribal hands 
can now be approached with the aid of multi-level transcriptions and publicly-available data on 
the manuscripts themselves in a more streamlined manner and format. Though large portions 
of AM  to and AM  to have been transcribed in past scholarship, namely by 
Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir as part of her doctoral dissertation  and by Jonna Louis-Jensen in an 
as of yet unpublished and incomplete transcription (access provided by Þorbjörg Helgadóttir at 
the University of Copenhagen),  these transcriptions do not lend themselves to a digital 
database well, and at least with regard to Svanhildur s work, were undertaken before there was 
an established standard for transcribing medieval Norse texts. These previous transcriptions 
and conceptions of the scribal hands of these manuscripts were consulted during the 
transcription phase of this project, and were an invaluable resource in producing annotated 
digital transcriptions, since one of the aims of this project was to contribute to the growing 
corpus of digitally transcribed and annotated Old Norse texts per se, in addition to the research 
goals. 
 Further to this, an investigation of a potential link to a scribal school within a 
manuscript or grouping of scribal hands can only take place when multiple manuscripts are 
referenced, as an individual manuscript, even when approached on its own terms according 
with the precepts of New Philology, naturally cannot elucidate broader trends and norms in a 
vacuum.  
 To some extent, this project must operate on a meta level, as it is somewhat 
precariously situated in a landscape that includes both previous scholarship on these 
manuscripts (which, when touching on the particular issues discussed in this project, generally 
drew on more traditional and qualitative methods) as well as more novel digital and 
quantitative methods, especially the EMROON software, which has hitherto never been used 

 For a more thorough outlining of the incorporation of TEI-XML in the transcription of Old Norse texts, see: 
Matthew Driscoll, “Levels of Transcription,” in Levels of Transcription, ed. John Unsworth et al. (New York: 
Electronic Textual Editing, ); Odd Einar Haugen, “Parallel Views: Multi-Level Encoding of Medieval 
Nordic Primary Sources,” Literary and Linguistic Computing , no.  ( ): - .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” - .

 Jonna Louis-Jensen and Þorbjörg Helgadóttir, eds., Breta Saga, Editiones Arnamagnæanæ, Series A, vol.  
(Copenhagen: Unpublished draft, version   Museum Tusculanum Press, ).

 Karl G. Johansson, Studier i Codex Wormianus - skrifttradition och avskriftverksamhet vid ett isländskt skriptorium 
under 1300-talet, Nordistica Gothoburgensia (Göteborg: Acta Universitatis Gothoburgensis, ), .
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on a project released to the public. Thus, as will be discussed in the next section, as well as in 
later chapters (particularly in the third), this project finds itself in a situation where not only 
familiar routes of inquiry into the language, orthography, script, dating, and localisation of the 
manuscripts are being addressed, but also that more abstract issues regarding theory and 
methodology, focused on in the second and third chapters, must be discussed, owing to both 
the novelty of the methodologies and technologies themselves, as well as the lack of consensus 
regarding the use of quantitative, often digital methods in the study of Old Norse manuscripts.  

1.2 Research Questions 

1.2.1 Context and Primary Research Question 

As outlined in the previous section, this project is fundamentally a fairly traditional 
investigation of orthographic, linguistic, and paleographic features in a group of Medieval 
Icelandic manuscripts in terms of its motivations, framing, and lines of inquiry, with the aim 
of identifying scribal hands, elucidating scribal practice, dating the codices, and to some extent, 
charting the relationships between the texts that they contain. Thus, the first layer of research 
questions will consist of fairly traditional points of inquiry regarding the script, symbol 
inventories, language, and orthography of these medieval Icelandic manuscripts, and will 
investigate the distribution of variant representations of various features and developments 
across the samples taken from both AM  to and AM  to. This process will involve 
supplementing traditional qualitative methods with some more novel quantitative ones, 
namely the production and reference to annotated transcriptions and a dataset derived 
therefrom. As there is precise data concerning these manuscripts available on emroon.no, 
statistics will be referenced where appropriate, generally in chapters five through seven in 
which the analysis is undertaken and presented.  
 The research questions of this study are split into three categories, and comprise two 
layers. Each of the three categories, organised as . .  through . . , feature research questions 
on both of the two layers. On the first level of inquiry, on which scribal practice and the 
development of language and script are paramount, the research questions will be more 
concrete, dealing with particular issues and features relating to language, orthography, script, 
scribal practice, localisation, and dating. As alluded to previously, the second level of inquiry 
will involve more abstract issues that one could say are on the meta level, as they generally 
involve scrutinising the very methods and processes used on this project. As these secondary 
questions often arise directly and precisely because of the more concrete questions on the 
primary level, the research questions on this study will not be presented in a manner that 
divides them along these lines, but rather in a thematic way, i.e the tripartite division, such that 
all the research questions regarding to one of the major topics on this study — scribal hands, a 
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scribal milieu and their co-operation, the dating, localisation, and relationship of the codices, 
and the development of language, orthography, script, and scribal practice in medieval Iceland 
more generally — are placed under their respective heading rather than according to whether 
they are deemed concrete or abstract.  
 However, the research questions posed in the following sections all stem from one 
primary research question: How many scribes worked on these manuscripts and under what 
circumstances? 

1.2.2 Identifying Scribes and a Scribal Milieu 

Regarding the linguistic, orthographic, palaeographic, and graphemic criteria defined and 
discussed in chapters four through seven, and with reference to the dataset in the EMROON 
database, what trends in the data emerge that elucidate how many scribes worked on these 
codices and how one can differentiate them? How do these trends in the data align with 
previous scholars  identification and differentiation of shared scribal hands? Are there more 
subtle trends that emerge that may have been previously overlooked owing to a more 
traditional and qualitative approach i.e not using a dataset? Though the practice of defining 
scribes along statistical lines has been heavily criticised,  how does the use and presentation of 
statistics aid or perhaps detract from the conceptions of scribal hands offered in other 
scholarship, perhaps arrived at through more qualitative and traditional means? 
 Are there congruencies in these areas that suggest that the same individuals or group of 
individuals produced these codices? 
 Regarding congruencies, or lack thereof, in the data concerning language, orthography, 
and script, in the dataset, does the data corroborate or rather problematise the number of 
scribes and locations of shifts in scribal hands identified in previous scholarship? 
 To what extent do these scribal hands share enough features to suggest that many, 
perhaps all, of the scribes belonged to a particular scribal school or milieu? If the practice of the 
scribal milieu and their norm is defined through inference regarding particular features rather 
than the mere fact that particular hands occur in the same manuscript, are there any scribal 
hands identified in AM  to or AM  to that seem to belong to scribes outside of the 
milieu, perhaps reflecting a different education, working at a different time, and even in a 
different milieu? 

 The practice of defining scribes with the aid of statistics, with somewhat arbitrarily drawn rules governing such 
conceptions, has been explicitly criticised and consequently defended in the context of Old Norse manuscripts in: 
Andrea van Arkel, “Scribes and Statistics. An Evaluation of the Statistical Methods Used to Determine the 
Number of Scribes of the Stockholm Homily Book,” Scripta Islandica  ( ): - ; Börje Westlund, “Skrivare 
och statistikk. Ett genmäle,” Scripta Islandica  ( ): - .
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 Given that the hands of AM  to and one of the hands of AM  to have been 
linked to multiple sites of manuscript production in Skagafjörður, namely the Benedictine 
convent at Reynistaður, as well as Akrar and the charters produced there, can the other, 
younger and later hand of AM  to potentially be used to forge a link between two webs of 
manuscripts: the Skagafjörður  Reynistaður manuscripts and those associated with 
Möðruvallabók AM  fol. and related manuscripts? 
 If AM  to exemplifies a scribe of the Skagafjörður milieu having worked on the 
same manuscript as another scribe associated with Möðruvellir at Hörgárdalur, why, when, 
and how might this loose collaboration may have happened? 
 Beyond the language, orthography, and script, are there any codicological indications, 
to do with factors such as format and layout, that indicate that a later scribe may have finished 
the already-begun work of another, perhaps at a different time and location? 
 What level of quantifiable variance with regard to language and script can we allow for 
during the career of a singular scribe, and to what extent might we attribute this variance to the 
exemplar? 
 Regarding the the three factors defined by Karl G. Johansson that may influence the 
work of a scribe: the exemplar, the practice of the scribe, and the practice of the scriptorium at 
which they are active,  to what extent are these knowable and definable, other than the actual 
practice of the scribe, which is embodied in a particular manuscript? 
 Once a scribal norm has been defined through inference, to what extent can we say that 
each scribe followed this norm, and how much deviation from this norm can be permitted 
while a scribe is still deemed to have been part of this milieu and active at roughly the same 
time and place as the others? How can particular deviations from this inferred scribal norm, 
whether they be linguistic or purely orthographic, provide a window into the language of the 
scribe in question or the exemplar that they were using? 
 To what extent would the practice of the scribes identified on the study, and indeed 
medieval Icelandic scribes in general, develop over their career, and to what extent would their 
original scribal education or school affiliation still be discernible later in their career? 
 Is there evidence of conflict between the school s norm, the exemplar, and the spoken 
language or preferred norm of some scribes? Are there any patterns, such as a scribe favouring 
one variant initially and another later, that might reflect such a conflict? 

 Johansson, Studier i Codex Wormianus, .
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1.2.3 Manuscript Dating and Localisation — Charting a Milieu and its Activities 

With reference to orthographic, linguistic, and paleographic criteria, can the manuscripts be 
dated more precisely than they have been previously? Relative to our models of the 
development of script, language, and orthography in Medieval Iceland, are there any 
problematic or contradictory employments of language and script that make precisely dating 
the manuscripts more difficult?  
 Provided that there are common scribal hands across the manuscripts, to what extent 
can the manuscripts and the sections within them be dated relative to each other? In terms of 
the common scribal hand(s) that may be identified in the two manuscripts, and intrinsically 
tied to the pursuit of dating these manuscripts accurately, what might be inferred about the 
career stage of the scribe(s) — were they young, inexperienced, and more beholden to their 
exemplar in one manuscript, and older and more confident and developed in their practice in 
another? 
 Regarding the scribal norm defined through inference, which the first section of 
research questions was concerned with, does this norm aid in the localisation of these 
manuscripts and perhaps the scribes themselves and their dialect? Does the scribal norm 
include any features that have previously been linked to particular regions or groups of scribes 
in Medieval Iceland? While these manuscripts were likely produced after the height of 
Norwegianisms  being used in medieval Icelandic manuscripts, do any remain, and in such a 
distribution that could indicate a lasting influence from Old Norwegian on the language and 
practice of the scribes that produced these manuscripts? 

1.2.4 Relationships between the Texts and Manuscripts  

What can we infer about the exemplars of Trójumanna saga and Breta sögur through a relative 
dating of AM  to and AM  to? 
 If there are common scribes, what stage of their careers did they seem to be at when 
each manuscript was produced? 
 Do these redactions of Trójumanna saga and Breta sögur share a common ancestor, or 
may one redaction of the text(s) have been copied from the other? Given the heavily truncated 

 As in Flateyjarbók, GKS  fol., the orthography and script employed by medieval Icelandic scribes may have 
suggested contradicting dates of production when collated with the general models of the development of script, 
orthography, and language. For a further discussion of this, see: Roberto Pagani, “The Scribes of Flateyjarbók, 
GKS  Fol. - A Study in Scribal Practice in th Century Iceland,” (Master s thesis, University of Iceland, 

); Elizabeth Ashman Rowe, The Development of Flateyjarbók: Iceland and the Norwegian Dynastic Crisis of 
1389, (Odense: University Press of Southern Denmark, ).

 A thorough discussion and problematisation of this term will take place in chapter four, and will also figure in 
the subsequent analysis.
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nature of Breta sögur in AM  to, it may be exceptionally difficult to glean whether the AM 
 to redaction was derived from it, or even vice-versa, but do the redactions of these texts in 

the respective manuscripts, as well as their dating relative to one another, suggest that portions 
of one manuscript may have been copied or adapted from the other? 
 If it can be inferred that the same scribal milieu produced these codices, then what 
might be said regarding the role of this milieu and their site of manuscript production 
regarding the preservation and dissemination of learned literature in medieval Iceland? How 
can the dating of these codices, arrived at using orthographic, linguistic, and palaeographic 
criteria that do not have to do with the texts per se, aid in the tracing of the spread of particular 
texts and genres among learned, likely clerical, circles? 

1.3 Hypothesis 

The basic hypothesis of this study is that the manuscripts AM  to and AM  to have a 
multi-faceted connection that encompasses: the scribes who produced them, the texts 
contained therein and the learned environments in which they were adapted, produced, and 
introduced in medieval Iceland, as well as the language, orthography, and script and the 
manner in which they reflect the practice of particular scribal milieus  and  or a regionally 
specific variety of Old Icelandic. However, the primary part of the hypothesis is that these 
manuscripts are directly linked by the scribal hands they contain and the scribal milieu(s) to 
which they may have belonged. 
 This study also hypothesizes that two different scribal milieus, likely based and  or 
trained in the Northern bishopric of Hólar, and active during the latter part of the fourteenth 
century, in the intervening period after the Black Death initially reached Norway in  but 
before it reached Iceland around the turn of the fifteenth century, can be linked to the two 
manuscripts on this study. Reynistaðarbók AM  to was likely the work of one scribal 
milieu, while the two milieus, tentatively linked to Skagafjörður  Reynistaðr and Möðruvellir 
at Hörgárdalur, respectively, both contributed, under uncertain circumstances, to AM  to. 
Complementing the more general notion that a small group of scribes produced these 
manuscripts, it is also hypothesized that AM  to represents the collaboration of fewer 
than the roughly ten scribes that have previously been identified by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir.  
 These groups of scribes, who are hypothesized to have produced both AM  to and 
AM  to in different configurations, may have only been a small subset of individuals that 
had some association with a scribal milieu and were familiar with its norm, which will be 

 Refer to section .  for a more thorough discussion and definition of the notion of scribal schools and milieu.

 For accounts of Svanhildur s identification of scribal hands in AM  to, see: Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, 
“Universal History,” - ; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe,” .
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inferred using a dataset and discussed in chapters five through seven. This notion of the scribes 
who produced these manuscripts being a smaller group within a larger milieu(s) is based on the 
relative wealth of manuscripts and charters with some connection to this area of Iceland, and 
the large number of scribal hands therein compared to the relatively low number that have 
been identified in the manuscripts on this study. Without necessarily having a scribal hand in 
common with either of the manuscripts on this study, the scribal milieus of fourteenth-century 
Hólar, which were potentially connected by exchanges of personnel and  or codices, and 
encompassed several sites of book production, must have been much broader than the 
relatively low number of scribes identified in AM  to and AM  to both in this study 
and in previous scholarship.  
 The notion of this relatively small group of scribes being particularly interested in 
preserving and transmitting learned literature, often of the pseudo-historic, heraldic nature, 
based on the contents of AM  to and AM  to, will also be explored; common scribal 
hands across the two manuscripts might suggest that some scribes specialised in this type of 
material. Several of the texts that are preserved in these manuscripts belong to the matière de 
Rome or matière de Bretagne genres, and appear alongside adaptations of biblical and 
apocryphal materials, many of which are linked with the Stjórn collection,  suggesting that 
these scribes, or at least those that employed them in these instances, were particularly 
interested in these genres, perhaps for further dissemination in Iceland  Norway, or simply to 
provide the relevant monastic libraries with copies of these works. As outlined in section . , 
the identification of scribal hands across multiple related manuscripts will be used to aid in the 
discussion of whether one of the preoccupations of this particular milieu was the preservation 
and dissemination of learned literature among clerical circles and at monastic sites. In previous 
scholarship on the manuscripts, Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir has referred to Reynistaðarbók AM 

 to as a medieval Icelandic attempt at compiling world history,  reflecting what may have 
been this scribal milieu s interest in compiling and cataloguing learned and pseudo-historical 
material. Both of the texts in AM  to deal with the heraldic origins of peoples, which 
while these texts still belong to the category of learned literature, reflect a more secular 
worldview in terms of the migrations of peoples and the establishment and origin of the 
Northern European kingdoms; taken together, the manuscripts that can be traced to this 
milieu could represent a collation of both secular and clerical worldviews in Medieval Iceland. 

 C.R Unger, ed., Stjorn - Gammelnorsk bibelhistorie - Fra verdens skabelse til det babyloniske fangenskab. 
(Christiania: Feilberg and Landmarks Forlag, ); Jakob Benediktsson, “Some Observations on Stjórn and the 
Manuscript AM  fol,” Gripla XV ( ): - .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” - .
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 Supporting the notion that the two manuscripts on this study were both contributed to 
by a particular scribal milieu or school, it is further hypothesized that particular linguistic, 
orthographic, and paleographic features, manifested in the manuscripts reflect this. Further to 
this, it is hypothesised that one of the scribes of AM  to may have been working at a 
different time and as part of a different milieu than the other(s). Some of the features that can 
be used to profile the scribes have been identified in previous scholarship, though a more 
thorough quantitative account of these features and their distribution has yet to be undertaken, 
and will thus comprise a major portion of this current study. Bearing some of the orthographic 
and linguistic peculiarities in mind, it will also be explored as to where these features may have 
originated, and whether the fluctuating presence of Norwegian administrative personnel 
owing to the Black Death may have influenced, and ultimately left a lasting impression on, the 
language and scribal practice of the learned institutions of Hólar during the fourteenth century. 
 This study will also involve the use of digital transcriptions and a dataset derived from 
the annotation of said transcriptions, as will be discussed in . . While the consultation of said 
data will largely comprise chapters five and six, and the resultant conclusions will be drawn in 
chapters seven and eight, some of the issues that may arise surrounding such data can be 
hypothesised here, insofar as how using quantitative criteria and a dataset may or may not 
shape the manner in which some of the research questions in section .  can be answered. As 
will be discussed in section . , as well as in much greater detail in chapter three, the primary 
issue with the data on this project, and indeed all projects of this kind that reference 
quantifiable criteria and a dataset, is that the use of data does not necessarily simplify the 
process of drawing conclusions. While the use of quantitative data and digital transcriptions 
may add an air of transparency and objectivity, these technologies create a new layer of issues, 
and it is hypothesized here that the results yielded through such methods will ultimately not be 
entirely conclusive given the unquantifiable confluence of factors that shaped a scribe s work 
and the production of a medieval codex. While this project will feature cited numbers and 
ratios when it comes to the distribution of particular features, a new problem of interpreting 
these figures arises instead of providing answers; even when quantitative, highly-transparent 
methods are employed, particular philological arguments and analyses are still guided and 
ultimately decided by qualitative means and are matters of interpretation. With statistics being 
referenced and made available, it may perhaps reveal that more vague qualitative terms are in 
some sense preferable to precise ratios and percentages, as numerical precision can obscure the 
fact that even when data has been referenced, the interpretation of said data does not 
necessarily involve looking for strict distributions and correlations. 
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1.4 Dataset and Corpus 

1.4.1 The Dataset, Transcriptions, and the EMROON  Transcription Standard and Database 35

Digital transcriptions of manuscript leaves that were subsequently annotated comprise the 
primary pool of evidence that will be analysed in chapters five and six, and inform the 
conclusions drawn in chapters seven and eight. This project involved creating digital 
transcriptions of manuscript leaves, as, despite the fact that large portions of AM  to and 
AM  to have been transcribed in previous scholarship, neither of these transcriptions were 
digital per se, nor TEI-based, likely owing to the fact that even while a consensus regarding the 
transcription of Old Norse texts in TEI-XML has yet to be reached, transcription of Old 
Norse texts was, at one point, a wholly new frontier, with discussions surrounding TEI-
derived or compliant schemes in an Old Norse context being only in their infancy at the turn 
of the millennium. The companion dataset, as alluded to previously, is derived from the 
morphological annotation, done by the creator and manager of the EMROON database, 
Robert Kristof Paulsen, of said leaves. These transcriptions, to which the layer of 
morphological annotation is added and data is subsequently derived, comply with a TEI 
scheme that is specific to the EMROON database, though the basic transcription files are not 
the same as full “EMROON-XML”. Using a single level, or “basic”, facsimile  diplomatic 
hybrid transcription of a text, EMROON-XML can be yielded, allowing for the relevant 
annotation, and a tentatively normalized transcription can also be generated from this. While 
the MENOTA standard requires some portions of words to be encoded multiple times 
according to how many of the <facs>, <dipl>, and <norm> levels one is including in a 
transcription, the EMROON standard only requires that those portions of a word that can be 
read and represented in multiple ways, such as an abbreviation marking and its expansion, to 
be encoded separately.  Should this basic transcription be morphologically annotated, one can 
also derive data regarding the orthography, linguistic forms, and variant letter forms that 
appear in the text, as is the case on this project. 
 This streamlining of the transcription process contrasts the MENOTA standard, 
under which one of the basic rules of coding, namely that redundancies are to be avoided and 
the same information should not be encoded multiple times, is broken. It has been conceded 
that the MENOTA standard is not fully compliant with the broader TEI framework,  though 

 EMROON is the work of Robert Kristof Paulsen, currently (in Summer ) a software engineer at the 
University of Bergen s Library for the Humanities.

 The expansion of the symbols commonly referred to as abbreviations in Old Norse texts will be discussed 
further in the third chapter. cf. Driscoll, Matthew, “The Words on the Page - Thoughts on Philology, Old and 
New.”

 Haugen, “Parallel Views,” - .
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redundancies in MENOTA coding have been excused by the oxymoronic premise that a 
MENOTA transcription is “single multi-level”,  though such a premise is akin to claiming 
that a multi-level dwelling was in fact single level, simply because all of the levels happened to 
be under the same outer roof, or in our case, file. In previous years, the MENOTA standard of 
encoding texts has been brought closer in line with the more streamlined EMROON standard 
via the MenotaBlitz html transcription tool,  which is also the work of Robert Kristof 
Paulsen. The encoding of the same information i.e portions of words, all of which fall under 
the same <word> tag in XML anyway, is not strictly necessary, even when one wants to 
derive multiple representations, such as a <facs> representation in which letters such as the 
insular “f” or uncial “d” appear as entities that more closely resemble the historically variant 
letter forms, or a <norm> representation, in which readability is paramount, and as such, “f” 
and “d” appear merely as their modern typeface variants, “f” and “d”, as the allographs of these 
letter forms do not have variant meanings that would have ramifications for understanding the 
text itself. 
 As the transcriptions and data relevant to this project are also publicly available, this 
allows for an unprecedented level of transparency, as all of the data that informs the claims 
made in the text are freely available; however, quantitative digital technologies are certainly not 
without their own issues, as will be discussed in greater detail in the third chapter.   
 As alluded to in section . , some data from the manuscript Möðruvallabók AM  
fol., will also be discussed, primarily in chapter seven, as it is likely that this manuscript shares 
at least one scribal hand with the main manuscripts on this project, and has associations with 
scribal schools of Northern Iceland. Extensive data production and analysis have already been 
undertaken on this manuscript by Andrea de Leeuw van Weenen,  and thus it will figure 
more as a point of comparison that is somewhat external to the primary comparison between 
AM  to and AM  to. As quantitative data has already been harvested from this 
manuscript and discussed, it will not be treated with the same level of detail as the main 
manuscripts on this study, and quite simply lies outside of the scope of this project, though 
further opportunities for studying these related manuscripts in such a quantitative and 
comparative way will be discussed in the final chapter. 

 Ibid., .

 http: www.emroon.no MenotaBlitz.html

 de Leeuw van Weenen, A Grammar of Möðruvallabók.
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1.4.2 Selecting Leaves for Transcription and Annotation  

As with any project involving quantitative criteria and a dataset, the creation of the dataset 
involved a confluence of factors, that as a whole, prevent the dataset and any subsequent 
interpretation, as will done on this project, from being considered objective or authoritative in 
any sense, thus maintaining the human in the humanities. As such, this section will entail a 
discussion of the major factors shaping the selection of manuscript leaves that were 
subsequently transcribed and annotated for the purposes of this project, but also the dataset as 
a whole. While this project features neither all potential data, nor all of its potential 
segmentations and interpretations, the data that has been included has been done so in a 
targeted and strategic manner, and as mentioned, some of the issues with the transcriptions 
and dataset will be taken up in chapter three in greater detail. 
 Various criteria informed the selection of leaves. Both individual leaves and groupings 
of sequential leaves were chosen in a targeted manner. As this study focuses on the scribal 
hands of the manuscripts rather than the texts themselves, transcribing and annotating along 
the divisions of texts was not prioritized. Thus, the selection of leaves represents an attempt to 
represent various sections of the manuscripts rather than to digitize texts in their entirety. All 
of the leaves that were transcribed and annotated are included in the appendices as facsimile 
transcriptions, while relevant data is presented in the analysis chapter(s). 
 One of the primary criteria was that the leaf was representative of an area of the 
manuscript in which there either appeared to be a shift in scribal hand and  or there had been 
one identified in previous scholarship. While evaluating the claims made about these 
manuscripts in previous scholarship is not the aim of this study per se, areas of the manuscripts 
that have had attention drawn to them in previous scholarship were deemed obvious 
candidates for inclusion in the pool of leaves that were transcribed and annotated. More 
practical concerns, such as the legibility and condition of the leaves, were also taken into 
consideration when selecting the portions of the manuscript to be transcribed and annotated. 
Additionally, it was taken into account that earlier transcriptions of portions of AM  to 
and AM  were available, done by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir (and included in her doctoral 
dissertation)  and Jonna Louis-Jensen,  respectively. Leaves that had previously been 
transcribed by these scholars were also favoured in terms of inclusion in the data pool of this 
project, as this enabled a higher level of accuracy in my transcriptions, and the arguments made 
in previous scholarship in conjunction with these earlier transcriptions were an impetus for 
this current project. 

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” - .

 Louis-Jensen and Þorbjörg Helgadóttir, Breta Saga.
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 Potential shifts in scribal hands are taken as entrance points for quantitative inquiry, 
and were informed by the previous qualitative observations of other scholars  and the author 
of this study. Despite the employment of digital and quantitative methods that may add an air 
of objectivity,  it is still very much subjective and qualitative observations that determines 
one s point of inquiry as well as where and how to investigate. For example, the data 
concerning a hypothetical manuscript gathering of ten leaves could simply be looked at as a 
cohesive unit with one unified list of data for the entire ten leaves; or, it could be broken down 
into smaller sections depending on where one believes the shifts in scribal hands may have 
occurred. The software used on this project, primarily the EMROON database, allows for 
manuscripts to be sectioned off according to where shifts in scribal hands are suspected to have 
occurred. It could be the case that the ten leaves were split equally by two scribes, say scribe U 
and V, or perhaps among three scribes, Q, R, and S.  The system can yield data tables for the 
hypothetical scribes U and V, or conversely for hypothetical scribes Q, R, and S; then, it is up 
to the individual scholar to argue that the levels of similarity or difference represented by the 
data further the notion that these passages do or do not represent the work of different 
individuals, or perhaps that the division of scribal hands does not occur along the lines of the 
pre-segmentation. While segmenting the data before it has been analysed as a whole can be 
problematic in that it could lead to a scholar simply reading the data in such a way that 
reinforces their suspicions about the scribal hands, reflected in the manner they pre-segmented 
the data, the EMROON database allows for the dataset to be viewed as a whole, without the 
preconceived name, or rather letter, associated with any hypothetical scribe visible in the 
window. As such, this segmentation option seems to be a help rather than a hindrance in 
identifying and differentiating scribes, and does not obfuscate or assume anything about the 
scribes anymore than the segmentation tools of other related softwares.  
 During the transcription process and over the course of this project, digital facsimiles, 
as well as the physical manuscripts, AM  to in Reykjavík and AM  to in Copenhagen, 
have been consulted, thus limiting the potentiality of a shift in scribal hand being overlooked. 
Note that a discussion of the validity and problems that accompany a partial dataset of a 
manuscript will be taken up in . . However, even considering that employing an exhaustive 
dataset would of course be the most thorough approach, there is no particular reason to 
suggest that the conclusions relevant to the questions posed on this study would change 

 Salient mentions of AM  to and AM  to and the scribes they may share in previous scholarship 
include: Kålund, Altnordische Saga-Bibliotek, Bind 4: Laxdœla Saga; Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna Saga, The Dares 
Phrygius Version; Orešnik, “An Old Icelandic Dialect Feature: iæ for æ,” - ; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, 
“Universal History.”; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe.”

 Peter Stokes, “Computer-Aided Paleography, Present and Future,” in Codicology and Paleography in the Digital 
Age, eds. Patrick Sahle, Malte Rehbein, Torsten Schassan (Norderstedt: BoD, ), - .
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significantly, if at all. While the software and point of inquiry are different, Nicole Dalia 
Cilia s work on the Avila Bible suggests that as little as % of a potential data set of a 
manuscript is required to accurately distinguish between scribes;  however, as outlined already 
in the previous sections, one of the aims of this study is to chart all of the scribes that worked 
on these manuscripts, not simply quantitatively differentiate between alleged scribal hands that 
have already been concluded to have been different according to some other criteria. While it 
can be the case that exhaustive data is not required to positively identify a scribal hand,  over-
generalizing this principle is problematic, especially in a case such as AM  to, in which 
several scribes may have taken turns copying relatively short sections,  yielding shifts in 
scribal hands in places that one may not typically expect. Thus, as noted previously, sections in 
which a change of scribal hand is suspected have, as a rule, been included in the transcriptions 
and dataset. 
 The selection of material from AM  to is thus somewhat eclectic, as the 
manuscript contains a multitude of texts, and several scribes working in close and calculated 
collaboration has been suggested.  Given that many hands, up to ten, have been identified in 
the first portion of AM  to, circa folia - , this portion has been transcribed and 
annotated in its entirety, while the latter portion of the manuscript has only been sampled. The 
latter portion of the manuscript that contains annals and scribal hands frequently shifting, 
reflecting the annals being written at disparate times, are mostly considered to be outside of 
the scope of this project. As such, the scribes previously identified by Svanhildur have been 
labelled on EMROON with the same letters as those attributed to them in her work, while 
my own preliminary analysis of the scribes were labelled using Greek letters. The hypothetical 
scribes referenced in some of the analytical chapters are not necessarily the same as the scribes 
named in the final two chapters, in which conclusions are drawn, and the scribes discussed in 
the final two chapters take precedence over any of the purely hypothetical and the preliminary 
segmentation of the data referenced before this.  
 As some of the texts and sections are exceedingly short, some texts were transcribed in 
their entirety, as they often constituted less than a few leaves. Though, as stated, transcribing 
and analysing particular texts in their entirety is not one of the goals of this study. Also, the 
switching of scribal hands does not seem to necessarily align with the division of texts in this 
manuscript, nor does the work seem to have been divided up even remotely equally. In the 

 Nicole Dalia Cilia et al. “An End to End Deep Learning System for Medieval Writer Identification,” Pattern 
Recognition Letters  ( ): - .

 Ibid.

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” - ; “The Resourceful Scribe,” .

 Ibid.
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conceptions of the scribal hands suggested by Svanhildur, some of the identified scribes copied 
out less than one leaf, while others were responsible for the majority of a gathering.  In the 
case of some of the scribal hands identified in Svanhildur s work,  the couple of hundred 
words that is associated with them represents all of the available material. As will be discussed 
more explicitly in the third chapter, this also presents some interpretive issues, as there can be 
a temptation to interpret minor deviations from a broader norm within a short passage as 
overly significant if this passage has previously been attributed to a unique scribe, even if such 
a hypothetical scribe is otherwise mostly in line with the broader norm or the norm of another 
scribe within the same manuscript. This is of course a similar problem to that which arises 
when one is dealing with a fragment of what may have once been a much longer work, and this 
puts an obvious limit on the amount of data that is available, as more leaves cannot be scoured 
for instances of a particular orthographic or paleographic, leaving us with what is perhaps a 
sample that may not have been representative of the way the scribe, or hypothetical scribe, if 
we are trying to differentiate them from another, usually spelled and wrote. Additionally, it 
seems that what could roughly be called the third quarter of the manuscript (about ff. - ), 
which primarily consists of saints  lives and catalogue-like material outlining the lives and 
reigns of clergy and noblemen, was primarily the work of only two or three scribes, though a 
multitude of scribes, or perhaps the same few scribes working at different times, contributed 
to the final section of annals. The major scribes of the latter portion of the manuscript seemed 
to have also worked on the first gathering, and the first gathering may have represented the 
intensive collaborative efforts of up to nine individuals,  though it is already hypothesised that 
congruencies in the data will support the notion that it was fewer. In its own way, this made 
the selection of material to transcribe and annotate from this portion of the manuscript 
somewhat straight-forward, as the potential multitude of scribes responsible for the annals lie 
outside the scope of this project, and the other sections seem to feature less direct co-operation 
and thus less potential information regarding the careers and collaborative habits of a milieu of 
scribes. This may also reflect the fact that Árni Magnússon collected latter portions of the 
manuscript at a later stage than he did the main body of the manuscript,  containing the Ages 
of the World material, and as such, the original construction of the codex is unknown; as will be 
discussed later, lost pages of this manuscript have already been found outside of the 

 Ibid.

 Ibid.

 Ibid.

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” - .
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Arnamagnæan collection.  Thus the bulk of the data for that manuscript is taken from the 
first gathering, while also still covering work from all of the scribes that have been identified in 
previous scholarship. 
 AM  to is somewhat less problematic in this context, as the manuscript contains 
only two texts, Trójumanna saga and Breta sögur, and likely only two scribes, from here on 
called A and B, but perhaps also a third, called Z. However, the probable shift in scribal hand 
looks to occur partway through the second text, not neatly yielding a situation in which one 
scribe copied out a text in its entirety each. In this manuscript, Trójumanna saga is significantly 
longer Breta sögur, and also features work from two scribes, as there is an apparent shift in 
scribal hand only after one scribe had already copied a significant portion of Breta sögur. As 
such, the sample from AM  to features more of Trójumanna saga, representing an attempt 
to transcribe and annotate work from all of the hypothetical scribes without necessarily 
targeting equally sized samples from both texts. 

1.5 Structure of this Study 

This study is comprised of eight chapters; the first four chapters will be dedicated to providing 
a foundation upon which the analytical chapters, chapters five through seven, as well as the 
concluding remarks, the eighth and final chapter, can be set. This first chapter has lain a basic 
framework and provided an overview of the context, motivations, and goals of this study; the 
issues and discussions that have been outlined and alluded to over the course of this chapter 
will be taken up in more detail in the subsequent chapters. 
 The second chapter will provide more information about the manuscripts and texts 
covered on this project. In the first half of the chapter, . , codicological descriptions of the 
manuscripts will be provided, the texts contained therein will be discussed, and the 
manuscripts as cultural artefacts will be contextualized within the scribal and literary cultures 
of medieval Iceland. The second half of this chapter, section . , will review the literature that 
is relevant to these manuscripts and the scribal and literary cultures that produced them, and 
will also provide some further context for this project within the existing body of scholarship. 
Given that scribal hands, as well as the concepts of a scribal milieu, school, and norm are 
central to this project, chapter two will also provide some discussion and definition of these 
terms with regard to how they will feature in this project and how they have been used in 
relevant previous scholarship, namely in section . . 
 The third chapter will take up some relevant issues in theory, method, and 
methodology, while also discussing the process that will be used on this study, and the 

 Bjarni Gunnar Ásgeirsson, “Anecdotes of Several Bishops of Canterbury: A Lost Bifolium from 
Reynistaðarbók Discovered in the British Library,” Gripla XXXII ( ): - .
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motivations and caveats relevant to the hermeneutic process of the latter chapters that are 
concerned with analysis and drawing conclusions. This chapter will serve to not only discuss 
the methods and methodologies used to draw conclusions in the final chapters, and the 
theories and schools behind them, but also to reflect on some of the problems associated with 
the lack of a standardized discourse in studies of this nature, and what the ramifications of that 
are for this study and the conclusions that it may present. 
 As a major priority of this study is to localise and date the manuscripts through the lens 
of the work of the scribes who produced them, the fourth chapter will be focused on 
delineating the two main varieties of Old West Norse, Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian, and 
the manners and degree to which these main forms of the language interacted with and helped 
shape each other, and how these factors surfaced in scribal practice. This chapter will provide a 
framework for the conceptualisation of a predominantly written, perhaps also spoken variety 
of Old Icelandic that, while distinctly Icelandic, may have retained some influence and features 
of Old Norwegian that transcended the more superficial level associated with 
Norwegianisms , a term that will also be problematised. 
 Chapters five and six will deal with the respective orthographic, linguistic, and 
paleographic data. These chapters will outline the historical developments of each feature, 
adapting a diachronic perspective that is also precipitated by the fact that one of the explicit 
aims of this study is to date the manuscripts more precisely. These outlines of each feature will 
also have some discussion of why each feature was deemed worthy of inclusion and salient in 
the pursuit of delineating the scribes and dating their work. Subsequent to these diachronic 
discussions, the data on these features from the EMROON database will be drawn upon, and 
some interpretations of the data in terms of what each feature suggests regarding dating, 
localisation, and scribal hands will be offered. 
 Once the data has been outlined and discussed in a more neutral way, the seventh 
chapter will be occupied with identifying trends within the data, under the guidance of 
previous scholarship, that elucidate where the shifts in scribal hands occur and the manner in 
which the scribes may have collaborated. The seventh chapter will focus on the scribes that are 
identified, delineating them, and discussing scribal hands, and the similarities and difference 
between them. Building upon the discussion of a scribal norm in the second chapter, an 
inferred norm of the scribes will also be presented in the seventh chapter, which of course 
touches upon the earlier notion that many of the scribal hands encountered in these 
manuscripts may shared an affiliation with a particular scribal milieu in fourteenth century 
Hólar. 
 The eighth and final chapter will offer some concluding remarks regarding the scribes 
of AM  to and AM  to, their language, script, and orthography, and the approximate 
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date, order, and circumstances that these manuscripts were produced under. Additionally, some 
avenues of further research into the questions raised in this study will be presented. 



 - About the Manuscripts

2 - About the Manuscripts 

2.1 The Manuscripts 

2.1.1 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

Reynistaðarbók AM  to is kept in the Arnamagnæan Collection in Copenhagen, though 
the manuscript was on loan at the sister institution in Reykjavík, where it was consulted, 
during the project period of this study. The manuscript consists of forty-three leaves, with five 
of these being smaller ones, with the largest leaves measuring about  cm x .  cm, and the 
number of lines per page ranging from  to , but with  being most common.  The 
manuscript has five slips: bis, bis, bis, bis, and bis, which were added later.  The 
manuscript is essentially comprised of two makeshift gatherings, followed by an arrangement 
of bifolia and singletons, though, as will be discussed, several folia and leaves bearing other 
shelf marks have been convincingly argued to have been part of the original codex. As the 
codex currently exists, folia +  and +  hold together the first gathering, while folia + , 

+ , and +  are the main supports of the second gathering.  
A survey of the contents is provided below: 
. Aetates Mundi -  
. The Book of Judith 
. Alexanders saga  
. Deeds of the Prophets 
. Breta sögur 
. Aetates Mundi  
. The Life of Christ 
. Assumption 
. Josephus 
. Lists of Popes and Emperors 
. Lists of Bishops 
. Aetates Mundi -  
. Remigius saga 
. Exempla 
. Malcus saga 
. Exempla 
. Chronicle 

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” .

 Kristian Kålund, ed., Katalog over Den Arnamagnæanske Håndskriftsamling, vol.  (Copenhagen: Kommisionen 
for det Arnamagnæankse Legat, ), .
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 The manuscript has been associated with Northern Iceland, and has previously been 
linked with scribal hands belonging to a broader network of codices linked to the Hólar 
diocese and Skagafjörður in particular,  which were active during the latter portion of the 
fourteenth century. The manuscript has generally been dated to the latter half of the 
fourteenth century, c. - ,  though dating this manuscript precisely is problematised by 
the notion of it being completed in multiple, perhaps disparate phases. Svanhildur 
Óskarsdóttir has made a case for the codex having been produced at the Benedictine nunnery 
in Reynistaður on Skagafjörður, by women and for women,  and the emphasis on the Old 
Testament apocryphal figure of Judith supports the notion that the codex was intended 
specifically for a religious community of women.  The manuscript may represent a highly 
organized effort of scribal co-operation, as multiple scribal hands have previously been 
identified, despite the peculiar construction of the manuscript, which superficially suggests 
that the manuscript was nothing but a haphazard miscellany. Instead, this manuscript may 
represent the work of a scribal milieu that was not only accustomed to directly co-operating 
with each other, but were also quite familiar with the learned material contained in the 
manuscript, which both encompasses and goes beyond the Matter of Britain and Matter of 
Rome material that is also present in AM  to. As has already been argued by Svanhildur 
Óskarsdóttir, work on the manuscript likely involved at least two distinct phases.  
 Árni Magnússon had collected AM  to by about , with the majority of the 
manuscript coming from Skálaholt, though additional bifolia came from Gaulverjabær and 
another bifolium was found in another manuscript.  The manuscript also includes a list of 
contents put together by Árni.  Árni wrote that he did not acquire all of the pieces of the 
manuscript at once or in the same place,  though the scribal hands, continuity of content, and 
layout of the manuscript would have indicated that these leaves belonged together. Folia -  
are annals of the years - , which, if these leaves were part of the original collation of the 

 Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna Saga, The Dares Phrygius Version; Orešnik, “An Old Icelandic Dialect Feature: iæ for 
æ,” - ; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History.”; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe.”; 
Foote, A Saga of St. Peter the Apostle, - ; Stefán Karlsson, Sagas of Icelandic Bishops, - .

 Dictionary of Old Norse Prose: https: onp.ku.dk onp onp.php?m

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Arctic Gardens of Delights,” .

 Ibid., .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe,” - .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Arctic Gardens of Delights,” ; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” .

 Ibid.
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manuscript, would provide a terminus post quem for when the codex was produced. It is of 
course highly probable that portions of the manuscript were indeed produced after , 
during the final quarter of the fourteenth century, but this is generally on grounds relating to 
the practice and habit of the scribes rather than the dates of the chronicles contained in the 
manuscript.  
 As the portions of the manuscript were neither collected together nor assembled until 
the eighteenth century, we cannot be sure whether certain portions of what now constitutes 
the manuscript were in the precise position that they are now. The manuscript in its present 
state does not cover all of the texts in the above-mentioned list of contents,  suggesting that 
truncated portions of the manuscript have been given other shelf marks and have yet to be 
directly linked to AM  to, or that they have been lost altogether. Folia and groups of 
leaves with other shelf marks have already been linked to AM  to, with the leaves of AM 

 m fol.  and a bifolium portion of Stowe MS  already having been convincingly 
argued to have originally been a portion of AM  to. As mentioned, Árni Magnússon put 
at least the Life of St. Malcus in an incorrect position, so it may well be that some of the 
chronicle material in the latter half of the manuscript was also incorrectly added or put in the 
wrong position during the reconstitution of the manuscript during the eighteenth century, 
perhaps owing to the similarity of many the scribal hands. Like many other manuscripts in the 
Arnamagnæan collection, the leaves of Reynistaðarbók, AM  to have been paginated in a 
nineteenth-century hand.  There seems to have also been two other smaller leaves that were 
once attached to ff.  and , which would have constituted bis and bis, though these have 
been lost.  
 As Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir has observed, it is impossible to know how many leaves 
were lost or what the original construction of the manuscript was like, as it is not made up of 
normal gatherings.  Despite the peculiar construction and organisation of the manuscript, 
which may be due to the reconstruction of the codex by Árni Magnússon as much as it is due 
to the somewhat unusually intense level of co-operation carried out during at least the first half 
of the manuscript, the codex as it exists now still seems to be organised around the similar 
scribal hands it contains, as well as the types of texts therein and their organisation around 

 These notes are now kept in AM  to itself: https: handrit.is manuscript view en AM - ?
iabr=on#mode up

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” .

 Bjarni Gunnar Ásgeirsson, “Anecdotes of Several Bishops of Canterbury: A Lost Bifolium from 
Reynistaðarbók Discovered in the British Library,” - .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” .

 Ibid.
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particular generic themes. Please note that the diagram below accounts for the full leaves that 
now constitute the codex, and neither added slips nor lacunae are included: 

FIGURE II - 1: THE QUIRE STRUCTURE OF AM 764 4TO:
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Texts 

As suggested by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, AM  to represents an attempt of an account of 
universal history in Icelandic,  and by and large, is comprised of a reorganisation of materials 
that were likely already available to the scribes.  The first twenty-three leaves feature a 
chronicle of world history from a Christian perspective, divided into eight Aetates Mundi, 
reflecting a conception of the chronology of the universe that can be traced to Saint 
Augustine,  and include biblical, apocryphal, as well as Matter of Rome and Britain materials. 
Kålund has labelled these materials “annála bæklingr”,  although to be more specific, these 
first twenty-three folia of the manuscript contain excerpted biblical and apocryphal material, 
reworked chronicles, as well as Matter of Rome and Britain materials. These materials 
collected together, and arranged in a pseudo-chronological order, provide not only an account 
of secular and ecclesiastical history from the perspective of medieval Iceland, but also reveal the 
worldview of this, and likely other clerical communities of medieval Iceland, in much the same 
way that one of the Icelandic officials for the Norwegian crown, Haukr Erlendsson, and his 
project Hauksbók, encompassing AM  to, AM  to, and AM  to, can be taken as 
emblematic of the worldview of those who held secular power.   
 As such, the manuscript contains: various materials corresponding to the Aetates 
Mundis, the apocryphal Book of Judith, Alexanders saga, Breta sögur, Rómverja saga, the 
chronicle of Josephus, catalogues of Popes and Emperors, and concludes with Remigius saga, 
Malcus saga, various exempla, and chronicle material. It has been suggested that the brief 
summary of the Trojan war, as well as the heavily truncated redaction of Breta sögur contained 
in Reynistaðarbók AM  to were directly based or even copied from those in AM  

to.  The first twenty-three leaves are structured around the eight ages of the world, with the 
biblical and classical materials spliced in where appropriate according to the pseudo-
chronology. The remaining folia of the codex, circa - , contain saints  lives, miracles, 
exempla, as well as annals and chronicles of Norwegian and English kings,  with Remigius saga 

 Ibid., - .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe,” .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Arctic Gardens of Delights,” .

 “booklets of annals” (translation is the author s); Kålund, Katalog over Den Arnamagnæanske Håndskriftsamling, 
vol. , .

 Sverrir Jakobsson, “Hauksbók and the Construction of an Icelandic World View,” - .

 Würth, Der “Antikenroman” in der Isländischen Literatur des Mittelalters. Eine Untersuchung zur Übersetzung und 
Rezeption Lateinischer Literatur im Norden,” Nordischen Philologie  (Helbing und Lichtenhahn: Basel und 
Frankfurt am Main, ), ; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” - .

 Ibid., .
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( v- v) and Malcus saga ( r- r) being the most significant texts in this latter portion of the 
manuscript.  As alluded to previously, this collation of secular, ecclesiastical, and even 
scriptural material combines to provide an account of history of much of the known world and 
Christendom from an Icelandic perspective, and covers both the secular and ecclesiastical 
realms to varying depths, though the codex itself was almost certainly the product of a clerical 
community.   

2.1.2 AM 573 4to 

AM  to is a sixty-three leaf manuscript containing Trójumanna saga ( r- v) and Breta 
sögur ( r- v). The manuscript has eluded conclusive dating, as the manuscript as a whole has 
been dated to c. - ,  while the latter portion, folia - , has alternatively been dated to 

- .  However, it must be noted that these approximate dates are close enough to both 
broadly belong to the mid-fourteenth century. The quire structure of the manuscript is: , 
- , , , ,  wants leaves after folia  and , respectively, -  wants a flyleaf after folio 
,  wants a bifolia between folia - , ,  wants a bifolia that should fall between leaves 
 + . The leaves that are conjoined are: +  (wants one leaf), + , + , + ,  

(singleton), + , +  (wants two leaves), + , +  (wants one leaf), +  (wants 
two leaves), + , +  (wants one leaf). See the diagram of the structure of the manuscript 
on the following page. 
 AM  to has consistently been dated to the fourteenth century, though it has been 
speculated that the scribes that worked on this manuscript may have been removed from each 
other by as much as several decades.  The manuscript is now housed in the Arnamagnæan 
Collection in Copenhagen, and has been linked to Northern Iceland, with several monasteries, 
Möðruvellir in Hörgárdalur, Þingeyrar, and Munkaþverá all having been speculated as possible 
places of origin.  Though, as stated in the first chapter, this project will investigate the ties 
this manuscript may have with the Benedictine convent at Reynistaður, as the first portion of 
the manuscript, ff. - , is more closely associated with the hands of Reynistaðarbók AM  

to and a broader Skagafjörður milieu, while the latter portion, ff. - , is more closely 
associated with another milieu, possibly based in Möðruvellir at Hörgárdalur, owing to the ties 

 Kålund, Katalog over Den Arnamagnæanske Håndskriftsamling, vol. , .

 Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna saga, xxxi.

 Stefán Karlsson, Sagas of Icelandic Bishops, - .

 The two distinct portions of the manuscript received different datings, albeit in the work of two different 
scholars. See: Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna saga, xxxi; Stefán Karlsson, Sagas of Icelandic Bishops, - .

 Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna Saga, The Dares Phrygius Version, xii.
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to Möðruvallabók AM  fol. The diagram below illustrates the structure of the codex as it 
exists today, and does not include missing leaves  lacunae: 

  

FIGURE II - 2: THE QUIRE STRUCTURE 
OF AM 573 4TO:
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 In the edited catalogue of Arnamagnæan manuscripts, Kristian Kålund dated AM  
to to the fourteenth century,  as did Jonna Louis-Jensen in both of her Arnamagnæan 

editions of Trójumanna saga.  Aligning with these two disparate datings of the two major 
sections of the manuscript, the manuscript contains two significant texts and at least two 
scribal hands, with a clear shift in the scribal hands occurring partway through the second text 
on v, Breta sögur, rather than at the end of the first text, Trójumanna saga, on folio .  The 
manuscript also contains the beginning of what can be called a third text, Valvens þáttr, the 
story of the knight Gawain, though this portion of the text comes right at the end of the 
manuscript, on rv, and only constitutes one leaf.  
 Folia - , which comprise the latter portion of the manuscript, were once marked 
Thott  to,  though these folia were rebound with folia -  during the eighteenth 
century. As will also be discussed later, the similarity in format and the continuity of the text, 
in conjunction with the quire structure, indicate that these portions of the manuscript already 
belonged together in the medieval period. Additionally, the first portion of the manuscript was 
also once in two, with the shelf markings AM a to and AM b to being previously 
assigned to ff. -  and - , respectively. When Breta sögur begins on folio , a new 
gathering also begins, and r was left mostly blank other than a title, which Louis-Jensen 
suggests indicates that the two texts were not necessarily intended to be in the same codex.  
The gatherings are typically of eight leaves, though this is not uniform, and there are 
gatherings of six, two, and even a singleton, though the lacunae after folia , , , , , , 

,  must be taken into account. On r of AM  a to, part of his paper catalogue, Árni 
Magnússon wrote that AM  to had “kominn fra Biarne Biarnasyne i Arnarbæle nockurn 
part . og nockud sidan ”.  In the later catalogue edited by Kålund, it is stated that it 
was leaves -  and -  that were received from Bjarni Bjarnason, with the bulk of the codex 
being received from Jacob Lofberg some years previously (presumably in ), who in turn 
had gotten it from Bjarni Bjarnason,  the latter of whom was a literate and well-connected 
layman who had strong ties to the scribal culture of fourteenth century Hólar, and will be 

 Kristian Kålund, Katalog over Den Arnamagnæanske Håndskriftsamling, vol.  (Copenhagen: Kommisionen for 
det Arnamagæankse Legat, - ), .

 Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna Saga, The Dares Phrygius Version, xii; Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna saga, xxxi.

 Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna saga, xxxi; Stefán Karlsson, Sagas of Icelandic Bishops, - .

 https: handrit.is en manuscript view da AM -

 Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna saga, xxxi.

 https: handrit.is manuscript view da AM - -a ?iabr=on#page v mode up

 Kålund, Katalog over Den Arnamagnæanske Håndskriftsamling, vol. , .
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discussed further in section . . In his ownership of this and several other manuscripts, he had 
a multi-faceted tie to book production in the area. 
 Dating and localising this manuscript more precisely provides some particular 
challenges, as it has been suggested that the portion completed by the second scribe, r- v, 
was removed in time by as much as several decades from the work of the first scribe; Jonna 
Louis-Jensen dates the manuscript to the third quarter of the fourteenth century,  while the 
second portion was dated by Stefán Karlsson to between  and .  This notion that the 
latter portion of the manuscript could have been produced before the first portion, thus being 
the older portion of manuscript, will be explored in later chapters, as it is not at all clear that 
the scribe(s) that completed the latter portion of the manuscript belonged to the same milieu as 
the scribe who completed the preceding portion of AM  to and likely also the 
corresponding section of AM  to. In this context, it is also somewhat odd that the 
scribe(s) that copied out Trójumanna saga ( r- v) and the first portion of Breta sögur (the 
entire text spans from r- v) may have abruptly stopped after v. As alluded to in the first 
chapter, one of the potentialities explored on this project will be that the latter scribe of AM 

 to completed their work somewhat later than the first scribe, potentially also in a 
different location, and more succinctly, working as part of a different scribal milieu than the 
aforementioned Reynistaður milieu; elements of their scribal practice may have just been 
archaisms if they worked after the other scribes. As such, AM  to could represent the 
combined work of two scribal milieus, that through circumstances that can only be 
conjectured, both had scribes work on this manuscript, perhaps removed from each other both 
chronologically and geographically. As will be investigated further in later chapters, the first 
hand(s) of AM  to seem to have been part of the same milieu as the scribes that produced 
Reynistaðarbók AM  to, while the latter scribe, in addition to potentially being the main 
hand of Möðruvallabók, AM  fol., may have also worked on, or come from the same milieu 
as the hands that produced the following manuscripts:  AM  a Iδ to, AM  XI b to, 
AM  V fol., AM  I fol., and AM  c to, among others. 

Texts 

This manuscript contains two major texts, Trójumanna saga and Breta sögur, the former 
belonging to the Matter of Rome, and the latter belonging to the Matter of Britain, as well as a 
brief third text on the final leaf of the manuscript, Valvens þáttr, a brief telling of the story of 

 Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna saga, xxxi.

 Stefán Karlsson, Sagas of Icelandic Bishops, - .

 Ibid.
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the knight Gawain, which is of course primarily known through Middle English rather than 
Old Norse literature. Although this third text may be of a different origin to the other two in 
the manuscript, it is very much thematically linked to at least Breta sögur, as it is concerned 
with the deeds and pseudo-historical tales of a fictionalised medieval English aristocracy, and as 
such, could be called part of the Matter of Britain. As the other main manuscript on this 
project, Reynistaðarbók AM  to contains at least truncated versions of the two major texts 
of AM  to (the brief summary of Breta sögur in  is only constituted of a few manuscript 
pages), these manuscripts are strongly linked, among other factors, by their shared contents. 
As outlined previously, this project is not particularly concerned with the texts as literary 
artefacts, though these generic links between Matter of Rome and Matter of Britain across 
multiple manuscripts can aid in the elucidation of some of the priorities and activities of the 
scribal milieu(s) that likely produced them. 
 The redaction of Trójumanna saga found in AM  to, is, like the other medieval 
vernacular versions of the Trojan war story, such as Boccaccio s Il Filostrato and Chaucer s 
Troilus and Criseyde, based on a Latin original text, the De Excidio Troiæ Historia of Dares 
Phrygius.  Somewhat reminiscent of the matter-of-fact style characteristic of the 
Íslendingasögur, De Excidio Troiæ Historia may have been intended to be a much more realistic 
telling of the Trojan war story, as by the time it was written in late antiquity, the mythological 
references and fantastic elements that characterize Homer and Virgil s accounts of the Trojan 
war, in the Iliad  and Aeneid, respectively, had largely fallen out of favour with the intended 
audience.  Old Norse literature has two main variants of this saga: α, which corresponds more 
closely with the supposed Darius Phrygius original, and is only preserved in post-medieval 
manuscripts initially thought to be devoid of stemmatological value (AM a fol., AM b 
fol., and ÍB  to), and β, which was augmented with material from Ilias Latina, Virgil s 
Aeneid, and Ovid s Heroides and Metamorphoses; it is this β version that is contained in the 
redactions of the text preserved in medieval manuscripts, including AM  to, Hauksbók 
AM  to, Holm. papp.  fol. (an early copy of the lost Ormsbók), and likely also served as 
the basis for the heavily truncated text in AM  to.  In later chapters, this notion that the 
version of Trójumanna saga found in AM  to served as the template for that found in 
Reynistaðarbók, AM  to, will be explored further. 

 Randi Claire Eldevik, “The Dares Phrygius Version of “Trójumanna Saga: A Case Study in the Cross-Cultural 
Mutation of Narrative,” (PhD Diss., Harvard University, ), .

 Ibid., .

 Würth, Der “Antikenroman” in Der Isländischen Literatur des Mittelalters, ; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, 
“Universal History,” - ; Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna Saga, The Dares Phrygius Version, xi-xii.
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 The second text of AM  to is Breta sögur, the Old Icelandic translation and 
adaptation of Geoffrey of Monmouth s Historia Regum Brittaniae, with the original Latin text 
dating to circa . The relationship between the Old Norse Breta sögur and Geoffrey of 
Monmouth s original is not entirely clear;  however, contrasting Trójumanna saga, which 
does not contain material from the Aeneid, this redaction of Breta sögur, along with those found 
in both Hauksbók AM  to, AM  to, and AM  to and Reynistaðarbók AM  

to, begins with a brief enumeration of some materials from Virgil s Aeneid, identifying 
Brutus as a descendant of Aeneas, though the source of the material from the Aeneid attested in 
these Old Norse texts is unknown,  and it is curious then that Trójumanna saga would not 
also draw on Virgil s material. However, this incorporation of material from the Aeneid serves 
to forge a direct link, even segue, between the two narratives of Trójumanna saga and Breta 
sögur, and connects more explicitly with the heraldic narrative that the English and Norwegian 
dynasties could ultimately trace their roots to the Trojans, reflecting a medieval Icelandic and 
Norwegian conception of history that involved the migration of peoples essentially from the 
East, encompassing the the lands around the Mediterranean and the Aegean, to West, 
including Britain, Scandinavia, and the various Western areas  including Iceland — that were 
settled and explored by Norwegians in the medieval period.  These notions, that history 
involved migration from East to West, and that the rulers and ruling classes of Iceland and 
Norway could trace their lineage, albeit dubiously, to the elite of Troy, are of course also drawn 
upon by Snorri Sturluson in his Edda. This has led to discussion of the notion that Snorri s use 
of the heraldic motif of the Trojans in the Edda has ties to the use of this same thematic 
material elsewhere in Old Icelandic literature, namely in Breta sögur. The original translation of 
Geoffrey Monmouth s work into Norse, what would become Breta sögur, may have been done 
through the court of the Norwegian king Hákon Hákonarson (r. - ),  and thus the saga 
would have made it into Icelandic literary circles by way of Norway. While more proper 
assessments of the language and orthography of AM  to will be the subject of a later 
chapter, the sporadic presence of some typically Old Norwegian features in such Icelandic 
redactions of Breta sögur from the fourteenth century, could be partially explained by some 
more concrete link to Norway, namely if the first renderer of the Historia Regum Brittaniae 

 Some pieces of scholarship that address this particular issue include:  
Kalinke, The Arthur of the North; Russell C. Black, “Breta Sǫgur from AM  to: An Edition and Translation,” 
(PhD Diss., University of Washington, ); A.G van Hamel, “The Old Norse Version of the Historia Regum 
Brittaniae and the Text of Geoffrey of Monmouth,” Études celtiques  ( ): - .

 Black, “Breta Sǫgur from AM  to: An Edition and Translation,” xxvi.

 Sverrir Jakobsson, “Hauksbók and the Construction of an Icelandic World View,” - .

 Kalinke, “The Introduction of the Arthurian Legend in Scandinavia,” ; Eyvind Fjeld Halvorsen, The Norse 
Version of the Chanson de Roland, Bibliotheca Arnamagnæana XIX (Copenhagen: E. Munksgaard, ), - .
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into Breta sögur was undertaking this work at the behest of Hákon Hákonarson. This lost 
original translation of Monmouth s work into Norse has been attributed to a thirteenth-
century monk of Þingeyrar, Gunnlaugr Leifsson (d. ), who may have also written the lost 
Latin vitae of the first bishop of Hólar, Jón Ögmundsson (which supposedly provided the 
template for Jóns saga ins helga).  If this attribution to Gunnlaugr Leifsson is correct, then it is 
unlikely that Gunnlaugr and Snorri worked with direct knowledge of each other, as Gunnlaugr 
seemingly would have been too occupied with his scribal work in Iceland to have been working 
directly under the orders of a Norwegian king that had not yet annexed Iceland, as Gunnlaugr 
was dead by , two years into the reign of Hákon Hákonarson. Working on an early Jóns 
saga ins helga in Þingeyrar is technically not mutually exclusive with having some ties to the 
literary activities of the thirteenth century Norwegian court, but it is highly implausible. 
Rather, when Snorri drafted his Edda during the mid-thirteenth century, some decades after 
Gunnlaugr Leifsson had already adapted some early version of Breta sögur, he may have been 
inspired to draw on this motif of the Trojans; while Snorri s uses and abuses of the Trojans 
have more to do with the euhemerism of the Norse gods than heraldry per se, both the Edda 
and Breta sögur can be read as legitimisations of Norwegian kingship during the thirteenth 
century, and by extension, the annexation of Iceland; thus, the ties to the court of Hákon 
Hákonarson are not insignificant. 
 This link to the court of Hákon Hákonarson is bolstered by the presence of some 
material from Valvens þáttr in AM  to, as this text can be classified as a riddarasaga, which 
is derived from the works of Chrétien de Troye, and likely made its way into Old Norse 
literature through the court of Hákon Hákonarson and his efforts to Europeanise the 
Norwegian royal court during the thirteenth century. As Iceland came under Norwegian rule 
during the thirteenth century and the reign of Hákon Hákonarson, it is not entirely surprising 
that echoes of his translation and Europeanisation project would still be present in Old 
Icelandic literature and codices over a century later. This Europeanisation project included the 
importation, translation, and adaptation of European literature, with the most prominent 
example likely being the strengleikar collection, a group of translated Romances of Marie de 
France. However, the commonly used term riddarasaga is incredibly flexible, and as such, the 
Matter of Britain material, Historia Regum Brittaniae, that was likely also translated at this time 
and through the same court, and also made its way into AM  to, may very well have been 
considered generically similar in Icelandic-Norwegian literary circles of the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries. However, it has already been noted that the Icelanders had previously 

 Stefanie Gropper, “Breta Sögur and Merlínússpá,” in The Arthur of the North: The Arthurian Legend in the Norse 
and Rus’ Realms, ed. Marianne Kalinke (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, ), .
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shown an interest in the Trojan war story in Veraldar saga, likely dating to the twelfth century, 
and thus it is not necessarily the case that the matter of Troy made it to Iceland via Norway.  

2.2 Scribal Hands Identified in Previous Scholarship 

As outlined, several scholars, namely Stefán Karlsson,  Jonna Louis-Jensen,  and 
Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir  have identified similar, and at least one common scribal hand(s), 
across the manuscripts on this study, providing much of the impetus for studying these 
manuscripts in tandem. In this section, the scribal hands previously identified in AM  to 
and AM  to will be outlined, as this issue will be prominent in later chapters. 
 However, as outlined in the first chapter, and as will be taken further in section . , the 
most salient link between the scribes of these manuscripts is that they may well have come 
from two separate yet closely related scribal milieus, and in the case of AM  to, may have 
had occasion to contribute to a single codex, forging a suspected yet elusive link between two 
significant groups of scribes and manuscripts of medieval Iceland. The vital link between these 
manuscripts is thus not that they seem to share at least one scribe per se, but rather that they 
represent an overlap of two larger webs of scribes and codices perhaps conceived of as a 
Skagafjörður  Reynistaður milieu on one hand, and a Möðruvellir at Hörgardálr (or Þingeyrar 
or Munkaþverá) milieu on the other — that were both responsible for significant book 
production in Northern Iceland during the fourteenth century, but seldom had occasion to 
overlap, as they may very well have done in AM  to. 
 Regarding AM  to, Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir has identified up to eight hands 
within just the first gathering, and organised in such a way, as can be seen in the facing 
diagram, taken from Writing History in Fourteenth Century Iceland, that suggests that the 
scribes were working in close proximity and in direct collaboration with each other. Svanhildur 
argues that the manuscript represents organised, seemingly intense, co-operation between 
many scribes,  with seven main scribes, and three lesser ones, for a total of ten:  

 Lars Lönnroth, “Det litterära porträttet i latinsk historiografi och isländsk sagaskrivning - en komparativ 
studie,” APS  ( ): - .

 Stefán Karlsson, Sagas of Icelandic Bishops, - .

 Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna saga.

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” - , - .

 Ibid.

 Ibid., .
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 Svanhildur s conception of the scribal hands has developed over time, regarding for 
example, the scribes A, F, and I in the second gathering, but has not fundamentally changed; 
the following diagram, excerpted from her article The Resourceful Scribe: Some Aspects of the 
Book of Reynistaður,  outlines her evolved delineation of scribal hands: 
  

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe,” .

FIGURE II - 3: SVANHILDUR ÓSKARSDÓTTIR’S INITIAL CONCEPTION OF THE SCRIBES OF AM 
764 4TO:
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 According to this conception, the scribes must have co-operated in a highly organized 
manner, and perhaps assigned certain texts or sections of text to various scribes depending on 
area of expertise or perhaps familiarity with the text in question. This would for example, 
explain why Svanhildur s scribe G, responsible for this manuscript s truncated version of Breta 
sögur, may have been assigned it in the first place, as they are also likely the first scribe of AM 

 to,  who copied out a significant portion of Breta sögur. 
 Svanhildur suggests that the differences between the scribal hands she identified were 
often minute in terms of paleographic and orthographic criteria, and as such, these various 
scribal hands often shared the same idiosyncratic or unusual features.  Excessive similarity 
between supposedly different scribal hands can be interpreted as undermining the notion that 
said scribes were actually different people, or the same people working at different times, as 
will be argued later, as it has also been argued that different scribes were unlikely to display the 
same idiosyncrasies.  Conversely however, similarities between scribal hands, provided they 

 This notion has previously been suggested in the scholarship, and was one of the primary concerns of my 
master s thesis. See: Farrugia, “A Study in Scribal Identification.”

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” - .

 Stefán Karlsson, “Localization and Dating,” .

FIGURE II - 4: SVANHILDUR ÓSKARSDÓTTIR’S LATER CONCEPTION OF THE SCRIBES OF 
AM 764 4TO:
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can still be shown to be distinct from one another using other criteria, can also strengthen the 
case for these scribes having the same scribal milieu affiliation. 
 Only two scribes have ever been identified in published works on AM  to, and 
thus the task of delineating the hands is considerably less complicated, though Svanhildur has 
mentioned the possibility of another hand between folia  and .  The shift in scribal 
hands in AM  to seems to occur midway through the second text of the manuscript, Breta 
sögur, on v, rather than when the second text begins, on r. Folio  constitutes the 
beginning of a new gathering, so it seems a logical place for a shift in scribal hand to occur, as 
would also be the case on folio ; there is not a significant change in format in either of these 

locations. In the introduction to the Arnamagnæan edition of Trójumanna saga, Jonna Louis-

Jensen asserts that Holm. perg. vo nr.  IX has a scribal hand in common with AM  to, 
and that the second hand of AM  to, the hand that takes over partway through Breta sögur, 
is almost certainly also found in Möðruvallabók, AM  fol.  As alluded to in . . , the 
marked difference in these scribal hands, as well as their respective links to other manuscripts, 
has led to speculation that the work of the second scribe may have been removed in time from 
the first scribe by as much as a few decades.  Louis-Jensen is not the only scholar to have 
noted the similarity in scribal hands across these manuscripts, as Stefán Karlsson has also 
suggested that AM  to and AM  to share very similar, but not necessarily the same, 
scribal hands.  The notion that the first hand of AM  to is more similar to those of AM 

 to than the hand found in the latter portion of AM  to strongly suggests that these 
scribes belonged to a common scribal milieu, a term which will be the subject of the next 
section. 

2.3 Scribal Milieu Associations and the Basis of a Scribal Norm 

The links between AM  to and AM  to are multi-faceted, as they are connected by 
not only the texts they preserve, but also by scribal hands that share several orthographic and 
linguistic features. This in turn suggests that these manuscripts share a similar provenance, as 
these commonalities could be attributed to the scribes who worked on them having belonged 
to the same scribal milieu or school. In having an affiliation with a scribal milieu, scribes likely 
would have been beholden to rules, perhaps better framed as guidelines, in the execution of 

 This notion was mentioned in email correspondence with Svanhildur, and to my knowledge, is not a published 
opinion. Any failures to represent it properly are my own.

 Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna saga, xxxi.

 Stefán Karlsson, Sagas of Icelandic Bishops, - .

 Ibid.
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script, as well as in some principles of orthography and language. In a more general sense, 
evidence of a scribal milieu could take several forms, as the concept simply alludes to some 
kind of shared practice in the art of medieval book production, that likely also stemmed from a 
centre or group of institutions that made manuscripts. In addition to orthographic and 
paleographic features, which will be the context in which the concept of a scribal milieu or 
school is relevant in this study, more general features such as facets of craftsmanship, design, 
decoration, and layout can also serve as criteria that could be used to identify whether a 
manuscript belonged to a particular scribal milieu. However, as will be discussed in this section 
section, as well as subsequent chapters, the facet of a scribal milieu that is most salient to this 
study is the concept of a scribal or linguistic norm, and as established in earlier scholarship, 
studies of language based on written materials will necessarily be linked to investigating the 
milieu in which these materials were likely produced.  
 The scribal milieus that these scribes may have belonged to likely encompassed several 
sites of manuscript production in Medieval Iceland s second and Northern bishopric, Hólar, as 
there were several monastic sites at which books were produced in the Hólar bishopric during 
the fourteenth century:  Þingeyrar, Möðruvellir (including two sites of the same name at 
Eyjafjörður and Hörgárdalur), Munkaþverá, and Reynistaður were all seats of monastic and  
or cultural importance; while each of these sites may have had a scribal milieu of its own, each 
of these may have also belonged, in a broader sense, to a larger Hólar milieu. The Benedictine 
nunnery at Reynistaður would seem to be a likely candidate for a central hub of scribal 
activities in the region during the fourteenth century,  as it would have been one of the 
relatively few institutions in Northern Iceland during this period that could have hosted and  
or facilitated the production of numerous codices within the relatively brief timespan of about 
half a century.  
 The hands of the Skagafjörður milieu, that likely produced Reynistaðarbók AM  

to, have been linked to a small group of laymen in the Skagafjörður region, namely the hands 
of Brynjólfur Bjarnarson of Akrar and his sons, Benedikt and Björn. These hands have been 

 Per Nyquist Grøtvedt, Skriftspråktradisjon ved hallvardskirken og mariakirken i Oslo 1350-1450 (Oslo: Dybwad, 
), .

 Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna Saga, The Dares Phrygius Version; Orešnik, “An Old Icelandic Dialect Feature: iæ 
for æ,” - ; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History in Fourteenth-Century Iceland.”; Svanhildur 
Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe.”; Foote, A Saga of St. Peter the Apostle, - ; Stefán Karlsson, Sagas of 
Icelandic Bishops, - .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” ; Lars Lönnroth, “Tesen om de två kulturerna: kritiska studier 
i den isländska sagaskrivningens sociala förutsättninger,” Scripta Islandica  ( ): - ; Stefán Karlsson, “Ritun 
Reykjafjarðarbók. Excursus: Bókagerð bænda,” Opuscula IV (Bibliotheca Arnamagnæana XXX), - ; Foote, 
A Saga of St. Peter the Apostle, .
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linked to an Akrar school or milieu,  and these hands are solely found in charters, though it 
cannot be ruled out that Brynjólfur worked directly on codices, and his position as steward 
might allow for this despite his lay status.  While they are not a focus of this study, the 
corpus of charters is an invaluable external dating tool, as unlike most manuscripts of literary 
texts, a charter typically contains explicit information regarding where and when it was 
produced, as well as to by whom it was witnessed and to whom it was pertinent. Scribal 
schools in the north, notably that at Akrar, are closely associated with a group of charters,  
and charters and manuscripts associated with this school exhibit features that suggest that the 
scribes who wrote them had a similar education and were active during the same period,  as 
many of these works were likely produced in the Hólar bishopric during the fourteenth 
century. While charters can be a valuable source  on studies of this or a similar nature, , and 
northern Iceland has the bulk of localised charters up until the fifteenth century,  the sheer 
number of available charters, as well as the fact that the scribal hands of these charters have 
been noted as similar rather than the same as those found in related codices, has meant that 
these charters lie outside the scope of this current project. The hands of these Akrar charters 
resemble the scribal hand found in a number of manuscripts, and may have been part of or 
taught by the milieu that produced the following manuscripts, among others:   
. AM  b fol. 
. AM  fol. 
. Holm. Perg.  to.  
. AM  fol. 
. AM  vo  
. AM  I to. 

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Genbrug i Skagafjörður: arbejdsmetoder hos skrivere i klostret på Reynistaður,” in I: 
Reykholt som makt og lærdomssenter. I den islandske og nordiske kontekst, ed. Else Mundal (Reykholt: Snorrastofa, 

), - .

 Foote, A Saga of St. Peter the Apostle, - .

 Lars Lönnroth, “Tesen om de två kulturerna,” - ; Peter Foote, A Saga of St. Peter the Apostle, - .

 Stefán Karlsson, Sagas of Icelandic Bishops, - .

 Finn Hødnebø, “Om diplomer som kilde for norsk språkhistorie,” in Mål og namn, studiar i Nordisk mål og 
namnegransking, eds. Hallvard Magerøy, Kjell Venås (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, ), .

 Per Nyquist Grøtvedt, Skrift og tale i mellomnorske diplomer fra Folden-området. 1, Nordre og Østre Folden (med 
Båhuslen) (Oslo: Børsum Forlag og Antikvariat A S, ), - ; Ivar Berg, “Eit seinmellomalderleg skrivemiljø: 
Nidaros erkesete - ,” (PhD diss., Noregs teknisk-naturvitskaplege universitet (NTNU), ), - .

 Stefán Karlsson, “Localization and Dating,” .

 Foote, A Saga of St. Peter the Apostle, - ; Johnstone, “Linguistic Variation and Scribal Practice in Medieval 
Iceland.” 
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. AM  II to. 
. AM  I to. 
. AM  II to. 
. AM  to. 
. AM  II to.  

 Scholars have typically stopped short of claiming that these hands of the 
aforementioned Akrar milieu are also found in manuscripts, citing a resemblance instead, 
though Ólafur Halldórsson once claimed the hand of one of these Akrar laymen was in AM 

 to, but later abandoned that view.  Indeed, the notion that the scribal hands of these 
charters merely resemble and are not necessarily the same as those witnessed in codices 
produced by the milieu, was another factor that informed the omission of charters from this 
project s corpus. While it may very well have been the case that Brynjólfur Bjarnarson of Akrar 
and his sons, Benedikt and Björn, did not aid in the production of codices, perhaps left to the 
more expert scribes of the monastic institutions in this particular case, it is plausible, perhaps 
even likely, that Brynjólfur became literate through one of the institutions around Akrar in the 
Skagafjörður region, in turn passing literacy on to his sons, thus the resemblance to more 
learned clerical hands of the area. 
 Thus, referring to an Akrar school or milieu may be actually be somewhat misleading 
in the context of this thesis, in which codices rather than charters are at the forefront, and 
referring to a Reynistaður or even just Skagafjörður milieu may be more appropriate. This 
distinction of terms of course speaks to the fact that the scribes of Reynistaðarbók AM  

to, among other manuscripts, are not the same scribes responsible for the charters that can be 
traced to Akrar, as, despite the noted similarity between the script and orthography of 
Brynjólfur Bjarnarson of Akrar and his sons, Benedikt and Björn, their link to the broader 
network of Skagafjörður only goes so far as these noted similarities in practice, as the hands of 
Brynjólfur, Benedikt and Björn are not encountered in actual codices. As such, if Brynjólfur 
learned the art of scribing from one of the ecclesiastical institutions in Skagafjörður, then the 
Akrar milieu and the charters attributed to it would better be conceptualised as a specific sub-
milieu of the broader Skagafjörður milieu, and thus outside the scope of this project. While it 
cannot be proven explicitly, the Benedictine convent at Reynistaður may have been the 
primary hub of book production in the area, and thus the Akrar and Reynistaður milieus can 
co-exist, with the former perhaps being something of a restricted offshoot of the other. 
 While AM  to and AM  to likely stem from related scribal milieus, with both 
manuscripts likely being contributed to by the Reynistaður milieu, defining and delineating 

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” ; Ólafur Halldórsson, “Ur sögu skinnbóka,” Skírnir CXXXVII 
( ): .
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the practice of a scribal milieu in the context of medieval Iceland poses several difficulties, not 
least that the medieval Icelandic populace, not excluding scribes, was exceptionally mobile, and 
thus a scribe was often active at various sites of manuscript production, and did not necessarily 
spend a large portion of their career at the site at which they were trained.  Indeed, a high 
degree of mobility has also been noted with regard to Norwegian scribes.  
 As will be discussed further in section . , with the concept of a norm being discussed 
even further in sections .  and . , a scribe could have multiple milieu affiliations, as their 
personal norm would actually be a unique amalgam of their spoken language, the manner and 
place in which they were taught to scribe, their exemplar, and the house rules  of the institution 
at which they were active.  As will also be taken up in the relevant sections in the next two 
chapters, written and spoken norms are often not differentiated sufficiently (though there is 
also a danger of divorcing a written norm from the hypothetical spoken language),  nor is it 
clear how much the perceived written norm of a medieval manuscript may have been reflective 
of spoken language.  The scribal school at which a scribe was active was not necessarily the 
same as the milieu under which they received their formative education in the art of scribing, 
and a scribe s script and orthography likely reflected a blend of their training (i.e their first 
school or milieu affiliation), their exemplar, as well as the norm of the environment in which 
they were working, which may have also had its own school affiliation that was not necessarily 
the same as that which the scribe was trained under.  While a scribe s work may have been 
particularly reflective of their school association, personal norm, or even dialect, they may have 
been active across several areas of the country during their career,  and thus a scribe being 
affiliated with a northern scribal school would not necessarily mean that they were active in 
book production in solely this region. These issues are among several that will be taken up in 

 Stefán Karlsson, “Localization and Dating,” - .

 Jan Ragnar Hagland, Rikstyring og språknorm. Spørsmålet om kongskanselliets rolle i Norsk språkhistorie på 1200- og 
første halvdel av 1300-talet (Oslo: Novus, ), - , .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Copying Njáls Saga into One s Own Dialect - Linguistic Variation in Six Fourteenth-
Century Manuscripts,” in New Studies in the Manuscript Tradition of Njáls Saga - The Historia Mutila of Njála, eds. 
Emily Lethbridge, Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir (Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute 
Publications - Walter de Gruyter GmbH, ), - ; Johansson. Studier i Codex Wormianus, - .

 Jan Ragnar Hagland, “Bruken av termane norm  og skrifttradisjon  i Norsk språkhistorieskriving - 
begrepsinnhald og konsekvensar for framstillinga av norsk språkhistorie i perioden - ,” Norsk lingvistisk 
tidskrift  ( ): - .

 Jan Ragnar Hagland, “Review: Renate Bartsch: Norms of Language. Theoretical and Practical Aspects. 
London and New York: Longman. .  pp. ISBN   ,” Nordic Journal of Linguistics  ( ): .
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the next chapter, while, as noted above, some issues more specific to the concept of a norm 
will be taken up in greater detail in the third and fourth chapters. 
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3 - Theory, Methods, Methodologies, and Technologies 

3.1 Theory and Methods 

3.1.1 Introduction 

Within the last few decades, the methods, media, and approaches available to philologists have 
developed significantly, owing to both New Philology, which will be the subject of . . , and 
subsequent developments in the digital humanities  and quantitative philology, which will be 
introduced in . . . With the context and backdrop provided by the more general discussion of 
relevant methods and methodologies in . , section .  will discuss some of the specific 
theoretical and methodological issues relevant to this project, tying into the research questions 
posed in chapter one and set within the framework of the manuscripts and previous 
scholarship on them introduced in chapter two. While section .  is not dedicated to digital 
methods per se, discussion of them will necessarily take up much of this section, as digital TEI-
XML transcriptions and a corresponding dataset derived from their annotation are among the 
main tools used on this project, in terms of the fundamental goal of charting and 
differentiating the scribes of Reynistaðarbók AM  to and AM  to and the broader 
inference of their general scribal practice and the milieu to which they may have belonged.  
 Section .  will focus on technologies and theoretical issues that are directly relevant to 
this project, and discuss how these will be engaged with and dealt with during the subsequent 
data analysis taken up in chapters five through seven, and the conclusions that will be drawn in 
the final two chapters. As there is not yet a scholarly consensus regarding which digital and 
quantitative methods should be used in Old Norse Philology and in what contexts, the method 
used in this project will, to a large extent, be defined through contextualising them within the 
methods used and theoretical issues discussed in previous projects in a similar vein, and 
engaging with the discussions of frameworks and paradigms defined by other scholars, 
adopting a policy of maximum transparency in the interpretive process. 
 While the aforementioned advancements in method and methodology have been in 
areas that are both specific to Old Norse Philology, with projects such as the EMROON 
database, or the catalogue of manuscript facsimiles on handrit.is, or the digitisation of the 
Dictionary of Old Norse Prose (ONP), these developments have also occurred in the broader 
context of philology in general, with advancements in character segmentation and recognition 

 The coincidence of the rise of digital editing and the turn of the millennium has already been observed in 
scholarship in the field; see, among others: Odd Einar Haugen, “The Spirit of Lachmann, the Spirit of Bédier: 
Old Norse Textual Editing in the Electronic Age,” (Annual Meeting of The Viking Society, University College, 
London, ), - .
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on the DigiPal project  or the System for Palaeographic Inspections,  and within the even 
broader context of the digital or data revolution that arrived around the turn of the 
millennium. What many of these developments have in common is that these methods, 
methodologies, and technologies allow for an increased focus on data and quantitative 
methodology, and studies dealing with matters of language, orthography, and paleography, 
have, in general, become increasingly quantitative, and thereby often digital in nature. With 
that in mind, the next sections will be dedicated to outlining some of the developments in 
philology that have informed this project. 

3.1.2 New Philology 

In keeping with many other recent dissertations in the field,  as well as a general tendency in 
the scholarship of Old Norse Philology,  this project follows some of the precepts of, and 
takes inspiration from, New Philology, primarily in the sense that both of the manuscripts are 
met on their own terms as individual objects of independent value and interest. The 
circumstances, time and place in which they were created are considered inalienably important 
and influential on the artefacts themselves; in fact, this project is explicitly concerned with 
these parameters. The texts that the manuscripts contain are not necessarily considered to exist 
abstractly or ideally in some manner divorced from their actual material manifestations, at least 
in practical terms. The texts and manuscripts, or more succinctly, the artefacts, are not studied 
exclusively in the context of their potential relation to each other or other texts and 
manuscripts, as was often the case in philological scholarship of decades, or perhaps at this 
point, centuries past, but rather as objects that each have independent value.  
 The term New Philology was first associated with Stephen Nichols  introduction to 
the  edition of Speculum, in which he incites philologists to approach medieval texts in a 
manner informed by the way the codices themselves were treated: constantly adapted, 
renewed, and changed according to a multitude of factors, both incidental and deliberate.   

 DigiPal: Digital Resource and Database of Manuscripts, Palaeography and Diplomatic. London, – . 
Available at http: www.digipal.eu

 SPI (System for Paleographic Inspections), outlined in: Fabio Aiolli and Arianna Ciula, “A Case Study on the 
System for Paleographic Inspections (SPI): Challenges and New Developments.”

 Some examples of recent dissertations that take inspiration from New Philology include: Maja Bäckvall, Skriva 
fel och läsa rätt? Eddiska dikter i Uppsalaeddan ur ett avsändar- och mottagarperspektiv. Nordiskatexteroch 
undersökningar (Uppsala: Institutionen för nordiska språk, ); Katarzyna Kapitan, “Studies in the 
Transmission History of Hrómundar Saga Greipssonar,” (PhD Diss., University of Copenhagen, ).

 Driscoll, “The Words on the Page,” - ; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “To the Letter,” - .

 Stephen Nichols, “Introduction: Philology in a Manuscript Culture,” Speculum  ( ): - .
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While this movement has assumed various names since its inception,  such as “descriptive 
philology”  or “artifactual philology”,  arguably the primary tenet of New Philology is that 
it is a development, perhaps renewal of philology, which contrasts some of the precepts of 
old , or traditional philology, in which producing a stemma relating to a hypothetical archetype 
and placing manuscript witnesses in a hierarchy was often paramount.  
 Whereas traditional approaches in Norse philology, based on tenets of classical 
philology, often sought to create a fixed or ideal text from the extant variants, New Philology 
assumes the approach that all redactions of a text are worth studying and are unique 
manifestations that reflect the context in which they were produced. As such, a fixed version 
of a text becomes undesirable in the sense that it does not reflect medieval book culture, and 
the manner in which the abstract notion of an idealized, fixed, and sterilized version of a text 
may be divorced from actual preserved redactions of said text, is consequently exposed. This 
project adopts this approach to the manuscripts and the texts that they contain; the focus is not 
on the texts per se, nor is it on looking for the best  version of a text, but rather it is on 
meeting the manuscripts on their own terms and as they are.  
 As such, the transcriptions of manuscript leaves and particular texts prepared for this 
project can be considered monotypic editions of sorts, as they only take one redaction of a 
particular text into account. A monotypic edition does not provide the more complete and 
contextualised view of a text that a synoptic edition, or even a stemma without any 
accompanying edited text, may provide, but rather it serves as a detailed account of one 
particular version of a text. Looking at the rise of monotypic digital editions in the context of 
the body of scholarship, they can, to some extent be looked at as the logical next step; as 
stemmas have already been made for a large body of texts and manuscripts, the next step in the 
scholarship would seem to be the thorough editing of each of the said texts and manuscripts. 
As such, individuals texts and manuscripts in the Old Norse corpus will slowly but surely be 
edited, and one redaction need not necessarily be privileged as more or less valuable or 
interesting than the next. However, given that many texts exist in a multitude of manuscripts 
(though some, such as many Eddic poems, only exist in one), an editor may choose to prepare 
a monotypic edition of the codex that they deem contains the best preserved redaction of a 
text, which may be called the Codex Optimus,  a practice that combines the New Philological 

 Kapitan, “Studies in the Transmission History of Hrómundar Saga Greipssonar,” .

 Bäckvall, Skriva fel och läsa rätt?, - .

 Driscoll, “The Words on the Page,” - .

 Sverrir Tómasson, “Er nýja textafræðin ny? Þankar um gamla fræðigrein,” Gripla  ( ): - .

 Haugen, “The Spirit of Lachmann, the Spirit of Bédier,” .
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favouring of monotypic editions with the somewhat outmoded notion of a best  version of a 
text. 
 This adoption of monotypic editions is not only in the spirit of New Philology, but it 
also represents something of a pragmatic circumvention of some of the major issues in the 
editing of Old Norse texts, or perhaps any text that did not have one set or best  version; as 
noted by Matthew Driscoll, the notion of a work having one best or set version is a relatively 
recent, with the works of Shakespeare suffering, or perhaps blessed, by the same editorial 
problems as much more ancient works.  Monotypic editions are not concerned per se with 
more traditional means of editing and presenting a text, such as the stemmatological method of 
Karl Lachmann or the pragmatic and prominent criticisms of it by Joseph Bédier (namely that 
stemma often ended up with two main branches, resulting in a situation in which the editor 
could essentially choose between two options when faced with problematic textual variance), 
which have combined to produced the Helgasonian or Arnamagnæan school of editing,  that 
reigned supreme in Old Norse studies, particularly during the mid-twentieth century. 
Foreshadowing a problem that still looms almost a century later, Jón Helgason was hesitant to 
explicitly theorise about his method,  despite it being an approach to editorial practice that 
was both understood and practiced within the field.  
 The term New Philology, or rather, simply the explicit theorising of newer philological 
methodologies that are derived from older ones, has been met with criticism in the three 
decades since Nichols  original article in Speculum. New Philology has been subject to the 
criticism that new is actually a misnomer, in that much of what is done under this guise is, in 
terms of the treatments of codices and the texts they contain, identical to what philologists 
have been doing all along,  and that any novel aspects of it actually have much older roots.  
However, the fundamental difference between old  and New Philology lies not so much in the 
practical methods, but rather in the underlying philosophy and attitude guiding the approach 
to a codex or text. The distinction between old  and New Philology thus then has more to do 
with motivation than pure method, and more to do with approach than execution; while 
individual manuscripts have indeed been studied in all philologies related to the Classical 
tradition, this process was often a means to an end – to construct a stemma and elucidate the 
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relationship between the various manuscript redactions of a text and to a hypothetical 
archetype. This was often done instead of investigating the idiosynchrocies and unique facets 
of the codex and the texts per se, which depending on their place on the stemma that was under 
construction, may have simply been viewed as corruptions — a view that circularly reinforced 
itself with the notion that older manuscripts were better, or closer to some, often hypothetical, 
original. While early criticisms of New Philology as practiced in Old Norse Philology tended 
to be based on the premise that there is nothing actually novel, or rather, new, about it,  these 
criticisms overlook the fact that New Philology represents more of a difference in approach 
and aims when dealing with a codex rather than a radical departure in method. New Philology 
is not a reinvention of the wheel then, but rather a new application. 
 While more traditional philological practices i.e stemmatology involved investigating 
manuscript variance, this was generally done in the overarching pursuit of determining which 
of the multitude of variants was most befitting of a fixed, typically print, version of the text. In 
this sense, both “old” and “new” philologists investigate variables such as textual variance or 
manuscript provenance, rather it is the context and ultimate goal of the exercise that crucially 
differ. New Philology is characterized by a focus on, or even “praise of the variant” within 
manuscripts; the investigation and celebration of variance is viewed as an end in itself, and as 
such, Bernard Cerquiglini s  eponymous treatise  laid out many of the principles and 
precepts that would be further codified in the following year by Nichols.  
 While Nichols  original  essay defining New Philology can be interpreted as 
placing equal emphasis on textual variance and the materiality of a medieval manuscript,  
Nichols clarified and redacted this view in a  paper, this time focusing on the material 
aspects of New Philology, and advocating for the new term of Material Philology.  This 
development reflected Nichols  attitude that a medieval manuscript s role as a cultural artefact 
embodying a confluence of issues and variables superseded its role as a vehicle for a text; as 
such, the materiality of the manuscript was of greater importance than the text(s) contained 
therein, and it is indeed this stance that is contextually adopted in this project.  
 This project, while it meets the manuscripts on their own terms, provides a level of 
detail on each manuscript that enables one to study, if one so chooses, their relationship with 
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an unprecedented level of detail. Somewhat oxymoronically, studying manuscripts and textual 
redactions as unique objects to a high level of detail allows for one to infer the relationships 
between them along various parameters, including the norm of the scribal milieu who may 
have produced them,  and the process through which they were transmitted; the next section 
will outline a key development that has informed the approach to the transmission of texts and 
a potential relationship of the manuscripts analysed on this project. 

3.1.3 Überlieferungsgeschichte 

While this project embraces New Philological approaches to individual manuscripts, as 
advocated by Cerquiglini in  or Nichols  original paper in ,  the lack of focus on 
the texts themselves implied by Nichols  redacted views, and turn to Material Philology in 

,  do not provide a sufficient framework for the aspects of this project that involve the 
comparison of texts and scribal practice across manuscripts. The original manifestos of New 
Philology also do not provide a framework for subsequently comparing and relating texts and 
manuscripts, even if, as in this project, the texts and manuscripts are approached on their own 
terms, as it were, and the interpretive process used in this project does not hinge on there 
necessarily being any relation between the manuscripts. While the language, orthography, and 
script of both Reynistaðarbók AM  to and AM  to could very well have been 
investigated individually as projects unto themselves, this current study, very much in the vein 
of material philology, nonetheless involves some elements of comparison and transmission 
history, most of which will be discussed in chapter seven. In some ways, this is a paradox, as it 
seems almost disingenuous to meet a manuscript on its own terms, in the spirit of New 
Philology, only to turn to more comparative and traditional modes of philology, where a 
manuscript can become a node on a tree, and whether implicitly or explicitly, is assigned value 
that is either more or less than others. In this context, another development within philology, 
namely überlieferungsgeschichte, or the history of textual transmission, will be drawn upon. 
 The codified notion of  überlieferungsgeschichte can be traced to scholarship of the s 
and s from the German-speaking world,  and the basic precepts of it were codified by 
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Klaus Grubmüller in the proceedings from a research group seminar in ,  though the 
tracking of the transmission of a text or the relationship between two of the “same” texts can 
also be framed as more of a goal than a process. The musings of Grubmüller et al. were not 
revolutionary, rather, the concept of überlieferungsgeschichte can be viewed as an attitude 
towards textual variance rather than a prescribed set of practices, in much the same way that 
New Philology can be considered more of an approach than a particular process. A multitude 
of practices can of course be placed under the umbrella term of the history of textual 
transmission, but what they share is a deliberate focus on the variance of a text, which is, again, 
complementary to New Philology. This view was articulated more clearly by Kurt Ruh in the 
decade after Grubmüller s use of the new term on behalf of the German-speaking scholarly 
community, as he suggested that all variants and emendations to a text are worthy of study, 
whether a text underwent scribal intervention, truncation, prosification, versification, or any 
other process of alteration and reconstitution.  This is particularly relevant in the redactions 
of Breta sögur contained in the two manuscripts looked at in this study, for instance, as despite 
the heavily truncated and even fragmentary version of the text in Reynistaðarbók AM  to, 
there are clear signs of a direct relation with that found in AM  to.  
 As noted above, the concept of überlieferungsgeschichte is, in many ways complementary 
to the precepts of New Philology. Used together, one may investigate the relationship between 
some particular texts or codices on their own terms, rather than in the contexts of attempting 
to link them to an often tenuous hypothetical archetype. While philological studies rooted in 
stemmatology and the Classical tradition may link manuscripts and redactions of a text to an 
often hypothetical anchor, viewing the texts in the context of transmission history prizes the 
relationship of actual, extant, redactions of texts to each other, as will be done in the context of 
this study of two extant manuscripts with overlap of not only specific texts, but also genre and 
theme. Though, überlieferungsgeschichte implicitly furthers the stemmatological notion that 
multiple versions of the same text  are related, at the very least, in so far as they are the same  
text or work, or in some sense, have some shared origin or archetype (assuming said shared 
origin was written or otherwise transmitted at some point), New Philology does not 
necessarily assume that radically different versions of the same text must be situated relative to 
a hypothetical archetype, nor is this issue at the forefront given New Philology s focus on 
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individual artefacts. While New Philology focuses on the materiality of a manuscript, and the 
intrinsic uniqueness of each individual codex or redaction, some of the practices and 
theoretical notions associated with überlieferungsgeschichte can be viewed and used as 
frameworks for establishing links between each individual manuscript or redaction of a text, 
and as such, these two frameworks can go hand in hand. 

3.1.4 Digital Philology and the Digital Humanities  

As noted previously, this project makes use of some fairly novel digital media and technologies, 
which, though discussed on a more practical level in section . , must have some theoretical 
issues outlined here. The TEI-XML transcriptions of manuscript leaves that were created and 
subsequently annotated in order to yield a dataset on EMROON, fit within a broader trend in 
philological scholarship of methods, media, and technologies becoming increasingly digital, 
which not coincidentally, also encompasses the digital or data revolution and increasing turn 
toward digital editing around the turn of the millennium,  all of which can be placed under 
the umbrella term digital humanities. It has already been argued that the practices of New 
Philology, specifically its avoidance of “fixed” texts, are much more well-suited to the digital 
medium, as the implicit need for there to be a set printed edition of a text has been 
circumvented.  In this sense, New Philology and digital philology work well in tandem, as a 
digital edition allows for the various levels of textual representation, annotation, and critical 
apparatus that the principles of New Philology might warrant. However, digital philology does 
not preclude that one subscribes to either “new” or “old” philological practices and attitudes, as 
digital technologies can of course be used in a plethora of ways, such that defining the field is 
difficult. 
 The field of the digital humanities has had a loose definition since its unofficial 
inception shortly after the turn of the millennium, and it has not even always been called such, 
as the field was formerly referred to as Humanities Computing , but with the latter eventually 
being “definitely but not definitively” replaced by the former as the name of the field.  This 
development reflected the explicit goals of the editors A Companion to Digital Humanities,  to 
define and distinguish the developing field which had hitherto evaded anything resembling 
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satisfactory definition. Taking these difficulties of defining the field to the extreme, it has been 
argued that the field of Digital Humanities may not be a field at all, but rather a social category 
borne more out of tactical convenience than a genuine reflection of a shared set of problems or 
methodology.  
 Contrary to this cynicism, though, the digital humanities represent a blend of the 
traditional hermeneutical and interpretive elements of the humanities with technologies and 
innovations in digital media and computing that have been developed in the last several 
decades. While the word digital in the term digital humanities may suggest a certain kinship 
with computing, the digital humanities are unique in that they generally involve encoding and 
hermeneutics, with the latter crucially not being shared with computing generally or any other 
science or branch of computing.  Previous scholars have observed a tension between the 
elements of computing and hermeneutical interpretation, leading to a discussion of whether 
there is a paradox and perhaps incompatibility that is fundamental in the digital humanities. 
This tension has been characterized as a “productive unease” that lies at the heart of the digital 
humanities,  as the traditionally interpretive, and often purely qualitative processes of the 
humanities can be viewed as incongruous with models of thinking that imply cumulative and 
linear progress which are associated with the computational aspects of the digital humanities. 
While the manner in which digital humanities scholarship has developed in the last several 
decades does not necessarily warrant an alarmist stance, it has also been argued that the rise of 
digital humanities may have “obsoleted the slow interpretive scholarship” that has traditionally 
characterized the humanities, and might be “antithetical to humanities ideals.”  
 A specific area within the digital humanities will be drawn upon for this project, 
namely digital philology, which represents an approach to text editing that embraces various 
digital media and technologies. As one of the primary pursuits of philology remains the editing 
of text, the technologies employed in digital philology are often of the type that allow for 
representation and annotation of a text, as is the case in this project. In this sense, digital 
philology accords with a general tendency within the digital humanities, in that a significant 
role of the digital humanist remains the generation of the digitised text and  or data.   
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 However, we must also be cognisant of the inherent problems and imperfections with 
our digital representations of texts, in this case, transcriptions of manuscript leaves; it is worth 
pointing out that digitized versions of texts, or digital transcriptions, cannot be considered 
representations of original manuscripts that are devoid of traces of human intervention. 
Transcriptions, however accurate, can be considered merely “representational technologies”, in 
that, since they were produced through human intervention, they can only serve as a type of 
translation of the original.     
 Though various technologies and digital methods have developed rapidly over the 
course of the last few decades, the conclusions drawn through the use of such methods are not 
radically different. Digital media and methods are often used in a manner that increases the 
transparency of method and data to other scholars, and as such, analyses that employ digital 
methods do not necessarily yield different results than those done with more traditional 
methods. While some digital methods are increasingly automated,  digital philology remains 
an essentially humanistic discipline as long as there is human intervention at various stages of 
the data s generation and interpretation, and the analytic process is not yet fully automated. 
Peter Stokes, co-developer of the Digipal paleographic segmentation software, has conceded 
that it is probably unrealistic to expect philologists to have knowledge of software 
development and coding in addition to their philological training, and rather that they should 
aspire to learn how to manipulate these technologies, enabling the production of data that can 
be both shown and interrogated.  As such, the next section will be dedicated to a discussion 
of what the digital media and technologies used on this project are, and how they will not only 
inform the hermeneutic process but also pose issues of their own.  

3.2 Transcriptions and Dataset 

3.2.1 Annotated Transcriptions 

This project makes use of digital transcriptions of manuscript leaves prepared using TEI 
XML. XML, extensible mark-up language, has reigned supreme in the text encoding world 
from about  onward,  and as the name implies, XML allows one to “mark-up” a text, and 
encode features that could not necessarily be included in a static printed version of a text, 
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ranging from but not restricted to: provenance, layout, interpretations of ambiguities in the 
text, editorial emendations, or relationships to other versions of the same text. One can encode 
texts according to various specialised schemes that are compliant with the Text Encoding 
Initiative s (TEI) broader standard. The TEI guidelines have been employed by various fields 
in the encoding of texts ranging in age from the antique, medieval, and modern, as well as 
ranging in genre, including scientific, historic, and literary texts, and represent the closest thing 
to a shared set of guidelines that users and creators of digitized texts have. Just within Old 
Norse studies, two major forms of TEI-XML, MENOTA and EMROON, are used. 
However, instead of a move toward a homogenisation of various TEI schemes that would 
allow for the development of a standard for digital editions and representations of texts, the 
trend within digital philology has been for increased customisation,  which at a certain point, 
runs counter to one of the early aspirations that the Digital Humanities inherited from 
Humanities Computing, namely that a shared standard for encoding texts should be 
established, and has subsequently been sought, at least indirectly, since at least the s.   
 Just within the realm of the digitization of Old Norse texts, for example, one can make 
their TEI XML compliant with either the respective EMROON or MENOTA schemes. 
These standards, which can, in theory, be employed in complete isolation from one another, 
have moved closer to mutual compatibility and a shared standard with the MenotaBlitz tool, 
developed by Robert Kristof Paulsen, the creator of EMROON,  which allows one to 
generate templates for both types of TEI XML from a single basic transcription, similar in 
style to the basic transcriptions prepared on this project. This represents a great increase in 
efficiency in the transcription process, as traditionally, the MENOTA TEI XML guidelines 
have demanded repeated coding of particular word elements, depending on how many of the 
three focal levels — facsimile, diplomatic, and normalized — that the scholar would like to 
include in their transcription. This embedded redundancy in the system has been called a 
“single multi-level” scheme, as multiple levels of transcription can co-exist under the roof of a 
single file,  though, the need for encoding the same information multiple times in this classic 
MENOTA style of manual transcription remains. As such, the EMROON and MenotaBlitz 
technologies bring the transcription of medieval Norse texts closer in line with the broader 
TEI general guidelines. 
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 For the purposes of this project, the texts have been transcribed using the basic 
transcription scheme of EMROON, which allows for conversion to the corresponding 
EMROON scheme for TEI XML, as the basic transcriptions, done by the author of this 
study, were transformed into EMROON XML and subsequently edited and morphologically 
annotated by the creator and manager of the EMROON database, Robert Kristof Paulsen. 
 Through a Perl script, transcriptions prepared according to the EMROON TEI XML 
guidelines can generate two focal levels, facsimile and diplomatic, yielded from one basic 
transcription in which abbreviation marks and special characters, necessary for the facsimile 
level, are placed alongside and within the same set of brackets as the expansion of the 
abbreviation, which in turn appears on the diplomatic level. It has notably been questioned 
whether expanding abbreviations should even be something we do at all considering their 
integral part of Medieval Norse orthographies,  and as such, an EMROON TEI XML 
transcription, is on a fundamental level, a type of facsimile transcription, with solutions to 
abbreviation marks being suggested in parentheses. 
 While large portions of Reynistaðarbók AM  to and AM  to have been 
transcribed in past scholarship, namely by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir as part of her doctoral 
dissertation  and by Jonna Louis-Jensen in an as of yet unpublished edition of Breta sögur 
(access provided by Þorbjörg Helgadóttir at the University of Copenhagen),  these 
transcriptions do not lend themselves to a digital database well, and at least with regard to 
Svanhildur s work, were undertaken before there was any kind of established standard for 
transcribing Medieval Norse texts. The transcriptions made for this study were informed by 
these respective transcriptions by Louis-Jensen and Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, though the 
creation of digital transcriptions of these manuscripts was a necessary step in the process of 
studying them through the lens of recently developed digital technologies, and crucially for this 
study, allow for the derivation of a dataset of linguistic, orthographic, palaeographic, and 
graphemic criteria, which will be the subject of the next sections. 

3.2.2 Data 

The data, which will be presented and interpreted in chapters five through seven, is derived 
from the annotated transcriptions described in the previous section, and will concern two main 
parameters: on one hand, the orthographic and linguistic criteria, which will primarily be 
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approached through the lens of sound positions and a reference orthography (in this case, 
EMROON), and on the other hand, palaeographic criteria and the symbol inventories of 
various scribes, viewed through the lens of graphematics, which looks at individual letters in a 
hierarchical scheme derived from and reflecting the individual actual letters on the page, the 
graphs, to their abstractions, or graphemes. The orthographic and linguistic criteria form the 
subject of the fifth chapter, while the palaeographic criteria are the subject of the sixth; when 
applicable, any time a linguistic, orthographic, or palaeographic is discussed, the technical 
manner with this feature is defined and thus searched for on EMROON will be provided, 
such that the reader can replicate the search, if desired. 
 As mentioned, the annotated transcriptions allow for particular features to be searched 
for in the EMROON database, and queried using the criteria of sound positions (including 
the specific environment in which they occur), which will comprise the subject of section . . , 
and graph types, which will be the subject of . . . In addition to this, particular lemmata can 
also be searched for, which often streamlines the search process when one is querying for a 
particular linguistic, orthographic, or palaeographic criterion, as for example, would be the case 
when searching for the lemma mjǫk in the context of its peculiar role in the fricativization of 
unstressed k > g, which will be the subject of section . . These various search options and 
parameters allow one to efficiently retrieve data regarding the orthographic, linguistic, and 
paleographic criteria outlined and discussed in chapters four through seven. More crucially, the 
online nature of the EMROON page, as well as its search functions, allows for a degree of 
transparency in this study; though the data informing the conclusions drawn in this study are 
typically presented as an in-text chart, the same dataset can be consulted independently online 
by any interested party. While the use of quantitative data can add an air of scientific 
legitimacy, there is no such thing as contextless quantitative data, and there always remains 
some criteria and human decision-making informing the selection; data is never free of 
subjective intent, leading James Dobson to suggest that “situated subjectivity haunts 
computation”  and thus also the dataset of this project. As such, the data can be checked 
against the facsimile transcriptions provided in an appendix, transcriptions done by other 
scholars, or against the manuscripts themselves. 
 While not perfect, the EMROON parameters allow for some analysis of linguistic and 
orthographic criteria divorced from palaeographic and graphemic criteria; though these criteria 
are both referenced to inform the conclusions that are later drawn, their initial separation 
limits circular reasoning, or inferring a particular dating or localisation based on one type of 
feature, as linguistic and orthographic criteria may not tell the same story as the script or 
symbol inventory. Studies that do not sufficiently separate graphemic analysis from 
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orthographic study are often rejected on the grounds that a particular underlying phonology 
and morphology cannot be assumed during the process of studying a particular writing system 
while simultaneously trying to discern precisely what the underlying morphological and 
phonological rules governing the writing system may have been. Thus, the ideal approach is to 
study paleographic criteria separately from orthographic and linguistic criteria, as is done in 
chapters five and six, and only combine the two approaches afterward. Some initial discussion 
of the distribution of each variant representation of each feature and what this might indicate 
from a diachronic perspective, will be offered in chapters five and six, though the collation of 
all of this data, in the pursuit of delineating the scribes and dating and localising the 
manuscripts more precisely, will wait until the seventh and eighth chapters. In allowing 
targeted searches for graphematic, morphological, and phonological criteria, the EMROON 
system enables one to study the graphemic system of a manuscript divorced from an 
underlying assumed phonological system, as the system of sound positions that the 
graphematic criteria are juxtaposed with is abstract from any actual phonological system per se, 
and instead is designed to feature the maximum number of morphological and phonological 
distinctions such that the assumptions about said morphological and phonological system, such 
as it may have existed, are minimized. Such an approach, namely one that employs an 
underlying system that features the maximal amount of hypothetical distinctions, has been 
advocated before,  and previous studies that have primarily been focused on paleographic and 
graphematic criteria in the pursuit of charting scribal hands and textual transmission have 
noted the potentiality of a graphemic analysis being used to study the graphemic system per se, 
without referring to or suggesting any underlying phonological system.  As will be discussed 
in the following sections, . .  and . . , this project will involve both phonology and 
graphematics being charted in a hierarchical structure in which any of the actual letters that 
appear in the manuscripts — which is ultimately all that we have as representations of the 
scribal hands and the language and morphology that may have shaped them in the absence of 
recordings of the speech of the scribes, or accounts of their own language and scribal practice, 
let alone lists of rules of their scribal milieu and informing their norm — and the sounds they 
may have represented can be described both in terms of their material manifestation on the 
page as well as abstracted out and related out to a more hypothetical system. These hierarchical 
systems and the relationships between them, as will be discussed in the following sections, will 
allow us to chart language, orthography, and graphematics in terms of both the concrete and 
the abstract, and will provide us with a thorough account of the practice of these scribes. 
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3.2.3 Phonemes, Sound Positions, and Reference Orthographies  184

Given that this study involves investigating phonemes, phonological developments, and 
various linguistic features in their representation in the orthography of various medieval 
scribes, a reference orthography has been used, namely that of EMROON, which allows for 
each individual word that appears in a manuscript to be cross-referenced with morphological 
and phonological criteria, as well as with the corresponding lemma in the Dictionary of Old 
Norse Prose (ONP).  In addition to this, a tentative normalisation, somewhat different to 
that found in the Íslenzk fornrit series and its favouring of the thirteenth-century Icelandic of 
Snorri Sturluson, can be generated. In working with Old West Norse texts, one is likely to 
have encountered reference orthographies and dictionaries, namely the Dictionary of Old 
Norse Prose (ONP), and another orthography that can be used to normalise the often highly 
variable orthography encountered in manuscripts, Íslenzk fornrit (ÍF). Similarly to 
EMROON, the ONP reference orthography allows for one to collate the orthography that 
they may find in an individual manuscript with the ONP s referential phonemes, as well as the 
corresponding normalized orthography of the ONP; EMROON differs in that it employs 
sound positions rather than referential phonemes. Similarly to other normalized orthographies 
(that do not necessarily have a thoroughly charted system of referential morphology or 
phonology behind them), that of the ONP typically normalizes any given Old West Norse to 
reflect Icelandic of the thirteenth century. Contrasting this, the ÍF orthography is not 
concerned with morphology and phonology per se, but rather is aimed at increasing the 
readability of texts and presenting them in a standard orthography, though it can also be 
argued that this orthography favours thirteenth- century orthographic tendencies (rather than 
conventions, as none existed), and obscures the rich orthographic and linguistic variation that 
is so often the topic of study for philologists. 
 As such, the EMROON system is ambitious, as it draws on not only some of the 
principles of morphological and phonological reference that are embedded in the ONP system, 
but also suggests rules for tentative normalisation, though they are based on the norm of the 
scribe rather than an externally imposed norm à la the Íslenzk fornrit system. While the 
EMROON system also allows for querying for graphematic information, as will be discussed 
in the next section, the linguistic and orthographic criteria are organized according to a system 
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of defined sound positions. The concept of sound position is a further abstraction on the 
notion of a referential phoneme, such as that of the Dictionary of Old Norse Prose (ONP), in 
that sound positions represent a maximal abstraction of phonemes according to their 
etymological origin, and as such, involving codifying phonemes in Old West Norse according 
to a “maximal Proto-Norse (PN) phonological system”,  namely one that takes into account 
all of the potential roots of OWN phonemes in Proto-Norse, Proto-Germanic (PGmc), or 
even Proto-Indo-European reconstructed phonology.  While the sound positions of 
EMROON serve a similar function to the referential phonemes of ONP, in that they both 
allow for one to collate the orthography of an actual text with a referential phonological and 
morphological system that exists in abstract form outside of the text itself and as a whole, the 
system is not posited to have governed the language and orthography of any actual manuscript 
or the language itself at any given moment, and EMROON includes several distinctions that 
ONP does not, as it includes the maximal number of distinctions. Any minimisation of 
distinctions that may govern a reference orthography imply a certain kind of normalisation, as 
a standard from a certain period of time is being tacitly imposed, and certain distinctions that 
may have existed in the language or within the mental conception of it by its speakers may 
erroneously be assumed not to have existed. Certain sounds that may appear the same 
orthographically in the work of a scribe may have had different origins (that the EMROON 
system might elucidate) or may have even been thought of as different in the language of the 
scribe. This allows for one to, as far as it is possible, separate an orthographic description of a 
manuscript from any interpretations of the underlying phonology that may have governed, or 
at least influenced, the orthographic conventions that were employed by the scribes that 
produced it. One of the ramifications of this is that what is considered a singular referential 
phoneme in Old West Norse, for example e , often expressed orthographically with “e” or 
“æ”, may be abstracted to two sound positions, namely the *e of PGmc, or PGmc *a when 
affected by palatal umlaut.  As Paulsen writes, it cannot be taken for granted that these would 
be considered different phonemes in OWN, but rather environmentally conditioned 
allophones;  a morphologically refined reference orthography would aid in elucidating this. 
Employing the maximal number of distinctions in the reference orthography circumvents the 
problem of other referential or normalized orthographies not making a distinction between 
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phonemes that may be distinguished in some manuscripts, as might be inferred from the 
orthographic norm of the scribe.  
 This principle of organization governing a reference orthography for Old Norse can be 
traced to the comments of Helge Dyvik  on Terje Spurkland s doctoral thesis,  in which 
Dyvik advocated the maximal number of distinctions,  so as to eliminate, in so far as it is 
possible when referencing reconstructed historical phonologies, any assumptions regarding the 
morphology and phonology that the orthography of any given Old West Norse text in 
original, may represent. Ideally, such a referential orthography with the maximal number of 
historical phonological and morphological distinctions allows one to infer how the principles 
of morphological and phonological spelling  may have governed the orthography of various 
scribes. Such an approach is necessarily premised on the notion that the phonology of the 
scribe s personal language, as well as their understanding of morphology, affected the manner 
in which they orthographically manifested i.e spelled their own language. This premise is in 
keeping with the underlying principles employed in similar studies, namely that scribes did not 
slavishly copy their exemplar,  nor did they do so letter by letter,  except perhaps in some 
instances, of perhaps a name or exceedingly common word, in which the scribe employed a 
conventional spelling of a word that mirrored their exemplar.  
 As the EMROON referential orthography is designed to account for “any and all 
morphemes that are combined to form a single word”,  the resultant rendering of a token 
found in a manuscript may initially appear somewhat unwieldy, as its purpose is not 
readability per se, but rather to show the separate morphological components of each word. 
For example, the supinum beizk of the reflexive verb beiðask would be rendered {beiþ-þ-t-sk} in 
the EMROON system,  reflecting all of the known morphemes that could have influenced 

 Dyvik, “runematerialet fra Bryggen,” - ; cf. Paulsen, “The EMROON Referential System.”
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the orthographic representation of this word from the perspective of historical phonology, and 
represents the word being broken down into morphologically and etymologically defined 
units. As stated by the creator of EMROON, the somewhat anachronistic and ahistoric 
character of the EMROON orthography is by design, as it is intended to be elucidating in the 
context of the role of etymology and morphology in shaping historical orthographies rather 
than indicative of how Old West Norse may or may not have sounded or have been 
represented orthographically at any given historical moment.  
 Following Paulsen s suggested convention,  curled brackets {} will be used when 
referring to lexical items or sound positions contained in the referential orthography, while 
passing references to lemmata will be made with the standard italics. As such, the lemma borð 
would be rendered {borð} when discussed specifically within the context of that word 
appearing in the EMROON system. Any of the sounds discussed in the following chapters 
will also include a reference to how these sounds are represented in the EMROON referential 
orthography. These sound positions can also be bridged with the graphematic elements of the 
system, which will be the topic of the next section. 

3.2.4 Graphematics - Graphemes, Graphtypes, Allographs, and Graphs 

Just as the language and orthography of a given manuscript can be referenced against a system 
of sound positions and phonemes, the palaeographic and graphematic criteria can be related to 
a hierarchical system of graphemes, graph types, and graphs. This system could be taken even 
further to include idiographs, though this generally involves fairly intensive use of some kind 
of character segmentation software, and lies outside of the scope of this current study. As will 
be outlined in this section, a graph, which in this study is the smallest tangible unit of 
representing a letter or morphological, phonological, or etymological unit in an actual 
manuscript, can be linked and extrapolated all the way out to the abstract sound positions 
discussed in the previous section. It must be noted here that the system presented in this study 
is one among several, though an implicit consensus often emerges; regarding the definition of 
the terms grapheme and graph type, notable recent contributors to this area of scholarship, 
Lasse Mårtensson  and Karl Johansson,  who, though working on different materials and 
having studies of different natures, can agree on many minutiae, for example that \ỏ\ and \ǫ\ 
are graph types of the same grapheme <ǫ>, which cannot necessarily be taken for granted. 
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 A graph is the smallest unit through which a morphological or phonological system or 
reality can be expressed and manifested, and is a physical instance of a letter, the actual ink on 
the page. While the term graph can be conceptualized as being nearly synonymous with the 
term letter, as both are a means of conceptualizing and conveying a sign, the terms crucially 
differ in that letter can be used to refer to a sign in the abstract, i.e discussing the letter r in 
some particular context, whereas the graph “r” would refer to a particular form of a particular 
sign that appears in the text. The manner in which a particular graph is idiosyncratically 
executed by an individual, can be called an idiograph, though focusing on idiographs as a 
manner of identifying scribes virtually demands the use of digital segmentation tools such as 
the Digipal  Archive  or SPI  technologies. 
 Any individual graph naturally belongs to a graph type, which is a class of related signs 
that typically express a particular grapheme, and need not necessarily have multiple graph 
types, as would be the case, for example with the graph type \c\, which for our purposes, only 
has one graph, “c”. 
 If a grapheme has multiple graph types, then these graph types can be said to be 
allographs of the same grapheme — they are not linguistically distinct, though they may appear 
in a complementary distribution that is environmentally or perhaps simply historically 
conditioned, such as in the graph types \ð\ and \d\, represented by the graphs “d”, “d”, “d”, or 
“ð”, which can all represent the grapheme <ð>, which corresponds to the phoneme ð  and the 
sound position {ð}. While the link between graphemes and phonemes is crucial in our ability to 
link phonology and abstract sound positions to graph types and the tangible letters on the page 
i.e graphs, each grapheme does not have a unique phonemic correspondence, just as each graph 
does not necessarily have a unique correspondence to a grapheme, though some do, as with the 
graph “c” essentially always standing for the graph type \c\ and the grapheme <c>. As for the 
tenuous link between graphemes and phonemes, both the graphemes <c> and <k> can stand 
for the phoneme k , though the graphs that can stand for these graphemes will be mutually 
exclusive. 
 While graphemes were often linguistically distinct units in Old Norse,  this is 
certainly not always the case, as for instance, when \þ\ represents ð , as in this case, the 
graphtype \þ\, which most often refers to the phoneme þ  and the sound position {þ}, is 
instead used to represent the phoneme ð  and sound position {ð}. 

 DigiPal: Digital Resource and Database of Manuscripts, Palaeography and Diplomatic (London, – ). 
Available at http: www.digipal.eu

 SPI (System for Paleographic Inspections), outlined in: Fabio Aiolli and Arianna Ciula, “A Case Study on the 
System for Paleographic Inspections (SPI): Challenges and New Developments.”

 Mårtensson, Skrivaren och förlagen, .
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 As such, the hierarchy of graphs, individual letters that actually appear in manuscripts, 
can be be linked all the way to the abstract sound positions, with the top node of the tree being 
either a sound position, which then branches between graphemes and graphtypes, or vice 
versa. This first chart shows the hierarchical relationship between a sound position and a 
graph, with only one example on each level: 

sound position :  {þ} 
phoneme:   þ  
grapheme:   <þ> 
graph type:   \þ\ 
graph:    “þ” 

 The next chart displays the relationship between the sound position {ð}, a particularly 
rich example given the development and representation of dental fricatives in Old Norse, may 
be represented by several graphs, with all of the intervening theoretical levels in between: 

Sound position:         {ð}      
related phonemes:  d   ð    þ   t    
graphemes:             <ð>   <d>    <þ>   <t>  
graph types:             \ð\    \d\    \þ\  \t\   
graphs:                         “ð” “d” “d” “d”    “þ”  “t” “t”                         

 The next chart shows how two graphs, “t”  “t”, both allographs of \t\, can be traced to 
multiple sound positions: 
graphs:          “t”         “t”      
graph type:     \t\      
grapheme:     <t>  
phonemes:  t    ð   þ   d  
sound positions: {t}  {ð}  {þ}  {d} 
  
 The relationship between all of these elements is complicated, and while a manner of 
placing them on a hierarchical scheme has been presented, such diagrams could be constructed, 
with either each unique sound position or each unique graph as the basic element. Some of 
these diagrams would be relatively simple, as there is often a straight-forward link between a 
sound position and its graphic embodiment, as with the sound position {t} and the graph “t”, 
though, as displayed in the previous diagrams, divergences often occur at the level between 
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phonemes and graphemes. However, a simple inversion of the hierarchy complicates things, as 
the graph “t” can also variously represent the sound positions {t}, {ð}, {þ} or {d}. Nevertheless, 
such a manner of organizing these elements allows one to chart relationships between an 
individual sign, manifested as a graph, and an abstract system that allows for the maximal 
amount of information regarding the morphological and phonological origin and value, i.e the 
sound position, of said graph. 

3.3 Principles of and Problems with the Interpretation of Orthographic and Palaeographic 

Data 

3.3.1 Introduction 

While this project makes use of a dataset that incorporates lemmatisation, morphological 
annotation, sound positions, and graphematics, the task of interpreting said data is far from 
straight forward. As Peter Stokes has suggested, the employment of digital methods can 
involve scholars succumbing to the “lure of objectivity” and simply veiling their personal 
judgement with tables and graphs,  as the interpretive process that necessarily accompanies 
working with such technologies is far from codified. Despite digital and quantitive methods 
becoming increasing prevalent in philology, it is still thought to be the case that digital and 
quantitative methods in philology, or more specifically paleography in particular, are still 
viewed somewhat skeptically; this is perhaps due to the fields traditionally having more to do 
with aesthetic appreciation and judgments than an agreed upon methodology that involved 
quantities and systematic interrogation,  as one might associate with the natural sciences. 
Palaeography in particular is a field that has, historically, mostly been viewed as an art 
imparted through subjective analyses rather than some kind of science that could be 
objectified,  and studies in medieval digital philology as recent as  have lamented the lack 
of studies discussing the establishment of standard methods or guidelines for interpreting 
palaeographic among other types of philological data, particularly from digital media.  In 
order to mitigate this, this section will, following the discussion of digital media in . , attempt 
to outline the factors shaping the interpretation of the digital transcriptions and dataset, and 
shed as much light as possible on the interpretive process of this project. In so doing, sections 

 Peter Stokes, “Digital Approaches to Paleography and Book History: Some Challenges, Present and Future,” 
in Frontiers in Digital Humanities , ( ): .

 Vinodh Rajan Sampath, “Quantifying Scribal Behaviour: A Novel Approach to Digital Paleography,” (PhD 
diss., University of St Andrews, ), , http: hdl.handle.net .

 Ibid., 

 Nicole Dalia Cilia et al., “Minimum Training Data Size.”
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.  and . , taken together, fall in line with a tenet of the digital humanities, namely that as 
much of the background code, data, and method such be revealed as possible, and that such a 
state is in fact essential for the conversation surrounding interpreting and using such 
methods.  As will be outlined in the following two sections, the interpretive process used on 
this project will be oriented more around identifying trends in the data and suggesting 
explanations for these rather than attempting to make authoritative pronouncements regarding 
the scribes, localisation, or dating of the manuscripts in this study, or attempting to define 
precise percentages, ratios, or deviations that could be set as standards for interpretive 
processes like the ones involved in this project. 
 As has already been noted in the scholarship, there are some fundamental issues with 
the notion that data and statistics can even be used to infer shifts in scribal hands,  though 
such a critique seems to overlook the fact that in the absence of contemporary accounts of 
book production or localised and dated codices, both of which are exceedingly rare in the 
context of Medieval Iceland and even Europe generally, the manuscripts themselves, and any 
patterns or congruencies they may reveal, are all that we have in the pursuit of scribal 
identification, localization, and dating; our criteria are often by definition, solely internal.  
 In the following sections, the principles underlying and informing the interpretation of 
orthographic, linguistic, and paleographic data used in this project, as well as some issues 
therein, will be outlined, such that the process through which observations are made in later 
chapters, particularly five through seven, can become more transparent. The interpretation of 
linguistic, orthographic, paleographic, and graphematic data in the context of Old West Norse 
manuscripts is far from straight forward, as one must attempt to account for the interaction of 
several factors that shaped the actual manifested letters and words on the page that the scribe 
produced, not least where they spent their career, their education, their personal norm, and the 
“house rules” of the institution at which they were active.  Section . .  will also deal with the 
concepts of a linguistic and  or scribal norm, what is meant by these terms in this project, as 
well as providing an outline of the factors that would have shaped them. Disentangling these 
factors presents some complex issues, as, for instance, the orthographic system of a manuscript 
is not necessarily derived from its exemplar(s),  while it can also be claimed that variation in 

 Dobson, Critical Digital Humanities, .

 van Arkel, “Scribes and Statistics,” - .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Copying Njáls saga into One s Own Dialect,” - ; Johansson, Studier i Codex 
Wormianus, ; cf. Vemund Skard, Norsk språkhistorie. Bind 1 - Til 1523. nd edition (Oslo  Bergen  Tromsø:  
Universitetsforlaget, ), - .
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graph types may represent a manuscript being copied from various exemplars.  Depending 
on context then, the exemplar or the scribe themselves will determine the manifestation of a 
particular linguistic, orthographic, or palaeographic feature in the codex being worked on, a 
dynamic which is also affected by whether a scribe decides to intervene or not when 
encountering a variant that is either unfamiliar to them or not within their usual inventory or 
habit. Depending on the circumstances and factors at play then, a scribe would exhibit more, 
or less agency and personality in determining what ends up on the page on which they were 
working, and the scribe themselves and their exemplar oscillate between exerting the primary 
influence on what ends up on the page in progress. 
 In the following sections then, some issues, both general to the realm of digital 
philology, as well as problems specific to Old Norse philology, will be explored, such that the 
interpretive process followed in this project can be followed. 

3.3.2 The Interpretation of Paleographic Data and Graphematic Trends 

As outlined in sections . .  and . .  respectively, this project makes use of data that allows 
one to search for graphs, allographs, and graphemes along various parameters in the 
EMROON database. As such, the paleographic  graphematic data used on this project will be 
concerning the distribution of various graphs, allographs, and graphemes, and the 
environments in which they appear. This is in keeping with Karl G. Johansson s suggestion 
that particular paleographic elements, such as the distribution of letter allographs and they 
contexts in which they appear, are of fundamental importance in the process of identifying 
scribes,  though some of his subsequent classifications of certain features as micro- or macro- 
paleographic, or even purely orthographic, could be criticised. However, regardless of the 
classification of certain features, the employment of data and tables allows for evidence that 
can be interrogated and reinterpreted, and is doubtless an improvement on the practice of 
using vague terms or imprecise assessments. Peter Stokes, one of the developers of the DigiPal 
and Archive projects in quantitative digital paleography and particularly character 
segmentation and comparison, concedes that the statements that paleographers make are often 
“frustratingly vague” and the manner in which they are arrived at could partially be elucidated 
through quantitative methods and shareable data.  As Stokes also suggests, paleographers 
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have the danger of coming across as overly subjective and closed off to debate,  and a 
potential antidote for this would be to insist on quantitatively based arguments. 
 The paleographic data in this project is more concerned with the form (allographs and 
the context in which they are used) and distribution of various graphs rather than the precise 
execution or idiographic characteristics of a letter, or potentially using minute measurements 
of characters to compare scribal hands. The line of paleographic inquiry assumed on this study 
thus has to do with graphs rather than precisely measured idiographs of any particular scribe. 
As an alternative, one could seek to measure various portions of the letter and strokes in the 
developing area of automated analysis; various metrics, ranging from character segmentation, 
to orientation and curvature,  as well as a confluence of multiple factors,  have been 
suggested, and despite the insights such studies may provide, none have been conferred with 
the status of scientific legitimacy.   However, while lists of paleographic criteria, many of 
which can be quantified, such as angle and contrast, have been suggested in scholarly studies 
since at least the mid-twentieth century, it seems that these criteria and categories were 
intended as a sort of potentially shareable vocabulary and framework, to be used descriptively 
rather than as quantified values.  
 Scholars such as Arianna Ciula have claimed that the now rapidly developing 
quantitative and digital methods were hitherto considered unorthodox,  reflecting that fields 
such as paleography have traditionally been arts imparted through subjective analysis, 
qualitative observations and aesthetic judgments rather than sciences that can be objectified.  
However, it can be noted that quantitative methods in palaeography are by no means new nor 
exclusively digital; the practice of providing and  or referencing manuscript facsimiles goes 
back to the origins of the field itself; as early as the late nineteenth century, groups such as The 
New Paleographic Society published facsimiles of manuscripts along with figures  in order to 
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try and illustrate paleographic concepts and increase the transparency of the arguments for the 
reader.   
 Though the study was of a somewhat different nature than the one here at hand, 
dealing primarily with digital character segmentation, a recent study carried out by Nicole 
Dalia Cilia of the Avila Bible, an  page Latin bible manuscript with no fewer than twelve 
alleged scribal hands, suggests that even in cases in which entire manuscripts have been 
digitised, relatively small minorities of the potential data are required in order to make the 
same conclusions that reference to the entire available data set would yield. While the twelve 
scribal hands had been identified in previous, more traditional scholarship, the study showed 
that a mere . % of the data was necessary for the SPI — the System for Paleographic 
Inspection  — to accurately link a new sample of writing to one of the scribal hands witnessed 
in the manuscript within a . % rate of accuracy.  
 Nicole Dalia Cilia s study, concerning scribal identification via character segmentation 
and analysis in the Avila Bible, suggests that just % of the entire available data set (the entire 
manuscript had been previously subjected to a character analysis) yields the same results as the 
entire data set within a % margin.  However, it probably cannot be said that, in spite of 
Cilia s numbers, that philologists in general should necessarily settle for data from % of a 
manuscript in any given study, but rather this indicates that a targeted study of the script of a 
given manuscript can be as accurate and elucidating as a hypothetically complete one. 
 Though scholars such as Karl G. Johansson have argued that the description of a scribal 
hand should be done primarily on palaeographic grounds,  this project, as outlined elsewhere, 
makes use of both orthographic  linguistic as well as palaeographic  graphematic criteria; 
palaeography is doubtless an important parameter in scribal identification, localisation, and 
dating, though it is not clear that a scribe s execution of letter forms and the distribution in 
which they use them should supersede their often idiosyncratic and at least somewhat unique 
language and orthography in terms of being defining characteristics. Odd Einar Haugen has 
previously discussed the limits of such an approach, namely leaning overly heavily on 
palaeographic criteria, as the rich orthographic variation of Old Norse manuscripts indicate 
that elements of the scribe s linguistic norm must have surfaced in their work; scribes did not 
copy from their exemplar word by word, let alone letter by letter.  Thus, an approach that 
does not take orthography into account implicitly assumes that it is either not relevant or not 
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helpful in the pursuit of differentiating scribal hands. As will be discussed in the next section, a 
scribe s orthography was shaped by a confluence of factors, many of which can be inferred 
from the scribe s work, and are thus integral in the process of scribal identification, 
localisation, and dating. As it will also feature prominently in the seventh chapter, the concept 
of a scribal norm will also be discussed in the next section, such that a working definition or 
contextualisation of the term, in its pertinence to this project, can be arrived upon. 

3.3.3 Interpreting Orthographic Trends and Scribal Norms 

While the author of The First Grammatical Treatise sought to define an alphabet that could 
accommodate the Icelandic language during the mid-twelfth century,  the fundamental 
orthographic reality in Old West Norse is that, while local norms seemed to have existed, and 
even the potential for such a local norm developing into a local standard was there,  
orthography could and did vary from scribe to scribe,  reflecting the confluence of influences 
that would shape and surface in a scribe s individual work. As there are many factors that could 
shape a norm, it must be noted that any norm must be limited by region and  or the scribal 
milieu with which it is associated,  though a scribe that may be beholden to such a norm will 
still exhibit deviations from it. As a major part of this project involves the identification of 
scribes and the inference of conventions or a norm associated with a scribal milieu that they 
may have followed to varying degrees, this section will be dedicated to the discussion of scribal 
and linguistic norms, at the level of both individuals and the milieu to which they may have 
belonged. However, one of the inherent problems with defining a norm can be noted here: as 
the written codices are generally our only testaments to any norm, it can be difficult to make a 
differentiation between the written norm of the scribal milieu and what may have been the 
spoken norm of the scribe. It should also be noted here that some aspects of the concept of a 
norm, specifically those that deal more explicitly with spoken language, will be addressed 
further in chapter four. 
 In Old West Norse, in which orthographic variation was both rich and routine, unique 
scribal orthographies were an aggregate of several influences, with the most important being: 
the norm and language of the scribe, the exemplar, the education of the scribe, and the norm at 
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the institution at which they were active.  As outlined, a plethora of factors combined to 
shape a scribe s orthography on any given project, and orthographic variance can be interpreted 
in multiple ways depending on context. If one encounters spellings of a word that are 
anomalous relative to the way that that word is typically spelt in that manuscript, such 
instances may be interpreted as indicative of the scribe emending the text that they found in 
their exemplar, bringing it in line with their own written language and thus deviating from the 
exemplar. However, a peculiar variant, perhaps more frequent at the beginning, may suggest 
diminishing influence of the exemplar,  and as such should not be taken as a reflection of the 
scribe s language. Alternatively, in a situation where two variants may both appear frequently, 
say in a :  ratio, the variant that it is more frequent cannot necessarily be said to be reflective 
of the scribe s dialect and the other not.  
 Extrapolating these notions to the identification of a group of scribes, distinct 
linguistic and orthographic features may be collated in an attempt to define a scribal norm that 
while never followed to the letter, characterized the work of several co-operating scribes. Such 
a norm that could be inferred from a manuscript produced by a group of co-operating scribes 
could be considered reflective of the written norm of a relatively small learned and 
homogenous group, and consequently would not reflect broader linguistic variation even if it 
had existed in the spoken language of the scribes.  In turn, evidence of a relatively stable or 
uniform norm within the written work of several scribes would not necessarily mean that their 
spoken language (which could be equated more with a linguistic rather than written norm) was 
equally homogenous. While the norms and language of each scribe cannot be precisely 
ascertained, nor their education, exemplars, or career history, a scribal norm, as defined above, 
would represent an aggregate of the tendencies and conventions employed, perhaps by 
mandate, by a group of scribes active at a certain time and place. Consequently, somewhat 
paradoxically and perhaps even inconveniently, orthographic uniformities throughout a 
manuscript generally weaken notions of there having been multiple scribes involved, in that it 
is highly improbable that multiple scribes would employ exactly the same combinations of 
symbols and conventions consistently.  Scribes working as part of the same milieu likely had 
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similarities in their work, but excessive similarity would undermine the very notion that the 
hands belonged to different people. 
 A scribal norm can be defined as rules, or more aptly, guidelines or principles, that 
governed the language, orthography, and script of medieval scribes, as manifested in Old West 
Norse manuscripts; these rules may have been presented orally, from teacher to student, or 
they may have been supplemented with exempla.  In many ways, this project hinges on the 
notion that the education that a scribe received, as well as the institution at which they were 
active, would have influenced the orthography of a given scribe, likely in ways that often 
superseded their personal language or the orthography of their exemplar. It is difficult to 
define the concept of a scribal norm succinctly, as the concept is often referenced and implicitly 
understood, yet rarely defined explicitly. Contributing to the difficulty of retrospectively 
inferring and defining a scribal norm is the reality that any norm that may have been taught or 
loosely enforced historically likely would have served, in practice, more like general guidelines 
than set rules, and thus even in cases when congruencies in language and orthography can be 
identified, we are left pondering whether these are due to the scribes referencing a common 
norm, or perhaps just reflecting some other combination of influences.  
 There were a multitude of factors that may have shaped a scribe s writing: their spoken 
language, the conventions or norm  that were taught to them during their training, influence 
from the local dialect or linguistic norm, set conventions that may have transcended local 
norms, as well as their exemplar, and any perceived errors or archaisms therein that the scribe 
may have corrected.  It is not at all clear how these factors combined to govern the 
orthography of any given passage of a manuscript, nor if these factors existed in a hierarchy in 
which particular scribes could defer to say, their own spoken language or the use of their 
exemplar in moments of ambiguity. However, as mentioned above, the practice of linking a 
manuscript or scribe with a particular milieu hinges on the notion that at least to some extent, 
a scribe s education and  or current milieu association could shine through any other 
intervention in the copying process that may have been a result of the scribe s own language  
perceived linguistic norm or the norm of their exemplar. 
 However, the tangible process through which a scribe copied can be investigated in 
order to further elucidate the manner in which abstract factors may have shaped a particular 
instantiation of a scribe s orthography and script, though the subtleties of the process through 
which medieval scribes copied texts is not entirely known, and as mentioned above, likely 
varied by manuscript, scribe, and even the particular day that a scribe was working. While 
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some scribes may have copied a text via dictation, in which the scribe s language and their 
mental conception of how the text should be spelled would be most influential in shaping the 
orthography they used, and would arguably be the purest expression of their personal 
orthography, the most common method was likely through the use of an exemplar,  which as 
discussed previously, would have affected the orthography and script that a scribe used, along 
with the scribe s language, education, and current posting. Scribes likely internalized a phrase 
rather than proceeding letter by letter or even word by word, and any features that conflicted 
with the scribe s mental grammar would have presented them with the opportunity, that they 
did not necessarily always take, to amend the text so that it became more in line with the 
scribe s preference and  or the perceived tastes of the target audience of the manuscript.  
 While various schemes have been suggested for understanding the process of scribing, 
the one that follows, features one step among four, namely the third, that is crucial in the 
discussion and charting of how various factors shaped the work of the scribes of Old West 
Norse codices. According to this conception,  the process of scribing had four key stages: 
) Avkoding: Skriveren leser noen ord i forelegget og memorerer dem. 
) Tolking: Skriveren forstår hva han leser. 
) Konvertering: Skriveren omformer foreleggets former til sine egne representasjoner, altså 

sine egne paleografiske varianter og ortografi. 
) Nedskriving: Skriveren skriver ned ordene med den ortografien og paleografiske 

utformingen han bestemte ved konverteringen. 
 In the context of the production of Old West Norse manuscripts, this third step of 
conversion is crucial. This intermediary stage between a scribe reading some words or phrases 
from their exemplar and setting their pen to the page would have been a complicated process 
through which the mental orthographic norm of the scribe, i.e the abstract scribe s norm , and 
even their perceived linguistic norms, which were in turn shaped by the norm of the scribal 
school at which they were trained, the norm of the institution or milieu at which they were 
active (which may or may not have been the same at which they were initially trained), and 
broadly speaking, a writing tradition,  would interact with the norm of the exemplar in order 
to determine how particular words were spelled. As such, the language, as represented in any 
given manuscript, was exposed to intervention whenever a text was copied and a new 
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manifestation of it created.  The actual orthography that appears in a passage and can be 
described, is then, not a pure expression of the scribe s norm, in the abstract, as we would have 
to have a passage of their writing that did not have an exemplar, i.e one that the scribe copied 
out using dictation, to see what their own tendencies were in the abstract, and what their own 
mental orthographic rules were. While we generally cannot identify any written works as 
having been written out via a scribe being dictated a text, it would be these such texts in which 
a scribe s linguistic norm would be much more clearly on display, as it would be far less 
influenced by the norm of any exemplar. 
 Mapping medieval Icelandic scribal milieus presents some unique challenges: the 
medieval Icelandic populace, not excluding scribes, was exceptionally mobile compared to their 
continental counterparts, and thus a scribe was often active at various sites of manuscript 
production, and did not necessarily spend most of their career at the site at which they were 
trained.  This precise dilemma led Karl G. Johansson to outline a tripartite conception of the 
rules and norms associated with scribes and scribal schools, and how they may or may not have 
manifested themselves in particular manuscripts that had some association with a particular 
school.  On the basic level, one can conceptualize the orthographic and paleographic rules 
and norms of the particular manuscript from which the text and manuscript under study were 
copied — or rather, the norm of the exemplar. Once these are inferred, these rules can be stated 
in the abstract, divorced from the way that they may or may not be manifested in any given 
manuscript associated with the school — Johansson calls this the use of the exemplar;  linking 
this inferred orthographic norm of an individual manuscript to the concepts of referential and 
normalized orthographies discussed in . . , the “use of the examplar” could be extrapolated to 
form orthographic rules based on internal criteria of the manuscript, or “the norm of the 
manuscript”.  Secondarily, one can conceive of how a scribe s orthographic and paleographic 
tendencies were shaped by the school at which they were educated.  Thirdly, one can 
conjecture how the norms of this school or milieu may have influenced and eventually became 
embodied in the work of a scribe who was active in this milieu but received their initial and 
formative scribal training elsewhere. 
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 Further emphasising the potential disparity between a linguistic norm and a scribal 
norm, it does not necessarily seem to have been a consistent rule that a younger scribe i.e 
someone with potentially younger language, would consistently employ younger forms i.e 
orthography and linguistic forms in their work. It may also be tempting to assume that 
younger scribes would have, by definition, employed younger linguistic forms, though the 
somewhat unintuitive reality was such that older scribes likely would have enjoyed a higher 
degree of hypothetical orthographic freedom, as their experience liberated them from having 
to slavishly follow their exemplar.  As such, while an older scribe likely would have had more 
conservative forms in their spoken language than their junior colleagues, the younger scribes 
were likely more beholden to their exemplars owing to their inexperience, and thus the work 
of less experienced, presumably younger, scribes may appear more archaic than the work of 
their more experienced, elder colleagues. Though an older scribe may have been more 
accustomed to a scribal norm and could thus apply it without much effort, a younger scribe 
may still be in the process of learning the norm, and thus would lean more heavily toward 
directly copying their exemplar;  this represents a disparity in which, depending on the 
scribe s level of experience, the linguistic norm that they were beholden to, i.e the perceived 
manner in which they and those around them spoke, superseded the more abstract rules of 
language and orthography that were passed down to them or generally practiced at the 
institution at which they were active i.e the scribal norm — or vice-versa. Such a dynamic 
seems to have characterized the production of Flateyjarbók GKS  fol., in which one of the 
two scribes  was the more progressive in terms of his language and orthography, yet more 
archaic when it came to script.  However, as a general principle, a manuscript that contains 
linguistic or orthographic innovations will be considered younger than one that does not.  
 In , Björn Hagström suggested “framför allt är problemet av en mycket spekulativ 
karaktär. [...] skrivarproblemet är olösligt i den meningen, att forskningsresultaten inte är 
verifiserbara. Skrivarna är anonyma och kommer att så förbli”.  While the scribes may well 
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remain anonymous, we can often determine if they were Icelandic or Norwegian, and perhaps 
come even closer to accurate localisations of scribes and manuscripts, based on the criteria 
presented in the next chapter. 
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4 - Localizing Old West Norse 

4.1 Context  

4.1.1 Historical Context 

As a significant portion of Iceland s early settlers could trace their roots to Norway, the 
histories of the two modern nations, along with the other former tributary lands of the 
Kingdom of Norway, such as the Faroe Islands and the Northern Isles, were closely tied 
during the medieval period. Despite the premise that many of these early Norwegian 
emigrants to Iceland were, according to Íslendingabók,  fleeing the tyranny of King Harald 
hárfagri, Iceland maintained close cultural, linguistic, and trade ties with Norway during the 
Icelandic commonwealth period and through to the fifteenth century. Given that the 
manuscripts in this study were likely produced during the fourteenth century, a pivotal time in 
the history of the Kingdom of Norway that saw outbreaks of plague and shifts of power, the 
exercise of localising these manuscripts and their scribes is a vital one, and the potentiality of 
lingering Norwegian influence in medieval Hólar will be explored.  
 In - , following the civil strife of the Sturlunga öld, Iceland was annexed by the 
Kingdom of Norway. Alongside the monarch, the Church played a prominent role in cultural 
life of the Norwegian kingdom, and Iceland s two medieval diocese, Skálaholt in the south and 
Hólar in the north, had since  (more than a century before Iceland s annexation), been part 
of the archdiocese of Niðarós (now Trondheim) in Norway. During the fourteenth century, 
several Norwegian bishops served at both Skálaholt and Hólar, often with other Norwegians 
serving as their subordinate officials. This presence of Norwegian officials and their 
entourages in Iceland may have contributed to a dynamic in which Old Norwegian held higher 
prestige than Old Icelandic in the written register,  though it has conversely also been argued 
that the prolific literary activities of the Icelanders may have served as a counterbalance to this 
effect, and Old Icelandic may have enjoyed its own prestige over Old Norwegian in some 
limited cultural contexts.  However, conceptualising either of these two varieties of Old 
West Norse as having been considered of a higher register than the other has also been 
problematized, as will be explored later in the chapter. Given the close relationship of Old 
Icelandic and Old Norwegian during the medieval period, later sections of this chapter are 
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dedicated to discerning the difference between the two in the context of manuscripts, scribes, 
and language, and the Icelandic scribal trend of adopting Norwegianisms will also be 
addressed. It is difficult to discern how the differences between Old Icelandic and Old 
Norwegian were conceptualized during the Medieval period by the speakers and scribes of the 
language(s), though it has been argued in earlier scholarship that Norwegians may have 
considered Icelandic something of a peculiar dialect of the provinces of the Norwegian 
Kingdom during the period in question,  perhaps on a similar level as the contemporary Old 
West Norse varieties of the Faroes and Northern Isles, which also developed into languages in 
their own right. 
 In Hólar during the fourteenth century, where the manuscripts on this project were 
likely produced, there were several important monasteries: the Benedictine monasteries at 
Þingeyrar in the northwest, Þverá (Munkaþverá) in Eyjafjörður in the north, the Benedictine 
nunnery at Reynistaður in Skagafjörður (from which AM  to Reynistaðarbók takes its 
name), also in the north, and the Augustinian monastery at Möðruvellir in Hörgardalur, as 
well as another cultural centre, Möðruvellir in Eyjafjörður. These monasteries and centres 
were important sites of culture and learning, and along with the bishops  seats, Norwegians 
also often occupied the posts of monk or even abbot.  As such, Old Norwegian may have 
exerted a certain level of influence on Old Icelandic, likely particularly in the written register 
given the restricted cultural context. Icelandic scribes may have adopted Norwegian traits for 
several reasons, though these can all be problematized: Through pressure to do so owing to the 
export of codices to Norway; the importation of Norwegian law books; a perceived or 
enforced prestige of Old Norwegian. Old Norwegian may have exerted influence on Old 
Icelandic scribal practice (though the converse can also be argued, especially in cases of 
Icelandic scribes working in Norway),  but may well have also affected the spoken 
language,  as will be discussed in section . . 
 The period of intense contact, influence, and exchange between Old Norwegian and 
Old Icelandic, namely the latter part of the thirteenth century and the entirety of the 
fourteenth century, was also a time of upheaval and change in the Kingdom of Norway, and 
this period was marred, and eventually ended, by outbreaks of The Black Death.  The 
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bubonic plague reached Norway in circa , and later broke out for the first time in Iceland 
circa . These plague outbreaks accelerated the divergence between Icelandic and 
Norwegian, as they served to significantly lessen the amount of contact between the two 
populations, and perhaps more significantly, the level of Norwegian involvement in Icelandic 
ecclesiastic and administrative affairs. From a Norwegian perspective, the mid-fourteenth 
century marks the beginning of the Middle Norwegian period,  in which Norwegian began 
to diverge significantly from many of the grammatical elements of Old Norse that Icelandic 
retained.  As the manuscripts in this study likely date to the second half of the fourteenth 
century, this not only bookends them with two bouts of plague in the medieval West Norse 
world, during which Norwegian-Icelandic relations were strained and in decline, but it also 
places them during a period in which many independent developments of the Icelandic 
language were on display in the relatively large body of surviving manuscripts that date to this 
period.  Assuming that this dating is relatively accurate, these manuscripts also would have 
been produced not long before an extended period of stagnation in Icelandic orthography and 
script, circa - .  
 The dates of the Black Death striking Norway ( - ) and eventually Iceland itself 
( - ) have some significant ramifications for what level of influence Norway may have 
exerted over Icelandic culture, politics, and most relevant here, language and book production 
during the latter half of the fourteenth century.  As the manuscripts in this study have 
previously been dated to the second half of the fourteenth century,  in the period essentially 
bookended by bouts of the Black Death, their production seems to have taken place during a 
period in which Norwegian influence in Iceland was in decline, with decreased trade ties and 
Norway suffering heavy losses from the plague, while Iceland remained essentially untouched, 
at least directly, for another five decades. 
 While the Icelandic and Norwegian languages were mutually intelligible and together 
were part of one broader literary culture during the middle ages, the two languages, or perhaps 
rather the two variants of one parent language, had already begun to diverge with regard to 
several linguistic and orthographic features during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, 
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preceding both The Black Death and the Kalmar Union. These divergences provide scholars 
with frameworks with which to determine whether a text was written by an Icelander or a 
Norwegian, and these divergences will be the subject matter of the next section, . . . 
However, these features, and their uses in distinguishing between Old Icelandic and Old 
Norwegian, are not without their problems; as Old Icelandic was influenced by Old 
Norwegian and Norwegians in Iceland, so too may the reverse have been true, as many 
Icelandic scribes were active in medieval Norway, and seem to have left their mark on at least 
written Old Norwegian insofar as many of the scribes contributing to what may have been 
considered Old Norwegian written norms were in fact Icelandic.  Many factors shaped the 
linguistic dynamic between speakers and scribes of Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian during 
the medieval period, and the manner in which these have been approached in previous 
scholarship, and also approached in this project, will be the subject of the following sections. 

4.1.2 Old Icelandic-Old Norwegian Contact in Previous Scholarship 

While early philological scholarship in Old West Norse often sought to emphasize and 
delineate the differences rather than the commonalities between the two main variants, Old 
Icelandic and Old Norwegian, often in the context of crediting manuscripts and literary 
activities exclusively to one of the two modern nations, more recent scholarship has been less 
preoccupied with drawing harsh boundaries, and instead concedes that, despite one variant 
possibly enjoying some prestige over the other,  the relationship between the two was 
dynamic, and both major varieties ultimately influenced and helped shape the other. 
 In earlier scholarship, there were oscillations between emphasizing the roles that either 
the Icelanders or Norwegians respectively played in shaping the linguistic and literary culture 
of the Old West Norse world, obfuscating the complexly intertwined history that the two 
modern nations share, particularly during the later medieval period. The Danish philologist 
Rasmus Rask ( - ) was one of the earliest practitioners and indeed founders of the 
modern field of Old Norse philology, and he managed to teach himself Icelandic as a young 
man, and subsequently published his grammar of Icelandic, Vejledning til det islandske eller 
gamle nordiske sprog, in . This grammar, while one of the earliest works of the modern 
incarnation of the field, failed to distinguish between Old Norse and Icelandic in any 
meaningful way, which the title of the book betrays in its reference to “the Icelandic or old 
Nordic language”.  It can be debated whether this ambiguity was deliberate, and reflective of 
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an effort to spur interest in not only the Icelandic language and its rich literature, but also in 
Iceland itself as a kind of utopia in which the original  Nordic language was still in use. 
However, it must also be noted that Rask himself did not invent the notion that the Icelandic 
language was eponymous with Old Norse, as he merely touched upon “retrospective linguistic 
currents already widespread in Iceland.”  This implied conflation of modern and Old 
Icelandic became embedded in early literary activities of the Modern period in Iceland, as Rask 
himself formed Hið íslenska bókmenntafélag (the Icelandic Literature Society) in , just five 
years after the publication of his grammar. Despite his proclivity for the Icelandic language, 
however, Rask did not necessarily let this guide his scholarly judgement; as exemplified in a 
later version of his grammar of Old Norse, Kortfattet vejledning til det oldnordiske eller gamle 
islandske sprog in , he consulted evidence from both Faroese and Norwegian, as well as 
Icelandic, and did not ascribe any more historical significance to modern Icelandic 
pronunciation than these other varieties in his discussions of the phonology of Old West 
Norse.  
 Earlier scholarship conducted in Norway that discussed the dynamic between Old 
Norwegian and Old Icelandic, such as that by Didrik Arup Seip and his students, generally 
sought to prove that the appearance of Norwegian traits in Icelandic texts betrayed that the 
Icelandic scribes must have been using a Norwegian exemplar,  rather than to argue that the 
Norwegian language or the power dynamic between the two nations influenced the Icelandic 
language per se. This line of argumentation was furthered by some of Seip s pupils, namely 
Mattias Tveitane  and Alfred Jakobsen,  who respectively argued either that an Icelandic 
manuscript was in fact written by a Norwegian, or was clearly Icelandic in origin but must 
have been based on a Norwegian exemplar. However, a basic flaw in this line of scholarship 
was exposed by Stefán Karlsson and Eyvind Fjeld Halvorsen, as well as by Hans Kuhn, 
respectively:  that it was not necessary or even reasonable to assume a Norwegian exemplar 
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or archetype for many of the Icelandic texts under study.  One could conceptualize of Old 
Norwegian influence on Old Icelandic, particularly the written language, rather than 
necessarily think that the the Icelanders were simply slavishly copying from Norwegian 
originals.  However, conceiving of Old Norwegian and Old Icelandic in a manner in which 
one variety must have been more prestigious than the other is problematic on several levels. 
One must consider, for instance, that the potential influence of Old Norwegian on Old 
Icelandic language and scribal practice may not have been entirely organic, if it were indeed the 
case that Norwegian officials mandated orthographic conventions on Icelandic scribes. Also, 
such a conception is premised on the notion that Old Norwegian and Old Icelandic were 
perceived as sufficiently distinct by the scribes and speakers of Old West Norse, and 
subsequently, that Old Norwegian must have enjoyed some kind of de facto prestige because 
of its associations with the kingdom s centre of power. Additionally, as mentioned above, Old 
Norwegian scribal norms were likely also influenced by Icelanders employed in Norway and 
by Icelandic codices that had been imported. 
 Though it was argued in earlier scholarship that learned medieval Norwegians likely 
thought of Icelandic as a “provinsdialekt”,  such a conception is not necessarily warranted. 
Such a conception is problematic on many levels; Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian 
underwent some parallel linguistic developments, and linguistic developments could have 
spread from Norway to Iceland or the other way around.  More recent scholarship has been 
less overtly preoccupied with claiming that a particular text or manuscript was either Icelandic 
or Norwegian, while still often leaning toward the notion that Old Norwegian exerted a 
stronger influence on Icelandic than vice-versa.  Magnus Rindal concludes that because of 
our limited knowledge of the manuscript corpus that is not itself derived from the script and 
language of said manuscripts, we must perhaps content ourselves with working with Icelandic-
Norwegian or alternatively Norwegian-Icelandic texts, as the two modern countries ultimately 
belonged to one linguistic and literary community during the Middle Ages.  Additionally, it 
has been observed that even in cases in which the language of an Icelandic or Norwegian codex 
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is referenced in our primary sources, it is generally done in opposition to Latin rather than to a 
particular variety of what was essentially the shared language of Iceland and Norway.  

4.2 Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian 

4.2.1 Distinguishing Criteria and Circles of Influence During the Medieval Period 

By the fourteenth century, Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian, while still arguably being two 
main varieties of what was ultimately still one language, had diverged significantly enough for 
there to be several features, having to do with orthography, linguistic developments, and script, 
that can be referenced by scholars in the effort to determine whether a particular sample was 
Old Icelandic or Old Norwegian. There are several linguistic and  or orthographic features 
that can aid in determining whether a medieval scribe was Icelandic or Norwegian, though this 
equation is problematized by the fact that Icelanders often incorporated Norwegian features, 
(cf. section .  on Norwegianisms  for more discussion) owing to the intended Norwegian 
consumers of the trade of Icelandic book export,  while still exhibiting distinctly Icelandic 
traits. It is this dynamic that could partially explain why the manuscripts in this study exhibit 
some traits that are perhaps ultimately Norwegian in origin, as it has been argued that the 
scriptorium at Þingeyrar, for instance, had an eye for exporting codices to Norway.  As 
previously discussed, Old Norwegian may have been considered of higher status and register 
than Old Icelandic, though, it has also been argued, the rich and prolific literary and scribal 
culture of medieval Iceland may have also led to Old Icelandic enjoying a certain amount of 
prestige, respect, and novelty in medieval Norwegian scribal culture.  
 Icelandic scribes of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries often seemed to have 
adopted Norwegian features, which will be the subject of the next section. The notion of 
Norwegian scribes taking on Icelandic features is not generally discussed, even though several 
Norwegian charters dating to the early fifteenth century likely contain Icelandic traits among 
an otherwise Norwegian script and language.  
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4.2.2 ‘Norwegianisms’  - Historical Context and Relevance 

Before discussing some features that may be used to distinguish Old Icelandic and Old 
Norwegian, as will be done in sections . . , some more context for the relationship of the 
two main variants of Old West Norse is needed. There was an imbalance of power, with 
Norway as the centre and Iceland a re-integrated territory, under which Old Norwegian may 
have held some prestige over Old Icelandic, though, as mentioned in the previous section, this 
conceptualising the dynamic in this manner is not without its problems. One of the 
fundamental problems with positing that Old Norwegian scribal norms may have influenced 
those used in Old Icelandic is that it is not even clear what kind of norm  the Norwegian 
administrators would have been potentially imposing, in whole or in part, on Icelandic scribes, 
or how they may have done so. Attempts to define localised scribal norms, such as Seip s 
Trønder-norm and Bergen-norm,  have been criticised in subsequent scholarship,  and the 
difficulty of defining a norm based on written language in medieval manuscripts has already 
been noted, both in terms of how accurate a representation of spoken language a written 
document can be, as well as how regular the written language must be in order to constitute 
some kind of norm.  This issue for modern scholars does not necessarily mean that norms 
did not exist historically, though the issue remains, subsequent to the difficulty of defining a 
historical norm in the first place, that a norm would have to be communicated, perhaps even 
somewhat indirectly through observable regularities  in Old Norwegian practice, if a norm, 
perhaps better framed as guidelines in this context,  were in some way impressed upon 
Icelandic scribes.  
 In more recent discussions of what the norms of scribes working as subjects of the 
Norwegian king may have been, it is conceded that a kind of inferred norm in law 
manuscripts, for instance, must have been influenced by the many Icelandic scribes that 
worked on them, and at least during much of the thirteenth century, the Norwegian royal 
chancellery seemed to have more of a practical, ad hoc approach to hiring scribes when and 
where they were needed rather than having a set scribal milieu,  thus undermining the notion 
that a localised written norm was necessarily emblematic of the local spoken language. 

 Seip, Norsk Språkhistorie: til omkring 1370, - .
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However, it has also been argued that from as early as the latter part of the reign of Magnús 
the law-mender (roughly the s onward), a move toward a more set scribal milieu was 
underway in the royal chancellery,  which could have facilitated the development of more 
defined and developed scribal norms, which in turn could have influenced the work of scribes 
in Iceland. Conversely though, it has been argued that a written norm, once it reaches a certain 
point of development, cannot necessarily influence a spoken dialect, barring particular 
conditions;  thus, identifying particular, potentially Norwegian, traits in the work of 
Icelandic scribes does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that said traits were incorporated 
into the spoken dialect or any established linguistic norm within the community. As such, the 
dynamic under which Old Norwegian may have influenced Old Icelandic script and 
orthography (or vice-versa), while still not necessarily affecting the spoken language itself, will 
be explored in this section, through the discussion of specific traits and frameworks. 
 From the second half of the thirteenth century and throughout the fourteenth century, 
the increased level of Norwegian influence on Icelandic political and cultural life may have led 
to Icelandic manuscripts produced in this period exhibiting Norwegian orthographic and 
linguistic features, as well as some elements of the script. However, as will be discussed in 
greater detail in chapter six, Icelandic and Norwegian script have a close yet convoluted 
relationship, and Icelandic script often adopted novel features via Norway. Many 
orthographic, linguistic, and paleographic features have, for the last several decades in the 
scholarship, been classified as Norwegianisms, though it is far from clear whether the presence 
of such features were a matter of Icelandic scribes simply employing features perceived to be 
Norwegian in their written language, whether said features genuinely took hold in spoken 
Icelandic in some contexts, or whether some developments were really Norwegian in origin at 
all. The close relation of Old Norwegian and Old Icelandic also involved some parallel 
linguistic developments, and it is not necessarily obvious whether a habit of scribes was 
Norwegian or Icelandic in origin, especially given the fact that many Icelandic scribes worked 
in Norway. 
Nonetheless, the following list outlines some common features often conceptualised as 
Norwegianisms:  
a. The loss of h in word-initial position before r, l, n 
b.   No orthographic representation of u-umlaut before preserved u  
c.    Privative prefix ú- instead of ó- 

 Ibid., - .
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d.    Analogical restoration of v before o, ó, ú in verbs 
e.    The use of third singular forms in the st singular present indicative active and middle 
f.    The form þessur instead of þessi of the demonstrative pronoun sjá 
g.    Absence of u-umlaut before preserved u 
h.    The pronominal forms mit and mér for vit and vér 
i. The adjective val for vel “well” 
j.     The pronoun báði for bæði 
k.    Attempted orthographic distinction between the vowels ǽ and ǿ 
l.     The conjunction eðr and preposition meðr instead of eða and með 
m.   The adjective mykill for mikill 
n.    Personal names without -r in the nominative 
o.    Nominative singular mann instead of maðr 
 In order to assess whether some of the linguistic peculiarities may have taken hold in 
not only the written language of some medieval scribes, the following theoretical framework 
can be referenced. The following two parameters can be investigated in order to assess the 
likelihood that an apparently Norwegian feature had gained a foothold in colloquial Old 
Icelandic:  
a. Chronology: did the change persist even after notable decline in Norwegian influence, 

specifically after  or even ? 
b. Distributional independence: does the change appear in texts that are otherwise relatively 

free of Norwegianisms? 
 As this study deals with manuscripts from the fourteenth century, the first parameter 
will not play a significant role in determining whether any potentially Norwegian features had 
remained in the spoken language, as the manuscripts were likely produced during a period that 
some influence from Norwegian was in play yet in decline. However, the second parameter 
will be more relevant, as AM  to and AM  to are predominantly free of 
Norwegianisms. In this context, the consistent appearance of some linguistic peculiarities and 
Norwegianisms, which will be explored in later chapters, might suggest that they had 
genuinely taken hold in the language in a limited context, as some of the more typical 
Norwegianisms are absent. 
 While the presence of Norwegian traits in Icelandic manuscripts had been identified 
relatively early in the scholarship, the fundamental explanation for them being there shifted 
significantly during the mid-twentieth century. While more recent scholarship does not seem 
to have difficulty with the notion that medieval Icelandic scribes may have adopted Norwegian 

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, ; Stefán Karlsson, “Om norvagismer i 
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orthographic traits for various potential reasons — a Norwegian exemplar; work on a codex 
slated for export to Norway; working in a milieu with and  or under Norwegians — early 
scholarship on these Norwegian features in Icelandic manuscripts was often preoccupied with 
arguing for a Norwegian exemplar on the basis of these features alone. Some scholars went as 
far as to imply that some medieval Icelanders may have been so fickle as to genuinely adopt 
elements of Norwegian vowel harmony only to switch back  to the older  Icelandic 
paradigm,  rather than simply view the trait as an imitation of Old Norwegian that did not 
necessarily have roots in or reflect the scribe s spoken language. 
 Even though some features can be cited as more typical of Old Icelandic or Old 
Norwegian, it is difficult to make an entirely clear distinction at this stage, perhaps reflective 
of the complexly intertwined history that cannot be completely disentangled. However, 
regarding the level to which Norwegianisms entrenched themselves in Old Icelandic, Haraldur 
Bernharðsson has suggested a tripartite scheme for conceptualising how Norwegian linguistic 
traits may have taken root in Old Icelandic:   

Level 1: written language only; the traits surfaced in written language but never became part 

of the colloquial language. This suggests that scribes may have adopted particular conventions 
in their work, but these were not reflective of the way that the scribes actually spoke. 

Level 2: colloquial language in limited circles only; beyond the written language, the traits may 

have become part of the colloquial language in learned environments such as cultural centres. 
At this level, certain features that surfaced in writing may have actually been reflected in the 
speech of a limited number of speakers in a particular environment. It cannot be clearly 
discerned whether the feature surfacing in speech preceded its presence in written works or 
vice versa. 

Level 3: colloquial language of the majority of speakers; the features became part of the 

colloquial language of the majority of speakers, eventually spreading around the country. This 
is the most thorough level of proliferation that an Old Norwegian feature could have achieved 
in Old Icelandic; there is not clear evidence of any one feature reaching this level, though it 
cannot be ruled out that certain features may have been in vogue in the spoken language 
around the island for a time.  
 For the purposes of this project, levels  and  are of the most importance; as this 
project is occupied with a scribal  educated milieu, it will not be argued that the manner in 
which they spoke or wrote was reflective of nor the progenitor of linguistic changes that 
affected the entire island. Rather, in accordance with the notion that the Icelandic population 
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was exceptionally mobile and that linguistic innovations were not necessarily traceable to one 
specific area, it will be argued that while the manuscripts under study were likely produced in 
the Hólar bishopric, the linguistic innovations and peculiarities found therein were not 
necessarily restricted to that area; Hólar seems to have been the area in which these scribes were 
active during the period in question, though, if we are to discuss any linguistic innovations or 
lack thereof among the language of these scribes, we can only make claims about the speech of 
a very limited number of speakers in a specific, likely monastic, environment rather than the 
Hólar bishopric more generally. 

4.2.3 Feature-Specific Localisation of Old West Norse 

In this section, several frameworks for delineating Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian will be 
introduced, and when relevant, the manner in which they are defined and searchable on 
EMROON will also be mentioned, though this will be taken up in greater detail in chapters 
five and six. Said frameworks outline orthographic and linguistic divergences between Old 
Icelandic and Old Norwegian, although identifying Norwegian or Icelandic scribes does not 
necessarily require that the scribe under study followed each rule within a particular 
framework. These frameworks are not meant as a list of binaries, but rather to give an 
overview of how the issue has been framed in recent scholarship. Framework one and its 
subheadings delineate several developments that occurred in Old Icelandic and not Old 
Norwegian, while framework two will do the inverse. For the orthographic and linguistic 
analysis that will largely comprise the subject matter of chapters five and seven, features from 
the various frameworks, each of which is the established work of another scholar, will be 
discussed in the context of localising a scribe s language. More succinctly, the criteria of 
framework one can be used to identify the various scribes under study as Icelandic, while 
framework two delineates features whose presence more likely suggests a Norwegian scribe or 
an Icelander having been influenced by Old Norwegian language and scribal practice. Multiple 
features appear in more than one sub-framework, but will only be defined once in order to 
avoid the same text repeated verbatim. 

Framework 1 (Developments unique to Icelandic during the period in question) 

Framework  takes the form of two separate, yet partially overlapping frameworks that have 

been established in the scholarship during recent decades. Both frameworks 1a and 1b list 

linguistic developments that were unique to Old Icelandic, and were defined by Haraldur 
Bernharðsson and Magnus Rindal, respectively. However, one may note that there is 
necessarily overlap between the two frameworks, and the features that Rindal labels 2 and 3 
correspond to Haraldur s features a and b. Additionally, at least one of these features, namely 
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feature  of framework 1b, is not necessarily a reliable predictor on its own of whether a 

particular scribe was Icelandic or Norwegian, as the preserved h- in Icelandic may have been 
dropped as a Norwegianism  (see section . . ). Otherwise, the presence of at least one of 
these features likely indicates an Icelandic scribe,  with the likelihood rising significantly 
should a scribe exhibit several of them. 

Framework 1a: 

a. The Icelandic merger ǽ + ǿ > æ 
 Evidence of the merging of the vowels ǽ and ǿ to æ began to appear around the mid 
thirteenth century,  and this merger was likely complete at the time of the production of the 
manuscripts under study.  However, an attempted distinction between ǽ and ǿ in certain 
scribes  orthography was a feature that persisted into the fourteenth century,  generally as a 
sign of approximating Norwegian scribal practice (as discussed in section . ), as the two 
vowels that had merged in Old Icelandic were and are phonemically distinct in Norwegian. 
These vowels are searchable on EMROON as {ǽ} and {ǿ}.  
b. The Icelandic diphthongization of é 
 This vowel is searchable in the EMROON database as {é},  and its diphthongisation 
was manifested in the orthography as “ie” instead of the older orthographic representations of 
a monophthong, generally with “e”, “é”, “ee” or “éé”.  As this vowel, along with that discussed 
in the next point, diphthongized during the course of the fourteenth century, it is uncertain 
whether this change will have been present in AM  to or Reynistaðarbók AM  to. A 
more thorough discussion of this feature will take place in section .  when the relevant 
EMROON data is discussed. 
c. The orthographic change of “vá” to “vo” (diphthongisation of á) 
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 Along with the vowel é discussed above, the á vowel was one of the Old Icelandic 
monophthongs that left orthographic evidence of its diphthongisation,  and this sound 
environment is searchable on EMROON as {v} + {ǫ́}.  A more thorough discussion of this 
feature will take place in section .  when the relevant EMROON data is discussed. Old 
Norwegian also featured the earlier merging of ǫ́ and á that precipitated this change,  though 
the vowel resulting from the merger did not diphthongise at same time, undergoing quantity 
and quality shifts, typically yielding a vowel represented by å in the modern language, which 
can either be a diphthong (with some Western dialects featuring an [au] similar to Icelandic) or 
a round monophthong, sometimes differing in quantity, depending on context and dialect.  
 Magnus Rindal previously defined several features with which one could distinguish 
Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian. According to Rindal, the most important Icelandic features 
are:  

Framework 1b: 

. Preserved h before l, n or r 
. Merging of ø:  and æ:  to æ  
. Diphthongization of e:  to ei  and later ie  

This feature corresponds to feature b of framework 1a. 

. Merging of ǫ  and ø  to ö  
 During the early thirteenth century, the vowel ø, often arising through i-umlaut of o or 
u-umlaut of e, merged with the back, low, and round ǫ, which was the result of the rounding or 
u-umlaut of a; together, these vowels converged to ø or ö, as it is manifested in the modern 
orthography.  While this change was complete in Old Icelandic by the time that the 
manuscripts in this project were produced, it nonetheless represents a change that took place 
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in only one of the major variants of Old West Norse. These historical vowels can be searched 
for on EMROON as {ø} and {ǫ}.  

 Framework 2 (Developments in Norwegian sometimes also found in Icelandic) 

 Conversely, there are also features that were unique to Norwegian, and while some of 
them did make it into written Old Icelandic and perhaps some speech communities in limited 
contexts, they neither gained a foothold in Icelandic nor affected further developments. As 
with framework , framework  combines two systems outlined in previous scholarship for 
discerning whether a scribe may have been Norwegian or Icelandic. Additionally, there is again 
some overlap between the two, and it seems to be the case that Rindal s  article  formed a 
template for subsequent frameworks. 
 According to Rune Kyrkjebø, these features were characteristic of Old Norwegian 
rather than Old Icelandic:   

Framework 2a: 

Phonological criteria: 
. Loss of h before l, r and n e.g. “lutr” for hlutr share, thing   

This is simply the inverse of the retention of this h, included in Framework . 
. Vowel harmony, which is an agreement in tongue height, e.g. a stressed high vowel is 

followed by a high unstressed vowel: lande land  vs. skírði purified , and gengo went  vs. 
gærðum did   
. Reduction of unstressed a  e.g enda even if  > ende  
. u-umlaut is usually reflected in Old Icelandic orthography, (in trisyllabic words, too) though 

it sometimes also was in Old Norwegian. e.g. kǫstuðu cast .  
. In Old Icelandic, the vowel e  tended to round into ø  in forms of engi none . e.g. 

“øngvan, augvan”.  
. In Old Icelandic, the Svarabhakti vowel preceding the -r inflectional ending was u , 

whereas it was e  or a  in Old Norwegian. However, in the Inner South-West dialects of 
Old Norwegian it was also u . 
. The forms with v-inflection, “yðvarr, ongvan, nockvat” for yðarr, ongan, nockat were used 

longer in Icelandic than in Norwegian.  
. The spirantic g  was often rendered as “gh” in Old Norwegian, but also occurred in Old 

Icelandic. e.g. “dagh“ for acc. dag day . 
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Morphological criteria 
. The second and third person present verbal endings are analogically extended to the first 

person. 
. Use of the form “mann” for maðr man .  
. Pronouns “mið, mér” for við, vér we .  

Lexical criteria:  
. The preposition of has been replaced by um in Norwegian; in Icelandic it was  

used longer. 
. Norwegian adverbs: alþingis “quite”, hneppiliga scarcely . 
. Norwegian substantives: augist, fantr servant , grimðarmaðr. 

  
 Returning to Rindal s work, he also previously delineated several features that were 
more typical of, and in some cases, unique, to Old Norwegian:  

Framework 2b: 

. Loss of h before l, n or r 
. Vowel harmony 
. Spelling of older a  as “a” before a u  vowel 
. Reduction of long a  

 Note that all of the points covered in Rindal s framework other than point  are 
included by Kyrkjebø as well. However, the criteria that Kyrkjebø lists as morphological 
criteria  can alternatively be viewed as Norwegianisms  in Icelandic manuscripts rather than 
genuinely Norwegian traits.  

4.3 Issues in Localizing Written and Spoken Norms 

4.3.1 Issues with Localizing Old Icelandic 

Somewhat uniquely, neither the medieval nor modern forms of the Icelandic language have 
traditionally been studied as localized dialects in the same manner that many of the other 
languages of Europe and their medieval varieties are, in which, for example, many of the 
dialects of the continental European languages have roots that can be traced virtually to the 
inception of literacy and book culture in Europe. Old Icelandic had a tendency of both relative 
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stability compared to the parent language, Old Norwegian, as well as for dialect levelling,  
and it is difficult for scholars to delineate Icelandic dialects  in the traditional or more technical 
sense of the word.  While Modern Icelandic is characterised by a relative lack of geographic 
variation, the consensus is that local variants did formerly exist, but such dialectal differences 
disappeared.  In the case of the medieval period, this situation is rooted in two main factors, 
both of which severely limit the study of historical dialects of the Icelandic language, and in 
some case make the study of dialects or linguistic variants inappropriate outside of the limited 
context of cooperating scribes. Firstly, the development and spread of linguistic innovation in 
Icelandic was limited by the fact that the Icelandic speech-area was and is circular (as the 
interior is, to this day, essentially uninhabitable) and thus innovations could either spread as 
novelties around the island, or conversely, be crushed by linguistic conservatism on either side, 
in what may have, in effect, been a “pincer”, as Stefán Karlsson suggests,  under which 
linguistic innovations were outcompeted and quashed by a more conservative or older variant 
on either side. Given the circular nature of the Old Icelandic speech community, linguistic 
innovations could not spread on all sides and emanate from one community or area, but rather, 
faced this pincer when spreading laterally.  Secondly, linguistic changes and developments in 
Old Icelandic cannot be mapped accurately because of the scarcity of manuscripts that can be 
precisely localized.  With regard to Icelandic charters, there are none that are localized and 
dated from before the year ,  and though Icelandic manuscripts can and do display 
linguistic and orthographic variation, altogether too few of these manuscripts can be 
unambiguously linked to a particular place based on criteria that are external to the 
manuscripts themselves. To summarise, one could say that while local dialects or variants of 
Icelandic may have existed in the medieval period, their innovative elements were likely either 
crushed or adopted by neighbouring areas, though our body of Icelandic manuscripts and 
charters, as well as the mobile nature of the people that produced them, prevents scholars from 
drawing up a map of which linguistic innovations may have developed where and when in 
Iceland. 
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 Rather than seek to geographically map variance in Old Icelandic, scholarly practice has 
often tended to be more involved with tracking the activities of scribal schools or milieus, i.e 
linking manuscripts together based on shared and  or similar scribal hands that exhibit similar 
orthographic, linguistic, and paleographic traits, and subsequently attempting to localise the 
manuscripts in question once the presence shared or similar hands have been established. As 
noted by Stefán Karlsson, the potential graphic and orthographic combinations were so 
numerous that it is unlikely that multiple scribes would write the same way unless they were 
taught precisely the same way,  and as such, the localisation of Icelandic manuscripts and 
language is typically based more on internal criteria — links between the scribal hands — rather 
than concrete or explicit ties to a particular location or site of book production. This is not to 
condemn the practice of localising medieval Icelandic manuscripts, but rather to raise the point 
that it essentially secondary to — and can really only happen after — the practice of comparing 
hands. It can be the case that a scribal school has a loose geographic association, typically in the 
sense that certain scribal hands can be linked to a particular place or manuscript production, or 
cluster of sites (as the Akrar and  or Skagafjörður schools  milieus are linked with the sites of 
book production in the Hólar diocese  the north of Iceland), but this is not necessarily the 
case. With regard to these milieus, their association with the north of Iceland stems from a 
group of charters and their named scribes, Brynjólfur Bjarnason, and his sons, Benedikt and 
Björn (who despite their strong ties to the milieu, do not feature in any codices), as well as 
strong, albeit circumstantial, links between the texts found within particular manuscripts and 
the function they may have served for particular institutions. 
 In the instances in which a manuscript or charter can be localized with reasonable 
certainty, based on both internal and external criteria, there is a danger of assuming that any 
innovations found therein stem from the area in which the text was written. This is not 
necessarily the case, as the medieval Icelandic workforce, scribes included, were mobile, 
especially relative to those on the continent; this characterization of the medieval Icelanders 
owes to both the demands of seasonal labour, the demand for highly skilled scribes, as well as 
the necessity of travelling to assemblies.  These factors likely prevented the development of 
distinct dialects of Old Icelandic. Additionally, medieval Iceland lacked large urban centres 
from which radical linguistic innovations backed by a larger populace could emanate.  While 
one must also be open to the notion that some amount of linguistic variation may have 
developed in isolated environments within the Icelandic speech community, one cannot 
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assume that the appearance of a linguistic innovation attested in a text that can be accurately 
localized (often a charter that relays when and where it was witnessed) necessarily means that 
this site is where the linguistic innovation had its roots. As contested by Stefán Karlsson, the 
often extraordinary mobility of medieval Icelandic scribes, or perhaps simply the demand for 
their services in multiple institutions spread around the country, is an obstacle to accurately 
mapping dialects of Old Icelandic geographically.  More generally, there is a danger of 
circular reasoning, as the appearance of a linguistic innovation in several manuscripts can be 
used to argue multiple mutually exclusive claims, namely that all of said manuscripts were: 
copied in the same place, written by the same person or milieu, or that the aforementioned 
linguistic innovation was actually spread throughout the country (which of course precludes 
that said hypothetical manuscripts were not written by the same people or in the same place). 
To some extent, studying the diffusion and development of paleographic features, in addition 
to, and where possible, independently of orthographic and linguistic features, allows one to 
identify scribal hands with a more balanced method than solely focusing on the language 
would allow for; however, it is not necessarily clear whether linguistic commonalities across 
multiple Icelandic manuscripts points to a single prolific scribe working in multiple locales, or 
rather a small group of co-operating scribes, that by nature of their collaboration, would likely 
be working from a particular location.  

4.3.2 Providing Context Through Old Norwegian Dialects and Norms 

 This section will provide broader context through the discussion of dialects and norms 
in Old Norwegian, and their interplay with Old Icelandic; unlike the situation in Iceland, 
Norway had major dialect areas and larger urban centres that facilitated the development of 
local dialects, and debatably, written and spoken norms, over an extended period. Some 
context for the localization of Old Icelandic norms will be provided though a discussion of 
similar issues encountered in Old Norwegian. As such, this study will, to some extent 
perpetuate a long-standing trend: that Old Norwegian is often studied within the context of 
Old Icelandic and the umbrella term of Old Norse, and not necessarily as an entirely distinct 
entity.  In the introduction to his first edition of Norsk språkhistorie - til omkring 1370, written 
in , Didrik Arup Seip also laments that the history of the Norwegian language has received 
little attention in context, and that much of the research does not sufficiently distinguish Old 
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Norwegian from Old Icelandic.  As several of the dialects of Old Norwegian shared features 
with Old Icelandic, dialects of Old Norwegian are also relevant in the context of this study, as 
in some instances it will involve assessing the likelihood of a supposedly Norwegian feature 
appearing in an Icelandic manuscript because of either parallel linguistic developments or 
genuine and direct Norwegian influence. 
 Unlike Old Icelandic, discussed in the same context in the previous section, Old 
Norwegian displayed notable regional variation in the body of manuscripts, and many of the 
dialectal differences in the modern language have roots in the medieval period. Given the close 
relationship of Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian, it also behooves one to provide some 
context for the exploration of variation in Icelandic through the language s ultimate roots in 
Norway.  Medieval Norway did have larger urban centres in which linguistic developments 
could develop and flourish. This led to Didrik Seip attempting to define the Trønder-norm and 
Bergen-norm essentially in opposition to each other, as attested during the period - ,  
which, if these norms were stable, would aid in localising the origin of Norwegian features 
which then surfaced in Icelandic. However, while doing so, Seip himself concedes that 
attempts to pin down the written varieties of Old Norwegian are problematized by several 
factors: the shifts of royal power during the civil war period (c. - ), the influx of 
inhabitants from around the country to the seat of royal power, which itself was not stable, and 
of course the varying degree to which a scribe might handle perceived discrepancies between 
the rules of their scribal milieu, their exemplar, or their own spoken language and personal 
orthography or written norm.  In this sense, the respective Trønder-norm and Bergen-norm 
cannot be viewed as stable norms that any scribe followed absolutely, but rather as reflections 
as some trends in the language. The validity of these norms is also suspect, as Seip s manner of 
establishing them rests more, perhaps necessarily, on commonalities between certain 
manuscripts rather than knowledge independent of the manuscripts that betrays their 
provenance being traceable to the spheres of Bergen or Trondheim. 
 However, even if these respective norms were more stable and clearly defined, it is still 
not clear how they may have interacted with Icelandic scribal and spoken norms. While it has 
been observed that Old Icelandic had many features in common with the dialects of South-

 Seip, Norsk Språkhistorie: til omkring 1370, - .

 Bandle, “Islandsk dialektgeografi,” .

 Seip, Norsk Språkhistorie: til omkring 1370, - .

 Ibid.
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Western Norway,  likely because many settlers were from that area of Norway  it had also 
been suggested in earlier scholarly works that as early Norwegian settlers in Iceland were from 
different parts of the country, and as such, spoke dialects of Old Norwegian that would have 
both influenced the developing dialect  of the Icelanders, the original dialects of the settlers 
would have been subject to levelling as the speakers of different dialects interacted.  While 
Hægstad placed Old Icelandic within the dialect area of South-Western Norway, this 
conception was heavily criticised in subsequent scholarship.  
 As Bergen and Trondheim would have been among the administrative centres during 
the mid-fourteenth century, one might expect that Icelandic would take the most from the 
respective dialects of these cities, though this does not necessarily seem to be the case, even if 
one grants earlier demarcations of Old Norwegian dialects. Largely based on the respective 
works of Hægstad and Seip, Hagland has noted some general differences between dialect areas 
through the lens of some salient linguistic features: For example, the Trøndelag dialect differs 
from Icelandic across all of the salient features that Hagland has highlighted. U-umlaut is 
unmarked, vowel harmony has taken hold, the privative prefix is commonly ú- rather than the 
ó- that more commonly surfaces in Old Icelandic as well as the eastern and southern Old 
Norwegian dialects, and the svarabhakti vowel preceding -r is  e  or æ  rather than the u 
that is characteristic of Old Icelandic and the Inner South-West dialect of Old Norwegian. 
 As alluded to in section . . , some of the Old Norwegian dialects, as mapped by 
Hagland, have commonalities with Old Icelandic, though it is not clear how much this is due 
to parallel linguistic development and  or direct influence from written Old Norwegian; as 
also noted, the validity of the boundaries and stability of any posited norms and dialects in Old 
West Norse can be scrutinised. In his contribution to The Nordic Languages handbook,  Jan 
Ragnar Hagland has attempted to delineate the dialects of medieval Norway, illustrated on the 
next page: 

 Marius Hægstad, Vestnorske maalføre fyre 1350. II. Sudvestlandsk. 2. Indre sudvestlandsk, færøymaal, islandsk. 
Tridje Bolken (Kristiania: Jacob Dybwad, ), .

 Ibid., - .; Bandle, “Islandsk dialektgeografi,” - .

 Ibid.

 Rindal, “Marius Hægstads arbeid med gammelnorske dialektar,” .

 Jan Ragnar Hagland, “Dialects and Written Language in Old Nordic I: Old Norwegian and Old Icelandic,” in 
The Nordic Languages. An International Handbook of the History of the North Germanic Languages, eds. Kurt 
Braunmüller Oskar Bandle, Ernst Håkon Jahr, Allan Karker, Hans-Peter Naumann, Ulf Teleman (Berlin: Walter 
de Gruyter GmbH & Co., ), - .
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 As outlined by Rindal,  Hægstad s work with Old Norwegian dialects,  from which 
Hagland s is primarily based, was both propagated and challenged by subsequent scholars, 
notably Adolf Noreen  and Didrik Arup Seip.  In response to Rindal s review of 
Hægstad s, as well as subsequent scholars , work on the delineation of Old Norwegian, and by 
extension, Old Icelandic dialects, a summation vital to the following chapters, in which a 
scribal norm  will be inferred, can be formulated: While it is still unclear how much the 
norm of a scribe or group of scribes was influenced by factors such as their own spoken 

 Rindal, “Marius Hægstads arbeid med gammelnorske dialektar,” - .

 The dialectal features which Hagland includes in his map generally correspond to those discussed in: Marius 
Hægstad, Gamalt trøndermaal. Upplysningar um maalet i Trøndelag fyrr 1350 og ei utgreiding um vokalverket, 
(Kristiania: Jacob Dybwad, ).

 Adolf Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I. Altisländische und Altnorwegische Grammatik (Laut- und Flexionslehre) 
Unter Berücksichtigung des Urnordischen. Sammlung Kurzer Grammatiken Germanischer Dialekte. Vol.  (Halle 
(Saale): Verlag von Max Niemayer, ), - , - . 

 Seip s conceptions of dialects and norms sometimes depart from Hægstad s; see, for instace: Seip, Norsk 
Språkhistorie: til omkring 1370.

 See section . .  for a discussion of what is meant by “norm” in this project.

FIGURE IV - 1: JAN RAGNAR HAGLAND’S ILLUSTRATION OF THE BASIC 
DIALECTAL AREAS OF OLD NORWEGIAN:
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language, the dialects of those around them, the potential prestige of a norm associated with a 
seat of power, or the potentiality of something resembling a stricter written norm being 
mandated upon them, a pragmatic, perhaps even New Philological approach, enables one to 
approach codices and examine the work of the scribes on multiple levels (linguistic, 
orthographic, and paleographic, as done in this project). As such, it is not pre-determined 
whether there is a norm among the co-operating scribes, and thus deviations from said 
(initially hypothetical) norm do not need to be explained away or glossed over. It is this 
examination of the language, orthography, and script that will be the subject of the ensuing 
two chapters, while a norm of the scribes of AM  to and AM  to will be discussed in 
the seventh chapter. 
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5 - Orthographic and Linguistic Features 

5.0 Context 

This chapter is structured such that each of the selected orthographic and  or linguistic criteria 
is given a subsection. These subsections begin with a discussion and description of the feature, 
which includes some outlining of any developments, and a diachronic overview of relevant 
variant forms, as well as some information regarding why each feature is salient in the pursuit 
of delineating the scribal hands and localising and dating the manuscripts more precisely; this 
will then be followed by a presentation and discussion of the data that is available from 
Reynistaðarbók AM  to and AM  to, respectively. Some commentary on what the 
data may indicate will follow the presentation of the data, though the process of collating these 
data in order to identify scribal hands and date the manuscripts more precisely will largely be 
the subject of chapter seven. More succinctly, the exercise of explicitly arguing for how many 
scribes are present and where shifts in scribal hands take place will be reserved for chapters 
seven and eight, though many of the relevant observations used in the later arguments will be 
noted in this chapter. 
 For a discussion of how linguistic, orthographic, and graphemic criteria, including 
sound positions, denoted within curled brackets, { }, are defined on this project within the 
framework of the EMROON system, please see section . . The in-text tables are formatted 
as follows, with vertical bars in the facsimile column representing a line-break in the 
manuscript: 

 The tables presented in-text are generally not entire accounts of the feature under 
discussion; for fuller data, consult the transcriptions in the appendices, or engage with the 
dataset directly on emroon.no. 

5.1 Diphthongization e > ei before -ng / -nk  

5.1.1 Description 

Signs of etymological short e becoming the diphthong [ei] before -ng and -nk begin to surface in 
Icelandic orthography around the year , and became increasingly prevalent throughout the 
fourteenth century,  paralleling the development of a becoming [au] and ö becoming [œi] in 

 Adolf Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., .

TABLE V - 1: THE FORMATTING OF IN-TEXT EMROON TABLES:

Location Facsimile EMROON 
sound positions Normalisation Parsing Lemma and ONP 

link
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the same environment.  The most common piece of orthographic evidence for the 
diphthongization of short [ɛ] to [ei] before -ng  -nk is spellings with “ei” where previously we 
would have expected to see merely “e”,  and this change commonly manifested itself in words 
such as lengi long  being spelled “leingi”, reflecting a novel diphthongal pronunciation. 
Querying the data for this feature will primarily involve looking for whether the developing 
diphthong is evidenced in the work of the scribes in order to date their practice more precisely. 
 Searching for this sound development in the EMROON database involves searching 
for sound position {æ} (etymological short e, often represented as ę) preceding the -ng -nk 
cluster {n(g|k)}, phrased as {æ} + {n(g|k)}.  

5.1.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to  

There are  attestations for {æ} + {n(g|k)} written by all scribes in the sample from AM  
to in which the relevant sound position is unabbreviated. Spellings suggesting a diphthongal 

pronunciation are nearly ubiquitous in  AM  to, with only  of  examples ( . %) of {æ} 
preceding {n(g|k)} being spelled with “e”, or any other spelling that would suggest a 
monophthongal spelling: 

 In terms of the diphthongal spellings, those with an acute accent above the letter i 
outnumber those with an undotted ı ( : ), though this difference is purely orthographic and 
does not convey any phonological information. As such, this distribution of monophthongal to 
diphthongal spellings of e preceding -ng and -nk, does not indicate any patterns that may 
indicate shifts in scribal hands; rather, the scribes bof AM  to are nearly uniform ( . %) in 
their representation of e preceding -ng and -nk as a diphthong, and it seems to have been a part 
of their typical practice and spoken language. 

5.1.3 AM 573 4to 

There are nineteen instances of {æ} occurring before {n(g|k)} in the sample from the first 
portion, folia - , of AM  to. Sixteen of nineteen ( %) of these instances employ either 
“eí” or “eı” to spell the root vowel, indicating a diphthong, while the remaining % of 
instances employ “e”. This proliferation of diphthongal spellings is not as thorough as that 

TABLE V - 2: MONOPHTHONGAL SPELLING WITH “E” IN AM 764 4TO

r. regía bd {vræng-j-ᴀ+brǫ́ð} rengjabráð nom.sg rengjabráð (nc.f) ONP

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, - ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic 
Companion, ; Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld og breytingar þeirra úr fornmáli - með 
viðauka um nýjungar í orðmyndum á 16. öld og síðar (Reykjavík: Fjelagsprentsmiðjan, ), xii-xiii. 

 Oskar Bandle, Die Sprache der Guðbrandsbiblía: Orthographie und Laute Formen, Bibliotheca Arnamagnæana  
(Kopenhagen: Ejnar Munksgaard, ), - .

 http: emroon.no info info-graph.html
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encountered in AM  to, though it still strongly suggests that the scribe(s) of this first 
portion of AM  to pronounced a diphthong in this environment, and usually reflected this 
in their orthography. In terms of this feature on its own, there are no detectable patterns that 
indicate that there was more than one scribe responsible for this section of the manuscript. 
 In the latter portion, folia - , of AM  to, there are eleven instances of {æ} 
occurring before {n(g|k)} in the sample. This latter portion of the manuscript exhibits a ratio of 
:  when it comes to monophthongal versus diphthongal spellings ( . %) in the sample, 

indicating that the scribe(s) slightly favoured the more novel spellings in this portion of the 
manuscript, though not to the same extent as in the first portion of the manuscript or in AM 

 to, as will be re-examined in chapter seven. While this sound environment is not 
common enough in the latter portion of the sample to make such conjectures conclusive, the 
scribe may have preferred to spell certain lemmata with a diphthong, such as the drengr lemma, 
while conversely favouring a monophthongal spelling with lengr and lengi. 
 Both portions (folia -  and - ) of AM  to employ both monophthongal and 
diphthongal spellings, though the latter spellings are, on the whole, three times as common as 
the former. This distribution reflects a preference throughout the manuscript for the 
diphthongal spelling, and also that the scribes likely pronounced {æ}, etymological e, as [ei] 
before -ng  -nk, an environment expressed as {æ} + {n(g|k)} in the database. The latter portion 
of the manuscript s distribution of  monophthongal spellings and  diphthongal spellings 
suggest a more conservative orthography being employed, or that the scribe may have followed 
their exemplar more closely than during the work on the first portion of the manuscript, likely 
carried out by a different scribe. Given that the latter portion of the manuscript picks up where 
the former portion ends, partway through Breta sögur, one might assume that the exemplar 
that they used was the same, in which case, the more conservative orthographic choices would 
be accounted for as a matter of personal preference and  or following the exemplar more 
closely, perhaps reflecting a less experienced scribe.  However, this discussion will be taken 
up further in chapter seven. 

 The notion of a less experienced and  or younger scribe following their exemplar more closely and thus 
exhibiting more conservative orthographic choices, which in turn appear archaic, is not without precedent. See:  

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Scribal Culture in Thirteenth-Century Iceland,” ; Pagani, “The Scribes of 
Flateyjarbók, Gks  fol..”
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5.2 The vá > vo  Orthographic Change and The Diphthongization of á 

5.2.1 Description  

Around , the vowel á in Old Icelandic, merged with the vowel ǫ́,  a rounded form of á 

that initially arose through u-umlaut; the result of this merger was the long monophthong, [ɔ:], 
which began to diphthongize during the late thirteenth century or early fourteenth century,  
and subsequently became the diphthong [au],  as it is found in the modern language. While 
the later diphthongisation of the vowel that resulted from the merging of á + ǫ́ in Old 
Icelandic was not uniform in Old West Norse, the earlier merging of á and its rounded 
counterpart ǫ́ was a shared development across Old Icelandic, Old Faroese, as well as Old 
Norwegian.  
 It has traditionally been argued that this diphthongisation did not take place after v due 
to the dissimilatory influence of the preceding consonant,  marking the retention of a low 
back vowel in this position.  Since a low back vowel was retained in this position, after v, 
spellings of the á vowel with symbols such as “a”, “aa”, or “á”, were no longer appropriate for 
the long monophthong that had remained after v, necessitating a new orthographic 
differentiation. As such, words with the long á vowel following v can be consulted as indirect 
evidence for the diphthongisation of á, as this vowel often came to be spelled with “o” or “ó” 
following v.  The two earliest attestations of this change of “o” or “ó” for etymological á 
following v are from the Skagafjörður area, with the spelling “svo” for svá appearing in a 
charter from , and the spelling “hafnarvodum” hafnarváðum appearing in a letter written in 
Hólar in Hjaltadalur in .  As such, one might expect to find evidence of it in manuscripts 
that may have been produced in the Skagafjörður area in the latter half of the fourteenth 

 Eyvind Fjeld Halvorsen, “Om uttalen av á i gammelnorsk,” in Festskrift til Einar Lundeby, eds. Bernt Fossestøl 
& Einar Lundeby (Oslo: Novus, ), .

 Hreinn Benediktsson, “Relational Sound Change: vá > vo in Icelandic,” in Linguistic Studies, Historical and 
Comparative, eds. Höskuldur Þráinsson, Guðrún Þórhallsdóttir, Jón G. Friðjónsson, Kjartan Ottoson (Reykjavík: 
Institute of Linguistics, ), - ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, ; Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um 
íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, xi-xii. 

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Helge Sandøy, “Språkendringar med eller utan kontakt i vest-norden?” in Útnorðr: West Nordic Standardisation 
and Variation, ed. Kristján Árnason (Reykjavík: University of Iceland Press, ), .

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., - .

 Hreinn Benediktsson, “Relational Sound Change: vá > vo in Icelandic,” .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - .

 Hreinn Benediktsson, “Relational Sound Change: vá > vo in Icelandic,” ; Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar 
orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, xi. 
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century, and is thus highly relevant to this study. This change only surfaced sporadically in the 
corpus of charters after ,  despite the earliest orthographic evidence for this phonological 
change being several decades older. However, this phonological change was only realized 
indirectly in the orthography, as the referents formerly used to denote [ɔ:] merely came to 
represent the newly forming diphthong, [ɔu] or [au].  This necessitated a change in the 
contemporary Icelandic orthography, as the symbols formerly used to denote [ɔ:], a sound 
which remained unchanged after v, were now used to represent the newly formed diphthong; 
the orthographic change was relational in nature, in that the phonological relations within this 
particular sound environment shifted, without the phonetic change within the system directly 
affecting them.  Thus the vowel [ɔ:] was now denoted with a new inventory of symbols, 
leading to spellings such as “svo” and “vopn” where previously we would have found “sva” and 
“vapn”. As outlined in section . , this feature can aid in the localisation of Old West Norse 
manuscripts, or rather, specifically in the context of determining whether a codex was 
produced by Icelandic or Norwegian scribes.  However, the á vowel of Old West Norse is an 
au  diphthong in some dialects of Modern Norwegian, generally in Vestlandet,  but 

especially in the dialects of Hardanger-Sogn,  so a diphthongized á vowel in Old Icelandic 
may have originated as a borrowing from Old Norwegian.  

5.2.2 Evidence from Both Manuscripts 

Searching for this sound environment on EMROON is done through the equation {v} + {ǫ́}, 
which denotes the historical long á vowel in contexts in which it became rounded, following 
the merger of á + ǫ́, and preceding the consonant v.  
 There is no evidence of this change in the samples from these manuscripts, even 
though the phonological change that prompted this orthographic development had begun, at 

 Stefán Karlsson, “Uppruni og ferill Helgastaðabókar,” in Helgastaðabók — Nikulás saga. Perg. 4to nr. 16, 
Konungsbókhlöðu í Stokkhólmi, ed. Jónas Kristjánsson, Íslensk miðaldahandrit . (Reykjavík: Lögberg and Stofnun 
Árnamagnússonar á Íslandi, ), ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Hreinn Benediktsson, “Relational Sound Change: vá > vo in Icelandic,” .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - .

 Torp and Vikør, Hovuddrag i norsk språkhistorie, - .

 Arne Torp, “Fonologi,” in Norsk språkhistorie I: Mønster. ed. Helge Sandøy (Oslo: Novus Forlag, ), .

 Kjartan Ottósson, “Heimenorsk innverknad på islandsk språk i mellomalderen, særleg morfologien,” in 
Útnorðr: West Nordic Standardisation and Variation, ed. Kristján Árnason (University of Iceland Press: 
Reykjavík, ), - .

 http: emroon.no info info-graph.html
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least in certain regions, as much as a century before the time period to which these 
manuscripts have been tentatively dated.  
 While we do encounter the verbal form “voru”, the preterite plural indicative of vera to 
be , throughout the manuscripts, these forms are not considered conclusive evidence for the vá 
> vó > vo orthographic change, as there is an alternative explanation for their presence. 
Following a change of váru(-) > vǫ́ru(-) through u-umlaut, the long, low, rounded vowel ǫ́ was 
raised to the mid ó before a u that was not syncopated, yielding vóru(-).  The consonant v was 
regularly lost before a long round vowel in Icelandic, leading to forms such as óru.  The 
initial v was later restored by analogy to other forms of the verb vera, while in some contexts, 
the low vowel was also restored by analogy to verbs of class . As this low ǫ́ vowel merged with 
á, spellings of “vóru” with “o” may indicate vóru or váru.  The spellings of this form as “voru” 
that are found consistently through the manuscripts could thus be interpreted as circumstantial 
evidence for the diphthongisation of á, but are not conclusive on their own, and more likely 
represent vóru rather than the underlying relational orthographic change discussed in this 
section. 
 Considering the tentative dating of these manuscripts, and the dating that is suggested 
by the representation of other features in this study, it is somewhat unusual that there is no 
evidence of the diphthongisation of á, or the vá > vo orthographic change. This may have been 
part of the usual practice of the milieu(s) that produced these manuscripts, as will be discussed 
further in chapter seven. 

5.3 The Diphthongisation of é 

5.3.1 Description 

As outlined in section . . , orthographic evidence of the diphthongisation of the vowel é can 
aid in the localisation and dating of Old West Norse manuscripts. Along with á, discussed in 
the previous section, é was one of the historically long monophthongs of Old Icelandic that left 
behind clear orthographic evidence of its diphthongization,  which began to surface more 
regularly in the orthography during the fourteenth century, though the initial fracturing of [e:] 

 Hreinn Benediktsson, “Relational Sound Change: vá > vo in Icelandic,” - ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, 
Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - .

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., .

 Hreinn Benediktsson, “Relational Sound Change: vá > vo in Icelandic,” - ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, 
Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - .

 Schulte, “The Phonological Systems of Old Nordic I: Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian,” .
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to [je(:)] likely began in the thirteenth century;  the process likely involved multiple stages 
and the development é > ié > je.  Despite qualitative changes in the vowel system of 373

Norwegian, the e(:) , albeit with the length or quantity being conditioned by the 
environment rather than semantically contrastive, of the Old West Norse vowel system has 
remained.  Orthographically, the older spellings of é, generally “e”, “é”, “ee” or “éé”, denoting 
a monophthong, were gradually replaced by “ie” over the course of the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries.  Examining the data for this feature can thus aid in the dating of the manuscripts, 
as well as partially elucidate whether this vowel may have been a diphthong in the language of 
the scribes. This vowel is searchable in the EMROON database as {é},  and even some 
orthographic evidence of this change may indicate that this phonological development was 
underway in the language of the scribes. 

5.3.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

There are  attestations of {é} being spelled out unabbreviated in the sample from 
Reynistaðarbók AM  to, and the sample is essentially split down the middle in terms of 
the é vowel being spelled as either a monophthong or diphthong. The vowel is spelled out  
times as a diphthong, % of instances in the sample, with either “íe” or “ie”, and  times 
( %) as a monophthong, typically with some graphic variant of “e”, but once with “ee”, and  
times with “æ” in the lemmata vér or sér: 

TABLE V - 3: MONOPHTHONGAL SPELLING WITH “EE” IN AM 764 4TO:

v. fee {fé} fé acc.sg fé (nc.n) ONP

bisr. vær {vér} vér nom vér (pe) ONP

v. uær {vér} vér nom vér (pe) ONP

v. uær {vér} vér nom vér (pe) ONP

r. sær {sér} sér dat sik (pe) ONP

 Schulte, “The Phonological Systems of Old Nordic I: Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian,” ; Björn K. 
Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, xiiii-xv; Bandle, Die Sprache der Guðbrandsbiblía, - ; 
Aðalsteinn Hákonarson, “Hljóðið é í yngri forníslensku: tvíhljóð eða hljóðasamband?” in Íslenskt mál og almenn 
málfræði  ( ): .

 Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, xiv; Aðalsteinn Hákonarson, “Hljóðið é í yngri 
forníslensku,” - .

 Torp, “Fonologi,” - ; Odd Einar Haugen, “Høgmellomalderen ( - ),” in Norsk språkhistorie IV: 
Tidslinjer. ed. Agnete Nesse (Oslo: Novus Forlag, ), - .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - ; Björn Magnússon Ólsen, “Om 
overgangen é - je i islandsk,” Arkiv för nordisk filologi  ( ): - ; Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar 
orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, xiii-xv.

 http: emroon.no info info-graph.html
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 These spellings that depart from using either “ie” or “e” to denote é are so disparate that 

they do not aid in the identification of individual scribes in any obvious way, but perhaps can 
be explained through the use of the exemplar. There are instances in the fourteenth century 
and later of vér rhyming with words such as mær with the above-shown “vær” spelling, perhaps 
suggesting that the é vowel was lowered in this environment.  Though the spellings with “ie” 
or “íe”, denoting a diphthong are in a minority of %, their notable presence suggests that the 
é vowel was a diphthong in the language of the scribes, though spelling it as a monophthong 
may well have reflected the use of the exemplar or the convention at the site of the book s 
production. 
 Additionally, one can search for an etymologically short e vowel in the preterite 
indicative singular and preterite subjunctive singular and plural in select strong verbs of class 
. , such as in fá and ganga, that eventually became [je] analogically, through searching for {é } 

and {é }, respectively.  There are  instances of {é } appearing unabbreviated in the sample 
from AM  to, with  ( . %) indicating diphthongisation to ie, and  instances that feature 
spellings with “ei”, likely reflecting the change discussed in . : 

 These seven forms suggest that the etymologically short e in this position had become a 

diphthong, which by analogy to other preterite forms of strong verb class VII became either a 
long vowel or a diphthong; though this change was by analogy, it is not clear whether a 
monophthong, that diphthongized later, was adopted, or whether a diphthong was adopted 
directly. 

TABLE V - 4: DIPHTHONGAL SPELLINGS IN AM 764TO:

r. geíngu {gé₁ng-ᴜ} gengu prt.ind. pl ganga (vb.a) ONP

r. feíngı {fé₁ng-ɪ} fengi prt.opt. sg fá (vb.a) ONP

r. feíngı {fé₁ng-ɪ} fengi prt.opt. sg fá (vb.a) ONP

r. fíengu {fé₁ng-ᴜ} fengu prt.ind. pl fá (vb.a) ONP

r. fıengu {fé₁ng-ᴜ} fengu prt.ind. pl fá (vb.a) ONP

v. fıengu {fé₁ng-ᴜ} fengu prt.ind. pl fá (vb.a) ONP

r. fıengu {fé₁ng-ᴜ} fengu prt.ind. pl fá (vb.a) ONP

r. fıengu {fé₁ng-ᴜ} fengu prt.ind. pl fá (vb.a) ONP

r. fıēgu {fé₁ng-ᴜ} fengu prt.ind. pl fá (vb.a) ONP

v. fıengı {fé₁ng-ɪ} fengi prt.opt. sg fá (vb.a) ONP

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., .

 http: emroon.no info info-graph.html
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 Additionally, there are  instances of {é }, the etymologically short e in preterite 
singular forms of strong verbs of class .  in the sample from AM  to: 
This distribution shows that across all scribes, the form fekk featured a diphthong ( % of 
instances), while gekk retained a monophthong ( % of instances). Additionally, the forms of 
gekk, typically spelled “geck” show no signs of the initial g- palatalising before the short e 
vowel.  
 Taken as a whole, the % minority of diphthongal spellings of all unabbreviated 
instances of {é} in the sample from AM  to indicates that the process of diphthongisation 
was well underway, as it is represented orthographically in a strong minority of instances in 
the work of the scribes in this manuscript. The diphthongisation of the root vowel in fekk and 
not gekk also suggests that this change may have been lexically restricted at this point in the 
diphthongisation process. 

5.3.3 AM 573 4to 

There are  attestations of the etymologically long {é} being spelled out unabbreviated in the 
entire sample from AM  to, and the manuscript features a relatively conservative manner 
of spelling the é vowel, especially if directly compared with the sample from Reynistaðarbók 
AM  to. The vowel is spelled with either “íe” or “ie” only  of the total  instances in 
the sample; this is % of the total instances of é, compared with the % of instances from 
Reynistaðarbók AM  to. Nonetheless, this minority is large enough to indicate that the 
diphthongisation of é was well under way in the language of the scribes, and that the practice 
of spelling this vowel as a monophthong may have been an archaism passed down by the 
exemplar. This distribution also indicates that this codex was produced during the fourteenth 
century, albeit earlier than Reynistaðarbók AM  to. 
 However, a more nuanced picture emerges when the data is split according to the 
former (folia - ) and latter (folia - ) portions of the manuscript. In the first portion of 
the manuscript, diphthongal spellings with either “íe” or “ie” appear in % of instances, 
whereas in the latter portion, diphthongal spellings occur in only % of the instances of é. 
 There are also few spellings of é with “é” which only occur in the latter portion of the 
manuscript: 

TABLE V - 5: SPELLING OF É WITH “É” IN AM 573 4TO:

r. ſér {sér} sér dat sik (pe) ONP

r. hét {hét} hét prt.ind. sg heita (vb.a) ONP

r. ſér {sér} sér dat sik (pe) ONP

 Ibid.
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 Though these spellings with “é” reflect the manner in which the diphthongal é is 
spelled in Modern Icelandic, they likely still represented a monophthong in the medieval 
period. 

 As in AM  to, the etymologically short e that diphthongized in preterite forms of 

selected verbs of strong class VII can also be searched for. There are  instances of {é } 
appearing unabbreviated in the sample from AM  to. One of these spellings indicates a 
diphthong, with “ıe”, and occurs in the first portion of the manuscript, on r :

 There are  instances of {é } in the sample from AM  to, with gekk retaining a 

monophthong throughout, and fekk often being spelled with a diphthong in the sample from 
the first portion of the manuscript. 
 As in AM  to, the minority of diphthongal spellings, %, across the entire 
sample, still indicates that the diphthongisation process was underway in the language of the 
scribes. However, these diphthongal spellings occur in % of instances in the first portion of 
the manuscript (folia - ) but only % in the latter portion (folia - ), indicating that the 
practice of the scribe that handled the first portion of the manuscript was much more in line 
with the scribes of AM  to with regard to this feature. 

5.4 The Merging of ǽ + ǿ > æ 

5.4.1 Description 

Orthographic evidence of the merging of ǽ and ǿ to æ in Old Icelandic began to surface during 

the mid-thirteenth century,  and thus, this merger was likely complete at the time of the 
production of the manuscripts under study,  though it is worthy of a place in this study, as an 
attempted distinction between ǽ and ǿ in certain scribe s orthography was a feature that 
persisted into the fourteenth century,  generally as a sign of approximating Norwegian 
scribal practice (as discussed in chapter four), as the two vowels that had merged in Old 

TABLE V - 6: A DIPHTHONGAL SPELLING IN AM 573 4TO:

r. fıengu {fé₁ng-ᴜ} fengu prt.ind. pl fá (vb.a) ONP

 Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, - ; Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., ; 
Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, ; Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar 
orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, xvii-xviii; Schulte, “The Phonological Systems of Old Nordic I: Old Icelandic and Old 
Norwegian,” .

 The manuscripts AM  to and AM  to have previously been dated to the fourteenth century, with the 
latter of the two being dated to the final decades of that century. See: Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna saga; Svanhildur 
Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” ; Foote, A Saga of St Peter the Apostle, - .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .
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Icelandic were, and still are, phonemically distinct in Norwegian.  Thus, this feature is 
invaluable in making a broad distinction between Icelandic and Norwegian scribes, as 
discussed in chapter four. The vowel æ was initially a monophthong, though it subsequently 
underwent the process of diphthongisation during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.  In 
the orthography of Icelandic scribes for whom ǽ and ǿ had merged to æ, the symbol “æ” is 
often used throughout to denote both etymological ǽ, formed through i-umlaut from á, and 
etymological ǿ, formed through i-umlaut of ó.  Since this feature involves investigating the 
manner in which two etymological vowels surface orthographically, both ǽ, the {ǽ} sound 
position, and ǿ, the {ǿ} sound position, will be searched for independently in each of the 
manuscripts before the discussion. As this feature is a staple in several of the frameworks 
established in chapter four, discussion of this feature and interpretation of its variant 
representations will also be taken up in the seventh chapter. 

5.4.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

As mentioned above, searching for evidence of this merger requires looking for two 
etymologically different vowels, and then subsequently examining how each of them surfaces 
in the orthography of the scribes.  
 There are  attestations for {ǿ} written by all scribes in the sample from AM  to, 
none of which suggest that this vowel was a round vowel, which would typically manifest with 
“o”, “ỏ”, “ø”, or related symbols in the orthography of the scribes; “æ” is by far the most 
common, appearing in  of , or %, of instances in the sample, indicating that this 
etymologically round vowel, ǿ, had merged with ǽ in the language of the scribes. 
 In the entire sample from AM  to, there are  instances of {ǽ} being written out 
unabbreviated, and as with {ǿ}, {ǽ} is spelled with “æ” in the vast majority of instances,  of 

 ( %) instances in the sample. If the representations of both ǿ ( ) are taken together 
with ǽ  ( ), yielding  total instances of the vowel that resulted from these two merging, æ, 
“æ” is used by the scribes  of  ( %) instances. Note that none of the remaining % of 
instances, in which variants of “e” or “iæ” are most common, suggest a round vowel, i.e a 
retained ǿ, in this position. 

 Torp, “Fonologi,” - .

 Schulte, “The Phonological Systems of Old Nordic I: Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian,” .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, ; Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar 
orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, xvii-xviii. 
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5.4.3  AM 573  4to 

The first portion of the manuscript features sixty-two instances of {ǿ} being written out, none 
of which feature a letter that suggests a round vowel. However, as will be discussed in section 
. , some of these instances suggest a further, although eventually abortive, diphthongisation 

of ǽ that must have post-dated the vowel merger. Sound position {ǽ} is written out  times in 
the sample from the first portion of AM  to. This distribution indicates that ǽ and ǿ had 
fully merged in the language of the scribe(s). 
 The latter portion of the manuscript has thirty seven instances of {ǿ}, and seventy-six 
instances of {ǽ} all of which are spelled using “æ”, except one with “e”. Neither of these 
distributions suggest a round vowel, suggesting that the vowels ǽ + ǿ had completely merged 
in the language of the scribes, and that there was no attempt to mimic Norwegian 
orthography. Though the former and latter portions of AM  to differ regarding the 
representation of many features, this is not among them, and the vowel merger discussed here 
was uniformly represented by the scribes. 

5.5 Diphthongisation of {ǽ} Following v and b, and Earlier Palatalization of g and k  

5.5.1 Description 

In some documents from Northern Iceland, and to some lesser extent, the Breiðafjörður area, 
some spellings of the vowel ǽ as “iæ” or “ie” suggest that this vowel may have been in the 
process of becoming a diphthong in certain environments.  As such, examining this feature 
can aid in the localisation of the manuscripts under study here. As these spellings typically 
feature “iæ”, they appear similar to the separate development of the palatalisation of g and k 
preceding ǽ, among other front vowels, such as ǿ,  which was already a feature of the earliest 
Icelandic,  and was shared among the dialects of Old West Norse.  This diphthongisation 
of {ǽ} following v and b does not seem to have ever gained a strong foothold in the language, 
proving abortive; additionally, this development is strictly Icelandic, never being attested in 
Old Norwegian,  and seems to have been restricted geographically or to smaller groups of 
speakers and  or scribes. This feature typically surfaces in word such as vænn likely, fair  and 
bæn prayer , typically being orthographically rendered “viænn” and “biæn”, respectively, and 

 Orešnik, “An Old Icelandic Dialect Feature: iæ for æ,” - .

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., - ; Bandle, Die Sprache der Guðbrandsbiblía, , - .

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, , .

 Torp and Vikør, Hovuddrag i Norsk språkhistorie, - .

 Orešnik, “An Old Icelandic Dialect Feature: iæ for æ,” .
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occurs in environments with both etymological ǽ and ǿ.  As conceptually outlined by Stefán 
Karlsson, this phonological change could have been one among potentially many linguistic 
changes in Old Icelandic that were regionally limited, and unable to gain a foothold in the 
wider language because of some of the peculiarities of the medieval Icelandic speech 
community, facilitating the abortion of linguistic innovations.  
 In the process of delineating texts in which this feature is evidenced, Janez Orešnik 
identifies documents (predominantly charters), as well as manuscripts, in which this feature is 
found; they include but are not limited to: AM  to, AM  to, AM  fol.,  AM  fol., 
and AM  c to, all of which have strong ties to the North, often featuring material within 
the same genres, and likely featuring common scribal hands. This feature has already been 
observed in AM  to by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir.  Some of these documents have been 
localized in other studies, but Orešnik concludes that the documents in which this feature is 
present were either from Northern Iceland (Þingeyjar-, Eyjafjarðar-, or Skagafjarðarsýsla), the 
Breiðafjörður region (often Barðarstrandasýsla and Dalasýsla), or had strong ties to the north, 
as they detailed land transfers or were kept in the archives of one of the northern ecclesiastical 
institutions.  All of the manuscripts that contain this feature have been dated to the middle or 
latter half of the fourteenth century,  so examining the data for this feature can also aid in the 
dating of the manuscripts relevant to this study. The vast majority of “iæ” spellings occur in 
environments where one would expect stem-initial bæ and væ, though some “iæ” spellings 
occur in environments where one would expect stem-initial sæ or læ; however, across all of the 
documents that have been localized in which Orešnik found this change evidenced, “iæ” 
spellings in the former environment number over ninety in the former environment, but only 
six in the latter.  Including the documents that have not been localized, these “iæ” spellings 
occur after n, s, l, þ, s, tv, and br, though they are by far the most common after v and b.  This 
sound environment is searchable on EMROON as {(v|b|n|s|l|þ|s|tv|br)} + {ǽ},  though k and g 
can also be included in the first portion of the equation in order to accommodate the 
consonants that may have palatalised before ǽ . Considering Orešnik s observation that this 

 Ibid., - .

 Stefán Karlsson, “Localization and Dating,” - .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” - .

 Orešnik, “An Old Icelandic Dialect Feature: iæ for æ,” .

 Ibid., .

 Ibid., - .

 Ibid., .
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change was most common when ǽ followed b or v,  a more focused search could be made via 
searching particularly for the environment {(v|b)} + {ǽ}. 

5.5.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

There are  instances of the sound environment {(v|b|n|s|l|þ|k|s|tv|br|g)} + {ǽ} occurring 
unabbreviated in the sample from AM  to. Forty-four of these instances feature k or g 
before ǽ, in which the consonants are spelled in a manner suggesting palatalisation, with some 
form of iæ, % of instances. This conservative orthography is somewhat striking considering 
that the palatalisation of g and k preceding front vowels likely has roots that extend much 
further back than the fourteenth century.  Five instances of this sound environment, 
particularly when v precedes ǽ, indicate the diphthongisation of {ǽ}:  

 These five instances of diphthongal spellings of ǽ following v comprise . % of the 
instances in which this environment occurs in the sample. These spellings are relatively 
restricted, with % of them occurring within the range of folia - ; this of course falls within 
the range of folia - , which as will be taken up further in chapter seven, seem to have been 
the work of a distinct scribe. 

5.5.3 AM 573 4to 

There are  instances of the sound environment {(v|b} + {ǽ} occurring unabbreviated in the 
entire sample from AM  to. In only one of these is there evidence of a diphthong: 

 This one instance of this development shows that the scribe may have at least been 
aware of this budding development, but it was not typically part of their orthography, as 
spellings of this vowel with “æ” predominate in the manuscript. However, the presence of this 
spelling can serve as a further link to the scribes of AM  to. 

TABLE V - 7: SPELLINGS OF Ǽ WITH “IÆ” FOLLOWING V IN AM 764 4TO

v. uíænſt {vǽn-st} vǽnst pos.nom.sg.f.st vǽnn (aj) ONP

r. auruıæṅa {ör+vǽn-r-ᴀ} ørvǽnna com.nom.sg.n.wk ørvǽnn (aj) ONP

r. uıæn|leık {vǽn+leik} vǽnleik dat.sg vǽnleikr (nc.m) ONP

v. uıænta {vǽn-t-ᴀ} vǽnta prs.ind. pl vǽnta (vb.a) ONP

v. uıænt ͥ {vǽn-t-ɪr} vǽntir prs.ind. sg vǽnta (vb.a) ONP

TABLE V - 8: SPELLINGS OF Ǽ WITH “IÆ” FOLLOWING V IN AM 573 4TO:

v. banvíænlıg {ban+vǽn-lì₂ɣ- banvǽnlig pos.nom.sg.n.st banvǽnligr (aj) 

 Orešnik, “An Old Icelandic Dialect Feature: iæ for æ,” - .

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, .
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 In terms of the closely related environment {g|k} + {ǽ}, the consonants are consistently 
( % of instances) spelled in a manner suggesting palatalisation in the first portion of the 
manuscript (ff. - ), yet never ( % of instances) in this way in the sample from the latter 
portion of the manuscript. The distribution of this feature seems to differentiate the scribes of 
this manuscript quite markedly, while also furthering the link between the first portion of the 
manuscript with AM  to, in which this palatalisation is reflected orthographically in the 
majority ( %) of instances. 

5.6 The Demonstrative Pronoun  sjá / þessi   

5.6.1 Description 

The declension of the demonstrative pronoun sjá has undergone several changes in Icelandic, 
as notably outlined in the work of Katrín Axelsdóttir.  As such, the data for this feature can 
be interpreted in light of the developments outlined in this section, so as to localise and date 
the manuscripts more precisely, as well as aid in the definition of what may have been a norm 
of the scribes, should patterns in the data emerge, given the variation and development 
associated with this pronoun.   
 The form sjá in the masculine and feminine nominative singular was derived from 
another demonstrative pronoun, sá, though another stem, þess-, to which inflectional endings 
were affixed, makes up the rest of both paradigms.  Beginning in the thirteenth century, the 
form sjá in masculine and feminine nominative singular was analogically replaced with the 
form þessi,  though both forms co-existed during the later medieval period,  and the 
wholesale replacement was not complete in Modern Icelandic until the sixteenth century.  
The form þessur(r),  though predominantly found in Old Norwegian, is evidenced 

 Katrín Axelsdóttir, Sögur af orðum. Sex athuganir á beygingarþróun í íslensku (Reykjavík: Háskólaútgáfan, ), 
- ; Katrín Axelsdóttir, “Saga ábendingarfornafnsins sjá,” in Íslenskt mál og almenn málvísindi  ( ):  

- .

 Ragnvald Iversen, Norrøn Grammatik (Oslo: H. Aschehoug & co.: ), ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic 
Language, - .

 Alex Speed Kjeldsen, “Bemærkninger til pronomet sjá og dets middelalderlige historie,” Opuscula  ( ), 
; Bandle, Die Sprache der Guðbrandsbiblía, .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Copying Njáls saga into One s Own Dialect,” ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic 
Language, - ; Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., - ; Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. 
öld, . 

 Katrín Axelsdóttir, “Saga ábendingarfornafnsins sjá,” - .

 Kjartan Ottósson, “Heimenorsk innverknad på islandsk språk i mellomalderen, særleg morfologien,” - .
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sporadically in Old Icelandic in the nominative singular feminine and nominative and 
accusative plural neuter.     
 Additionally, while the existing data pool from previous studies involving this feature 
does not indicate clear-cut patterns, some data indicates that the change from sjá > þessi may 
have been more advanced in the feminine nominative singular than the corresponding 
masculine form during the fourteenth century.  Though a tendency to use either the older 
form sjá or the newer form þessi cannot be charted geographically in medieval Iceland, an 
investigation of the use of these forms can aid in the identification of individual scribes and the 
charting of scribal practice. 
 In addition to the more common sjá > þessi development, some other side forms made 
their way into Old Icelandic, but exclusively in the feminine paradigm, during the thirteenth 
century, with these same forms occurring even earlier in Old Norwegian:  
feminine dative singular: þessi > þessar(r)i 
 In the feminine dative singular, the change þessi > þessari was likely generated by 
analogy to forms that regularly declined this way, such as heiðinni (feminine dative singular of 
heiðin), or nokkurri (feminine dative singular of nokkurr).  Further to this change, through the 
same process of  analogy, younger forms with an intermedial r(r) were also generated in the: 
feminine genitive singular: þessar > þessar(r)ar 
genitive plural (all genders):  þessa > þessar(r)a 
 Two other notable changes occurred in the sjá paradigm, namely the change þenna > 
þennan in the masculine accusative singular and þetta > þettað in the neuter nominative and 
accusative singular;  evidence of the first of these two changes surfaces sometime during the 
fourteenth century,  but not in the manuscripts at hand, and the evidence of the second 
development did not surface until much later. In general, evidence of these changes surfaced 
earlier in Old Norwegian,  and thus developments in the sjá paradigm will aid in delineating 
the scribes at hand and charting their usual practice. 

 Finnur Jónsson, Grammatik for den islandske oldsprog (København: G. E. C. Gads Forlag, ), . 

 Katrín Axelsdóttir, “Saga ábendingarfornafnsins sjá,” - ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Copying Njáls saga into 
One s Own Dialect,” .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Katrín Axelsdóttir, “Saga ábendingarfornafnsins sjá,” - .

 Ibid., - .

 Ibid., - ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, - .

 Kjeldsen, “Bemærkninger til pronomet sjá,” .

  Katrín Axelsdóttir, “Saga ábendingarfornafnsins sjá,” ; Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., .
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5.6.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

In the EMROON system, the pronoun sjá is under the the lemma þessi, which occurs  times 
in the feminine nominative singular form in the sample from AM  to. There is only one 
instance ( . %) of sjá being retained instead of the more novel þessi form ( . % younger 
forms): 

 As will be taken up in chapter seven, the exception to the rule of using þessi in the 
nominative singular feminine occurs on folio , which is of course in the range of folia - , 
which as will be taken up later, is a unique portion of the manuscript with regard to language 
and orthography. 
 We can specifically search for the development þessi > þessar(r)i in feminine dative 
singular; the younger form þessar(r)i occurs    ( %) of instances: 

 There are four instances of the younger þessari form occurring in the dative singular 
feminine, which have been attributed to various scribes in the work of Svanhildur 
Óskarsdóttir; the first, on v  falls within the range of folia - ; the instances on r and r 
have both been attributed to scribe A, while the instance on r has been attributed to scribe K, 
whose similarities to scribe A with regard to other orthographic and linguistic features has 
already been noted by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir.  
 The search for genitive singular feminine forms, and the þessa > þessar(r)a 
development, yields only one instance of the feminine genitive singular, in which a more novel 
form is used:

 The lemma sjá occurs ninety-two times in a masculine form in the sample, with thirty 
of those being the nominative singular form. The older form sjá remains  of  ( %) times in 
this grammatical form, þessir once ( . %)with the more novel þessi appearing the remaining 

. % of instances. 

TABLE V - 9: A RETAINED “SJÁ” FORM IN AM 764 4TO:

AM  to r ſıa nom.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

TABLE V - 10: THE LEMMA ÞESSI IN FEMININE DATIVE SINGULAR IN AM 764 4TO:

AM  to v þeſſarı̇ dat.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to r þ͛sıͬ dat.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to r þ͛sıͬ dat.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to r arrı dat.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

TABLE V - 11: THE LEMMA ÞESSI IN FEMININE GENITIVE SINGULAR IN AM 764 4TO:

AM  to r arȧr gen.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” , - .
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 As will be taken up in chapter seven, the fact that these forms of sjá occur between 
folia -  may support the notion that a unique scribe handled this section. The form þessir on 
v  is much more typical of Old Norwegian,  and will also aid in distinguishing the scribe 

of this portion of the manuscript from the others. The more typically Norwegian form 
þessur(r) is absent from the sample. 
 In all genders, there are five instances of the genitive plural form, % of which are the 
younger þessar(r)a: 

 Overall, the distribution of sjá and þessi forms in the manuscript is congruent with the 
observation that the change sjá > þessi may have been more advanced in the feminine than the 
masculine,  as sjá forms make up only    of the feminine nominative singular forms, 
whereas they comprise    of the masculine nominative singular forms. There is no 
evidence in the sample of the younger þessur form in the neuter. 

5.6.3 AM 573 4to 

The lemma þessi occurs three times in the feminine nominative singular in the sample from 
AM  to, and all of which ( %) are the younger þessi form: 

TABLE V - 12: THE LEMMA ÞESSI IN MASCULINE NOMINATIVE SINGULAR IN AM 764 4TO: 4TO:

AM  to r ſıa nom.sg.m þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to v ſıa nom.sg.m þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to v ſıa nom.sg.m þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to r ſıa nom.sg.m þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to v ır nom.sg.m þessi (dd) ONP

TABLE V - 13: THE LEMMA ÞESSI IN GENITIVE PLURAL (ALL GENDERS):

AM  to r arȧ gen.pl þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to v a gen.pl þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to r ſaṙa gen.pl þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to r ara gen.pl þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to v arra gen.pl þessi (dd) ONP

TABLE V - 14: THE LEMMA ÞESSI IN FEMININE NOMINATIVE SINGULAR:

AM  to v þ͛sı nom.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to r ı nom.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to v ı nom.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., - .

 Katrín Axelsdóttir, “Saga ábendingarfornafnsins sjá,” - ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Copying Njáls saga into 
One s Own Dialect,” .
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 One can look specifically for the change þessi > þessar(r)i in feminine dative singular, as 
there are nine appearances of this form, but only one instance of the more novel form þessari: 

 With regard to the feminine genitive singular form and the development þessar > 
þessar(r)ar, this form occurs four times, again with only one instance ( %) of the side form 
þessarar: 

 The lemma þessi occurs six times in the masculine nominative singular; there are no sjá 
forms. 
 Overall, AM  to indicates a relatively innovative practice regarding the pronoun sjá 
 þessi, as the younger þessi predominates over sjá, though the change of þess- > þessar- is only 

sporadically attested, albeit only in the latter portion of the manuscript. 

5.7  The Indefinite Pronoun engi 

5.7.1 Description 

By analogy to the wā  wō-stem inflection of adjectives,  the indefinite pronoun engi acquired 
an alternative stem with a rounded vowel and sometimes a stem final v,  øng(v)- and later 
öng(v)-.  These stems, eng- and öng(v)- were in competition in Icelandic until the twentieth 
century, and are both attested in the earliest written Icelandic from the thirteenth century.  In 
terms of the manuscripts of the earliest period in both Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian — 
essentially those produced before  in Norway or before  in Iceland — the innovative 
öng(v)- stem is only found in Icelandic sources, as well as codices produced in Norway by 

TABLE V - 15: THE FORM ÞESSAR(R)I IN AM 764 4TO:

AM  to r ſaʀı̇ dat.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

TABLE V - 16: THE LEMMA ÞESSI IN FEMININE GENITIVE SINGULAR:

AM  to r ar gen.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to r arr ͬ gen.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to v ar gen.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

AM  to v ar gen.sg.f þessi (dd) ONP

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Copying Njáls saga into One s Own Dialect,” .

 Bandle, Die Sprache der Guðbrandsbiblía, .

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., - ; Finnur Jónsson, Grammatik for den islandske oldsprog, . 

 Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, - .
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Icelanders.  The v in the younger stem was naturally not present before round vowels, 
though following analogical change, it was either dropped where it was previously present, 
yielding forms such as the masculine accusative singular öngan instead of öngvan, or conversely 
generalised to where it was not previously present, yielding öngvum in masculine dative 
singular in place of öngum.  As mentioned in section . , the vowel e tended to round into ö 
in forms of engi in Old Icelandic, though scribes were able to use forms with either the eng- or 
öng(v)- stem; it may well have been the case that a preference for either form was 
geographically determined, or perhaps had to do with the written norm of a scribal school, 
which will be explored in the following sections, as well as in chapter seven. As such, this 
feature will aid in the localisation and dating of the manuscripts, the delineation of scribes, as 
well as the inference of a scribal norm, should patterns in the data emerge. Forms of the 
pronoun with the younger öng(v)- were generated in most of the paradigm, though they were 
uncommon in the masculine nominative and genitive singular, the feminine nominative 
singular, and the neuter nominative and accusative singular and plural forms, as well as the 
neuter genitive singular.  

5.7.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to  

In the sample from AM  to, the feminine nominative singular forms always feature an 
unrounded stem vowel, which in all of these cases, is spelled as a diphthong, with “eí” before 
the -ng cluster, as discussed in . . The other forms of this pronoun, in this case the three 
instances of the (feminine) accusative singular all feature a spelling suggesting a rounded 
vowel, indicating that the öng(v)- stem had superseded eng- in these forms. 
 In the masculine forms, the younger öng(v)- stem is ubiquitous in all forms except the 
nominative and genitive singular, though the unrounded stem also occurs once in a dative 
singular form: 

 In the neuter forms, the younger stem is only encountered in the dative singular, 
though there is also one instance of the unrounded, and consequently diphthongized stem in 
the form “eíngu” on r . Additionally, there is no evidence of the change ekki > ekkert in the 

TABLE V - 17: THE UNROUNDED STEM IN MASCULINE DATIVE SINGULAR:

AM  to v eíngū dat.sg.m engi (dq) ONP

 Katrín Axelsdóttir, “Myndir af engi,” in Hugvísindaþing 2005: Erindi af ráðstefnu Hugvísindadeildar og 
Guðfræðideildar Háskóla Íslands 18. nóvember 2005, eds. Haraldur Bernharðsson, Margrét Guðmundsdóttir, 
Ragnheiður Kristjánsdóttir, Þórdís Gísladóttir (Reykjavík: Hugvísindastofnun Háskóla Íslands, ), - .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Copying Njáls saga into One s Own Dialect,” .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - .
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neuter nominative and accusative singular, though signs of this change would have been 
somewhat unexpected before the sixteenth century.  
 Looking at the data for this feature as a whole, the scribes of AM  to 
predominantly employed the öng(v)- stem in all forms where it might be expected, and there is 
no evidence of the change engi > engin(n). 

5.7.3 AM 573 4to 

In the entire sample from AM  to, forms in the feminine nominative singular have 
retained the eng- stem, as expected, while the two forms in the accusative singular feature the 
rounded stem, öng(v)-, but are restricted to the first portion (folia - ) of the manuscript; one 
instance even featuring the v ( r ):  

 In the feminine accusative plural, % of instances feature the younger stem. This 
echoes what also seems to be the rule in AM  to and the language in general: nominative 
singular forms (in all genders) retain the older eng- stem, which has often also diphthongized to 
eing- in some cases, while other forms have taken on the øng(v)- stem. Unlike in AM  to, 
there is one instance of the form “eíngín” on v  of AM  to; forms of the pronoun in the 
masculine and feminine nominative singular, as well as the neuter nominative and accusative 
plural, may have taken on an -in(n) ending by analogy to adjectives ending in -inn,  though 
evidence of this change is limited to this one instance in the sample from AM  to: 

 In the masculine, forms with the eng- stem are used consistently in the nominative 
singular. The other eight forms all use the öng(v)- root, with two of these including the v:  

 There is some difference from a purely orthographic perspective as well, as three of the 
eight forms with the øng(v)- stem have this vowel spelled with “au”, (one of the typical 
manners of spelling ö):  

TABLE V - 18: THE ROUNDED STEM INCLUDING A V IN THE FEMININE ACCUSATIVE 

AM  to r augua acc.sg.f engi (dq) ONP

TABLE V - 19: THE FORM EINGIN IN FEMININE NOMINATIVE SINGULAR:

AM  to v eíngín nom.sg.f engi (dq) ONP

TABLE V - 20: THE ROUNDED STEM, INCLUDING A V IN THE MASCULINE:

AM  to r ongua acc.pl.m engi (dq) ONP

AM  to v aunguan acc.sg.m engi (dq) ONP

 Katrín Axelsdóttir, “Myndir af engi,” - , .

 Bandle, Die Sprache der Guðbrandsbiblía, .
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 All of these instances are beyond folio , indicating that they belong to the likely 
younger portion of the manuscript completed by a unique scribe, though this will be taken up 
in greater detail in chapter seven. 
 Of the neuter forms of the pronoun that appear in the sample, only the dative singular 
features the younger stem, while there are no instances of plural forms. 
 As was noted with regard to the masculine forms, the öng(v)- stem is spelled with “o” in 
the first portion of the manuscript and with “au” in the latter portion. While both portions of 
the manuscript feature both stems, they are more prevalent in the first portion of the 
manuscript, preceding folio , where öng(v)- predominates in the forms that it can be 
expected in, while eng- predominates in the latter portion, where the younger stem is always 
spelled with “au”. 

5.8 Analogical Restoration in Strong Verbs of the Type sté > steig and  fló > flaug 

5.8.1 Description 

In Proto-Norse, strong verbs of class  and  that had a root-final velar fricative such as stíga 
(class ) or fljúga (class ) underwent word-final devoicing in the singular preterite indicative 
active, followed by monophthongization of the preceding diphthong.  Already in Proto-
Norse, g, the voiced velar fricative, became *h through the process *g > *x > *h and was 
ultimately lost in all positions except word-initially.  This development can thus be sketched 
as:  
PrN *steiɣ > PrN *steix > OIcel. sté > OIcel. steig 
PrN *flauɣ > PrN * flaux > OIcel. fló > OIcel. flaug 
 Later, forms of these verbs with a diphthong and word-final consonant were restored 
by analogy to other class  and  verbs that did not undergo this change.  Thus by analogy to 

TABLE V - 21: THE ROUNDED VOWEL REPRESENTED WITH “AU” IN THE MASCULINE:

AM  to r aungū dat.sg.m engi (dq) ONP

AM  to r aung ͣ acc.pl.m engi (dq) ONP

AM  to v aunguan acc.sg.m engi (dq) ONP

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., - ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Copying Njáls saga into One s Own 
Dialect,” ; Kristian Emil Kristoffersen, “The Morphology of Old Nordic I: Old Icelandic and Old 
Norwegian,” in The Nordic Languages: An International Handbook on the History of the North Germanic Languages 
I, ed. Oskar Bandle (Berlin  New York: Walter de Gruyter, ), .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Copying Njáls saga into One s Own Dialect,” .

 Ibid., .
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forms such as beit (from bíta), and laust (from ljósta), the forms steig and flaug were created, as 
the forms sté and fló seemed to be anomalous relative to other preterite singular forms of class  
and  verbs, despite them being formed by a regular development.  While the earliest attested 
Old Icelandic does not feature forms such as steig, only sté, this change, which can be 
summarized as sté > steig and fló > flaug, was underway during the fourteenth century, and thus 
manuscripts from this period may show a mix of forms, as the younger, analogically created 
forms began to replace the older forms that had been the result of a regular phonological 
development.  Given this process during the fourteenth century, examining this feature may 
elucidate whether the scribes of the manuscripts under study tended to prefer particular forms, 
which in turn aids in the definition of the norm to which they may have been using, as well as 
in the inference of which forms they may have preferred in their spoken language. 
 As there are relatively few verbs with a stem-final velar fricative in strong class  (hníga, 
míga, síga, and stíga) and strong class  (fljúga, ljúga, s(j)úga, and smjúga),  forms of these 
verbs are not particularly common, and thus there is limited data regarding which forms the 
scribes may have preferred. However, some patterns emerge, as will be explored in the 
following sections. 

5.8.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

Of all of the verbs affected by this development, preterite indicative singular forms are 
restricted to the verb stíga in the sample from AM  to. There are five instances of the 
preterite indicative third person singular form, all of which are sté rather than the younger 
form steig: 

 In summary, only the younger sté form is encountered as the preterite singular 
indicative active of stíga in the sample from AM  to, indicating that the restoration of the 

TABLE V - 22: “STE” FORMS IN AM 764 4TO:

AM  to r ⸌ſte⸍ prt.ind. sg stíga (vb.a) ONP

AM  to r ſte prt.ind. sg stíga (vb.a) ONP

AM  to v ste prt.ind. sg stíga (vb.a) ONP

AM  to r ste prt.ind. sg stíga (vb.a) ONP

AM  to r ſte prt.ind. sg stíga (vb.a) ONP

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, 
“Copying Njáls saga into One s Own Dialect,” ; Bandle, Die Sprache der Guðbrandsbiblía, - ; Finnur 
Jónsson, Grammatik for den islandske oldsprog, ; Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., - .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Copying Njáls saga into One s Own Dialect,” - .

 Ibid., ; Kristoffersen, “The Morphology of Old Nordic I: Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian,” .
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form steig was not completed, or even underway in the language of the scribe(s). This 
distribution would indicate a somewhat conservative practice in the context of the fourteenth 
century. 

5.8.3 AM 573 4to 

In AM  to, there is only one instance of a preterite indicative form of hníga. The first 
portion of the manuscript uses the earlier form hné rather than the younger, analogically 
created form hneig. There is only one instance of the verb hníga in the latter portion of the 
manuscript, and it is the infinitive form. 

 Regarding the verb fljúga, there is an alternation of fló and flaug. There are only six 
instances of this verb in the first portion of the manuscript, and the older form fló is used 
twice, toward the beginning of the manuscript on folio , while the younger form flaug is 
used twice on r, followed by another instance of the older fló form on r . This 
distribution suggests that the younger form flaug was familiar to the scribe(s), but that they 
favoured the older form fló, or perhaps that their exemplar featured the older forms, leading 
the scribe to copy the forms of fljúga found in their exemplar verbatim on folio , while they 
may have tried to adapt the language to their personal norm on r  and r  before simply 
returning to the norm of the exemplar regarding this verb on r . 

 While there are limited instances of these verbs, let alone the preterite indicative 
singular form, the data from AM  to indicates that the manuscripts were produced during 
a period while the analogical restoration of forms such as steig and flaug were underway, 
though the scribes favoured the older forms. The distribution of forms, particularly the :  
ratio of fló:flaug forms indicates that the analogical restoration was well underway in the 
language of the scribe(s), and indicates a more innovative practice than that encountered in 
AM  to. However, this analogical restoration of older forms may have proceeded at 
different rates for each of the verbs that were affected by it. 

TABLE V - 23: A “HNE” FORM IN AM 573 4TO:

AM  to v hne prt.ind. sg hníga (vb.a) ONP

TABLE V - 24: “FLO” FORMS IN AM 573 4TO:

AM  to r flo prt.ind. sg fljúga (vb.a) ONP

AM  to v flo prt.ind. sg fljúga (vb.a) ONP

AM  to r flaug prt.ind. sg fljúga (vb.a) ONP

AM  to r flaug prt.ind. sg fljúga (vb.a) ONP

AM  to r flo prt.ind. sg fljúga (vb.a) ONP
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5.9 Fricativization t > ð in Unstressed Positions 

5.9.1 Description 

Over the course of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, t in unstressed positions  and in 
function words (conjunctions, prepositions, adverbs, pronouns, and the infinitive marker) was 
fricativized to ð.  As such, examining this feature can aid in the dating of the manuscripts, as 
well as defining the orthographic practice, and possibly also language, of the scribes more 
precisely. While this change widely affected the dental in the preterite participles of verbs, as 
well as the definite article, in both suffixed and unsuffixed form, in neuter nominative and 
accusative singular substantives, this change did not affect monosyllabic lexical content words, 
including nouns (typically neuter in this context), adjectives, and finite verbal forms.  
Searching for instances of this development in the EMROON database primarily involves 
looking for the sound position {t}, which corresponds to the t  phoneme in Old Norse, which 
in the above-mentioned contexts became fricativized. To streamline the search, the left context 
is set as an unstressed or half-stressed vowel {ˌV}, which may also (expressed by the 
parentheses) have an intervening ð, n, or null sound. Reverse or hyper-correct spellings, 
instances in which an earlier ð (sound position {ð}) is spelled with “t” are also indirect evidence 
of the fricativization of unstressed t > ð, though these will be addressed in . ,  

5.9.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

In AM  to, there are  attestations of the sound environment: {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {t}. The 
first part of this equation denotes an unstressed vowel that may or may not be followed by ð, 
n, or -, whereas the second portion of the equation, {t}, is simply the dental consonant that 
became fricativized in this unstressed environment.  Of these  instances of this 
environment, only  were deemed salient for the purposes of this study, as they feature {t} in 
an unstressed position being spelled out in an unabbreviated form. Across these  instances 
of {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {t} in AM  to that do not involve an abbreviation of {t},  ( %) of them 
suggest a fricative, with  ( . % of the total instances of this environment) spellings with “þ”, 
and  ( . %) with “d”. 

 Iversen, Norrøn grammatik, .

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, 
- ; Bandle, Die Sprache der Guðbrandsbiblía, - ; Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, 

xxvii; Finnur Jónsson, Grammatik for den islandske oldsprog, ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, .

 Ibid.

 http: emroon.no info info-graph.html
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 This sound environment is spelled in a manner suggesting a fricative in  of  
( %) relevant instances in the entire sample from AM  to, and there are no clear 
instances of a passage or portion of the manuscript deviating significantly from this rule, 
which otherwise may have indicated the presence of a unique scribal hand. This distribution 
suggests that unstressed {t} had fricativized in the language of the scribes, and spelling this 
sound with “d” was the norm, with “t” spellings being an archaism, perhaps reflecting the use 
of the exemplar, or a common practice of the not-too-distant past. 
 As will be taken up further in chapter seven, the relatively isolated yet clustered of 
spellings of older unstressed t with “þ” bolster the notion, in conjunction with the patterns that 
emerge regarding other features, that unique scribes handled the sections in which they appear. 

5.9.3 AM 573 4to 

There are  attestations for {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {t} written in the sample from AM  to, with 
 of these being unambiguously usable as evidence, as the sound in question is written 

unabbreviated. Of these instances, only  ( %) involve {t} being written with t, with all 
others (    instances, or %) employ “d”, “ð”, or “þ”, indicating the fricativization of 
unstressed t in the majority of instances. As will be discussed further in chapter six, the use of  
“ð” to denote this sound is somewhat unusual, considering that the manuscript has been dated 
to the fourteenth century. In terms of identifying scribes, a more nuanced view of the data can 
be gleaned from looking at the two major portions of the manuscript separately.  
 There are  attestations for {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {t} in the sample from the first portion, folia 
- , of AM  to. Of these,  are deemed salient for the purposes of this study, as they do 

not involve potential ambiguity through abbreviations. Of all of these instances, % indicate a 
fricative, with “d” or “þ”. This distribution mirrors the % fricative spellings found in AM 

 to, and would be in keeping with the notion that the scribe of the first portion of AM  
to was of the same Skagafjörður milieu as the scribes of AM  to. 

 Only  ( %) of these instances are “t” spellings, and are in words that are spelled as a 
fricative elsewhere. There is one ( . %) seemingly archaic spelling with “þ”, however: 

 This use of þ in this environment seems to mirror the occasional use of this spelling in 
AM  to ( . % of instances). 
 In the sample from the latter portion of the manuscript, folia - , there are  
attestations for {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {t}, with  of these being usable as evidence. It is striking that 
this latter portion of the manuscript, and likely this scribe, spells unstressed t as a stop in the 

TABLE V - 25: AN ARCHAIC USE OF “Þ” IN AM 573 4TO:

r. buıþ {bú-ɪn-t} búit res.acc.sg.n.st búa (vb.a) ONP
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vast majority of instances,  of  ( %) times in this environment. Of the  times that they 
spell this sound as a fricative, “ð” is used  times ( . %), which can be considered an archaism 
in a manuscript whose orthography, language, and script otherwise points to the fourteenth 
century, and likely the latter portion of that century, at that. The presence of spellings of t with 
“d” or “ð”, even in only % of instances, suggests that the scribe pronounced a fricative in this 
position, or at least that this phonological development was underway and familiar to them in 
the language of others. As will be discussed in later chapters, this convention may support the 
notion of a unique scribe handling the work on folia -  of this manuscript, as the % of 
fricative spellings in this section of the manuscript contrast both the first portion of the 
manuscript ( % fricative spellings) and AM  to ( %). Additionally, spellings with “þ” for 
the change t > ð are not encountered in this latter portion of AM  to.  
 In addition to etymological dental fricatives of an older origin, the next section will also 
address inverse spellings of ð with “t”, which can also serve as indirect evidence of the 
fricativization t > ð in unstressed positions.  

5.10 The Denotation of Dental Fricatives in Non-Initial Position 

5.10.1 Description 

While the letter þ was used ubiquitously to denote dental fricatives in all positions in the 
earliest Icelandic manuscripts,  the Anglo-Saxon letter ð began to take its place in word-final 
and word-internal positions during the first half of the thirteenth century, which in turn was 
supplanted by the uncial d over the course of the fourteenth century.  Somewhat broadly, this 
feature can thus aid in the dating of the manuscripts, as well as in the tracking of the 
orthographic habits of the scribes. Should patterns in the work of the scribes emerge in their 
spelling of non-initial dental fricatives, these could be considered distinctive in outlining the 
norm of the milieu to which these scribes may have belonged.  
 Though it was common to use þ to represent a dental fricative in all positions in the 
written Icelandic of the earliest period,  this practice is rarely encountered in Norwegian 
manuscripts,  as both þ, usually in word-initial position, and ð, used word-medially and 

 Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” in The Nordic Languages: An International 
Handbook of the History of the North Germanic Languages I, ed. Oskar Bandle (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, ), 

.

 Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, - .

 Didrik Arup Seip, Paleografi B. Norge og Island, Nordisk Kultur  B (Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksells 
Boktryckeri AB, ), .

 Odd Einar Haugen, “The Development of Latin Script I: In Norway,” in The Nordic Languages: An 
International Handbook of the History of the North Germanic Languages I, ed. Oskar Bandle (Berlin: Walter de 
Gruyter, ), .
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word-finally, were in use from the latter-half of the twelfth century.  The trend in Icelandic 
orthography resulted in general spelling developments such as “þaþan” c.  > “þaðan” c.  
> “þadan” c. ,  as Icelandic scribes began to adopt more features of Insular script via 
Norway during the thirteenth century.  Beyond the turn of the fourteenth century in 
Icelandic manuscripts, it was uncommon to use þ as an orthographic representation for 
anything but the word-initial {þ}.  
 While the sound change t > ð, discussed in the previous section, also yielded a dental 
fricative, the EMROON reference orthography, in its accounting for the origin of sounds, 
differentiates between the older {ð}, which only occurred in stressed or partially stressed 
environments, and that which arose from the change t > ð in unstressed positions, which in the 
EMROON system, would still be represented by {t}, as this sound, despite its development, 
originated from a dental stop rather than a fricative. 
 Interpreting the data for this feature provides some unique difficulties, as some dental 
consonants with the origin of {ð} had become t  in Old Norse by the period in question, and 
in many instances, {t} had become ð  i.e some of the dental stops can be traced back to 
environments that also feature fricatives,  and vice versa.  For example, the word samþykktu, 
from earlier samþykkðu, would be rendered {sam+þükk-ð-ᴜ} in the EMROON orthography, 
reflecting that the dental consonant marking the preterite tense can be traced back to a fricative 
rather than a stop, while the word at, often appearing as “ad” in these manuscripts, would be 
rendered {at} in EMROON notation. However, as will be taken up in the next two sections, 
this issue can, by and large, be circumvented with adding the search criteria {ˌV(ð|n|-)*}  in the 
left i.e preceding context of the {ð} sound, thus this more focused search can be represented as 
{ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {ð}. In investigating this data, we will primarily be looking for archaic uses of “þ” 
in non-initial position, as well as reverse spellings in which an older ð  is spelled as a stop, 
serving as indirect evidence of the change t > ð.  

 Seip, Paleografi B. Norge og Island, .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic 
Language, .

 Haugen, “The Development of Latin Script I: In Norway,” .

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, - .

 Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, xxviii-xxix; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic 
Language, - .

 This equation representing a sound environment is explained in . . See also: http: emroon.no info info-
graph.html

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, .
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5.10.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

In AM  to, there is relatively little deviation from the general standard of representing the 
dental fricative with “þ” in word-initial position and with “d” in word-medial position; 
however, following Stefán Karlsson s concept of distributional independence,  any 
congruencies in the deviations from this principle may be considered salient in the localisation, 
dating, and identification of scribes. There are  attestations of {ð} in non-initial position 
written by all scribes in the sample from AM  to, with  in unabbreviated forms. 
 Of the  instances of unabbreviated {ð} in the sample, there are  instances ( . %) 
of “þ” being used for {ð}, with some scribes seeming to favour it more than others. These 
spellings, which could be called a conservatism in any century beyond the thirteenth, occur 
sporadically throughout the manuscript, and seem to appear on each leaf (their absence in a 
particular section might point to a unique scribe). 
 While not entirely consistent, it was relatively common, accounting for % of the 
non-initial uses of þ, for the scribes to spell {ð} with “þ” in instances in which a word featured 
multiple dental consonants, such as smíðaðr, or in words that featured both a dental stop and a 
dental fricative, such as andaðisk, as exemplified below: 

 In the environment {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {ð}, where we should expect solely fricatives, there are 
 reverse spellings ( %) in a total of  instances where the {ð} is not abbreviated. Note that 

the first element of this sound environment, {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} (an unstressed vowel that may or may 
not have an intervening consonant) mirrors that of the search terms for the fricativization of 
unstressed t > ð. This similarity in sound environment facilitated hyper-correct spellings, as 
the scribes, in some instances wrote t in a context where they must have pronounced ð , as 
the ð  in this position was an instance of the etymological {ð} sound position rather than the 
later development of t > ð: 

TABLE V - 26: USES OF “Þ” IN WORDS WITH MULTIPLE DENTAL CONSONANTS IN AM 764 4TO:

r. ſmıdaþr {smíð-ᴀð-r} smíðaðr smíða (vb.a) ONP

v. aṅdaþız {and-ᴀð-ɪ-s͜k₁} andaðisk andask (vb.r)

v. dauþr {dauð-r} dauðr dauðr (aj) ONP

TABLE V - 27: REVERSE SPELLINGS WITH “T” IN AM 764 4TO:

r. ſmídut {smíð-ɔð} smíðuð res.nom.sg.f.st smíða (vb.a) ONP

bisr. huṅdt {hund-rᴀð} hundrað nom.sg hundrað (nc.n) ONP

r. huṅdt {hund-rᴀð} hundrað nom.sg hundrað (nc.n) ONP

v. bıdıt {bið-j-ɪð} biðið prs.ipv. pl biðja (vb.a) ONP

 Stefán Karlsson, “Om norvagismer i islandske håndskrifter,” - .
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 Overall, the scribes of AM  to rarely departed from the general rule of using “þ” 
word-initially and “d” or “d” in non-initial position. In non-initial position and in the 
environment {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {ð}, “ð” is used in . % of instances, “þ” in % of instances, and 
“t”, indicating a reverse spelling, serving as indirect evidence for the change t > ð discussed in 
section . , % of instances. 

5.10.3 AM 573 4to 

As in AM  to, we will begin our query for {ð} by simply searching for that sound alone; 
there are  attestations for {ð} written by all scribes in AM  to, with  of these being 
directly usable, as they do not feature abbreviations of the sound in focus. 
 However, the search can be focused to {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {ð}, of which there are  
attestations in the sample taken from the first portion of AM  to, with  of them not 
featuring abbreviations. These search terms reveal that there are  instances ( %) of reverse 
spellings with “t” in this sample area, while “d” features % of instances and “þ” %. This 
distribution closely reflects AM  to, which has % þ spellings and % reverse spellings 
with t, though it also implies that this portion of AM  to is more archaic than AM  to. 
Though these instances of “þ” in non-initial position represent a fairly small minority of the 
manner in which {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {ð} is represented in this section of the manuscript, some 
patterns can be inferred. 

v. ſogdut {sǫɣ-ð-ᴜð} sǫgðuð prt.ind. pl segja (vb.a) ONP

v. bıdıt {bið-j-ɪð} biðið prs.ipv. pl biðja (vb.a) ONP

v. ſtırdnut {stirð-n-ɔð} stirðnuð res.nom.sg.f.st stirðna (vb.a) ONP

r. fyllıt {füll-ɪð} fyllið prs.ipv. pl fylla (vb.a) ONP

r. b͛ıt {ber-ɪð} berið prs.ipv. pl bera (vb.a) ONP

r. geydut {gøym-ð-ᴜð} geymðuð prt.ind. pl geyma (vb.a) ONP

bisr. þuſhuṅdt {þús+hund-rᴀð} þúshundrað nom.sg þúshundrað (nc.n) 
ONP

v. odut {ǫnd-ɔð} ǫnduð res.nom.sg.f.st anda (vb.a) ONP

r. blezut {ble₀ts͜₀-ɔð} blezuð res.nom.sg.f.st bleza (vb.a) ONP

v. aflít {aβl-ɪð} aflið prs.ipv. pl afla (vb.a) ONP

v. hudrat {hund-rᴀð} hundrað acc.sg hundrað (nc.n) ONP

v. bunat {bú-nɔð} búnuð acc.sg búnuðr (nc.m) ONP

r. yfhͥneıgıt {üβ-ɪr+hneiɣ-j-ɪð} yfirhneigið prs.ind. pl yfirhneigja (vb.a)
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 The letter “þ” is used to represent the dental preterite marker in the vast majority of 
these cases, and notably, two instances, those on folia  and , are in words that feature 
another dental consonant, so the use of “þ” here could be interpreted as an attempt to 
distinguish the stop from the fricative within the same word, as was encountered several times 
in AM  to. 
 The latter portion of the manuscript tells quite a different story in terms of the graphs 
that are used to represent non-initial {ð}. There are  instances of this sound position in an 
unabbreviated manner in this portion of the sample. One may note that in contrast to the 
earlier portion of the manuscript, discussed above, there are zero instances of “þ” being used to 
represent non-initial {ð}; rather this section of the manuscript features  instances ( %) of 
“ð” representing this sound position. While the use of opposition of “ð” and “d” will be taken 
up in greater detail in section . , and the ramifications of this criterion for dating the 
manuscript will be taken up in chapter seven, we can note here that the consistent employment 
of “ð”, in fact in the majority of cases that {ð} appears, is somewhat unusual in a manuscript 
that has previously been dated to the fourteenth century, and not least, contrasts quite starkly 
with the earlier and previously discussed section of the manuscript.  
 When the search criteria are focused to {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {ð}, another pattern emerges, as in 
this environment, “d” is used % and “ð” % of instances, while the remaining % are 
reverse spellings with t: 

TABLE V - 28: ARCHAIC USES OF “Þ” IN THE FIRST PORTION OF AM 573 4TO:

r. ſıgaþr {siɣ-ᴀð-r} sigaðr res.nom.sg.m.st siga (vb.a) ONP

r. fognuþ {fǫɣ-nɔð} fǫgnuð acc.sg fǫgnuðr (nc.m) ONP

r. fvͦıtṅaþ {for+vit-n-ᴀð-ɪ-s͜k₁} forvitnaðisk prt.ind. sg forvitnask (vb.r)

r. lofaþ[ı] {loβ-ᴀð-ɪ} lofaði prt.ind. sg lofa (vb.a) ONP

v. ſkıpuþv {skip-ɔð-ᴜ} skipuðu res.dat.sg.n.st skipa (vb.a) ONP

v. uṅdþı {und-r-ᴀð-ɪ} undraði prt.ind. sg undra (vb.a) ONP

r. hundruþū {hund-rɔð-ᴜm} hundruðum dat.pl hundrað (nc.n) ONP

TABLE V - 29: REVERSE SPELLINGS WITH “T” IN THE LATTER PORTION OF AM 573 4TO:

r. dr|ekahofut {dræk-
ᴀ+hǫ₃βᴜð} drekahǫfuð nom.sg drekahǫfuð (nc.n) 

ONP

r. eu͛t {er-ᴜð} eruð prs.ind. pl vera (vb.a) ONP

r. erut {er-ᴜð} eruð prs.ind. pl vera (vb.a) ONP

r. dugıt {duɣ-ɪð} dugið prs.ipv. pl duga (vb.a) ONP

r. ſtandıt {stand-ɪð} standið prs.ind. pl standa (vb.a) ONP

r. gangıt {gang-ɪð} gangið prs.ipv. pl ganga (vb.a) ONP
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 The two portions of AM  to, folia -  and -  differ markedly in their 
representation of non-initial dental fricatives. According to the search terms {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {ð}, 
the first portion features “d” % of instances, “þ” in % of instances, and “t”, indicating a 
reverse spelling and serving as indirect evidence for the change t > ð discussed in . , % of 
instances. This distribution is quite similar to the scribes of AM  to. Conversely, the latter 
half of AM  to features “d” % of instances, “t”, indicating a reverse spelling, % of 
instances, and perhaps most strikingly, “ð” % of instances. 

5.11 Word-final Fricativization of k > g 

5.11.1 Description 

The fricativization of k in unstressed positions  began in the thirteenth century,  and 
became increasingly prevalent in Icelandic orthography over the course of the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries;  however, spellings with “k” or “c”, rather than “g”, suggesting a velar 
stop rather than a fricative, lingered in the orthography into the sixteenth century.  
Examining this feature can thus aid in the dating of the manuscripts as well as in the effort to 
define a norm to which the scribes may have been beholden. Lexical content words, such as 
bak neut. back , lok neut. lid , tók took , were not affected by this change, and thus this 
development was limited to:   

a conjunction  adverb: 
ok > og 

r. þolıt {þol-ɪð} þolið prs.ipv. pl þola (vb.a) ONP

v. gefıt {geβ-ɪð} gefið prs.ipv. pl gefa (vb.a) ONP

r. heyrıt {høyr-ɪð} heyrið prs.ipv. pl heyra (vb.a) ONP

v. hafıt {haβ-ɪð} hafið prs.ind. pl hafa (vb.a) ONP

 Iversen, Norrøn grammatik, .

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, ; Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, xi-xii; 
Finnur Jónsson, Grammatik for den islandske oldsprog, .

 Bandle, Die Sprache der Guðbrandsbiblía, - .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic 
Language, ; Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, xxxii-xxxiii.

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - ; Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., 
; Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, xxxii-xxxiii; Finnur Jónsson, Grammatik for den 
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pronouns: 
ek > eg 
mik > mig 
þik > þig 
sik > sig 
  
An adverb:  
mjǫk > mjög 

 The orthographic representation of unstressed k varies considerably on a lexical 
basis,  often with spellings suggesting a fricative being much more common in particular 
words than others; this pattern has already been observed in another manuscript of Northern  
provenance, namely AM  fol., Möðruvallabók, in which, for example, spellings of mjök 
almost always indicate fricativization ( . % of all instances) while ok (in the minority of 
instances where the word is spelled out) and ek are always spelled in a manner that indicates a 
word-final stop or are abbreviated.  

 Environments in which this change may have taken place have been searched for in 
four distinct manners: 
. {i } + {k} 

This sound environment indicates an etymological k , {k}, preceded by the unstressed I , 
{i }, found in the pronouns mik, þik, and sik, and followed by a word division, {}}. 
. Searching directly for the lemma mjǫk. 

As spellings of this word often indicate the clearest evidence of the change k  > g , one can 
simply search directly for instances of this adverb. 
. Searching directly for the lemma ek in the nominative singular form. 
. Searching directly for the lemma ok 

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - ; Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., 
.

 Ibid.

 de Leeuw van Weenen, A Grammar of Möðruvallabók, - , - , ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A 
Historical Linguistic Companion, .
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5.11.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

As a whole, AM  to features more spellings suggesting a stop than a fricative after 
position {i } (the vowel in the pronouns mik, þik, and sik)  + {k}, and there are  attestations 
for this sound environment written by all scribes in the sample from AM  to, with  
( %) indicating fricativization, spread throughout the manuscript. 
 The lemma mjǫk, in which this change commonly surfaces, appears forty-seven times 
in the sample from AM  to, with spellings suggesting a stop occurring only sixteen times 
( %). Conversely then, there are % fricative spellings in the lemma mjǫk. Eight of these 
fifteen instances of mjǫk being spelled with a word-final stop appear in close succession 
between folia - , and fall within the work of the scribe called E by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir.  
As folia -  are also linked together by several other features, as are bis and bis, the 
presence of stop-spellings in the lemma mjǫk may suggest that these leaves were handled by a 
unique scribe. 

 The lemma ek occurs  times in the nominative case (i.e the ek  eg form), with only  

( %) of these instances indicating fricativization. All of these instances of spellings suggesting a 

fricative in the lemma ek occur in passages that have previously been attributed to Svanhildur s 
scribe A,  and thus support the notion that one scribe handled these leaves. 
 The conjunction ok is often abbreviated, but is always spelled in a manner indicating a 
stop when it is not. 
 Overall, the scribes of AM  to favoured spellings denoting a stop, though there are 
enough examples of fricative spellings to indicate this change gaining ground and featuring in 
some of their language; % of instances of mik, þik, and sik, % of instances of mjǫk, but only 
% of instances of ek indicate fricativization. The conjunction ok is never spelled in a manner 

suggesting a fricative. 

5.11.3 AM 573 4to 

There are  attestations for the sound environment {i } + {k} in the sample from AM  to, 
with eighteen ( . %) indicating fricativization. Taken as a whole, the scribes favour spelling 
{k} as a fricative after {i }, though some other patterns emerge if one segments folia -  and 

- .  

 http: emroon.no info info-graph.html

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” , - .

 Ibid.
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 Spellings suggesting a fricative are much more common ( %) in the latter portion of 
the manuscript, folia - , while fricative spellings occur in % of instances in the sample 
from the first portion of the manuscript. This % of fricative spellings brings this portion of 
AM  to much more in line with the % of fricative spellings in AM  to, though 
indicating that this portion of AM  to was more archaic. 

 The lemma mjǫk appears  times in the sample from AM  to, though only  ( %) 

of these  instances feature spellings that indicate a stop, and are all found in the earlier 
portion of the manuscript. 
 The lemma ek occurs  times in the nominative singular form in the sample from AM 

 to, and is exclusively spelled with a stop. 
 The lemma ok occurs  times in the sample from AM  to. When it is written 
out, the spellings exclusively indicate a stop, with “oc” being most common, and “ok” occurring 
sporadically in the first portion of the manuscript. 
 Overall, the scribes of AM  to favoured spelling {k} as a stop in the unstressed 
positions in which it was developing into a fricative, though the strong minority of fricative 
spellings suggest that this development was underway and perhaps a part of their language; 

. % of instances of mik, þik, and sik, % of instances of mjǫk indicate fricativization, while it 
is absent in ek and ok. 

5.12 Epenthetic Vowel before word-final -r 

5.12.1 Description 

In the late thirteenth century  or early fourteenth century, orthographic evidence of an 
epenthetic or svarabhakti vowel before post-consonantal r, (Cr)  (sound position {r}) in word-
final position (before #) or preceding another consonant (C) other than r began to surface.  
This epenthesis, or u-insertion as it is often called with regard to Old Icelandic, created an 
extra syllable in many words, facilitating the pronunciation of difficult consonant clusters, 
though the epenthetic vowel and resultant addition of a syllable in these environments 
(following a zero ending or an ending in which another consonant preceded the original r)  
may have been optional until the first quarter of the sixteenth century in Icelandic.  This 

 Ari Páll Kristinsson, “U-innskot i íslensku,” Íslenskt mál og almenn málfræði  ( ): ; Kjartan Ottósson, 
“Heimenorsk innverknad på islandsk språk i mellomalderen, særleg morfologien,” - .

 Bandle, Die Sprache der Guðbrandsbiblía, ; Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., . Haraldur Bernharðsson, 
Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Ari Páll Kristinsson, “U-innskot i íslensku,” .
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development affected all varieties of Old Norse, and evidence of an epenthetic vowel in this 
position surfaced first in the orthography of Old Danish, usually as æ, circa , and in Old 
Swedish, generally as e or æ during the mid-thirteenth century.  In Old Norwegian, this 
epenthetic vowel surfaced around the beginning of the fourteenth century, and it has been 
argued that it manifested as e and æ in Eastern, North-Western, and Outer South-Western 
Norwegian, as well as in the dialects of Trøndelag and Oppland, while it seems to have 
surfaced as a in South Eastern Norway, and u in Inner South-West Norway, as it does in 
Icelandic,  though spellings with o also surface in this area of Norway as well as in Iceland.  
While evidence of this phonological change surfaces as early as the thirteenth century,  and 
may have been much more widespread than the medieval orthography implies, reflections of 
this change in the orthography were not common until the late fourteenth century in 
Icelandic,  and is thus an important feature regarding the dating of the manuscripts under 
study here. The change affected words of various classes, yielding developments such as armr 
> armur or veðrs > veðurs,  though the change only occurred when r was word-final or 
preceded another consonant.  Evidence of this change surfaces both directly, with 
etymological -r spelled with “ur”, “or”, “vr” or similar, and in the use of abbreviations, and 
indirectly, when etymological -ur is spelled with “r”, reflecting a hyper-correct spelling and the 
merging of -ur and -r in the language of the scribe.  Searching for this feature involved the 
equation {C-?} + {r}. 

5.12.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

Evidence of the change -r > -ur is exceedingly rare in AM  to. The lemma maðr man  
appears  times in the sample in a form in which the nominative ending has been represented 

 Kjartan Ottosson, “Old Nordic: A Definition and Delimitation of the Period,” in The Nordic Languages: An 
International Handbook on the History of the North Germanic Languages I, ed. Oskar Bandle (Berlin  New York: 
Walter de Gruyter, ), .

 Jan Ragnar Hagland, “Dialects and Written Language in Old Nordic I: Old Norwegian and Old Icelandic,” 
- .

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., ; Schulte, “The Phonological Systems of Old Nordic I: Old Icelandic 
and Old Norwegian,” .

 Ibid.

 Hreinn Benediktsson, “On the Inflection of the ia-Stems in Icelandic,” in Áfmælisrit Jóns Helgasonar 
(Heimskringla: Reykjavík, ), ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Janez Orešnik, “On the Epenthesis Rule in Modern Icelandic,” Arkiv för nordisk filologi  ( ): - .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, .
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by ◌ͬ (and the word is represented by “mͬ”), which would typically be expanded as -r rather than 
-ur, though this is not of course conclusive. Rather, let us take a closer look at how the sound 
position {r} is represented in the sample from the manuscript. There are  attestations for 
{C-?} + {r} written by all scribes in AM  to, with only  of which being anything other 
than some variant of \r\ or \R\, such as “r”, “ʀ”, “r” representing {r}: 
 There are five instances in AM  to of {r} being spelled with -ur. 

 These five instances of {r} being spelled with “ur” only constitute . % of all of the 
instances of this ending in the entire sample from AM  to. However, all of these instances 
occur within areas of the manuscript that have previously been ascribed to closely related 
scribes, labelled A and I, by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir.  There are no instances in the sample of 
etymological -ur being represented with “r”. 
 While indirect, there are also  instances of {r} being represented with the ◌ 
abbreviation marking. 

 This abbreviation is used elsewhere in the manuscript to denote etymological -ur, as 
will be taken up in chapter six, suggesting that the abbreviation denoting etymological -r 
indicates the presence of an epenthetic vowel and the merging of -ur and -r in the language of 
the scribes.  

TABLE V - 30: SPELLINGS OF ETYMOLOGICAL -R WITH “UR” IN AM 764 4TO:

v. ludurblæſt {lúðr+blǽs-ðr-ɪ} lúðrblǽstri dat.sg lúðrblástr (nc.m) 
ONP

v. fagurſnunum {faɣr+snú-n-ᴜm} fagrsnúnum pos.dat.pl.st fagrsnúinn (aj) 
ONP

v. fegurd {fæɣr-ð} fegrð dat.sg fegrð (nc.f) ONP

v. ſtodugur {stǫð-ᴜɣ-r} stǫðugr pos.nom.sg.m.st stǫðugr (aj) ONP

r. fognuͩr {fǫɣ-nɔð-r} fǫgnuðr nom.sg fǫgnuðr (nc.m) 
ONP

TABLE V - 31: SPELLINGS OF ETYMOLOGICAL -R WITH THE ◌ ABBREVIATION IN AM 764 4TO:

r. auſtrıkí {aust-r+rík-ɪ} Austrríki dat.sg Austrríki (np.n) 
ONP

r. eılıf {ei+líβ-r} eilífr pos.nom.sg.m.st eilífr (aj) ONP

r. dæt {dǿtt-r} dǿtr acc.pl dóttir (nc.f) ONP

r. gef {geβ-r} gefr prs.ind. sg gefa (vb.a) ONP

r. fegd {fæɣr-ð} fegrð dat.sg fegrð (nc.f) ONP

v. fog {fǫɣr} fǫgr pos.nom.sg.f.st fagr (aj) ONP

r. uıtlíga {vit-r-lì₂ɣ-ᴀ} vitrliga pos vitrliga (av) ONP

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe,” .

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, .
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 There are also  instances of {r} being spelled with ◌͛, common in Norwegian 
orthography of the fourteenth century, suggesting an epenthetic vowel: 

 These rare cases represent a small minority of how this sound environment is 
represented in the sample from AM  to, though some patterns can be inferred when the 
locations of them are collated with the previously identified scribes in this manuscript. Yet 
again, these instances occur within sections of the manuscript that have been attributed to 
closely related scribes, labelled A, H, and I by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir;  this matter will be 
taken up in detail in section . . , as the spellings of etymological -r being spelled with “ur” or 
“◌” seem to be restricted to particular sections of the manuscript, as noted above, perhaps 
indicating distinct scribes, or that these scribes that have been identified previously may have 
been one person rather than three. 
 Across the entire sample from AM  to, there are no instances in the sample of 
etymological -ur being represented with “r”, though as noted above, there is some evidence to 
indicate that an epenthetic vowel preceding -r had developed in the language of up to three, but 
perhaps only one, of the scribes. 

5.12.3 AM 573 4to 

As in AM  to, there is some, albeit inconclusive and less frequent, evidence for the change 
-r > -ur, i.e an epenthetic vowel had begun to develop before {r} in the (Cr) environment. 
There are  attestations for {C-?} + {r}  written by all scribes in the sample from AM  

to, with zero instances of this ending being spelled out in an unabbreviated manner that 
might represent the presence of the Svarabhakti vowel, such as “-ur”, or even the forms more 
typical of Old Norwegian, such as “-er”, “-ær” “-ar”,  etc. However, there are  instances of 
evidence in abbreviations of an epenthetic vowel in their language, all of which occur in the 
first thirty-one folia. There are no examples of etymological -ur being spelled with “r”, though 
there are three instances of the ◌ abbreviation marker, which is commonly used elsewhere in 
the manuscript to denote etymological ur, being used for the -r ending: 

TABLE V - 32: SPELLINGS OF ETYMOLOGICAL -R WITH THE TITTLE ABBREVIATION IN AM 764 4TO:

r. nd͛ͦſ {norð-r-s} norðrs gen.sg norðr (nc.n) ONP

v. syst ͛ {sïst-r} systr nom.pl systir (nc.f) ONP

r. lang ͛ {lang-r} langr pos.nom.sg.m.st langr (aj) ONP

 Ibid.
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 As mentioned above, all of these examples fall within the first portion of the 
manuscript, folia - , and are within the work of the first of two scribes identified by Jonna 
Louis-Jensen,  called Scribe A in this context. However, if we investigate the possibility that 
folia -  were the work of another scribe, identified by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir,  and here 
referred to as the hypothetical Scribe Z, we might conclude that both the hypothetical scribes 
A and Z had an -ur ending in their language in this context, or perhaps used an exemplar that 
featured one. It might be considered a convention of this milieu that the epenthetic vowel 
before {r} in the position (Cr) was not to be spelled out, despite it featuring in the language of 
some of the scribes, and likely featuring in other manuscripts that they may have copied from.  
 Additionally, there is one instance of the -r ending being spelled with the ◌͛ 
abbreviation, which was more typical of Norwegian practice: 

 As it is on folio , this example would also fall into the work of Scribe A; as one of the 
examples of the ◌ abbreviation marker being used for the -r ending also appears on v, this 
would circumstantially support the notion that this scribe may had an epenthetic vowel in this 
position in their language or usual scribal practice, and included it here during their early work 
on AM  to. Regarding Scribe Z, this same notion could be used to explain their instances 
of circumstantially implying the presence of an epenthetic vowel, as the two instances of the ◌ 
abbreviation marker being used for the -r ending that could be attributed to them also appear 
in relatively close proximity, on folia  and , respectively. 
 The relatively few instances of -r being spelled, albeit in abbreviations, suggesting the 
presence of an epenthetic vowel fall within the first portion of AM  to (folia - ), 
indicating that this scribe likely had an epenthetic vowel in their language, though they 
typically do not reflect it in their orthography; this practice mirrors that of at least one of the 
scribes of AM  to, and sets the latter portion of AM  to apart, as there is no evidence 
of the merging of -r and -ur. 

TABLE V - 33: SPELLINGS OF ETYMOLOGICAL -R WITH THE ◌ ABBREVIATION IN AM 573 4TO:

v. ſyſt {sïst-r} systr nom.pl systir (nc.f) ONP

r. ſıgſell {siɣ-r+sǽl-r} sigrsǽll pos.nom.sg.m.st sigrsǽll (aj) ONP

v. fegſt {fæɣr-st} fegrst sup.nom.sg.f.st fagr (aj) ONP

TABLE V - 34: SPELLINGS OF ETYMOLOGICAL -R WITH THE TITTLE ABBREVIATION IN AM 573 

v. et ͛ {et-r} etr prs.ind. sg eta (vb.a) ONP

 Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna Saga, The Dares Phrygius Version; Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna saga.

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir mentioned the potentiality of a unique scribe in this section of the manuscript in 
email correspondence, and to my knowledge, has not published this notion. Any failures to represent this 
accurately are my own.
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5.13 The Denotation of the Middle / Reflexive Voice Exponent 

5.13.1 Description 

Over the course of the thirteenth century, the orthographic conventions surrounding the 
middle voice ending generally changed from -sk to -st,  reflecting an underlying phonological 

change that prompted a gradual shift in the orthography. The latter consonant in the cluster, 

originally a voiceless velar stop, k , became a voiceless dental stop, t , in order to facilitate 
articulation following the voiceless sibilant, s .   This change manifested itself in several 
variants in the orthography, and was denoted primarily with “z”, “zt”, and “zst”.  Given the 
potential for variation, tracking the spellings of this feature may provide some insight into the 
practice and perhaps norm of the scribes associated with the manuscripts under study here. 
 In terms of orthography, the “z” spelling was predominant c. - , while the “zt” 
and “zst” spelling predominated from c. - .   Subsequently, these general trends in the 
orthography can be used as points of comparison regarding issues of chronology and 
provenance. 

  However, while the “zt” spelling becomes increasingly common during the late 

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the “z” and “zt” endings co-existed from the middle of the 
fourteenth century onward, and according to the dating scheme of Haraldur Bernharðsson, the 
pre-dominance of either of these endings suggests that these manuscripts date from c.  or 
later.  
 Phonologically speaking, there is no difference between the “z” and “zt” orthographic 
conventions, as both spellings, which represent the same phonological reality, could have co-
existed in the personal orthography of a single scribe. As argued by Kjartan G. Ottósson, the 
orthographic use of “z” to represent the st  superlative ending strongly suggests that the 
common use of “z” in middle voice forms in the period c. -  also represented st .  
However, this has not always been the case, as multiple alternative theories were already 
presented in the nineteenth century, once editions of Old West Norse texts that were of 

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., - ; Finnur Jónsson, Grammatik for den islandske oldsprog, ; Kjartan 
Ottósson, “Heimenorsk innverknad på islandsk språk i mellomalderen, særleg morfologien,” - ; Björn K. 
Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, - . 

 Kjartan G. Ottósson, The Icelandic Middle Voice - The Morphological and Phonological Development (Lund: Lund 
Department of Scandinavian Languages, ), - . 

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, ; Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, - . 

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic 
Language, ; Iversen, Norrøn grammatik, .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Kjartan Ottósson, The Icelandic Middle Voice - The Morphological and Phonological Development, - . 
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sufficiently high quality to scrutinise matters of orthography and phonology became more 
common. Julius Hoffory argued that orthographic “z” represented a ts  sound, primarily on 
the grounds of the internal consistency of the orthographic system itself, and secondarily, that 
the earlier orthographic convention of representing the middle voice ending with -zk (yielding 
a tsk  pronunciation), was affected by the phonological tendency in which a consonant is lost 
when it precedes another consonant followed by.  However, this theory came under scrutiny 
within a few years, as Jón Þorkelsson observed, as Kjartan also did,  that the “z” was also 
used to denote the superlative ending during this period. Alternatively, Friedrich Specht 
argued in  that instead of orthographic “z” representing st , a four stage phonological 
development was involved: sk  > tsk  > ts  > tst  > st ;  however, this theory never 
enjoyed wide acceptance beyond the elements that it shared with the work of Hoffory.  
Rather, the work of Axel Kock argued that the dental t in the st  cluster derived from 
encliticized forms of the pronoun þú.  
 The middle voice ending is codified on EMROON as {s͜k₁},  and a search for simply 
this sound position will yield an overview of all of the variant representations of this ending in 
the manuscripts at this hand, as will be done in the next two sections. 

5.13.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

There are  total instances of the sound position {s͜k₁} occurring unabbreviated in the sample 
from AM  to, and the overwhelming majority of instances feature the “z” spelling for 
{s͜k₁}, with only    instances ( . %) deviating from this, as outlined below. 
 Three of the six deviations from the “z” spelling occur between folia - , already noted 
as a unique portion of a manuscript with regard to several features, all of which are some 
variant on the “st” spelling: 

 Julius Hoffory, “Oldnordiske Consonantstudier,” in Arkiv för nordisk filologi  ( ): ; cf. Kjartan G. 
Ottósson, The Icelandic Middle Voice, .

 Kjartan Ottósson, The Icelandic Middle Voice, - . 

 Friedrich Specht, Das Verbum Reflexivum und Die Superlative im Westnordischen, Acta Germanica Vol. III, 
(Berlin, ).

 Kjartan G. Ottósson, The Icelandic Middle Voice, .

 Axel Kock, “Språkhistorie bidrag II. Till uppkomsten av medialmärket -zt, -st i isländskan,” in Arkiv för nordisk 
filologi  ( ): - ; cf. Kjartan G. Ottósson, The Icelandic Middle Voice, - .

 http: emroon.no info info-graph.html
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 Svanhildur has labelled this section, roughly folia - , as the work of scribe E,  and 
the distinct use of variants of -st to spell {s͜k₁} would support the conclusion that a unique 
scribe handled this section. 
 Another deviation from the use of the “z” ending occurs on bisv, which Svanhildur 
has labelled J and later k, but which has already been linked to the scribe labelled E with regard 
to several other features:  

 This passage of the manuscript mostly features spellings of {s͜k₁} with “z”, so the 
inclusion of the letter “t” here, may be a hypercorrect spelling denoting the stem-final dental 
found in other stem forms (bregð-). 
 Another notable form of the ending occurs on r, here previously attributed to 
scribe(s) A  H:  

 In this instance, the letter “d” represents the ð  in the verb gleðjask, while the middle 
voice exponent is spelled with -zt, similarly to the way it is spelled on v .  
 Another “zt” spelling occurs later in the manuscript: 

 Both of these latter two instances have been previously labelled as the work of scribe A, 
again suggesting a closeness between scribes A, E, J, and K,  which will be taken up in 
chapter seven. 

TABLE V - 35: THREE VARIATIONS OF “ST” SPELLINGS OF THE MIDDLE VOICE ENDING IN AM 764 4TO:

v. bıuġuſt {bju₁gg-ᴜ-s͜k₁} bjuggusk búask (vb.r)

v. ſafnaſtz {sam-n-ᴀr-s͜k₁} safnask safnask (vb.r)

v. reıknaſtzt {reikn-ᴀ-s͜k₁} reiknask reiknask (vb.r)

TABLE V - 36: “TZ” ENDING IN THE MIDDLE VOICE IN AM 764 4TO:

bisr. btz {brá-s͜k₁} brásk prt.ind. sg bregðask (vb.r)

TABLE V - 37: “DZT” ENDING IN THE MIDDLE VOICE IN AM 764 4TO:

r. gledzt {glæð-r-s͜k₁} glezk prs.ind. sg gleðjask (vb.r)

TABLE V - 38: ANOTHER “ZT” ENDING IN THE MIDDLE VOICE IN AM 764 4TO:

r. forzt {fór-s͜k₁} fórsk prt.ind. sg farask (vb.r)

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” , - .

 Ibid.

 Ibid.

 Ibid.
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5.13.3 AM 573 4to 

There are  instances of the sound position {s͜k₁} occurring unabbreviated in the sample from 
AM  to, of which  of these occur in the likely older portion of the manuscript, folia 
- . In the sample from this portion of the manuscript, there are only four deviations ( . %) 

from the apparent rule of using “z” for {s͜k₁}: 

 This incredibly low level of deviation from the apparent rule of using “z” to spell the 
middle voice ending mirrors that of AM  to ( . % deviation), and also places this 
practice firmly within the fourteenth century.   
 There are  attestations of {s͜k } in the sample from the latter portion of AM  to, 
folia - , with only one instance ( . %) of deviating from representing the middle voice 
ending with “z”: 

 In congruence with the earlier portion of the manuscript, this latter portion features 
the {s͜k₁} ending being represented with “z” in the overwhelming majority of instances. While 
the deviations from this rule in the earlier portion of the manuscript involve a “zt” ending, the 
one deviation in the sample from the latter portion of the manuscript features the “st” ending 
instead. The prevalence of the -z spelling is congruous with the notion that these manuscripts 
were produced sometime before the turn of the fifteenth century, while the presence of the 
“zt” and “st” endings, in an albeit small minority, hint at the eventual change in orthographic 
convention pertaining to the middle voice that endured through the first quarter of the 
sixteenth century. In terms of delineating scribes along the lines of this feature, the -z ending is 
used almost ubiquitously in the manuscript, though the deviations from this rule take the form 
of some form of -zt in the first portion and -st in the latter. 

TABLE V - 39: “ZT” ENDING IN THE MIDDLE VOICE IN AM 573 4TO:

v. ræþƶt {rǽð-r-s͜k₁} rǽzk prs.ind. sg ráðask (vb.r)

v. kēƶt {köm-r-s͜k₁} kømsk prs.ind. sg komask (vb.r)

r. ta|kaƶt {tak-ᴀ-s͜k₁} takask inf takask (vb.r)

v. tyͤƶtaƶt {trøyst-ᴀ-s͜k₁} treystask prs.ind. pl treystask (vb.r)

TABLE V - 40: “ST” ENDING IN THE MIDDLE VOICE IN AM 573 4TO:

r. berſt {bær-r-s͜k₁} bersk prs.ind. sg berjask (vb.r)

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic 
Language, ; Iversen, Norrøn grammatik, .
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5.14 Word-Initial h- Preceding l, r, and n 

5.14.1 Description 

As discussed in chapter four, the loss of h- before l, n, or r  was sporadically reflected in the 496

orthography of Old Icelandic,  though it is considered a common Norwegianism,  as this 
orthographic convention represented a phonological change in Norwegian,  but not 
Icelandic,  that was evidenced as early as .  Though this development is often 
considered characteristic of Old East rather than Old West Norse, it also affected Old 
Norwegian,  and as such, can aid in the localisation of the manuscripts under study here, as 
well as in the definition of the norm to which the scribes may been beholden to. This change 
eventually affected all of the Nordic languages except Icelandic, and is thus somewhat notable 
in the hands of Icelandic scribes; Old West Norse texts that are normalised to Classical Old 
Norwegian will generally retain the h- in this position, i.e hrím rime  ≠ rím rhyme .  In 
EMROON, this sound environment is expressed as {h} + {(l|n|r)}. 

5.14.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

There are one hundred and eighty-four instances of sound position {h} before l, r, or n in AM 
 to. In ten ( . %) of these instances, the h- has been dropped: 

Preceding l: 

TABLE V - 41: LOSS OF H- BEFORE L IN AM 764 4TO:

r. lutı {hlut-ɪ} hluti acc.pl hlutr (nc.m) ONP

r. lut ͬ {hlut-ᴀr} hlutar gen.sg hlutr (nc.m) ONP

r. lutū {hlut-ᴜm} hlutum dat.pl hlutr (nc.m) ONP

r. lut ͛ {hlut-ɪr} hlutir nom.pl hlutr (nc.m) ONP

 Iversen, Norrøn grammatik, .

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., - ; Bandle, Die Sprache der Guðbrandsbiblía, - ; Finnur Jónsson, 
Grammatik for den islandske oldsprog, .

 Rindal, “Norsk eller islandsk,” ; Kyrkjebø, “Norsk eller islandsk,” - ; Stefán Karlsson, “Om norvagismer 
i islandske håndskrifter,” - ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Schulte, “The Phonological Systems of Old Nordic I: Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian,” .

 Sandøy, “Språkendringar med eller utan kontakt i vest-norden?,” ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, 
.

 Finnur Jónsson, Grammatik for den islandske oldsprog, ; Schulte, “The Phonological Systems of Old Nordic I: 
Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian,” .

 Kjartan Ottosson, “Old Nordic: A Definition and Delimitation of the Period,” .

 Torp, “Fonologi,” - .
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Preceding r:

 Note that these instances typically occur in close proximity, aiding in the delineation of 
scribal hands; % of these instances occur in passages that have previously been labelled as 
the work of the closely-related Scribes A, H, and I in the work of Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir.  
The ramifications for scribal identification will be taken up in chapter , though it can be noted 
here that this criterion links these previously-identified scribal hands even further; considering 
the rarity of these instances in which h- is dropped in this position, it would seem more likely 
that only a small minority of the scribes AM  to occasionally omitted the h- rather than 
the instances of it being omitted being spread evenly across the work of all of the scribes. 
None of the scribal hands that have been previously identified have consistently dropped the h- 
before  {(l|n|r)}, and the dropping of h- is only evidenced before l and r in the sample. 
 In one instance, {h} is spelled with a “k”: 

 This spelling with “k” likely reflects that the scribe pronounced {h} as a stop k , 
preceding {n}, as it it today in Icelandic and some dialects of Norwegian. This is an instance of 
a reverse spelling indicating the change kn- > hn-, a change which first surfaces around  
but appears only sporadically until the fifteenth century.    

5.14.3 AM 573 4to 

In the portion of the manuscript in which scribes A and Z have been previously identified, 
folia - , there are sixty-two instances of {h} + {(l|n|r)}, with only two ( . %) indicating the h- 
having been dropped: 

r. lutū {hlut-ᴜm} hlutum dat.pl hlutr (nc.m) ONP

r. luta {hlut-ᴀ} hluta gen.pl hlutr (nc.m) ONP

TABLE V - 42: LOSS OF H- BEFORE R IN AM 764 4TO:

v. rıd {hríð} hríð dat.sg hríð (nc.f) ONP

r. rapan {hrǫp-ɔn} hrǫpun dat.sg hrǫpun (nc.f) ONP

r. ræ|raz {hrǿr-ᴀ-s͜k₁} hrǿrask inf hrǿrask (vb.r)

v. ureí {ú₁+hrein-r} óhreinn pos.nom.sg.m.st óhreinn (aj) ONP

TABLE V - 43: A REVERSE SPELLING INDICATING THE CHANGE KN- > HN- IN AM 764 4TO:

r. knefan ͫ {hneβ-ᴀ-n-ᴜm} hnefanum dat.sg.def hnefi (nc.m) ONP

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” , - .

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., ; Finnur Jónsson, Grammatik for den islandske oldsprog, .
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 The h- is otherwise retained in this environment, in the other   instances of this 
environment in the sample from folia -  of AM  to. Also note that brúðhlaup without an 
h- is common, and the word seems to have been lexicalized without it. 
 There are twenty-seven instances of {h} + {(l|n|r)} in the sample from the latter portion 
of AM  to, none ( %) of which have the h- dropped. As this work likely took place later, 
the more typically Norwegian practice of dropping the h-, which indeed reflected a genuine 
phonological development in Old Norwegian, may have fallen out of favour by the time this 
Icelandic scribe completed this text. 
 Overall, the h- before l, r, or n is lost in only . % of the instances of this sound 
environment in the sample from the first portion of AM  to. Though it may be 
insignificant, in can be said that the sample from the latter half of the manuscript is devoid of 
instances of the h- before l, r, or n; as such the first portion of the manuscript can remain 
linked to the scribes of Skagafjörður, as AM  to features a similarly small minority ( . %) 
of instances of the h- being lost in this position. 

5.15 Orthographic Representation of Intervocalic [Ɣ], “g” versus “gh”  

5.15.1 Description 

In addition to the Norwegianisms outlined in the fourth chapter as well as in previous 
scholarship,  medieval Icelandic manuscripts of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries may 
have some features commonly construed as Norwegianisms that are purely orthographic in 
nature — in that they contain an orthographic convention that is considered not to have been 
the result of underlying any phonological or morphological developments. One of these 
features is the convention of spelling the fricative g, and sometimes also the stop, as “gh” i.e 
“sagha” saga.  Potentially in imitation of an earlier Anglo-Saxon practice, this orthographic 
convention may have come into Icelandic practice via Norway.  However, Icelandic scribes 
using “gh” spellings in this environment cannot necessarily be taken as an import from 

TABLE V - 44: LOSS OF H- BEFORE L IN AM 573 4TO:

2r.29 bꝺͮlaupſ {brúð+hlaup-s} brúðhlaups gen.sg brúðhlaup (nc.n) ONP

27v.25 luꞇ {hlut} hlut acc.sg hlutr (nc.m) ONP

 Rindal, “Norsk eller islandsk,” ; Kyrkjebø, “Norsk eller islandsk,” - ; Stefán Karlsson, “Om norvagismer 
i islandske håndskrifter,” - ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic 
Companion, .

 Seip, Paleografi B. Norge og Island, - .
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Norway, and examining this feature can nonetheless aid in the definition of what may have 
been the norm of the scribes. This sound position is defined in EMROON as {ɣ}.  

5.15.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to  

 There are  instances of {ˈV-?}  + {ɣ} occurring in the sample from AM  to. 
Of these  instances,  ( . %) of them feature {ɣ} spelled with “gh”, with  (just over half) 
of these being in the lemma dagr. 
 In terms of the {ɣ} following an unstressed vowel, there are  attestations for {ˌV-?}  
+ {ɣ} written by all scribes in AM  to, with ten ( . %) of these involving g spelled as “gh”. 
Note that these instances of {ɣ} spelled with “gh” following an unstressed vowel are either in 
the lemma Noregr, accounting for % of the “gh” spellings in this environment, in which the 
more Norwegian convention seems to have been preferred, or the adverbial suffixes -lig(-) and 
-liga, accounting for the other % of “gh” spellings, in which spellings with solely “g” are 
much more common. These spellings with “gh” only account for % of the total instances of 
the environment {ˌV-?} + {ɣ}. 
 Note that in all of the lemmata and environments in which {ɣ} is spelled with “gh”, 
there are more spellings with “g”, so it cannot be said that the scribes used “gh” exclusively or 
even preferred such spellings in particular words. 
 In one instance, {ɣ} is spelled with “k”, which may be interpreted as a reverse spelling 
indicative of the change k > g in unstressed positions, discussed in section . . 

 The spellings of {ɣ} spelled with “gh” do not occur in a distribution that it is especially 
telling regarding the delineation of scribes, and it appears rather, that this spelling convention 
was not employed extensively by the scribes of AM  to. 

5.15.3 AM 573 4to 

There are  unabbreviated instances of {ˈV-?} + {ɣ} occurring in the sample from AM  
to, in which  ( . %) feature a “gh” spelling. These instances of “gh” spellings occur in both 

portions of the manuscript, and thus cannot be said to be telling regarding differentiating the 
scribes. All of the lemmata and environments in which “gh” spellings can be found also have 

TABLE V - 45: A SPELLING OF {Ɣ} WITH “K” IN AM 764 4TO:

v. qdͥuk {kvið-ᴜɣ} kviðug pos.nom.sg.f.st kviðugr (aj) ONP

 http: emroon.no info info-graph.html

 Ibid.; A stressed vowel that may be followed by a morpheme boundary.

 Ibid.; An unstressed or half-stressed vowel that may be followed by a morpheme boundary.
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“g” spellings in other instances, so while “gh” spellings are more likely to be found in particular 
environments (such as in lemmata like dagr or mega), it cannot be said that the scribes 
necessarily preferred these. 
 The sound in question also occurs following unstressed vowels; there are  
attestations for {ˌV-?} + {ɣ} appearing unabbreviated in the entire sample from AM  to, 
with  ( . %) of these instances employing the “gh” orthographic convention. 
 As in AM  to, the scribes of AM  to employed “gh” spellings in a relatively 
small minority of instances, and no pattern emerges that would seem to aid in the delineation 
of the scribal hands or inference of a wider scribal norm. 

5.15.4 Observations Applicable to Both Manuscripts 

In both manuscripts, the scribes often use the “gh” spelling in a restricted environment, in that 
they only use it in words that feature a fricative or glided g  in Modern Icelandic. While 
there are many instances of lemmata such as dagr being spelled with simply “g” rather than 
“gh” to indicate the fricative g  sound, there are no instances of the “gh” spelling convention 
being used to indicate stops. This practice is in line with that of many fourteenth century 
scribes, in which “gh” spellings are more commonly used to denote a fricative, though they can 
also denote the stop.  

5.16 The Privative Prefix ó- / ú- 

5.16.1 Description 

As outlined in section . . , the use of the privative prefix ú-, instead of the more typically 
Icelandic ó-, is commonly framed as a Norwegianism,  though both prefixes surface in 
Icelandic and Norwegian sources. These two variants of what is morphologically the same 
prefix may have arisen through the generalization of two variants that were originally 
conditioned by different stress patterns.  The presence of the ú- prefix is, however, not 
necessarily telling regarding the provenance of a manuscript, the origin of the scribes who 
produced it, nor their education in itself, as Icelandic manuscripts of the thirteenth and 
fourteenth century often featured this more typically Norwegian trait, but generally alongside 
other Norwegianisms.  As such, the distribution of the ó- and ú- variants of the prefix, when 

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - .

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., - ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, 
.

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .
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investigated through the lens of Stefán s notion of distributional independence,  may be 
revealing regarding the practice and language of the scribes under study. The privative prefix 
(encompassing the orthographic variants) has been defined as {ú } on EMROON,  and can 
thus be searched for unambiguously, as it only ever occurs in one environment (word-initially). 

5.16.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

The scribes of AM  to clearly preferred the privative prefix ú-, spelled with either “u” or 
“v”, which accounts for % of instances in the sample. “v” only appears before “u”, likely to 
disambiguate the letters and avoid a “vv” or “uu” cluster when in fact two different sounds 
were being represented.  As outlined in section . , the privative prefix ú- was more typical 
of Old Norwegian than Old Icelandic, a difference that remains in the modern languages. 
Considering Stefán s principle of distributional independence,  the privative prefix ú-, rather 
than the more typically Icelandic ó-, may have been a part of the typical orthographic practice, 
or even spoken language of the scribes, even if it was introduced to them, or perhaps a 
generation before them as a Norwegianism.  

 5.16.3 AM 573 4to 

In the sample from AM  to, there are also three variant spellings of {ú }, all of which are 
almost equally frequent: “o” ( ), “u” ( ), and “v” ( ), which appears mostly but not 
exclusively before “u”, for a total of  instances of {ú } in the sample from AM  to. There 
are no completely consistent patterns in this data that fall along the scribes that have been 
previously identified: A (folia - ), Z (folia - ), and B (folia - ). As in AM  to, 
there seems to have been an aversion to writing the letter “u” twice consecutively, as lemmata 
that would be normalised to begin with the cluster “óv-”, such as forms of “óvinr”, are more 
frequently spelled with an “o” or “v” in the {ú } position. There are some patterns that may aid 
in the differentiation of hypothetical scribes and the dating and localisation of the codices, 
though these will be taken up in chapter seven. 

  

 A Norwegianism that appears consistently in an Icelandic manuscript that is otherwise relatively free of many 
common Norwegianisms makes it increasingly plausible that said Norwegianism had genuinely been adopted 
into the practice and perhaps even language of the Icelandic scribes. See: Stefán Karlsson, “Om norvagismer i 
islandske håndskrifter,” - .

 http: emroon.no info info-graph.html

 Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, .

 Discussed in . . Also see: Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, ; Stefán 
Karlsson, “Om norvagismer i islandske håndskrifter,” - .
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5.17 Summarising Remarks 

In this chapter, an overview of the EMROON data on selected orthographic and linguistic 
features in the two manuscripts under study has been presented, with a deliberate effort not to 
preclude where the divisions in scribal hands occurred before all the features and data have 
been discussed. Much of this data will be re-examined in a new context, namely differentiating 
scribes along the lines of the patterns that emerge, in chapter seven, while the next chapter will 
provide an overview of selected paleographic features, which will in turn feature in the seventh 
chapter.  
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6 - Paleographic Features 

6.0 Context 

While some recent studies in Old Norse Philology have employed quantitative methods that 
involve focusing on and often encoding small components of individual letters,  the approach 
to paleography taken in this project, as already discussed in the third chapter, will involve 
investigating the distribution of letter forms that appear in the manuscripts. Without 
rehashing terminological issues discussed in the third chapter, this will involve a graphematic 
approach: outlining which graphs and allographs are used to represent graph types, and in 
what distribution. Thus, this chapter is an examination of selected features in the script in the 
two manuscripts under study here. Trends in the data concerning the distribution of graphs 
and representations of graph types and graphemes will be collated in order to not only classify 
the script, but also to aid in the dating and localisation of the manuscripts. Additionally, this 
practice will aid in differentiating the scribes, as from the standpoint of micro-palaeography 
and scribal identification, it is unlikely that individual scribes would share the same 
distribution of individual graphs in the same environments.  This chapter will focus on 
providing an overview of the graphematic trends in the manuscripts, while the seventh chapter 
will be more explicitly dedicated to differentiating scribes along the lines of some of the 
features covered in this chapter, as well as the fifth chapter on orthographic and linguistic 
features. 

6.1 The Letters “d”, “d”, and “ð” 

6.1.1 Description  

In the earliest Icelandic manuscripts, the letter “d”, with an upright shaft, was nearly universal, 
though over the course of the thirteenth century, another form of this letter, the uncial d, 
appeared and gradually became predominant.  This practice stands in somewhat of a contrast 
with that of Old Norwegian, in which both Caroline d and uncial d are encountered even in the 

 Michael MacPherson, “Digitizing Early Icelandic Script for Learners, Human and Machine - Justification, 
Methodology, and a Prototype,” (Master s thesis, University of Iceland, ); Alex Speed Kjeldsen, Filologiske 
studier i kongesagahåndskriftet Morkinskinna, Bibliotheca Arnamagnæana, Supplementum Vol.  (Copenhagen: 
Museum Tusculanum Press, ).

 Stefán Karlsson, “Localization and Dating,” .

 Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A 
Historical Linguistic Companion, ; Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, “The Origin of Icelandic Script: Some 
Remarks,” in The Fantastic in Old Norse / Icelandic Literature - Sagas and the British Isles. Preprint Papers of the 
Thirteenth International Saga Conference, Durham and York, 6th-12th August 2006, eds. David Ashurst, John 
Mckinnel, Donata Kick (Durham: Centre for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, Durham University, ), 

; Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, .
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earliest period.  This difference in development between the Norwegian and Icelandic use of 
d and d likely owes to Norwegian adopting d directly from England,  while it came into use 
in Iceland primarily via Norway;  direct Anglo-Saxon influence on Icelandic script is rare.  
 From the latter half of the fourteenth century onward, d usually featured a fine stroke 
from the tip of the shaft down to the right side of the bowl,  yielding the d character. This 
tail, or open loop that curves down to the right of the bowl in the d can be ambiguous, as d 
may appear to be an ð; while not entirely consistent, a loop on d, yielding the d character, was 
one of the manners in which scribes differentiated between d and ð, along with the 
significantly less common straight stroke  that is more characteristic of the modern iteration 
of the character ð.  
 This distinction between d, d, and ð can be significant in terms of potential 
ramifications for localisation and dating,  as the matter is further complicated by the adoption 
and subsequent disappearance of the letter ð to denote a dental fricative in non-initial position 
in Icelandic,  which occurred during a fairly narrow window of time.  Appearing during the 
thirteenth century, the insular letter ð, which was initially adopted in Icelandic script through 
Anglo-Saxon influence by way of Norway,  was gradually replaced by the letter d over the 
course of the fourteenth century.  As such, this feature can provide some insight in the 
pursuit of dating these manuscripts more precisely. 
 The relationship between the graphs “d”, “d”, and “ð” is thus an intricate one, as all 
three can be used to represent the grapheme <d> and phoneme ð , but only one of them, “ð”, 
can be used to denote a fricative, and thus often also a different grapheme, depending on the 

 Seip, Paleografi B. Norge og Island, - ; Haugen, “The Development of Latin Script I: In Norway,” .

 Ibid.

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, - .

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, “The Origin of Icelandic Script: Some Remarks,” ; Guðvarður Már 
Gunnlaugsson, “The Origin and Development of Icelandic Script,” in Régionalisme et Internationalisme - Problèmes 
de Paléographie Latine (Vienne, 13-17 Septembre 2005), eds. Franz Lackner and Otto Kresten (Vienna: Verlag der 
Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenchaften, ), - .

 Haugen, “The Development of Latin Script I: In Norway,” .

 Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” .

 Ibid.; de Leeuw van Weenen, A Grammar of Möðruvallabók, .

 Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, - .

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, - .

 Seip, Paleografi B. Norge og Island, - .

 Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, - ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, .
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scribe s use. In this study, “ð” is the only graph that belongs to graph type \ð\, and thus 
represents grapheme <ð> or phoneme ð , while “d” and “d” both belong to graph type \d\, 
but can be used to represent either phoneme d  or ð . Given this intricacy and the historical 
developments, the distribution of these graphs may be telling regarding not only the dating and 
localisation of the manuscripts, but also the delineation of scribal hands and personal 
tendencies. 

6.1.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

The scribes of AM  to virtually uniformly represent d  with “d”, and the letter ð was not 
encountered in the sample. Statistics from an earlier study show that at least some of the 
scribes of AM  to preferred the looped d to the unlooped d, which was used to link the 
scribes of AM  to with the scribe of the first portion of AM  to.  
 As already noted in sections .  and . , disambiguating the dental fricative in non-
initial position from the stop was often achieved another way in AM  to, namely by using 
“þ” for {ð} in such instances when the sounds both occur in the same word; for example:  

 While it can also be interpreted as an archaism, % of the instances of the use of þ in 

non-initial position occur in words with the dental stop d  earlier in the word. This sizeable 

minority indicates that the scribes may have been deliberately using þ in this position in order 

to disambiguate from the dental stop sound, and not merely using the letter as an archaism.  

6.1.3 AM 573 4to 

The letter “ð” appears sporadically in AM  to, but only in the latter portion of the 
manuscript, folia - ; d is about % more common in the latter portion of the manuscript 
in a position in which ð could also be used. Otherwise, the scribe(s) use(s) the graphs “d” or “d”  
to represent the graph type \d\, with the scribe(s) preferring the looped variant.  The graph 
“ð” is only ever used to represent ð , never d , and thus the scribe(s) were seemingly aware 
of the potential ambiguity of using \d\ to represent both of these phonemes. In some cases, the 

TABLE VI - 1: A VARIANT SPELLING OF DAUÐR

v.  (AM  to) dauþr {dauð-r} dauðr

 Farrugia, “A Study in Scribal Identification,” - .

 Ibid.
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scribe uses both ð and d in the same word contrastively:

6.2 The Letters “r” and “ꝛ” 

6.2.1 Description  

The prevalence of “r” and the environment in which it appears is an important criterion for the 
relative dating of Icelandic manuscripts and discussion of different scribal hands, as scribes 
could differ significantly in terms of both frequency and environment in which they used this 
character. In the earliest Icelandic manuscripts through the to middle of the thirteenth century, 
the r rotunda (“r”), or alternatively “round r”,  is used almost exclusively following “o” or 
other letters based on it such as “ø” or “ǫ”;  around the middle of the thirteenth century, the r 
rotunda was also sometimes used following “d” or “ð”, and even less frequently after other 
letters that had a bowl, such as “b”, “g”, “p” or “þ”.  During the second half of the fourteenth 
century, “r” began to be used after some letters that did not necessarily have a bowl, such as “a”, 
“y”, “v” and “h”, and the use of “r” advanced in the fifteenth century, as many scribes employed 
it irrespective of which letter preceded it; it was not until the sixteenth century that “r” began 
to appear word-initially.  

6.2.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

AM  to features a liberal use of the r rotunda, and as displayed in table VI -  below, this 
character appears after far more letters than the gamut of bowled characters, which includes 
“d” or “ð”, or even “b”, “g”, “p” or “þ”.

TABLE VI - 2: A VARIANT SPELLING OF DAUÐR

r  (AM  to) dauðr {dauð-r} dauðr

TABLE VI - 3: USE OF THE R ROTUNDA IN AM 764 4TO:

Preceding letter n Percentage round “r”

“d” .

“b” .

“o” .

 Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, - .

 Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, - ; Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In 
Iceland,” ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, ; Seip, Paleografi B. Norge 
og Island, .

 Ibid.

 Ibid.
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 The graph “r” is most common after “d” (including the uncial variant), while it is also 
employed in the vast majority after other bowled characters such as “b”, “g”, “p” or “þ”. The r 
appears following fifteen different characters in the sample from AM  to, though it 
appears in ≥ % of instances following five characters: “d”, “b”, “g”, “p” and “þ”, and ≥ % 
following an additional three, “h”, “p”, and “v”, (for a total of eight) characters. 
 The distribution of r:r falls somewhere between the earliest period, in which “r” 
appeared only after the letter “o” in the earliest Icelandic manuscripts, and the later period, in 
which “r” might appear after the letter “a”, any round letters, or even in word-initial 
position.  The r rotunda appears after “k”, “m”, “n”, “t” and “u” in a small minority of 
instances, and after “y” in . % of instances. The round and straight graph types of the letter r 
are almost equally frequent after a. All of these factors point to a relatively late date and liberal 
use of the r rotunda among these scribes, and the fact that it is incredibly common yet not 
ubiquitous would imply that the milieu produced this manuscript during the latter half of the 
fourteenth century. Notably, “r” appears  after the letters “k”, “n” and “t” in the sample from 
AM  to, but notably not in AM  to, which will aid in relative dating. The use of the r 
rotunda after characters such as “a” ( . %), “v” ( %), “h” ( %), and “m” ( . %) indicates a 
fairly advanced use of the character in AM  to. 

“þ” .

“g” .

“h” .

“p” .

“v” .

“a” .

“m” .

“y” .

“u” .

“n” .

“k” .

“t” .

Preceding letter n Percentage round “r”

 Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, .
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6.2.3 AM 573 4to 

The first portion, folia - , of AM  to also features a relatively advanced use of the round 
r. As shown on the chart below, the “r” is predominant after many characters, including, 
unsurprisingly, “o” and “d”, but also other bowled characters,“b”, “g”, “p” or “þ”. It is also 
predominant after “h”, “v”, “u” and “y”, yet not “a”. The r rotunda appears after a total of 
twelve characters; in ≥ % of instances following six characters, and ≥ % following eleven 
characters — all but one of the characters, “a”, after which it appears.  This predominance of “r” 
after “v”, “u” and “y” contrasts the usage in AM  to in the same environment, and “r” also 
never appears after “k”, “n” or “t” in AM  to. The round r also appears after “d” in all cases, 
with the straight “r” completely absent in this environment. 

 While suspected to have been completed after the first portion of the manuscript, folia 
-  feature a much more conservative use of the “r”. Other than after “a” and “y”, where the 

round “r” appears in a small minority of instances, the character only appears after bowled 
characters: “d  d” and “ð”, “o”, as well as  “b”, “g”, “p” or “þ”. The round r appears after nine 
different characters; ≥ % of instances following four characters and ≥ % following seven 
characters. Though this portion of the manuscript was likely produced after the first portion 
of the manuscript, folia - , the distribution of r:r and the environment in which “r” appears 
suggests an older provenance. If the “r” did not occur after “a” and “y”, albeit ≤ % of 

TABLE VI - 4: USE OF THE R ROTUNDA IN THE FIRST PORTION OF AM 573 4TO:

folia 1-45

Preceding letter n Percentage round “r”

“d”  d ,

“g” ,

“y” ,

“o” ,

“b” ,

“h” ,

“þ” ,

“p” ,

“u” ,

“v” ,

“m” ,

“a” ,
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instances, this distribution could be considered more typical of a thirteenth century 
manuscript, though other features in this portion of the manuscript of course negate this 
potentiality.

 6.2.4 Observations Concerning Both Manuscripts 

 In the table below, the use of the round r across both manuscripts is represented: 

TABLE VI - 5: USE OF THE R ROTUNDA IN THE LATTER PORTION OF AM 573  4TO:

folia 46-63

Preceding letter n Percentage round “r”

“þ” ,
“b” ,

“g” ,

“o” ,

“d” ,

“ð” ,

“p” ,

“y” ,

“a” ,

TABLE VI - 4: USE OF THE R ROTUNDA ACROSS BOTH MANUSCRIPTS:

AM 764 4to all scribes AM 573 4to folia 1-45 AM 573 4to folia 46-63
preceding 

letter
n

percentage 
round "r"

n
percentage 
round "r"

n
percentage 
round "r"

“a” , , ,
“b” , , ,
“d” , , ,
“ð” ,
“g” , , ,
“h” , ,
“k” ,
“m” , ,
“n” ,
“o” , , ,
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 As alluded to in the preceding sections, AM  to features a significantly more 

advanced use of the character than AM  to. While the practice of the scribe(s) of the first 
portion of AM  to is fairly in line, albeit slightly more conservative, than that of the 
scribes of AM  to, the scribe of the latter portion of AM  to exhibits a far more 
conservative practice, as they rarely use the r rotunda after characters that are not round ( . % 
of instances following “a” and . % following “y”). As will be taken up in chapter seven, this 
distribution problematises dating, though it certainly distinguishes the scribe of the latter 
portion of the manuscript from the others. 

6.3 The Letter a 

6.3.1 Description 

The uncial “a” with a bowl and neck was characteristic of thirteenth-century Icelandic script,  
though the two-storey “a”, with the neck of the character curving down to close the upper 
bowl and thus forming a closed upper compartment, began to appear in the latter half of the 
thirteenth century, and became increasingly common over the course of the fourteenth 
century.  The single-compartment “a”, which more closely resembles modern iterations of 
this character, appeared during the fourteenth century, but did not become common until the 
fifteenth century.  A single-storey a was present in Anglo-Saxon script, though this is one of 
the characteristically insular features that was not adopted in Old West Norse manuscripts.  
These developments also have ramifications for classifying the script, as the two-storey “a” was 
characteristic of early Cursive script, while the one-storey variant was characteristic of late 

“p” , , ,

“t” ,

“u” , ,

“v” , ,

“y” , , ,

“þ” , , ,

total

 Seip, Paleografi B. Norge og Island, .

 Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” ; Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic 
Script, ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Ibid. 

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, “The Origin of Icelandic Script: Some Remarks,” ; Guðvarður Már 
Gunnlaugsson, “The Origin and Development of Icelandic Script,” .
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Cursive.  Given the increasing prevalence of the closed-compartment two-storey “a” and 
sporadic appearance of the single-storey a during the fourteenth century, tracking the use of 
the letter a can provide some insights into dating the manuscripts more precisely, as well in the 
attempt to define the norm that the scribe(s) and  or milieu may have been beholden too. 
 According to Lieftinck s criteria for broadly distinguishing between Gothic Textualis 
and Gothic Cursiva, the shape of the letter a is paramount; Textualis features the two-storey a, 
while Cursiva features the one-storey a.   However, in the study of Icelandic script, the two-
storey versus one-storey is often used to distinguish between Cursiva Antiquor and Cursiva 
Recentior rather than broadly between Textualis and Cursiva.    
 There are two allographs of this letter that appear, both of which are variants of the 
Gothic two-storey “a”. One of the graphs has a closed top compartment “a”, and the other an 
open compartment, “a”, and as such, both are allographs of the graphtype \a\.  The allograph 
“a” with a closed compartment is considered to be a later form of the letter, not least because 
the allograph with the open compartment is strikingly similar to the letter “a” in Carolingian 
and Proto-Gothic script. 

6.3.2 Observations Applicable to Both Manuscripts 

In an earlier study,  the distribution of a allographs was investigated, and in both AM  to 
and AM , the two-storey \a\ was used uniformly; both graphs “a” and “a” are allographs of 
the graphtype \a\. This distribution, across both manuscripts, would indicate that these codices 
were produced in the latter half of the fourteenth century and that the scribes had a uniform 
practice with regard to this letter.  

6.4 <f> and the Letters f and f 

6.4.1 Description 

The Caroline “f” was ubiquitously used to denote the grapheme <f> in the earliest Icelandic 
manuscripts, and the letter stood on the baseline, with the curved shaft extending above the 
headline.  Contrasting the Caroline “f”, the Insular version of the character featured a shaft 

 Albert Derolez, The Palaeography of Gothic Manuscript Books: From the Twelfth to the Early Sixteenth Century 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, ), .

 Ibid.

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Farrugia, “A Study in Scribal Identification,” - .

 Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A 
Historical Linguistic Companion, .
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that extended below the baseline, and did not reach over the headline,  though the earliest 
attestations of the insular “f” in Old Norse material often sat on the baseline.  While the 
insular “f” had essentially replaced the Caroline version of the character in writings in 
Icelandic by the second half of the century, the Caroline “f” was often still used in Latin and 
other borrowings,  though not with complete consistency. 
 Largely coinciding with the adoption of the letter “ð”,  the insular form of the letter 
“f” began to appear in Icelandic manuscripts during the first quarter of the thirteenth 
century.  The insular letter “f” appears sporadically in Icelandic manuscripts as early as the 
beginning of the thirteenth century, at which point, the insular “f” was already predominant in 
Norwegian script,  but became practically universal beyond the mid-thirteenth century.  As 
such, the character may have been adopted by Icelandic scribes through Norwegian 
influence.  
 The earliest version of the Insular “f” in Icelandic script featured two horizontal bars, 
which varied in shape,  as over the course of the fourteenth century, these horizontal bars 
often extended downward in a curved fashion, creating closed lobes against the vertical 
shaft;  by the second half of the fourteenth century, the letter “f” had two closed lobes in the 
majority of hands, and in virtually all hands by the fifteenth century,  while the shaft of the 
letter f descending beneath the baseline is a hallmark of Gothic Cursiva.  Given the 
development of this character over the course of the fourteenth century, investigating the 

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Seip, Paleografi B. Norge og Island, .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, ; Stefán Karlsson, “The Development 
of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” .

 Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, .

 Ibid., ; Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” .

 Haugen, “The Development of Latin Script I: In Norway,” .

 Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, ; Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In 
Iceland,” .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Scribal Culture in Thirteenth-Century Iceland,” - .

 Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Scribal 
Culture in Thirteenth-Century Iceland,” - .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Ibid., .

 Derolez, The Palaeography of Gothic Manuscript Books, .
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manner in which it is represented in the manuscripts can aid in delineating the scribal hands, 
inferring their norm, as well as dating the manuscripts more precisely. 
 In this study, the letter f, will be investigated solely on a macro-palaeographic level, as 
the graph types \f\ and \f\ can both be treated as variant representations of the grapheme <f>, 
all of which represent the phoneme f  in Old Norse. The letter <f> features an entirely 
direct relationship between the graph types “f” and “f” and the sound position {f}, and in this 
study, the graph types \f\ and \f\ are for all intents and purposes, the same as the actual graphs 
“f” and “f”, from top to bottom, as there is no potential linguistic distinction between the two 
graph types. As such, the next two sections will investigate the distribution of “f” and “f” 
across the two manuscripts; though we might expect Icelandic scribes to predominantly use 
the insular character during the fourteenth century, some uses of the Caroline f outside of 
foreign words or works in Latin may indicate some retention of an older habit,  this 
providing some clues regarding both dating and the general practice of the scribes. In a 
previous study,  the distribution of multiple variant graphs of “f”, all of which stem from the 
graph type \f\, was undertaken, albeit to a limited extent, and that process will not be repeated 
here.  

6.4.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

The scribes of AM  to use the insular “f” essentially ubiquitously, and tend to have both 
lobes of the character closed.  However, as noted in . . , the Caroline “f” does appear in a 
limited context in Latin and other borrowings,  indicating a limited practice of using the 
letter “f” instead of “f” in these contexts. Interestingly, % of these instances occur on the 
first folio, perhaps indicating that this scribe had an older habit of using the Caroline character, 
though this practice was not considered correct among the milieu in which they were working, 
and thus mostly discontinued. The scribe may have also initially copied this practice from their 
exemplar, only to later switch to their own usual practice of using “f”, even in these words of 
foreign origin.  
 The use of the Caroline “f” seems to be restricted to the work of particular scribes; 
Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir has noted that the character occurs in the work of the scribes she has 
called A and F,  though it also occurs outside of the folia attributed to these scribes, notably 

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Scribal Culture in Thirteenth-Century Iceland,” - .

 Farrugia, A Study in Scribal Identification,” - .

 Ibid.

 Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” .
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on folia - , which has been labelled as the work of scribe G.  As will be discussed in 
chapter seven, this may aid in the case to be made that some of the previously identified scribes 
can be conglomerated. 
 Overall, the practice encountered in the manuscript indicates that this work was likely 
carried out in the last quarter of the fourteenth century,  though limited use of the Caroline f 
remained in the work of a few of the scribes. 

6.4.3 AM 573 4to 

The scribes of AM  to ubiquitously use the insular “f” in the sample taken, and the 
character features two closed lobes in the majority of instances,  indicating that this work was 
likely carried out in the latter half of the fourteenth century,  and that the scribes did not 
necessarily have an older habit of using the Caroline f.  

6.5 The Grapheme <s> and its Graphs  “s” and  “ſ” 

6.5.1 Description  

In Icelandic manuscripts, there are two main variants of the letter s,  which in this study, fall 
under the grapheme <s> and its graph types \ſ\ and \s\. The ſ was nearly universally used to 
represent the short consonant until about , as the use of the round or small capital s 
became increasingly common over the course of the fourteenth century, especially to denote 
the geminate ss; however, ſ  remained far more common nonetheless.  Given this potential for 
variation within the fourteenth century, this feature has been deemed worthy of inclusion in 
this study, as it may potentially reveal some unique practices within particular scribal hands 
and  or the scribal milieu(s). While it often sat on the baseline,  the letter ſ extended beneath 
the baseline in some Icelandic hands of the mid-thirteenth century and onward.  Contrasting 
the wide-spread use of ſ, the round s was often, but not always, used at the beginning of a 

 Ibid., , - ; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe,” .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - .

 Farrugia, “A Study in Scribal Identification,” - .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, - .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Scribal Culture in Thirteenth-Century Iceland,” - .

 Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” ; Seip, Paleografi B. Norge og Island, - .

 Ibid.; Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, .

 Derolez, The Palaeography of Gothic Manuscript Books, .

 Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” .
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phrase following a punctuation mark or in proper names, as well as to represent the geminate 
consonant,  and its sparing use may reflect the fact that its presence was restricted to 
abbreviations in the period of the earliest Icelandic manuscripts.  These tendencies can be 
generalised as ſ being the default representation of <s>, while the round s appears sporadically, 
generally at the beginning of a new sentence or section of text, or to create more space for a 
superscript abbreviation mark, though the long “ſ” can of course appear in these positions as 
well.  
 The analysis in the following sections will focus on the ratio and position of long ſ and 
round s within each of the manuscripts, which will aid in not only dating the codices, but also 
differentiating scribes along the lines of their practice regarding these characters. 

6.5.2 Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

The round “s” is reasonably common in AM  to, though its distribution varies according 
to scribe and section of the manuscript. In the majority of instances, the letter s features bows, 
such that it appears much like the numeral 8; this is one of the frequent forms of the character 
during the fourteenth century.  In the following chart, capital letters denote the scribes as 
they are identified in Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir s dissertation,  while the lower case letters 
denote how they are labelled in one of her later articles.  

TABLE VI - 7: USE OF THE ROUNDS S IN AM 764 4TO:

Scribe Round Round “s” 

percentage

Tall Total <s>

Aa . %

Ae  %

AHih . %

Ai . %

Bb . %

Scribe

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, Sýnisbók Íslenskrar Skriftar . útgáfa (Reykjavík: Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í 
Íslenskum Fræðum, ), - .

 Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” .

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, Sýnisbók, - .

 Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” , - .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe,” .
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 Most of the scribes use the round “s” in a typical fashion: often at the beginning of a 
word or new clause following a punctuation marking, or in proper names, often of Latin or 
Greek origin in this context. The s also appears occasionally in medial or final position, though 
there is no evidence for it standing for the geminate ss. As illustrated in the chart, the round “s” 
is exceptionally common in the work of the scribe identified as “A” in Svanhildur 
Óskarsdóttir s thesis.  While the work of scribe Aa covers folia - , Ae was identified on v, 
while AHih is identified on folio , and scribe Ai on folia - . As can be gleaned from the 
chart, the only areas of the manuscript in which the round s appears ≥ % of instances of uses 
of the grapheme <s> were initially labelled A by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, and taken together, 
the scribe initially labelled A  uses the round s in . % of instances. This distribution of the 
letter “s” may support the notion that some of the previously identified scribes can be 
conglomerated, though this notion will be addressed further in the next chapter. 

Bi . %

Cc . %

Dd . %

Ee  %

Fa . %

Ff . %

Fi . %

Gg . %

Hh . %

HKhi . %

Ij . %

Jk . %

Round Round “s” 

percentage

Tall Total <s>Scribe

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” , - .

 Ibid.  
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6.5.3 AM 573 4to 

The round “s” is uncommon in AM  to. As shown in the table below, “s” is more common 
in the earlier portion of the manuscript than the latter, and is used almost exclusively in word-
initial position, in abbreviations, such as “s”, or in foreign names, such as the frequently used 
“eneas”. There is no evidence of it standing for the geminate ss. The following table illustrates 
the distribution of long ſ and round s within the two major sections of the manuscript: 

 There is one instance in which the round and tall “ſ” characters appear together in the 
same word, suggesting that the scribe used these characters in a complementary distribution, 
perhaps reflecting an aversion to using the round s in word-final position.  

 Overall, this distribution indicates that the scribe(s) of the first portion of the 
manuscript had a more innovative practice regarding long ſ and round s, as their use of the 
round character in . % of instances is similar to the average distribution encountered in the 
sample from AM  to. On the other hand, the scribe(s) of the latter portion of the 
manuscript rarely use the round s, only . % of instances. This distinguishes the scribe(s) of 
the latter portion from both the scribe(s) of the former portion of AM  to, but also AM 

 to; while there are some portions of AM  to that feature the round character very 
sparingly, no section of that manuscript has it in ≤ % of instances. 

6.6 Selected Abbreviations 

6.6.1 Description 

One of the most salient characteristics of Medieval Icelandic manuscripts is that they feature a 
wide variety of abbreviations, often extensively,  and as such, their distribution will aid in 
tracking the practice of the scribes and potentially inferring a norm. Each of the manuscripts 
feature the four types of abbreviations outlined by Hreinn Benediktsson:  

TABLE VI - 8: USE OF THE ROUNDS S IN AM 573 4TO:

folia Round Round “s” / Tall Total <s>

1-45 . %

46-63 . %

TABLE VI - 9: USE OF THE ROUND AND TALL S IN ONE WORD IN AM 573 4TO:

r sínſ {sín-s} síns

 Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” ; Seip, Paleografi B. Norge og Island, 
- .

 Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, .
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1. Suspensions: The latter part of a word is omitted or suspended , and this is marked in 

some way on a preceding letter, often with a circle or horizontal crossbar. Suspensions are 

often noted with a horizontal crossbar, dot, or circle, and are regularly employed to 

abbreviate words such as hann , segir , þat , siþan .  

2. Contractions: The medial part of a word is contracted and not written; this is marked 

somehow, generally on the first letter of the word. Contractions are typically marked with 

a horizontal crossbar, and are featured in words such as hafþi , borg , honum .  
3. Superscript Letters: A superscript letter is used to denote a certain letter or a cluster of 

letters, often letters that have been suspended or contracted. This type of abbreviation 

seems to have been used most commonly in conjunctions and prepositions, and was used 
frequently in each of the excerpts, and indeed many Icelandic manuscripts from this time, 
to denote words such as firir  and til . 

4. Special Symbols: Particular symbols, often derived from Classical systems of writing, are 
used to denote certain clusters of letters. 

 In the following section, the uses of a selected group of frequent abbreviation 
markings, whose distribution may aid in the identification of scribes and a shared scribal 
practice across both of the manuscripts, will be discussed.   

6.6.2 The Tironian ‘et’ 

We find the Tironian note, primarily used as an ok symbol, derived from the Latin 
abbreviation for et,  in each of the three manuscripts. It appears in its post-thirteenth century 
form with a horizontal crossbar.   However, there seems to be an alternation between 
variants of this sign, the distinctive feature being the decorative stroke extending to the left; 
this feature does not seem to have any lexical or semiotic relevance, though the presence of the 
extraneous decorative stroke would seem to suggest a later providence or more innovative 
script. We also find a few appearances of this conjunction being written out, and as discussed 
in section . , it is always spelled with k (in the minority of instances in which the 
abbreviation marking is not used instead) in AM  to and with either k or c in AM  to, 
but never in a manner indicating the change of k > g in unstressed positions. The distribution 
of these spellings and the use of the tironian note does not show any patterns that may aid in 
the delineation of the scribes, as their practice is quite uniform regarding this feature. 

 Seip, Paleografi B. Norge og Island, , .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .
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6.6.3 The -us Symbol, ◌ 

The -us symbol, ◌,  is found in AM  to and AM  to, often in lexical items that are 
Latin or Greek in origin.  Thus, the sign is exceedingly common, given the presence of 
Matter of Rome texts across both manuscripts, and it does not appear in a distribution that 
aids in the differentiation of scribal hands. The letter combination us is reasonably uncommon 
in the Norse word stock, severely limiting instances of the corresponding abbreviation 
marking.  

6.6.4 The -ur Abbreviation, ◌ 

6.6.4.1 Introduction 
Like the -us symbol, ◌, the -ur abbreviation, ◌,  is found in AM  to and AM  to. As 
discussed in section . , the presence of this abbreviation can indicate the presence of an 
epenthetic vowel in the -r > -ur development, in instances when the abbreviation marking is 
used to represent etymological r.  

6.6.4.2 AM 764 4to  
The ◌ abbreviation is commonplace in AM  to, occurring a total of  times in the 
sample. However, the uses of the ◌ abbreviation for an earlier r in AM  to are restricted to 
the work of three closely-related scribal hands identified by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir,  
indicating that -r and -ur may have been in the process of merging in the language of these 
scribes. 

6.6.4.2 AM 573 4to 
The -ur abbreviation is commonplace, and appears a total of  times in the sample. Linking to 
section . , this abbreviation appears in a few instances, all of which are in the former portion 
of the manuscript (ff. - ), in a manner that suggests that there may have been an epenthetic 
vowel in this position. This suggests that only the scribe(s) of the former portion of the 
manuscript may have had a merging of -r and -ur  underway in their language. 592

 Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, .

 Ibid.

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” , - .

 Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic Language, .
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6.7 Script Classification  

6.7.1 Script Type — General Characteristics and Summary of Traits 

Following the discussion of specific features in the preceding sections, this section will provide 
a classification of the script encountered in AM  to and AM  to, within the context of 
a general outline of some of the major developments in Medieval Icelandic script. This 
contextualisation of some of the previously discussed specific features within the framework 
of a discussion of developments in Icelandic script aims to aid in dating the manuscripts under 
study more precisely, and will take into account the possibility that the script of different 
scribes may have differed enough to warrant slightly different script classifications. 
 Icelandic script underwent a series of developments over the course of the medieval 
period. Caroline minuscule (karlungaskrift in Icelandic)  is found in the earliest Icelandic 
manuscripts from the twelfth century,  throughout the thirteenth century, and remained in 
some use into the first half of the fourteenth century.  Already around the turn of the 
thirteenth century, Caroline script began to take on features that signified a gradual transition 
toward Gothic script,  and the period -  can be broadly classified as the Gothic 
period in the history of Icelandic script.  This transition to Gothic script, embodied in the 
Pre-  Proto-Gothic script (frumgotnesk skrift in Icelandic) often known by alternative names 
such as “Late Caroline”, “Primitive Gothic” and “Carolino-Gothica”,  was characterized by:  
-the script becoming increasingly narrow compared to the relatively broad and round Caroline 
script 
-some letters, such as “bb” or “pp” being conjoined 
-the bodies of the letters are taller while the ascenders and descenders are shorter 
-the almost circular “o” becomes more of an oval 
-the feet of both minims and ascenders often curve to the right and meet the next letter 
-minims and ascenders tend to be forked 

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, Sýnisbók.

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Stefán Karlsson, “The Development of Latin Script II: In Iceland,” - .

 Ibid.

 Lars Svensson, Nordisk paleografi: handbok med transkriberade och kommenterade skriftprov (Studentlitteratur: 
Lund, ), .

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, “Caroline and Proto-Gothic Script in Norway and Iceland,” in Latin 
Manuscripts of Medieval Iceland. Studies in Memory of Lilli Gjerløw, ed. Espen Karlsen (Oslo: Novus Press, ), 

; Derolez, The Palaeography of Gothic Manuscript Books, .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .
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-minims and ascenders that stand on the base line tend to have feet that curve to the right  
-the minims of “i”, “m”, “n” and “u” become increasingly difficult to distinguish 
 By the second half of the thirteenth century, the Proto-Gothic script had developed 
into (Gothic) Textualis, known as textaskrift in Icelandic.  This script had superseded Proto-
Gothic script by the beginning of the thirteenth century in Norway, and the end of that 
century in Iceland, and was the predominant script in Iceland until circa .  This script is 
characterized by:  
-the features of Pregothic script becoming increasingly pronounced and systematically 
employed 
-the script becomes narrower and letters are increasingly conjoined 
-ascenders and descenders are shorter relative to the body of the letter 
-more angular curves 
 According to Albert Derolez, the main criteria for differentiating Gothic Textualis 
from other script types are:  
-the two-storey “a” 
-loopless ascenders  
-the insular “f” and straight “ſ” standing on the baseline.   
 Subsequent to these developments in the West Norse world as well as on the 
continent, Gothic Cursiva arose, initially through a need for a script that was easier to execute 
than the laborious Textualis,  and it eventually replaced Textualis as the predominant book 
script.  However, it was not uncommon for Icelandic manuscripts of this period to feature 
Textualis script that had been influenced by Cursiva script, and thus exhibited some of the 
features characteristic of Gothic Cursiva.  To add to the nuance in labelling a Medieval 
Icelandic script sample as either Textualis or Cursiva, the latter typically has two sub-types in 
Icelandic, with the older and earlier form being known as árléttiskrift, and the younger and later 
form as síðléttiskrift.  While Cursiva arose largely out of the script that was used in charters 

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, “Caroline and Proto-Gothic Script in Norway and Iceland,” .

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, Sýnisbók.

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, “Caroline and Proto-Gothic Script in Norway and Iceland,” .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Derolez, The Palaeography of Gothic Manuscript Books, .

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, “Caroline and Proto-Gothic Script in Norway and Iceland,” .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, “The Origin and Development of Icelandic Script,” .

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, Sýnisbók.
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and documents, Cursiva is itself a book script, and should not be conflated with cursive script in 
a general sense.  Some of the traits of Gothic Cursiva are:  
-loops on the ascenders and descenders 
-the tall “ſ” extends below the baseline 
-the two-lobe insular “f” is predominant, and also extends beneath the baseline 
-two-storey “a” in early Cursiva 
-one-compartment “a” in late Cursiva 
-“b”, “h”, “k”, and “l” have a loop at the right of the ascender  
 Derolez  criteria for distinguishing Gothic Cursiva are:  
-two-storey “a”,  
-looped ascenders,  
-insular “f” and long “ſ” descending below the baseline. 
 While Gothic script predominated in Iceland between the fourteenth century and the 
mid-sixteenth century,  Icelandic manuscripts of the fourteenth century often do not fit 
neatly into one of the continental classifications, as these are themselves based on continental 
models, and do not take into account the various strong waves of influence on Icelandic script 
from both England and Norway. As discussed in this chapter, some of the room for variation 
within medieval Icelandic script was used as an inroads into investigating selected 
palaeographic features in an effort to delineate the scribal hand and date the manuscripts more 
precisely. Given the potential for variation and for norms to develop, it is often more 
appropriate to frame Gothic script in the context Icelandic manuscripts as a continuum, 
allowing for distinctions such as Cursiva-influenced Textualis or the two sub-types of Gothic 
Cursiva (árléttiskrift and síðléttiskrift); the script encountered in the manuscripts in this study 
will this be placed on this continuum in the next section. As observed by Guðvarður Már 
Gunnlaugsson, “[m]ost of the manuscripts from…the fourteenth century are written in 
Textualis libraria, and some of them are under Cursive influence,”  though the appearance of 
Cursiva-influenced Textualis or alternatively early Cursiva (árléttiskrift) can typically be used to 
date a manuscript to the fourteenth century.  

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, “Caroline and Proto-Gothic Script in Norway and Iceland,” ; Derolez, The 
Palaeography of Gothic Manuscript Books, - .

 Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, “Caroline and Proto-Gothic Script in Norway and Iceland,” ; Derolez, The 
Palaeography of Gothic Manuscript Books, .

 Derolez, The Palaeography of Gothic Manuscript Books, .

 Svensson, Nordisk paleografi, .

 Guðvarður Már Gunnlaugsson, “The Origin and Development of Icelandic Script,” .
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6.7.2 Script Classification of Both Manuscripts  

In keeping with the notion that these manuscripts can be dated to the fourteenth century, the 
script of both Reynistaðarbók AM  to and AM  to can be classified as early Cursiva, 
or árléttiskrift, though the nomenclature would also allow for the script to be called Late 
Textualis with influence from Cursiva. Reynistaðarbók AM  to and AM  to exhibit 
many, but not all, of the characteristic Cursiva traits, within both an Icelandic and continental 
context. Ascenders tend to be looped, the two-lobe insular “f” is predominant and often 
extends beneath the baseline, the tall “ſ” extends below the baseline, and the letter a has two 
compartments and is often the closed-compartment “a”. However, from an aesthetic 
perspective, the script retains much of the angularity and austerity of earlier Textualis, so it 
with some hesitation that this script is called Cursiva, which is often associated with a rounder 
and more flowing execution. 
 These features are more advanced and prevalent in Reynistaðarbók AM  to, 
suggesting that this manuscript is of a younger provenance than AM  to, or that the 
scribes were simply more innovative with regard to their script. This relative dating is also 
supported by the fact that AM  to has some archaisms that are not encountered in 
Reynistaðarbók AM  to, such as limited use of the letter ð, albeit only in the latter portion 
of the manuscript (ff. - ), often used in complementary to the letter d, both of which are 
usually represented with “d”, a looped allograph of the graph type \d\ in Reynistaðarbók AM 

 to and the former portion (ff. - ) of AM  to. In the next chapter, more issues such 
as these will be discussed, as a more thorough delineation of the scribal hands will be 
presented.  
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7 - The Scribes and Their Norm 

7.1 Introduction 

While the group of scribes who may have collaborated on the production of both AM  to 
and AM  to has been alluded to before, notably in section . , and a more general survey 
of selected features of the orthography, language, and script of these manuscripts was given in 
chapters five and six, this chapter will be more explicitly dedicated to identifying and 
comparing patterns and congruencies in these parameters that will aid in elucidating how 
many scribes worked on these manuscripts, and where the shifts in scribal hands occur. The 
final two sections of this chapter will be dedicated to discussing the inferred norm of the 
scribal milieu(s), and more precise datings of the two manuscripts dealt with on this study, 
including some conjecture regarding what the workflow may have been like, will be offered. 
The work of previous scholars, notably Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, Jonna Louis-Jensen, and 
Stefán Karlsson, will be drawn upon, and as with chapters five and six, their conceptions of 
how many scribes were involved in the production of these manuscripts will be used as points 
of departure for the conception presented in this chapter, which notably differs from previous 
work in that it employs and is informed by the annotated transcriptions and data of the 
EMROON database. As discussed in chapter three, many methodological concerns apply, and 
the conception of the scribes of AM  to and AM  to presented here is not intended as 
a final word, with avenues for further inquiry on this issue presented in the eighth and final 
chapter. 
 Since this chapter is explicitly dedicated to identifying scribal hands and inferring some 
generalities and trends in the orthography, language, and script of these manuscripts, so as to 
assess the potentiality that these scribes were affiliated with a common scribal milieu, only 
selected features from chapters five and six will be brought up again here, as the distribution of 
variants within some features is considered more salient in the pursuit of differentiating 
scribes and defining a norm than others. To put it succinctly: not every feature discussed in the 
previous two chapters has trends in the data that are deemed telling in the identification of 
individual scribes. As one may have gathered from chapters five and six, as well as the relevant 
appendices, the data for some features does not necessarily have a clear story to tell regarding 
where a shift in scribal hand may have occurred or aid in the elucidation of the norm of the 
scribe and  or their milieu. 
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7.2 The Scribes of Reynistaðarbók AM 764 4to 

7.2.1 Context 

One of the key issues with identifying the scribes in Reynistaðarbók AM  to is that the 
scribal hands of this manuscript, and the milieu that produced it, are often very similar and 
exhibit similar traits, as already noted in previous scholarship.  As such, the identification of 
hands in this project is correlated with trends in the data that have been deemed salient, and are 
not intended as final pronouncements on the scribes of this manuscript; the conclusions drawn 
about these scribes will likely be revisited in later studies, as has indeed been the practice in 
other scholars  work on this codex. 
 The work on AM  to in this project has been informed by the work of Svanhildur 
Óskarsdóttir; in her significant output on this manuscript, she has presented two conceptions 
of the scribal hands in this manuscript, with, at least according to my interpretation, the latter 
representing a slight revision of the former. This first chart, organised according to the quire 
structure and numbered leaves, is from Svanhildur s dissertation, Writing History in Fourteenth 
Century Iceland, in which she also provides observations and justifications regarding the scribal 
hands she has identified:  

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” - .

 Ibid., .

FIGURE VII - 1: SVANHILDUR ÓSKARSDÓTTIR’S 
INITIAL CONCEPTION OF THE SCRIBES OF AM 764 
4TO:
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 The next diagram , excerpted from her article The Resourceful Scribe: Some Aspects of the 
Book of Reynistaður,  outlines her later published conception of the scribal hands: 

 As introduced in chapter two, these two conceptions of the scribal hands presented by 
Svanhildur differ, albeit concerning a relatively small batch of leaves, in which the scribal hands 
are particularly difficult to differentiate. Essentially, some of the passages attributed to the 
scribal hands initially labelled A, F, H, and I in her doctoral thesis, Writing History in 
Fourteenth Century Iceland have been reconsidered in a later article, The Resourceful Scribe: 
Some Aspects of the Book of Reynistaður, with these passages being variously reattributed to 
scribes a, e, h, and i, all of which are markedly similar in terms of both orthographic and 
paleographic grounds, as well as their general appearance. For example, folio  is labelled as 
AF (indicating that both scribes A and F worked on this leaf) in Svanhildur s earlier work, and 
ai in the later article. In order to avoid ambiguity when referring to Svanhildur s conceptions of 
the scribes, specifically in areas in which this conception has evolved across multiple 
publications, two letters will be given when referring to an identified scribal hand whose 
labelling has been revised; first, an upper case letter reflecting their label in Writing History in 
Fourteenth Century Iceland, followed by a lower case letter, reflecting their label in The 
Resourceful Scribe: Some Aspects of the Book of Reynistaður, as was the practice in chapters five 
and six. Thus, the second scribe that Svanhildur has identified on folio , for instance, would 

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe,” .

FIGURE VII - 2: SVANHILDUR ÓSKARSDÓTTIR’S LATER CONCEPTION 
OF THE SCRIBES OF AM 764 4TO:
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here be labelled Fi. This manner of labelling the hands that Svanhildur has identified — and 
accommodating any revisions that have thus far been published — has been incorporated into 
the labelling of the hypothetical scribal hands of Reynistaðarbók AM  to on the 
EMROON database, such that one cannot simply search for scribe “F” on EMROON, but 
rather must choose between scribes “Ff”, “Fa” and “Fi”, reflecting the fact that in some 
passages, the work of the scribe labelled F in Writing History in Fourteenth Century Iceland has 
later been redacted to be the work of scribe “A” or “F” in The Resourceful Scribe: Some Aspects of 
the Book of Reynistaður, here labelled as scribes “a” and “f” in order to disambiguate them from 
the scribes of the same letter name (but in upper-case) in the earlier conception. 
 In the process of the transcriptions of Reynistaðarbók AM  to being annotated by 
Robert Kristof Paulsen, preliminary and tentative conception of the scribal hands were also 
built into the labelling of the scribal hands in the EMROON database. This conception was 
deliberately made to challenge the relatively high number of scribes (about ten) that Svanhildur 
has previously identified, though not so low as to trivialize the fact that the manuscript does 
not appear, nor does the data support the notion, that only a few were involved in its 
production. As alluded to in the previous paragraph, some of the scribal hands that Svanhildur 
has previously identified are incredibly similar; the scribes labelled A, H, and I, for instance, 
are so similar that they have undergone relabelling in her work; for example, folia -  were 
initially attributed to scribe A and folio  to the scribes A and H,  but later folia -  were 
attributed to i and folia  to i and h.  In addition, Svanhildur s conceptions seem to imply 
the potentiality, as it is never explicitly stated, that Reynistaðarbók AM  to had a main 
scribe, that copied out much more than the other identified hands. The work of Svanhildur s 
scribe A alone accounts for a larger portion of the manuscript than any of the other scribes, 
even more so if one takes into account that hands H and I are more similar to A than any of 
the others, opening the door for these hypothetically three scribes being one and the same, 
which in turn sets a precedent for conflating previously identified scribes. This is precisely 
what the new preliminary conception built into the EMROON search bar is premised on. 
More definitive conclusions will not be drawn until later in this chapter, specifically section 
. , and the tentative re-conception available on EMROON has only been used as a point of 

inquiry; both because certain hands identified in previous scholarship seem excessively similar 
and have not been thoroughly distinguished using quantitative means, and also in order to see 
how various segmentations of the data, done before the analysis itself, elucidate and perhaps 

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe,” .
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affect the patterns inferred from said data, i.e the identification of scribal hands on more 
quantitative grounds.    
 This new conception indicates that the division of labour may have fallen along the 
lines of the gatherings themselves, which at least in part would explain why the collation of the 
manuscript is somewhat odd. This tentative segmentation of the data presupposes that a group 
fewer than the scribes identified by Svanhildur worked on the first gathering, folia - ; in 
order to make this conception clear, especially given that the Svanhildur s evolving conception 
of the scribes has been accommodated in the nomenclature, the hypothetical scribes built into 
the EMROON database here were labelled with Greek letters, in this case, α, β, and γ, and it 
is also with Greek letters that a more conclusive labelling of the scribal hands will occur later in 
the chapter.  
 However, as outlined in previous sections, the employment of digital data on this 
project allows for a new conception of the scribes, which will be the subject of this current 
section. While chapters five and six provided a more general overview of how certain 
orthographic, linguistic, and paleographic features were represented in this manuscript, this 
section, and indeed this chapter, as discussed in . , will focus explicitly on suggesting a new 
delineation of the scribes that worked on this manuscript through the discussion of patterns 
that can be found in the data in the EMROON database. As outlined in the first two chapters 
of this study, the identification of scribal hands will focus on the first three-quarters of the 
manuscript, as the later chronicle section of the manuscript appears to feature incredibly 
frequent shifts in scribal hands, reflecting the fact that these chronicles were of course written 
at different times; as such, clearer pronouncements on the scribes of that later portion of the 
manuscript will have to be the subject of another study. 

7.2.2 Diphthongization e > ei before -ng / -nk  

Overall, the scribes of AM  to used diphthongal spellings in this environment in . % of 
instances — as discussed in section . , this is an overwhelming majority that makes it difficult 
to differentiate scribes along the lines of this feature. Spellings suggesting a diphthongal 
pronunciation of short e before -ng  -nk are almost ubiquitous in Reynistaðarbók AM  

to, with only  of  example of {æ} preceding {n(g|k)} being spelled with “e”. 

7.2.3 Diphthongisation of {ǽ} Following v and b 

On folia - , there are a cluster of spellings of the sound environment {v} + {ǽ} that may 
indicate that the vowel was becoming a diphthong,  as discussed in section . . As will be 

 Orešnik, “An Old Icelandic Dialect Feature: iæ for æ,” - .
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discussed with regard to several other features, folia -  seem to have been the work of a 
unique scribe, and have already been labelled scribe E by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir.  While ǽ is 
only spelled as a diphthong preceding v in . % of instances in the entire sample from AM 

 to, this percentage jumps to % if we solely look at folia - . Additionally, % of the 
diphthongal spellings of ǽ in this position occur within this range of folia, seemingly indicating 
the work of a unique scribe that differed from their peers with regard to this feature. 

7.2.4 The Demonstrative Pronoun  sjá / þessi  

As discussed in section . , the adoption of the form þessi in the nominative singular feminine 
and masculine, where sjá had formerly occupied these places in the paradigm, is widespread in 
Reynistaðarbók AM  to. There are however five exceptions to this rule, all of which occur 
in the range of folia - , which along with other features in the manuscript, has been noted as 
containing some anomalous variants relative to the rest of the manuscript. This section 
contains the form sjá four times ( %) in the masculine nominative singular, and once ( . %) in 
the feminine nominative singular, which is congruent with the observation that the change sjá 
> þessi may have been more advanced in the feminine than the masculine.  All of these 
instances occur within the range of folia that Svanhildur has previously attributed to scribe 
E.  While there are instances of the form þessi in the nominative singular feminine and 
masculine, this section is the only one in the manuscript to feature sjá forms, and while the 
other scribes of the manuscript were consistent in their adoption of þessi forms, this scribe 
seems to have still retained both forms in their language and practice, and may have been more 
accepting of the older form that they may have encountered in their exemplar. 

7.2.5 The Fricativization of Unstressed k > g 

In section . . , an overview of the change k > g in the sample from Reynistaðarbók AM  

to was provided, while in this section, some of the patterns that may aid in scribal 
identification will be explored. One of the key contexts in which this change featured were in 
the pronouns mik, þik, and sik, searchable in EMROON as the sound environment {i } + {k},  

of which there are  attestations in the sample from Reynistaðarbók AM  to. Twelve of 

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” , - .

 Alex Speed Kjeldsen, “Bemærkninger til pronomet sjá,” ; Bandle, Die Sprache der Guðbrandsbiblía, ; 
Katrín Axelsdóttir, “Saga ábendingarfornafnsins sjá,” - ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, “Copying Njáls saga into 
One s Own Dialect,” .

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History” ; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe,” .
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these spellings are with “c” indicating a stop, in a somewhat more archaic manner than using 
“k”: 

 As can be seen on the chart above,    ( %) of these instances occur between folia 
 and . Excluding the instances on bisr and bisr, the cluster of instances between folia  

and  should support the notion that this section of the manuscript was handled by one scribe; 
all of these instances have been labelled as the work scribe E by Svanhildur.  
 The lemma ek occurs in the nominative singular form  times, with only  ( . %) of 
these suggesting a fricative, spelled “eg”. All  of these belong to the scribe that Svanhildur has 
labelled A,  and has been preliminarily labelled α in the EMROON database. 
 The folia on which these “eg” spellings appear also feature, in contrast, other spellings 
that suggest a stop, generally spelled with “k”. It is difficult to explain this distribution, though 
the change may have been lexically conditioned, such that the actual phonological change took 
root in certain lexemes before others, or that the scribe simply continued to prefer to spell 
particular lexemes with a stop despite an encroaching fricative in the language. 
 The lemma mjǫk appears  times in the sample from Reynistaðarbók AM  to, 
with only  of these instances suggesting a stop. Some patterns emerge that suggest that a 
minority of the scribes who worked on this manuscript preferred to spell a stop in this 
position. Between folia  and , there is a sequence (about % of all the stop spellings) of {k} 
being spelled as a stop, despite the fact that the general trend in the manuscript is for this 

TABLE VII - 1: UNSTRESSED K SPELLED WITH “C” FOLLOWING {I1} IN AM 764 4TO:

bisr. ſıc {si₁k} sik acc sik (pe) ONP

v. ſıc {si₁k} sik acc sik (pe) ONP

r. ſıc {si₁k} sik acc sik (pe) ONP

v. ſıc {si₁k} sik acc sik (pe) ONP

r. ſıc {si₁k} sik acc sik (pe) ONP

r. ſıc {si₁k} sik acc sik (pe) ONP

r. ſıc {si₁k} sik acc sik (pe) ONP

r. ſıc {si₁k} sik acc sik (pe) ONP

r. þıc {þi₁k} þik acc þú (pe) ONP

r. ſıc {si₁k} sik acc sik (pe) ONP

r. þıc {þi₁k} þik acc þú (pe) ONP

bisr. ſıc {si₁k} sik acc sik (pe) ONP

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” , - .

 Ibid., .
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consonant to be spelled as a fricative in this lemma. This area of the manuscript, roughly folia 
 to , is also the area in which it was common for {k} to be spelled with “c” after {i }, as 

discussed above. Also, bis and bis feature two instances respectively of mjǫk being spelled 
with a stop, accounting for four of the eight instances of stop spellings for mjǫk that fall 
outside of the range of folia - . 
 Svanhildur has labelled bis, as well as the portions of folia -  mentioned here, as the 
work of scribe E, while bis has been labelled as the work of scribe J,  though bis was later 
relabelled as the work of scribe E.  The data for this feature supports the notion that the 
same person that handled bis also copied out folia - , and the distribution of the spellings of 
mjǫk, as well as the spellings of {k} as “c” following {i } also suggest a link with bis. These 
spellings are not necessarily telling regarding dating or localisation, though they do cause this 
scribe to stand out from the others in this manuscript. 

7.2.6 Fricativization of t > ð 

As discussed in section . , the data regarding the fricativization of t > ð in unstressed 
positions in Reynistaðarbók AM  to can aid in the delineation of scribal hands. There are 

 instances of the sound environment {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {t} appearing in an unabbreviated form 
in the sample from Reynistaðarbók AM  to, with % of these indicating fricativization. 
 There are  instances of {t} being spelled with “þ”, which stand out relative to the other 
spellings that the scribes generally employ (usually “d”, but also “t”) two of which appear on 
folio : 

 While spellings with “þ” account for only . % of spellings of {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {t} in the 
entire sample from the manuscript, this percentage rises to . % if we look solely at folia -  
in which Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir has identified scribe E.  The spellings with “þ” here also 
account for half of those of those found in the entire sample (there are  spellings with “þ” in 
the sample of  tokens of this sound environment). However, at least one of the words 
spelled with “þ” in this environment, verit, is also spelled with “t” and “d” on the same page, 
and by all indications, is the work of the same scribe. 

TABLE VII - 2: OLDER T SPELLED WITH “Þ” ON FOLIO 9 OF AM 764 4TO:

9v.34 vı͛þ {ver-ɪn-t} verit vera (vb.a) ONP

9v.35 etıþ {et-ɪn-t} etit eta (vb.a) ONP

 Ibid., , - .
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 Two of these spellings with “þ” also occur on folia - : 

 However, this same lemma is alternatively spelled in a manner indicating a stop, with 
“t” at the end of the word, in the same cluster of leaves, and by all indications, by the same 
scribe: 

 As the sound change occurred after the period in which “þ” denoting the dental 
fricative was virtually ubiquitous, these spellings are innovative in a sense, as they 
unambiguously denote a fricative, despite a fricative not previously appearing in this 
environment.  
 As outlined, unstressed {t} following {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} is most commonly spelled with “d” in 
Reynistaðarbók AM  to, while stop spellings with “t” are relatively uncommon 
throughout much of the manuscript. However, given the multitude of scribes that have been 
identified in the manuscript, some patterns emerge. Notably, one of the scribes that has 
previously been identified, scribe G according to Svanhildur,  actually favours spellings with 
a stop, exhibiting a :  ratio of t:d or stop to fricative spellings. 
  

7.2.7 The Epenthetic Vowel Preceding -r 

As discussed in section . , direct evidence of the change -r > -ur is exceedingly rare in 
Reynistaðarbók AM  to. However, some patterns can be inferred from this data, as the 
sound environment {C-?} + {r} appears  times in the sample from AM  to. Only  of 
these instances can be interpreted as evidence of the change -r  > -ur being underway. Firstly, 
there are five reverse spellings of etymological -ur with “r”, already labelled as predominantly 

TABLE VII - 3: SPELLINGS OF OLDER T WITH “D” AND “T” ON FOLIO 9 OF AM 764 4TO:

v. vı͛d {ver-ɪn-t} verit vera (vb.a) ONP

v. vı͛t {ver-ɪn-t} verit vera (vb.a) ONP

TABLE VII - 4: OLDER T SPELLED WITH “Þ” IN LIÐIT  ON FOLIA 19-20 OF AM 764 4TO:

19v.2 lıdıþ {lið-ɪn-t} liðit líða (vb.a) ONP

20r.33 lıdıþ {lið-ɪn-t} liðit líða (vb.a) ONP

TABLE VII - 5: SPELLINGS OF OLDER T WITH “T” IN LIÐIT ON FOLIA 19-20 OF AM 764 4TO:

18r.17 lıdıt {lið-ɪn-t} liðit líða (vb.a) ONP

20r.16 lıdít {lið-ɪn-t} liðit líða (vb.a) ONP

20v.9 lıdıt {lið-ɪn-t} liðit líða (vb.a) ONP

20v.12 lıdıt {lið-ɪn-t} liðit líða (vb.a) ONP

 Ibid.
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the work of one scribe, A, in the work of Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir.  These five instances can 
be interpreted as indirect evidence of an underlying phonological change, and given their 
distribution, are interpreted as the work of one scribe here. 

 The rest of the instances (   ) occur in established “-ur” abbreviations for 
etymological -r, (see section . . ) though most of them fall within the work of scribe A.  
While Svanhildur initially attributed these passages to four separate scribes, A, B, F, and H,  
this view was slightly redacted, and Svanhildur s later conception of the scribes in The 
Resourceful Scribe: Some Aspects of the Development of Reynistaðarbók (AM 764 4to)  has 
labelled these passages as the work of scribes a, b, h, and i. In conjunction with other features, 
and the similarities between these scribal hands noted elsewhere, this congruency supports the 
notion that these hands could be conglomerated as one and the same person, scribe α. 

7.2.8 The Middle Voice Ending 

As discussed in . . , the scribes of AM  to almost always represent {s͜k₁} with “z”, with 
only  instances of unambiguous deviation from this occurring in the sample, with spellings 
such as “st”, “ſtz”, “ſtzt”, “tz”, “zt”, “dzt” all occurring once in the sample. 
 Three of these deviations occur between folia - , which according to the data 
regarding several other features, has already been demarcated as noteworthy and somewhat 
anomalous from an orthographic perspective. The presence of deviations from the apparent 
rule of using “z” for {s͜k₁} would support the notion that these leaves the work of one particular 
scribe, the individual whom Svanhildur has labelled E. 
 The other deviations from using “z” in the sample from AM  to occur on folia  
and , previously attributed to scribes A  H and various scribes, respectively, by 

TABLE VII - 6: SPELLINGS OF ETYMOLOGICAL -R WITH “UR” IN AM 764 4TO:

v. ludurblæſt {lúðr+blǽs-ðr-ɪ} lúðrblǽstri dat.sg lúðrblástr (nc.m) 
ONP

v. fagurſnunum {faɣr+snú-n-ᴜm} fagrsnúnum pos.dat.pl.st fagrsnúinn (aj) 
ONP

v. fegurd {fæɣr-ð} fegrð dat.sg fegrð (nc.f) ONP

v. ſtodugur {stǫð-ᴜɣ-r} stǫðugr pos.nom.sg.m.st stǫðugr (aj) ONP

r. fognuͩr {fǫɣ-nɔð-r} fǫgnuðr nom.sg fǫgnuðr (nc.m) 
ONP

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” , - .
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Svanhildur;  notably, folia , which of course directly precedes , has been attributed to 
scribes A + E, which already hints at or even implicitly concedes the similarities between 
hands A and E. However, it will not be argued here that the scribes previously labelled A and 
E  were the same person, but rather that they seemed to have co-operated directly, perhaps to 
an even higher degree than the rest of the scribes. 

7.2.9 Word-Initial h- before {(l|n|r)} 

As discussed in . , there are only  instances of h- being dropped before {(l|n|r)} in the 
sample from Reynistaðarbók AM  to. Three of the instances of h- being dropped occur 
on folia - , and Svanhildur has labelled three different hands as having worked on these 
three folia, as follows: B r  - r , H r  - v, and A v - ; note that h- is retained in 
this environment in the vast majority of instances on these three folia. Under that conception 
of the scribal hands, scribes B and H would have dropped the h- preceding {(l|n|r)} in only one 
instance apiece, on r  and r , respectively. A more likely explanation may be that scribes 
B, H, and A were indeed one and the same person, as the work attributed to scribes B and H is 
always in proximity to scribe A, who, as will be taken up later, seemed to have been the main 
scribe, renamed scribe α in my conception, of the manuscript. 
  

7.2.10 The Privative Prefix ó- / ú- 

As discussed in section . , four of five of the spellings with “v” occur in close succession on 
folia - . This area of the manuscript, which can be extended to folia - , has been noted to 
exhibit other features which may also point to one particular scribe having handled this 
section. This area was initially attributed to scribes D and E by Svanhildur.  This section also 
contains    of the spellings of {ú₁} with “o”. This scribe who handled this section of the 
manuscript could thus be then distinguished from the other scribes of the manuscript in that 
they prefer to spell {ú₁} with “o” (  times), rather than with either “u” (  times) or “v” (  
times), as it is in the majority of the rest of the manuscript. If one is to combine the “v” and “u” 
spellings under one category in order to account for “v” being an environmentally-conditioned 
variant of “u” in this to position, used to disambiguate from another “u” in the word to which 
it is affixed, both likely reflecting the “ú-”  pronunciation rather than the “ó-” pronunciation 
reflected by the “o” spellings, we get a ratio of :  for ó:ú spellings in this scribe s hand. 
While this makes it ambiguous as to whether this scribe leaned more towards Icelandic or 

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” .
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Norwegian in their spelling and pronunciation of the privative prefix, the fact that the 
majority of  the “v” and “o” spellings in the sample from the manuscript occur between folia 

-  may very well indicate that one particular scribe handled this section. 

7.2.11 Concluding Observations  

As outlined in the preceding analysis chapters, there is a case to be made that AM  to was 
completed by fewer than the ten or so scribes that have been identified in previous 
scholarship.  Though it is maintained in this study that these scribes likely worked in close 
co-operation, as has been remarked in past scholarship, the relationship between these scribes 
was previously argued to be one of more equally spread contributions, with several scribes 
contributing several leaves or more. The sites of shifts in scribal hands cited in this study are 
by and large the same as those made by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir,  except of course in 
instances where a previously identified shift in scribal hand has not been granted, and rather, 
would be argued to be the same scribe working at a different time or with a newly cut pen. 
 Following the analysis of the previous chapters, it will be argued here that four scribes, 
called α, β, γ, and δ here handled the majority of the work on the manuscript, with several 
other hands, lying outside the scope of this project, contributing to the section of annals 
toward the end of the manuscript, in which changes of hands were common, reflecting the 
disparate times at which these sections were written. Given that this manuscript seemed to 
function as an account of universal history at a nunnery, it seems reasonable to argue, as has 
been done previously in Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir s work, that it was compiled by and for a 
group of female clerics, though this claim cannot be substantiated on the grounds of 
orthography, language, and script. 

 While the first gathering, leaves - , is primarily the work of scribe α, several passages 

and folia, first the end of v, then folia - , and then - , were handled by scribes that were 
distinct from scribe α. Scribe α gives way to β at v , while β gives way to γ on the next folio 
at r , then δ takes over on folio r , with α taking over again on folio v ; one can imagine 
this as a kind of relay exercise in which the scribes worked directly in close co-operation with 
one another, perhaps on the materials that they were most acquainted with from previous 
work. Scribe β, previously labelled C by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, was responsible for only a 
short passage on v, and seems to have been something of a guest, and perhaps not 
coincidentally, their apparent guest appearance occurs amidst the work of the main scribe, α, 
perhaps deliberately in order to highlight the importance of this guest, and their potential 

 Ibid., , - ; Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “The Resourceful Scribe,” .
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connection with the main scribe of the manuscript and the ambitious project as a whole — this 
notion is highly speculative, however. Folia  and  have previously been cited as locations of 
shifts in scribal hand,  though where Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir identifies eight hands in the 
first gathering, four are argued for here. As outlined in chapters five through seven, the criteria 
for distinguishing these hands is already minute, and thus the truth of the matter likely lies 
somewhere between. Whereas Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir distinguishes scribe A, B H, and I, 
they have been conglomerated here as scribe α; her scribe C has survived as scribe β; her 
scribes D and E have been conglomerated as γ, and in many ways these folia, - , where γ is 
found, are one of the most interesting areas of the manuscript in terms of language, 
orthography, and script; scribes F and G have been combined as scribe δ. 
 Scribe γ has been identified on folia six through nine, and seems to have picked up 
directly where α, briefly followed by β s guest appearance, left off on folio five. Svanhildur 
Óskarsdóttir has previously identified a shift in scribal hand in this area, though she cites it as 
the change off between scribes B and C.  As alluded to previously, Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir s 
scribe B has been one of the previously identified hands conglomerated into α, while the work 
of the scribe she calls C, at the bottom of v, is attributed to scribe β in this study .  
 As discussed in chapters five through seven, folia six through nine feature some of the 
clearest deviations from an otherwise fairly uniform approach to language, orthography, and 
script in the manuscript. As such, there is a case to be made that a unique scribe handled these 
folia only, hence the unique distribution of features in this area of the manuscript. Scribe γ 
illustrates several traits in their language, orthography, and script, not entirely dissimilar from 
α, but in a distribution that deviates more than enough to indicate that this is a different 
person; from a purely qualitative point of view, the work of γ is also visually distinct from that 
of α or even β, though as the reader can glean, this “palaeographer s eye”  can also lead to 
different conclusions than a quantitative analysis might support. As mentioned in the 
discussion of the scribes of AM  to, scribe δ is also likely found in that manuscript,  and 
may well have been tasked with these sections of each of the respective manuscripts because of 
their expertise on the subject matter. 
 Some of the combinations of scribes that Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir has previously 
identified in single folia, thus implying some co-operation or likely immediate proximity, also 
indirectly support the notion that some of these previously identified scribal hands should be 

 Ibid.
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conglomerated, rather than viewed as distinct individuals. For instance, Svanhildur 
Óskarsdóttir has identified folio  as the work of scribes A and F, while folio  is the work 
of F and B; folia -  are bookended by folia (  and ) that have both been attributed to 
scribe A.  The data gathered on this project, as well as Ockham s razor, suggests that these 
passages were the result of two scribes, α and δ trading off, rather than three scribes, A, B, and 
F, with B only providing a short interjection before A resumed again after F s takeover.  

  

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” , - ; “The Resourceful Scribe,” .
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 The combinations of scribes on folia fourteen and fifteen also present a similar 
predicament. While Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir has labelled folio fourteen as a co-operation 
between scribes B and H, and fifteen as the work of H and A,  the distributions of features 
discussed in previous sections suggests that these previously identified scribes may be one and 
the same person. The work variously attributed to scribes A, B, H, and I have all been deemed 
too similar to one another on quantitative grounds to be considered the work of different 
people, even though there are some differences in appearance and ductus across the sections 
attributed to these various hypothetical scribes. As such, folia fourteen and fifteen, which have 
also been interpreted as the work of three scribes by Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir,  can also be 
interpreted as one scribe working at different times, perhaps under different light, in a slightly 
different position, or with different pens.   

 The scribes that have been identified on this study, relative to those identified by 

Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, can be summarised as follows, with the scribes that Svanhildur has 
previously identified on the left of the equations in Latin letters, while the scribes identified in 
this study are on the right, represented by Greek letters:  
A + B + H + I + J = α 
C = β 
D + E = γ 
F + G = δ 

7.3 The Scribes of AM 573 4to 

7.3.1 Context 

In previous scholarship on this manuscript, it has been predominantly only ever been two 
scribes that have been identified in AM  to. While the manuscript contains two major 
texts, Trójumanna saga and Breta sögur, as well as the brief introduction (one folio) of a third 
one, Valvens Þáttr, and two scribal hands have been identified in multiple pieces of 
scholarship,  the supposed break in the scribal hands occurs in a somewhat unexpected, 
perhaps even unconventional place: partway through the second text, Breta sögur, on folio , 
rather than at the end of the first text, Trójumanna saga, which is not until v.  
 As the manuscript was subject to dis- and later re-assembly during the early modern 
period, the potentiality that this process involved stitching an altogether different redaction of 

 Ibid.
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Breta sögur onto the otherwise incomplete text of the initial portion of the manuscript was 
investigated. The bottom of v contains the note, written in an Early Modern hand, “Hèr 
tekr við fragm. membr. Bibl. reg. Thott.  to”,  alluding to the fact that, as mentioned in 
the description of the manuscript in chapter two, this latter portion of the manuscript, 
beginning on r, was once separate from the rest of the manuscript, and thus had a different 
shelf mark, Thott.  to, until the reassembly of AM  to. While the scribal hands 
appear somewhat strikingly different, the ruling and pricking are essentially the same, though 
the text block on r occupies  ruled lines, mirroring the number of used lines on the 
previous folio ( ), though the initial portion of the manuscript typically was ruled for  lines 
of text. Curiously, folia -  typically feature about  lines of text, though the folia 
themselves have been ruled for about  lines of text, suggesting that these folia were either 
ruled and pricked at the same time as the first portion of the manuscript, perhaps reflecting the 
first scribe s intention to see the project through, or that the later scribe (B) made some effort 
to mirror the format of the earlier portion of the manuscript. Though the scribal hands are 
quite different, looking at the manuscript from a purely codicological perspective suggests that 
these once-dismembered sections of the manuscript are not together simply through an act of 
Early Modern intervention, but rather this reflected a direct link between the production of 
these sections during the fourteenth century. 
 The two scribes responsible for the writing of this manuscript have been discussed 
previously in this study, and will continue to be called A and B here. However, it has also been 
suggested that AM  to was the work of three rather than two scribes; this claim would not 
affect the notion that a single scribe completed folia - , but it would have some 
ramifications for the notion that the first portion of the manuscript, folia -  was the work of 
a singular individual. Svanhildur has suggested that a second (resulting in the scribe previously 
called the second  i.e scribe “B” becoming the third , in terms of the order of the sections of 
the manuscript) scribe took over from the first on folia .  In order to avoid ambiguity, the 
nomenclature for the previously mentioned hypothetical scribes A and B will be maintained, 
with this other identified scribal hand, identified between folia  and , taking on the name 
Z. According to this split, scribe A would have begun Trójumanna saga (folia - ), scribe Z 
would have completed it and begun Breta sögur (folia - ), and scribe B would have 
contributed the latter portion of Breta sögur (folia - )  Referencing the EMROON data, 
these various conceptions of the scribal hands will be taken up in the ensuing sections, as well 

 “Here starts fragm. membr. Bibl. reg. Thott.  to.” Translation by the present author.

 This potentiality was mentioned in an email correspondence, and to my knowledge, is not a view that 
Svanhildur has published on. Any failings to represent this potentiality accurately are my own.
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as their relationship with the hands of AM  to, as the hypothetical scribes A, B, and Z of 
AM  to likely have some overlap with the scribes of AM  to. 
 Dating this manuscript provides some particular challenges, as it has been suggested 
that the portion completed by the second scribe, called B on this study, r- v, was removed 

in time by as much as several decades from the work of the first scribe; Stefán Karlsson wrote 

that the first portion of the manuscript was written in the third quarter of the fourteenth 
century, while the second portion dated to somewhere between  and .  This notion 
that the latter half of the manuscript, which is very much a continuation of the first half of the 
manuscript, could be labelled as the earlier work will be addressed in this section. 

7.3.2 {æ} before {n(g|k)} 

The first portion of the manuscript, folia - , features % diphthongal spellings, while the 
latter portion, folia -  only . %. This is a marked difference, and the scribe of the second 
portion of the manuscript was much more conservative regarding the spelling of this feature, 
as the . % majority still indicates that they had a diphthong in their language in this position. 
There are no patterns that emerge regarding this feature that indicate that two scribes with 
differing practices handled the first portion of the manuscript. 

7.3.3 The Indefinite Pronoun engi 

As in AM  to, the general rule was to use the eng- stem for the nominative singular (all 
genders), as well as the neuter nominative plural, while the öng(v)- stem appeared in all other 
forms, as was common in Icelandic manuscripts of this period.  However, forms with the 
öng(v)- stem are far less common in the latter portion of AM  to, in which they always 
feature a spelling with “au”, which is rare in the first potion of the manuscript, folia - .  

7.3.4 The Fricativization of Unstressed k > g 

The feature k > g in unstressed syllables, discussed in a general sense in section . , and in the 
context of AM  to in section . . , can be used to distinguish the scribes that have 
previously been identified in the manuscript. The first of the scribes, scribe A, preferred 
spellings suggesting a stop, with {k} being spelled with “k” after {i } (the unstressed vowel in 
the pronouns mik, þik, sik)  in    instances ( % stop spellings). Conversely, scribe B 

 Stefán Karlsson, Sagas of Icelandic Bishops, - .

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., .

 http: emroon.no info info-graph.html
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preferred a fricative spelling, using “g”  times ( % fricative spellings). Both scribes always 
spelled ek and ok with stops, while the second scribe scribe always wrote mjǫk with a fricative, 
and the first scribe did so in % of instances. As such, the second, likely later scribe, was 
more innovative in terms of their orthographic representation of this feature. In terms of this 
feature, there are no patterns that would suggest the presence of a different scribe on folia 

- , i.e scribe Z.  

7.3.5 The Representation of Etymological Dental Fricatives in Non-initial Position  

In a related environment to the fricativization of t > ð, discussed in the next section, and 
indeed with very similar search criteria on EMROON, the scribes of AM  to distinguish 
themselves in their spelling of the etymological dental fricative ð in the environment {ˌV(ð|
n|-)*} + {ð}. The first portion of the manuscript, folia - , that is tentatively attributed to 
scribes A and Z, features % reverse spellings with “t”, and % of spellings with “þ”; otherwise, 
“d” is used. Conversely, the latter part of the manuscript, attributed to scribe B, does not 
feature “þ” at all in this position, but rather “ð” in % of instances and % reverse spellings 
with “t”, predominantly in nd plural preterite verbal endings. 

7.3.6 The Fricativization of Unstressed t > ð 

As discussed in section . , orthographic representation of the fricativization of t > ð in 
unstressed positions can be useful in differentiating scribes.  
 In the first portion of the manuscript, {t} following {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} is most commonly 
( . %) spelled with “d”, indicating a fricative. There are  relevant examples of this sound 
environment in this section of the sample, with % of these being fricative spellings (using 
“d” or “þ”). If one is to look closer at the distribution of fricative to stop spellings, so as to 
accommodate the possibility that the second half of scribe A s work was actually carried out by 
scribe Z, no meaningful patterns can be inferred from this feature alone, perhaps other than 
that scribe Z would have seemed to favour fricative spellings slightly more than scribe A; 
scribe A has a :  ratio of fricative to stop spellings, while scribe Z would have a :  ratio. 
In one instance, on r , the scribe has spelled sound position {t} with “þ”, perhaps indicating 
a conservative orthographic convention that none of the other scribes employed; nor did this 
same scribe do so in the rest of the sample. 

 Interestingly enough, this anomalous form occurring on r would make some sort of 
sense if this were indeed a new scribe taking over; scribe Z is alleged to have taken over on 

TABLE VII - 7: OLDER T SPELLED WITH “Þ” ON FOLIO 25 OF AM 573 4TO:

r. buıþ {bú-ɪn-t} búit búa (vb.a) ONP
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v, when Breta sögur begins, and only two instances of {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} + {t} occur on v, both of 
which also indicate a fricative, but are spelled with “d” rather than “þ”. 
 In stark contrast, the sample from the latter portion of the manuscript (folia - ) 
features % stop spellings with “t”. As with some of the other criteria, the predominantly 
conservative spellings of this portion of the manuscript in this context distinguish them from 
the other scribe(s) of the manuscript. As this scribe spells {t} following {ˌV(ð|n|-)*} with “d” or 
“ð” (but never with “þ”, as in the first portion of the manuscript or AM  to) % of 
instances, one can infer that this scribe pronounced a fricative in their spoken language in this 
environment, yet elected to use more conservative spellings. 
  

7.3.7 The Diphthongisation of é 

In line with the scribes of AM  to ( % diphthongal spellings), scribe A of AM  to 
writes é as a diphthong in % of instances, contrasting the much more conservative practice of 
scribe B, who exhibits only % diphthongal spellings. Scribe B also occasionally employs “é” to 
spell é, though this character still likely represented a monophthong in this period. 

7.3.8 The Epenthetic Vowel Preceding -r 

As taken up in . , there are but a few instances of circumstantial evidence for the presence of 
an epenthetic vowel in the environment (Cr), or rather {C-?} + {r}, as it is expressed in 
EMROON. These instances all belong to the previously identified hypothetical scribes A and 
Z, as, they all occur within the first thirty-one folia of the manuscript, with no instances of 
even circumstantial evidence of this change in the hand of scribe B. As two of the four 
instances of circumstantial evidence respectively belong to scribes A and Z, no clear distinction 
can be made between these two hypothetical scribes on this feature alone. However, scribe B is 
the obvious outlier, and despite the presence of younger features in some of their work, they 
display a very conservative approach to the orthographic representation of this feature. As with 
other features, Scribe B could be said to be not only distinct from scribes A and Z, but also 
likely more conservative overall, although they were likely younger and removed in time from 
the work on the manuscript carried out by the other scribe(s). 

7.3.9 The Middle Voice Ending 

As noted in . . , the middle voice ending, {s͜k₁}, is represented by “z” in the overwhelming 
majority of instances in AM  to. In the first section of the manuscript, folia - , there are 
some deviations from this rule, with the “zt” spelling appearing four times. All of these 
instances appear on or before folio , so they may be used as circumstantial support for the 
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notion that scribe Z, who according to this conception, used exclusively “z”, took over from 
scribe A on or before folio . However, this criterion is not significant enough in itself to 
demarcate scribal hands.  
 While the latter portion of the manuscript, folia - , is distinct from the earlier 
portion of the manuscript with regard to several other orthographic features, the denotation of 
the {s͜k₁} ending is not one of them. This portion of the manuscript also features almost 
exclusively “z” in this position, with only one deviation, a single use of the “st” spelling on 

r . 
 Though the deviations from using “z” are few, their presence and distribution in the 
manuscript could be used to support the previously made demarcation of scribes A, Z, and B, 
though it must be stressed that this criterion cannot be taken as conclusive on its own, and will 
be correlated with other criteria later. 

7.3.10 The Privative Prefix ó- / ú 

In the latter portion of the manuscript, folia - , spellings with “v” are favoured, as  of  of 
these spellings in the whole sample occur in this section. The other  instances of these 
spellings with “v” could be attributed to scribe A, on folio , while it can also be noted that 
spellings with “u” only begin to surface on folio . This could be considered circumstantial 
evidence of a distinction between scribe A and Z, as we could say that scribe A employed a mix 
of “o” and “v”, while scribe Z employed “o” and “u” in a nearly equal distribution. 
 Regarding this feature, scribe B is then again the outlier, as they spell {ú₁} in three 
varying ways, although in a somewhat revealing distribution: “o”  times, “u”  times, and “v”  
times. If we are to take “u” and “v” spellings together (as their complementary distribution is 
dependent on context), perhaps reflecting the more Norwegian ú- prefix and pronunciation, 
then we get a :  ration of ó:ú spellings, suggesting that scribe B leaned more heavily to this 
variant than the other scribe(s), and that they were also more wont to spell the privative prefix 
with a “v”. 

7.3.11 The Letter ð 

The sporadic use of the character “ð” in the latter portion of the manuscript, folia - , 
indicate that a distinct scribe handled this section. While the scribe also uses “d” or “d” to 
represent d  or ð , they somewhat frequently use “ð” to represent ð , especially when d  
or ð  appear in the same word, such as in dauðr: 

TABLE VII - 8: D AND Ð USED IN THE SAME WORD ON 48R OF AM 573 4TO:

r dauðr {dauð-r} dauðr
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7.3.12 The Use of the Round “�” 

As discussed in section . , the conservative use of the letter “r” in the latter portion, folia 
- , of AM  to makes it markedly distinct from the earlier portion, folia - , as well as 

from the even more advanced use of the character in AM  to. With the exception of a 
small minority of instances after “a” ( . %) and “y” ( . %) “r” only appears after bowled 
characters in this latter portion of the manuscript. In total, the r rotunda appears after nine 
characters in the latter portion of the manuscript compared with the twelve in the former 
portion, and the character is generally far less frequent. This distribution, along with several 
other features, suggest that a different scribe, likely associated with a different milieu, handled 
this section, and that their work on the manuscript may have been significantly chronologically 
removed — either because the scribe was older but working contemporaneously, or they were 
simply working in a later decade — from the previous work on the manuscript. 

7.3.13 Concluding Observations 

The data presented in chapters five and six and subsequently reviewed here supports the 
notion that it was two scribes that were responsible for AM  to. While the hypothetical 
designations of A, Z, and B have been used to this point, a review of the data suggests that 
scribe A handled folia - , while B handled - ; along the parameters set in this study, there 
is not enough evidence to claim that there was another scribe, Z, involved. 

 The manuscript may have begun as the work of scribe A, who wrote folia - , while 

scribe B took over on folia , under uncertain circumstances, with not only the appearance 
and ductus of the script changing markedly from the earlier portion of the manuscript, but also 
with the language, orthography, script, and symbol inventory shifting. However, the respective 
shifts of orthography, language, and script do not move in the same direction; while the 
language and orthography of scribe B are generally more innovative than that of A, their script 
and inventory of symbols are more conservative, which if one were to look at palaeographic 
features alone, may lead them to conclude that this younger portion of the manuscript (the 
codex is collated in such a way that makes it virtually impossible for folia  to have been 
completed before , unless the scribe deliberately left a large section of the gathering 
preceding their work blank) was in fact older. While that claim was never fleshed out further 
in previous scholarship, this relationship, of the latter portion of the manuscript possibly being 
older, was in fact noted by Stefán Karlsson,  albeit in a cursory way.  
  

 Stefán Karlsson, Sagas of Icelandic Bishops, - .
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 Given that scribe B exhibits more innovative and younger linguistic and orthographic 
features, yet is more conservative in terms of the script and symbol inventory, this scribe was 
likely younger than the main scribe that began work on the manuscript, scribe A, and as 

FIGURE VII - 4: QUIRE STRUCTURE 
AND SCRIBES OF AM 573 4TO
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mentioned above, likely active in a different milieu, and the scribes were likely also taught their 
craft by different masters. Scribe B s relatively conservative script may also suggest a lack of 
experience and a need to follow their exemplar more closely, other than in instances when the 
language of the exemplar would have been excessively archaic relative to the spoken language 
of the scribe. As discussed in . , this scribe does not adhere to many of the inferred norms 
that the other identified scribes seemed to adhere to, albeit to varying degrees. The language 
and orthography of scribe B is, according to several parameters but not others, notably 
younger than that of scribe A, such that the notion that these scribes worked as much as 
several decades apart could be supported by this metric. However, from a practical perspective, 
it is difficult to conjecture the circumstances surrounding a manuscript being left unfinished 
for several decades, especially considering the intense co-operation and planning that must 
have gone into AM  to, which was of course, likely the work of at least one of the same 
scribes, and has significant overlap in terms of texts, themes, and genres. In other words, if 
AM  to was a significant undertaking that involved several scribes directly collaborating 
within a limited window of time, then a similar manuscript, namely AM  to, going 
unfinished for several decades would seem incredibly anomalous, or at least indicative of a 
shift in priorities and workflow among the milieu.  
 A more likely scenario, then, would be that scribe B took over from scribe A under less 
than ideal circumstances; perhaps scribe A died or was reassigned, and the work on this 
manuscript had to be resumed in the middle of a text — Breta sögur, in this case. From a textual 
perspective, the exemplar of Breta sögur used by scribe B was either the same as that used by 
scribe A, or so similar in structure, content, and theme that the differences between them were 
only linguistic, orthographic, and palaeographic, although a closer look at the phrasing and 
word choice, tracking the Überlieferungsgeschichte more closely, could be a direction of future 
work on this issue. As noted before, scribe B differs significantly from scribe A along these 
linguistic, orthographic, and palaeographic features, though the tone and structure of the text 
itself does not change when this shift in scribal hands occurs. 

 As investigated in an earlier study along quantitative lines,  scribe A of AM  to 

seems to be one and the same person as scribe δ from AM  to; congruencies with regard 
to specific features are outlined in that study. Both A and δ, who have both been argued to be 
distinct scribal hands within the respective manuscripts, also bear more than enough in 
common, even relative to the other, often very similar scribal hands, to be considered the work 
of the same person, albeit at different points in their career, and serving a different role in the 
workflow surrounding the production of these respective codices. 

 Farrugia, “A Study in Scribal Identification.”
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7.4 Shared Scribes and the Norm of the Reynistaður Milieu 

7.4.1 Context 

In this section, congruencies found across both manuscripts will be stated in order to define 
what the rules  or norm governing the milieu that produced AM  to and the first portion 
of AM  to may have been, based on inference from the data discussed up to this point. 
Instances in which the scribes represent a linguistic feature in a particular, often more novel, 
manner in a large majority of instances will be considered indications of agreement between 
the spoken language i.e linguistic norm of the scribes and their writing i.e scribal norm. As 
discussed in section . , . , and .  in particular, the concept of a norm is used here to denote 
tendencies, perhaps even rules, in the written work, and in the case of some features, perhaps 
even the spoken language of the scribes. As most of the scribes examined in this study were 
likely co-operating to varying degrees, their norm will by extension carry some implications in 
terms of geographic delineation, though it is not argued here that the norm of the scribes 
inferred here could be interpreted as something approximating a definition of the dialect of 
medieval Reynistaður. 

7.4.2 Diphthongization e > ei before -ng / -nk 

Across both manuscripts, spellings suggesting a diphthong in this position are far more 
common than those indicating a monophthong ( . % diphthongal spellings in AM  to 
and % in the first portion of AM  to), other than in the latter part of AM  to, likely 
done by a scribe from another milieu, or at an earlier time, in which the spellings occur in 
about a :  distribution. Circumstantially, this latter practice would be more in keeping with 
the practice of Möðruvallabók AM  fol. and an associated milieu, in which monophthongal 
spellings are far more common than diphthongal ones.  

7.4.3 The Demonstrative Pronoun  sjá / þessi  

The scribes of AM  to and AM  to are relatively consistent in their employment of 
the sjá  þessi paradigm. Scribe γ of AM  to featured an alternation of sjá  þessi forms in 
the nominative singular masculine and feminine forms in their work on folia - , while 
otherwise þessi forms are uniform in this form. Other younger side forms, in the feminine 
dative singular: þessi > þessar(r)i and feminine genitive singular: þessar > þessar(r)ar, also occur 
sporadically, though in AM  they are restricted to the work of scribe B. Overall, the 
distribution of forms indicates that older sjá forms were on their way out of the scribes  
written norm and likely also spoken language. 

 de Leeuw van Weenen, A Grammar of Möðruvallabók, - .
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7.4.4 The Indefinite Pronoun engi 

As discussed in section .  and . .  the scribes of AM  to and AM  employ two 
different stems for the indefinite pronoun engi, namely the e(i)ng- stem and the side form 
øng(v)- stem. Across both manuscripts, the rule that it is almost always followed seems to have 
been to use the eng- stem for masculine and feminine nominative singular and in the neuter 
genitive singular and nominative and accusative plural forms; the øng(v)- stem predominates in 
all other forms. 

7.4.5 The Fricativization of Unstressed k > g  

The scribes of AM  to and AM  tended to spell {k} as a stop, with “k”, following {i } in 
the pronouns mik, þik, and sik, though spellings suggesting a fricative with “g” or “gh” occur 
about one third of the time in this position ( % in AM  to and . % in AM  to). 
However, when the data for AM  to is segmented to reflect the disparate sections, the first 
portion (folia - ) features % fricative spellings, very much in line with the % of the 
scribes of AM  to, while the latter portion (folia - ) features % fricative spellings, 
displaying a much more innovative orthography. 
 The lemma ek is almost always spelled with a stop in AM  to, with the seven 
exceptions ( % fricative spellings) in AM  to having already been attributed to a single 
scribe in the work of Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir.  Somewhat curiously, ek is only spelled with a 
stop in the sample from AM  to, indicating that while the scribes of this manuscript were 
likely from different milieus, they adopted the same orthographic convention for this 
particular word in the manuscript, though it must be pointed out that ek is also spelled with a 
stop in % of instances in AM  to. However, this is likely due to the lexical distribution 
of the underlying change. 
 The lemma mjǫk is generally spelled as a fricative in AM  to, % of instances, 
though half of these seem to be the work of a single scribe, appearing in close succession on 
folia - . In AM  to, the latter portion of the manuscript features solely fricative spellings, 
and the former portion %. Considering that, by contrast, ek is spelled uniformly with a stop, 
this distribution would seem to indicate that while the relevant phonological change was 
underway or perhaps even complete in the language of the scribe(s), orthographic reflection of 
the change in their written norm may have been limited to particular words as the change 
progressed. 

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” , - .
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7.4.6 The Representation of {ð} in Unstressed Positions 

As discussed in sections .  and . . , the scribes differ in their spelling of {ð}. In AM  to, 
and the first portion of AM  to, the tendency was for the scribes to use the letter “þ” for 
{ð} in instances in which a word featured multiple instances of {ð}, such as smíðaðr, or in words 
that featured both a dental stop and a dental fricative, such as andaðisk. This tendency does not 
seem to have been practiced in AM  to, as the first portion of the manuscript, folia - , 
rarely features “þ” in this position, and when it does, it seems to be used as a manner of 
spelling the dental preterite marker rather than strictly a means of differentiating from other 
dental consonants in the same word, as in AM  to. Conversely, the latter portion of the 
manuscript, folia - , often features “ð”, but never “þ” in this position, indicating a 
conservative orthographic practice on the part of the scribe, as their work must have taken 
place after the former portion of the manuscript was complete, situating them somewhere in 
the latter half of the fourteenth century.  
 Additionally, while the first portion of AM  to (folia - ) has % “þ” spellings and 
% reverse spellings with “t” in this environment, reflecting the % “þ” spellings and % of “t” 

spellings in AM  to, the latter portion of AM  to (folia - ) is the outlier in terms 
of scribal practice regarding this feature, as it has % reverse spellings with “t”, % “þ” 
spellings, yet % of spellings with “ð”. 

7.4.7 The Fricativization of Unstressed t > ð 

In a related environment, the scribes are also fairly united in their representation of the change 
t > ð in unstressed positions. In general, the scribes favour spellings indicating a fricative, with 

% fricative spellings in AM  to and % in the first portion of AM  to. Conversely, 
scribe B of AM  to is an outlier, perhaps reflecting their link with another scribal milieu, 
as they spell unstressed {t} as a stop in % of instances. Even though they constitute a 
minority, the fricative spellings suggest that the scribe pronounced a fricative in this 
environment, but opted for a more conservative orthographic practice, delineating them from 
the more uniform practice adopted by the scribes of AM  to and the first portion of AM 

 to. 

7.4.8 The Merging of ǽ + ǿ > æ 

As discussed in chapters four and five, the merging of ǽ + ǿ > æ, which involves sound 
positions {ǿ} and {ǽ} on EMROON, can serve as a vital criterion in the localisation and dating 
of Old West Norse manuscripts. The scribes are uniform in their representation of this 
feature, and all instances of these sound environments suggest that ǽ and ǿ had fully merged in 
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the language of the scribes. There is not a single instance in the samples from either AM  
to or AM  to that suggests that a round vowel remained present in words that contained 

{ǿ}, nor are there any instances of a scribe attempting, and failing, to distinguish ǽ and ǿ by 
spelling earlier ǽ as a round vowel.  Though it is not surprising that these vowels had merged 
in the language of these Icelandic scribes of the fourteenth century, it is significant, in that the 
complete lack of evidence of any attempt to distinguish these vowels significantly weakens any 
case for these manuscripts being prepared by Norwegians or for export to Norway; as 
discussed in section . , Icelandic scribes would often attempt to distinguish these vowels in 
codices intended for a Norwegian audience, yet would typically betray their Icelandic origins 
in their inconsistent differentiation between two vowels, ǽ and ǿ, which remain distinct in 
Norwegian.  

7.4.9 The vá > vo Change (Diphthongization of á) 

As outlined in section . , the “vá” > “vo” orthographic change,  which resulted from the 
phonological change of the the vowel á , which resulted from the merging of etymological 
á  and the vowel ǫ́ , a rounded form of á  that arose through u-umlaut, beginning to 
diphthongize during the late thirteenth century or early fourteenth century,  does not surface 
at all in either AM  to or AM  to. While a negative cannot be considered a result, per 
se, this situation is perhaps telling, in that the two earliest attestations of this change of “o” for 
“ó” for etymological á following v are indeed from the Skagafjörður area, with the spelling 
“svo” for svá appearing in a charter from , and the spelling “hafnarvodum” hafnarváðum 
appearing in a letter written in Hólar in Hjaltadalur in .  This situation has several 
potential implications, not least for dating the manuscripts, though that matter will be 
addressed more directly in . . In terms of localisation, the absence of spellings indicating this 
change could suggest that the language of the scribes had not been affected by the 
diphthongization of á , or that they were united in simply not spelling that vowel in that 
particular way in that environment; i.e that this was one of the orthographic house rules  in 
the milieu in which they worked. It is admittedly odd that several scribes that were likely 
active in the Skagafjörður area during the fourteenth century — the precise context in which 
the earliest evidence for this change emerges — did not reflect it in their orthography. 

 Arne Torp, “Fonologi,” - .

 cf. Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .

 Hreinn Benediktsson, “Relational Sound Change: vá > vo in Icelandic,” - ; Stefán Karlsson, The Icelandic 
Language, ; Björn K. Þórólfsson, Um íslenskar orðmyndir á 14. og 15. öld, xi-xii. 

 Hreinn Benediktsson, “Relational Sound Change: vá > vo in Icelandic,” - ; cf. Haraldur Bernharðsson, 
Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, .
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7.4.10 The Diphthongisation of é 

The practice exhibited in AM  to is in line with that of the first portion of AM  to; in 
AM  to, é is spelled as a diphthong in % of instances, and % of instances in the first 
portion of AM  to. Additionally, the form gekk retains a monophthong while fekk features 
a diphthong. This distribution contrasts with that found in the latter portion of AM  to, in 
which é is spelled as a diphthong in only % of instances, and is not encountered in the forms 
gekk and fekk. Again, this congruence between AM  to and the first portion of AM  

to indicates that these scribes were of the same milieu. 

7.4.11 The Epenthetic Vowel Preceding Word-Final -r  

As outlined in section . , the epenthetic vowel can be an important feature in the localisation 
and dating of West Norse manuscripts. As was the case with the “vá” > “vo” orthographic 
change, all of the hypothetical scribes are relatively united in the way that they represent this 
feature. As with the previously outlined feature, the novel variant, in this case -ur where we 
previously would have encountered -r, may have been known and perhaps even part of the 
language of some of the scribes. As discussed in . , . . , and . . , spellings of -r that imply 
the presence of an epenthetic vowel are rare across the samples from AM  to and AM  

to, suggesting that though an epenthetic vowel in this position was likely known to the 
scribes, likely appearing in other codices with which they were familiar, or perhaps featuring 
in the spoken language of some of them, it was typical of this milieu to spell -r simply as “r”. 
Though some of the scribes, namely α of AM  to and A of AM  to, deviated from 
this occasionally, accounting for the small minority of spellings that imply the presence of an 
epenthetic vowel, the orthographic principles, written norm, or house rules  that the scribes 
were working under seem to have mandated the more conservative spelling of this feature, 
regardless of the what the phonological reality may have been. 

7.4.12 The Middle Voice Ending 

As outlined in section . , the scribes of both AM  to and AM  to represent the 
middle voice ending with “z” in the vast majority of instances, situating this manuscript 
chronologically somewhere before the turn of the fifteenth century. As discussed in sections 
. .  and . . , the deviations from the rule of using “z” in this position can aid in the 

demarcation of scribal hands, though it seems, as a rule, these scribes used “z”, with the 
younger forms “st” and “zt” occurring sporadically, likely foreshadowing the eventual change in 
orthographic convention regarding this feature. 
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7.4.13 Word-Initial h- Preceding l, r, and n 

While h- is generally retained preceding l, n, and r in both manuscripts, it is lost . % of 
instances in AM  to and . % in the first portion of AM  to. This indicates that some 
of the scribes of this milieu occasionally dropped the h- in this position, likely in their 
orthography only, while the majority of the others did not. Though they were likely of a 
different milieu, the second scribe, B, of AM  to, never dropped the h- in this position.  

7.4.14 The Privative Prefix 

The scribes of both AM  to and AM  to favoured spelling the privative prefix, {ú₁}, as 
ú-, either with “u”, or “v” preceding another “u”. Spellings with “o” also appear, though they are 
in a clear minority, especially if we were to consider “u” and “v” as variation in graphs under 
the same graph type \u\, as the opposition between “u” and “v” does not reflect any kind of 
phonological distinction in this particular context. With these trends in mind, the milieu 
responsible for the production of AM  to and AM  to clearly preferred, perhaps due 
to either their spoken language or the orthographic principles taught or mandated by their 
institution, the privative prefix ú-, more typical of Old Norwegian than the more typically Old 
Icelandic ó-.  

7.5 Summarising Remarks - Dating and Order of Production 

While both AM  to and Reynistaðarbók AM  to were the product of multiple scribes, 
most of whom belonged to the same milieu and may have co-operated on other projects, the 
circumstances surrounding their production were likely quite different. As outlined in 
previous sections, AM  to features a noteworthy disparity in the apparent age of the 
orthography, script, language, and symbol inventory used by the scribes A and B. It has of 
course been suggested that another scribe, Z, also worked on this manuscript, though, as 
already addressed, the quantitative data from EMROON does not seem to support the notion 
that A and Z were different people, owing to their excessive similarity along certain 
parameters. As such, AM  to is, in this context, a manuscript that was scribed by two 
people who differed notably along the orthographic, linguistic and palaeographic criteria 
investigated in this study. AM  to on the other hand, was the product of a group of co-
operating scribes .  
 AM  to seems to have begun as the work of scribe A, who was able to copy much 
of Trójumanna saga and Breta sögur, likely around the middle of the fourteenth century, circa 

 Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I., - ; Haraldur Bernharðsson, Icelandic: A Historical Linguistic Companion, 
- .
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- . For unknown reasons, this manuscript was not finished, and perhaps scribe A was 
reassigned or died before their work could be finished. The orthography and script of scribe A 
of AM  to indicates an older provenance than AM  to — even the sections attributed 
to them as scribe γ — so the work on AM  to either took place before AM  to, or a 
more archaic exemplar was used for AM  to. It is also plausible that as the scribe was more 
comfortable and experienced by the time they worked on AM  to, their personal language 
and norm shone through to a greater extent, exhibiting fewer archaisms.  
 In this interim period while AM  to lay unfinished, the work on AM  to may 
have begun, an ambitious project led by scribe α. Owing to their experience, scribe A of AM 

 to also participated in the production of AM  to, though this time as a contributor, as 
scribe γ, rather than the as the main scribe. Their involvement in AM  to may well have 
taken priority over their work on AM  to. AM  to, while being the product of 
multiple scribes, almost uniformly displays more innovative language and younger script than 
the first portion of AM  to, suggesting that AM  to was completed around , 
likely in a relatively short period of time considering the apparent direct collaboration of 
multiple scribes. Considering the younger language yet more conservative script and symbol 
inventory of scribe B of AM  to, the latter section of the manuscript completed by this 
scribe, folia - , may have been completed after AM  to, likely removed by some years, 
circa . Taken together, this means that the respective work of scribes A and B on AM  

to may have been removed from each other by as much as thirty years. 
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8 - Concluding Remarks 

8.1 The Scribes of AM 764 4to 

As Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir foreshadowed in her identification of scribe A across large 
disparate portions of the manuscript,  a single scribe, in this study called α, has been 
attributed with the lion s share of the writing of this codex. Owing to the congruencies in 
orthography, language, and script discussed in chapters five through seven, the scribal 
fingerprint  of this single hypothetical scribe, α, can be found in large passages of the 
manuscript, though their work is interrupted several times by more minor scribes, who among 
other professional scribes, may have included the mark of literate guests at the institution, who 
may have been provided the opportunity to contribute to the manuscript. Scribe α completed 
the majority of the manuscript, and given that their scribal fingerprint can be found across 
multiple gatherings and in various sections of the manuscript (even accounting for the fact that 
Árni Magnússon collected AM  to in multiple pieces from various places), this scribe can 
be called the main scribe of the manuscript. While the precise impetus for making this 
manuscript, as well as the circumstances surrounding its inception will remain a mystery, one 

can infer from the ubiquitous presence of scribe α that AM  to, was, in some sense, their 

project, at least insofar that they did the bulk of the scribing. If we grant the claim made here 
that scribe α wrote the majority of the manuscript — and also took over from or bookended 
the work of scribes who were working under them who were potentially also less experienced 
— then it seems only reasonable to also suggest that this scribe was tasked with overseeing the 
production of the manuscript, perhaps owing to their experience or level of familiarity with 
the learned materials of this manuscript. In their role as the main scribe and likely practical 
leader of the project of writing this codex, scribe α, directly co-operated with at least the three 
other significant scribes in this manuscript, scribes β, γ, and δ. As such, their orthography, 
language, and script may well have influenced that of the other scribes working on this 
manuscript, as one can conjecture that this main scribe would have wielded influence on the 
scribes working under them. However, this manuscript was very much a team effort, as the 
hands of α, γ, and δ all carried out notable work in the manuscript. 
  

8.2 The Scribes of AM 573 4to 

The analysis undertaken in chapters five through seven supports the notion that it was two 
scribes that completed AM  to, concurring with the most commonly held conception of 

 Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir, “Universal History,” , - .
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the scribes in previous scholarship.  While it may well be possible that this manuscript was 
completed by three scribes rather than two,  the quantitative analysis on this project does not 
support such a conclusion. Thus, this manuscript has been conceived of as having two scribes: 
A, who completed folia - , and B, who completed folia - . The possible third scribe (who 
would in fact become the second  scribe, displacing B to the position of the third scribe, if 
their presence in this manuscript was argued for here) was investigated across folia - , and 
as folia  features the textual division between Trójumanna saga and Breta sögur, this would 
make a certain kind of sense in terms of where scribes may have wanted to switch off their 
duties; this hypothetical third scribe was called Z in previous chapters. 
 As discussed in chapter three, both the age and the level of experience of the scribes 
likely shaped their orthography, script, and level of faithfulness to their exemplar; while the 
phonology of their actual language would, to various degrees, reveal itself in their spellings, 
and thus younger scribes might tend to have more innovative orthographic conventions, their 
script could well be more conservative, reflecting their inexperience in the craft. Thus, in the 
case of AM  to, scribe B may have been the younger or more novice scribe, perhaps given 
the unenvied task of completing a manuscript that a more experienced scribe had already 
written the majority of. Though their language often appears younger, resulting in a more 
liberal orthography in this section of the manuscript, this is not an entirely consistent rule; the 
scribe simply may not have been confident, experienced, or engaged enough to deviate from 
the symbols and script used in their exemplar in an entirely consistent manner. Thus, folia 

-  of AM  to sometimes appear more novel from a linguistic perspective with regard 
to particular features, likely a simple reflection of this scribe s younger language, and perhaps 
that this scribe found the language and orthography of the exemplar overly archaic. However, 
the circumstances surrounding AM  to being the work of two scribes with different 
milieu associations can only be conjectured. 
  

8.3 Moving Forward 

One of the key ways in which this project could be expanded would be through the inclusion 
of data from the entirety of the two larger manuscripts that are under study here, namely AM 

 to and AM  to. As both of these manuscripts combined exceeds one hundred quarto 
leaves, it was deemed both unfeasible to transcribe and annotate all of the available material for 
the purposes of this project; this undertaking in itself could very well have taken up the entire 

 Louis-Jensen, Trójumanna Saga, The Dares Phrygius Version; Trójumanna saga; Stefán Karlsson, Sagas of 
Icelandic Bishops, - .

 This potentiality was mentioned to me in email correspondence with Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir during Fall 
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four year project period. As discussed in the third chapter, an issue with some of the more 
novel digital approaches, which themselves are intended as tools that can streamline and 
increase the accuracy of our inquiries, can actually be one of inefficiency. A morphologically and 
etymologically defined reference orthography (EMROON) has been employed in the 
investigations into the orthography and language of these manuscripts, and the script has been 
charted using selected macro- and micro-palaeographic elements; the features within the 
orthography, language, and script have been selected according to known historical 
developments, though this project cannot be considered an exhaustive survey of the 
manuscripts or all of the potential data. However, as discussed in the first and third chapters, 
the data set used in this study is very much a targeted one. 
 While the assertions of Dyvik  and Paulsen  regarding a minimisation of 
assumptions about an underlying phonological system via a maximisation of the background 
reference system with a morphologically and etymologically refined reference orthography 
remain valuable, this project has adopted more of a pragmatic and streamlined approach, not 
least because the areas of investigation of this project are not strictly phonological and 
linguistic. In this context, it was not deemed feasible to infer and chart the entire phonological 
inventory of all of the scribes in both of the manuscripts, but rather to use the reference 
orthography as a tool to aid in the elucidation of the underlying phonology in particular 
environments, so as to aid in the localisation and dating of the manuscripts, as well as to 
delineate the scribal hands and infer their norm. In general, the underlying principles 
governing the orthography and language of the scribes of AM  to and AM  to were in 
line with known historical developments. However, variant representations of linguistic 
features and orthographic conventions were invaluable in  the discussion in chapters five and 
seven, which, based on these variants and deviations, also involved the inference of some of the 
orthographic and phonological rules that these scribes may have been beholden to, as well as 
the delineation of scribal hands in the first place. 
 A similarly pragmatic approach was adopted regarding the script of the two 
manuscripts. Just as using the system of sound positions minimises implicit assumptions 
through a maximisation of the background reference system when approaching the 
orthography, the defined approach to graphematics taken in this study involves a hierarchical 
structure that can aid in charting the actual use of letters in the hands of scribes, down to the 
smallest unit, the “graph” (this approach could involve zooming in further to the idiographic 
level). However, these systems have obvious pragmatic and practical limitations, as a study 

 Dyvik, “runematerialet fra Bryggen,” - .

 Paulsen, The Emroon Referential System.
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involving a complete inventory of a manuscript involving sound positions and graphs has yet 
to be undertaken. The system itself that was employed in this study and outlined in the third 
chapter could feature a much broader variety of graphs, though this would in many instances, 
involve moving into the territory of idiographs, in which, at present, efficiency and feasibility 
would be major issues. For example, the investigation of the graph types “d”, “d”, or “ð” in 
chapter six was deemed a macro-, rather than micro-palaeographic line of inquiry, as the focus 
is on the letter form itself, not on the minute variations, perhaps deliberate or not, that may 
have affected individual instantiations from a particular scribe; for instance, idiographs of the 
letters “d”, “d”, or “ð” lie outside the scope of this current project. 
 With these issues of scope and efficiency in mind, it must also be said that, as 
attempted in this project, abstract conceptions of a scribe s language such as with sound 
positions, can be hierarchically linked all the way down to the actual graphs used by the scribe, 
the ink on the page. As discussed in chapter three, if one can establish a link between a 
grapheme and a phoneme, a scribe s language, orthography, script, and symbol inventory can 
be charted with direct links between an abstract sound position at the top, and the actual graph 
that appears on the page of a manuscript. While likely of value in identifying and 
differentiating scribes, an idiographically-focused inventory of symbols, such as one might do 
using Peter Stokes DigiPal technology, was deemed outside the scope of this project, though it 
would be a valuable exercise in this future. However, while such technologies can aid in the 
segmentation and organisation of letter forms, the system itself does not offer or even aid in 
the process of drawing conclusions, which is of course a characterisation that can be applied to 
the novel technologies already employed on this project. 
 The network of manuscripts and scribes discussed in this project likely encompassed 
more than a handful of manuscripts and scribes; the number of codices and scribal hands that 
could be investigated continues to grow as research progresses. While the method of inquiry 
employed in this study could also be utilized in other cases in which related scribal hands are 
identified, a limit on which manuscripts and potential scribes can be included is necessary in 
order to make any such project feasible. However, a more thorough and far-reaching survey of 
codices and scribal hands could be on the horizon, especially with the continuing development 
of technologies and methods, and this necessitates further engagement with the manuscripts 
and scribal practices of fourteenth century Hólar. 
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